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SUHMARY 

'TI'le gay liberation rroverrent affinred a defiant, new identity for 

harosexual people and vigorously detailed their oppression. It paid 

particular attention to psychiatry and sought to shift the question of 

rrental illness fran the harosexual to society". Gay liberationists 

initially explored three major avenues in order to define the sources 

of oppression. The first drew upon the feminist critique of gender, 

but this provided a unitary conception of masculinity which proved 

~ssible to apply precisely to the gender identities and the social 

p::>sition of harosexual rren. The second explored a MarXist explanaticm 

of oppression, and a consideration of this raises a number of issues 

concerning the ability of Marxism to incorporate questions of sexuality 

without any tbeoretical attention :being given to itself. 

The third attempt was a fonn of Freudo-r1and.sm by which gay liberation-

ists posited sexual repression as a general feature of capitalist soc-

ieties. This was elaborated by Altman, Hocquenghem and Mieli who 

sought to derive a social psychology fran psychoanalytic theory. Their 

arg\Eients located an original harosexuality in infantile sexuality. 

Since gay l iberatianist theory has not addressed psychoanalysis in any 

detail, it is ircportant to assess the repression hypothesis in terms 

of Freud 1 s own work. A consideration of his postulate of bisexuality, 

and of his struggle with the question of gender differentiation, sug-

gests that the origins of both harosexuality and heterosexuality lie in 

the tensions which characterise the construction of the boy 1 s rnasculin-

ity . They are different outcares of the ways in which the boy COites 

to recognise the opposition :between the sexes, an opposition 'Which is 

socially grounded in their anatanical distinction. With sore refo:t:m-

ulaticms, Freud provides a valuable account of the origins of male 

hcr.osexuali ty. 
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Apart fran the gay rroverrent, the other rrajar efforts to conceptualise 

rrale hacosexuality in social tel:ms have been made by sociologists. 'Ihe 

orthodox structural-functionalist view shares sare of the problems en-

countered by the early gay liberationist arguments. The bulk of the 

rrore liberal statanents are purely descriptive. But a certain arrount 

of sociological \YOrk has achieved sare i.rrportant insights. PlUITirer, in 

particular, used the interactianist pe.rspecti ve to der!onstrate that l:oth 

a hanosexual identity and subculture are thoroughly shaped by hostile 

social reactions. However, his account leaves the questions of tie 

psychological and historical constraints upon the negotiation of sexual 

rreanings. 

Weeks explored these historical questions and he isolated the late nine-

teenth centmy in Britain as the crucial period of the categorisation of 

the hcnosexual as a particular type of person. His -work raises jroportant 

issues al:x:>ut the theoretical status of Marxism in this historical project, 

and about the nature of the 'break' represented by the late nineteenth 

century. Foucault too has made an influential contribution to these 

questions, though his central conception of 'power' remains problematic. 

Though the existing \\Urk on the social theory of male harosexuali ty 

frequent! y touches upon the question of gender, it is an elusive thelre. 

To grasp its importance, it is necessary to rejeCt nonolithic conceptions 

of masculinity, and to view gender relations historically. This pe.r-

specti ve offers a shaper focus for the major questions defined by the 

gay rroverrent and by ~;ociological and historical studies of male 

harosexuality. 
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'Ihe contemporazy gay liberation rroverrent represents the nost articulate and 

defiant fonn of the harosexual consciousness whose developnent can be 

traced since at least the late nineteenth century. That period saw a 

vigorous harosexual IOCJVerrent in Gennany, and the beginnings of another 

in Britain. In the intervening years , hcnosexual activism has had an tmeven 

and spJradic career in Europe and the United States. There have been sane 

ilrrportant studies of this pJlitical struggle in particular countries, but 

its overall history rem:tins to be written. 

After 1969, the gay liberation novement spread rapidly fran North l\rrerica 

to Britain, \~steJ:n Europe and Australia. Few gay liberationists TNere 

initially aware of the earlier histocy of harosexual activism; and they 

saw little in ccnn:on bet~en thenselves and the groups which had worked 

for law refonn and fought instances of discrimination in the preceding 

decades. Their sense of being the first haoosexuals to recognise an:l 

challenge oppression tmderlay an e..~aordinary millenarian confi dence: the 

new gay liberation groups demanded nothing less than a revolutionary 

restructuring of their societies. Though the initial relief in the 

irmW:lence of revolutianacy change lasted only a few years, the impact of 

the gay rrovement h3S undoubtedly rreant a significant and enduring dif ference 

to the ways large numbers of harosexual people understand thansel ves in 

relation to the societies in which they live. 

The inrrediate catalyst of the conterrporary ITIOV'em:Ilt is usually seen in the 

raid by New York City pJlice on a Greerwich Village bar, the Stonewall 

Irm, in June 1969. The riots which this event provoked ~e soon foll~ 

by the organisation of 'gay liberation fronts : in the major American cities. 

Though there had been signs of a rrcre militant stance by harosexual groups 

in the preceding years in the United States, the gay liberation fronts 

marked a distinct break in the style and scale of hanosexual activism -

and, most irrportantly, in its arguments. 
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This thesis traces the developrent of these argunents. Its focus is upon 

the efforts within the novarent to construct a social theocy of male 

haoc>sexuality. As the directions taken up in the follCMing chapters 

indicate, the scope of such a theocy is vecy large. For a central conviction 

of gay activists fran the feginning of the moverrent was that harosexuality 

could not be l.ll1derstood apart fran the general culture of wnich it was a 

product. The full implications of this insight are still being realised. 

After ~lve years, there is a need to grasp the main thrusts of gay 

liberatianist theorising, for the arrount of ccmrentary upon the rcoverrent' s 

arguments as a W1ole remains very small. In doing this, the thesis is 

concerned to draw out the significance of particular lines of thought, to 

highlight the theoretical problems which they encounter, and to extend the 

zrovement 1 s arguments at certain points. The first chapter discusses the 

major theoretical preoccupations of gay li.berationists until ab.Jut 1974. 

The second considers a rrore specific hyp:>thesis about sexual repression which, 

:in an incipient form, has had a long career within the movem:nt. 

When stated nore systematically, the repression hypothesis is an attempt to 

derive a social psychology fran .Frelrl, and it makes an .important assu:nption 

about the psychological origins of harosexuali ty. The third chapter 

reconsiders this argui'CErlt in the light of Frelrl' s C1Nl1. work. It is irop:>rtant 

to discuss the psychoanalytic account of the child's sexual developnent in 

sane detail , for an assessrrent of it is one of the most striking absences 

in gay liberationist theorising. The following chapters suggest sare of 

the :inplications of Freud's work for a social theocy of hcmosexuali ty. 

The main academic discipline to take up the question of hanosexuali ty has 

been sociology, and the fourth chapter surveys the major statanents in this 

literature. On the mole, this -work is in sharp contrast with the gay 

nove:nent 1 s perspective, and it highlights the latter' s critical achievarent; 
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though to sane extent the ~ have also shared sane CCli1IOOil theoretical 

problems. ~re importantly, the most insightful sociological work has 

directly contributed to the gay liberationist arguments, and indeed there 

has recently reen a convergence t:etween the two approaches. 

This is particularly evident in the recognition of the inp::>rtance of 

historical questions concerning harosexuali ty. The fifth chapter examines 

these efforts to conceptualise harosexuality as an experience created by 

specific historical conditions. The concluding chapter makes sane 

suggesticns for a sha..cyer focus for future work on the social theory of 

male harosexuali ty. 

It is necessary to explain why the tresis is concerned with a social theory 

of male hanosexuali ty rather than with lesbianism as well. This partly 

reflects the present political division l::let:\\een hanosexual men and lesbians. 

The gay rrovernent originally endeavoured to include roth men and waren, but 

after the first feN years of its existence, large numbers of wanen left 

gay liberation groups and have subsequently worked within either the 

feminist nx:Neiialt or separatist lesbian groupings. This division is by no 

neans absolute. But the prospect of a reunited hanosexual rroverrent has 

never seemed likely, and the political relationship between harosexual men 

and lesbian feminists has been marked by ccotinuing tension. 

The division is ultimately an expression of the fact that 'harosexuality' 

is not a unifonn category but is divide1 by gender. The gay movement's 

literature clearly expresses this, since argurrents about • hanosexuals 1 

typically refer to hcm:>sexual men, even when this is not explicitly ackn~ 

ledged. (Of course, 'nen 1 and tv;anen1 are not unifonn categories either, but 

are divided by se.'rual orientation; and a ccmron reason for many lesbians 

retaining links with a predaninantly male gay :rrovement is their uneasiness in 

a predaninantly heterosexual feminist lll.OVE'roent.} 
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The thesis argues in 110re detail that a social theory of male h.an::>sexuality 

has to take account of the :masculinity of hc:m:lsexual men as well as of their 

sexual orientation. At the sarre time 1 such an argument will be strengthened 

when it is possiBle to set it against a :roore developed social theory of 

lesbianism. The b.o would undoubtedly throw considerable light on each 

~r, and together they would 'fonn a cl:UCial dllnension to the tbeorisation 

of gender relations. 



CHAPTER ONE 

THEOREI'ICAL AFGUMENrS OF 

THE EARLY GAY LI.BERATIOO MJVEMENT 
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In its early literature, the gay liberation rrovernent expressed 4 
broad CDncerns. It detailed the social values, practices and institutions 

which oppressed horrosexuals; it described the effect of this oppt~~;ve/. 1 

culture upon their lives and advanced a neN conception of the positive 

meanings and possibilities of a harosexual life; and it opened up an 

analysis of the reasons for the existence of this anti-horrosexual ideology. 

Dennis Altrnan,in one of the rrost influential and substantial statem:mts 

of this new conception of politics, Horrosexual: Oppression and 

Liberation, stressed a perspective which was basic to the novement 1 s 

outlook: 

let there be no oonfusion: the very concept of 
honosexuali ty is a social one, and one carmot understand 
the 1om sexual experience without reCDgnizing the extent 
to which we have developed a certain identity and 
behaviour derived from social nonns. 1 

Using this perspective, the rroverent1 s arguments formed the nost 

energetic and vociferous rupture with the medical rrodel of harrosexuality 

since its first definition a centucy earlier. The fact therefore that 

oome people who engaged in horrose.xual behaviour were designated 

'honosexuals' ,and constructed a haoosexual identity accordingly ,required 

an explanation and could not be taken for granted. This was not 

conceived to be a discrete problem but was an integral p:rrt of the 

general relationship between men and women: it was sexuality itself and 

its p:>larised expression in rnasculini ty and ferninini ty which were on the 

gay novement 1 s agenda. They were viewed as :political matters and not 

as biological facts of life. For this reason, the novarent' s literature 

has been remarkable for its attempt to fornulate wide-ranging questions 

1. Dennis Altrran, Honosexuality: Oppression and Liberation, 
Harrnondsworth, 1971, p. 15. 

.. 
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about the dcrn:inant culb.lre confronting harrosexual s and, .in doing so, to 

transcend the boundaries within which horrosexuality has traditionally 

been defined. As Jeffrey Weeks conmented in evaluating the impact of the 

lOndon Gay Liberation Front in its short-lived career between 1970 and 

1973, "in tenns of horrosexual's ability to conceptualize their social 

J:X)sition, the change has been imnense" . 2 

The imrediate change in those years was drarratic indeed, for many gay 

li.berationists were convinced of the revolutionary f.OWer of honnsexuals 

to rerrould society once they had accepted the ideals of the new 

novemant. Honosexuality .in fact was superior to heterosexuality for it 

p::>inted the way to a future free of patriarchal relations. This assertion 

soould not be dismissed with hindsight as simply naive chauvinism, for it 

was based U'tX)n irrp:>rtant initial insights into the social organisation 

of gender. Unlike heterosexuality, horrosexuality was seen to be, at 

least within the rrovement, a relationship between equals: "our egos 

are not built on putting wanen Cbwn and having them build us up" , wrote 

the American, carl Wittman, in his "Manifesto" in 1969. 3 

Militant horrosexuals turned their socially marginalised status to their 

own ends. Having been told that they were sick and generally deviant, 

they reversed this dominant ideology by characterising orthodox sexuality 

as crippling of htnnan potential and assumed that they themselves trans-

cended the dichotany of gender. Once this assumption was questioned, the 

theoretical problem of the relationship between horrosexuals and the 

gerrler order, and particularly that o f the political p::>sition of haroosexual 

men in terms of feninist analyses, becarre vastly nore cx::nplicated. 

2. Jeffrey Weeks , Coming OUt, Honosexual Politics in Britain, f ran the 
Nineteenth Century to the Present, London, 1977, p. 206. 

3. Carl Wittman, "Refugees fran Arrerika: A Gay Manifesto" (1969), 
in Joseph A. McCaffrey (ed. ) , The Honosexual Dialectic, Englewood 
Cliffs, 1972, p. 160. 
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(Indeed, twelve years later, the movement renains deeply confused and 

divided over this very issue.) N:metheless, the early gay rrov~t 

translated the daninant idea that honXJsexuality was a pathological, 

individual condition, that it was a stigma to be hidden, into the idea 

that hOJI()sexual :rren and warren could, collectively and publicly, challenge 

a cruelly restrictive system of sexual values an:i institutions and, 

along with other radical groups, the whole society which propped them 

up. It fanned a deeply exciting conviction and unleashed eno.r::rrous 

energy. There was a widespread belief in the movement that the end of 

sexual 'pre-history' was .imninent. 

Shortly before the beginning of the gay rrovement, the philosopher of 

education, Paulo Freire wrote: "To deny the i.mp:>rtance of subjectivity 

in the process of transforming the world and histocy is naive and 

simplistic. "4 It was precisely this conviction which underlay the first 

phase of gay liberation p::>li tics axzd it generated an optimism which, for 

most activists, meant there was no need for further analysis. Yet the 

largely untheorised character of the rroverent' s initial argurrents also 

reflected the fact that tbere was, quite simply, very little appropriate 

revolutionary theory which could be drawn upon. 

Certainly the daninant tradition of western Marxism offered little, given 

its overwhelming emphasis upon the economic in both the theory and 

practice of revolutionary change and its almost total silence on sexual 

questions. So instead, gay liberationists looked for theory and 

inspiration to the feminist and Black Power rrovements in the United 

States, and, like both of these, to the struggles for national liberation 

in the third world to which Freire, anong others, had addressed himself. 

'Thus the name 'Gay Liberation Front' , adopted by rrany of the militant 

horrosexual groups in the years fran 1969 to al::out 1973, reflected their 

4. Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the eppressed, Harmondsworth, 1972 (1967), 
p. 27. 
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clear association with the people's war in Vietnam. As Weeks, woo had 

been an activist in the London GLF, later reflected: "'Ihe nazre was the 

surest touchstone of GLF' s radical intent. 11 5 

~ initial distinctions need to be trade in this discussion of gay 

liberation ideology. The first is that the rrovanent has consistently 

anbraced what can broadly be t.eJ::med both liberal and radical terrlencies. 

'!he liberal tendency was not particularly vocal in the first fEM years, 

the political initiative (and the majority of the publications) being 

fi:rrnly in the hands of the radicals. The liberals have arphasised the 

importance of relatively soort tenn goals and particularly those of the 

legal decri.minalisation of nale horrosexuali ty, of the enactment of anti-

discrimination laws, and of the advancanent of popular education which 

would eradicate prejudice. Of course, such aims well pre-date the advent 

of the gay rrovanent but they received a strong fillip in the new political 

at:Irosphere and they were vigorously pursued as the movement became more 

diverse and the radicals lost their former hegeiOny. This has been most 

evident in the United States. 6 The liberal aim is ultimately one of the 

assimilation of hom:Jsexuals into oociety, tbough under certain rondi tions 

such that harrosexuals soould be able to express themselves openly. A 

letter to the London GLF newspaper, Cane Together, in 1971, objected to 

the current e:nphasis upon mass confrontationist policies and continued: 

"What I think is nore important to the liberation of gay people is that 

5. Weeks , op. cit., p. 187 . 
6. This clearly reflects the strong liberal political tradition 

in that country. By contrast, in Australia, where liberalism has 
never infonred its politics to anything like the sarre extent, the 
liberal thrust of the gay rroverrent has been rruch weaker. One index 
is that in 1981, only two of the six states had decrimi.nalised 
mrosexua.lity, this having happened in Victoria only the year before. 
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they mix with nonnal society in natural numbers This I feel is where 

our integration with society is going to begin. We are not trying to 

beaJrne an isolated mass a:mnnmity, i.e. a ghetto. We want to be no:onal 

people ••• "7 The letter drew a shal:p res:ponse in the next issue of the 

newspaper: "Do we really want to be integrated with a S<::Ciety we 

regard as sick? Do you really want to be accepted by so-called nonnal 

people? On whose terms? No. • • • When society grows well, the ~rd 

'normal • will cease to be meaningful. " 8 

The radical tendency in the rroverrent has not necessarily disagreed with 

the liberals' short term goals but it has insisted that the ideal of 

integration involves an unacceptable canprani.se unless society itself is 

fundamentally changed. The present discussion ooncentrates up:m the 

radicals, not because it necessarily endorses their :political tactics 

and a.rgurrents, but because they have I=UXSUed a social analysis far rrore 

energetically than the liberal tendency. 

This relates to the second important distinction to be made in terms of 

gay liberation ideology. In the first instance, the rrovanent' s nain 

:political emphasis was on the :perceived dichotomy between h.oTiosexuals and 

heterosexuals. In 1969, Witt:rran wrote of San Francisoo: 

.•• we have fonred a ghetto, out of self protection. It is 
a ghetto, rather than a free territory, because it is still 
theirs. Straight oops patrol us, straight legislators make 
our laws, straight employers keep us in line, straight noney 
exploits us. And we have pretended everything is OK, because 
we haven' t been able to see how to change it - we've been 
a£raid. 9 

7. Trevor G. Locke, "Letter fran a Brother", Carre Together, No. 3 
(Jan. 1971) I in Aubrey Walter (ed. ) I care Together: the years of 
gay liberation (1970-73), l.Dnaon, 1980, p. 62. Walter noted: 
"'Ihe name Carre Together was chosen for its triple entendre: the 
corrmmal or collectivist aspiration, the sexual reference, and the 
John Lennon song of the tilre" (p. 14) . 

8. Eric Elphenbein, ''Danger", Come Together, No. 4 {Feb. 1971) , in 
Walter, op. cit., p. 63. 

9. Wittman, op. cit., p. 157. 
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However, in the radical argument this perspective, while not disappearing, 

quickly shifted to an errphasis upon the dichotomy between masculinity 

and f.anininity. '!his resulted fran the attempt to integrate the 

feminist analysis of sexism. To be fair to Wittman, an awareness of 

sexism was already present in his "Manifesto", which was a remarkably 

roherent statement of the aims of a social rrovem::mt then only in its 

inf 10 ancy. 

However, the liberal tendency has continued to give priority to the 

dichotomy between horrosexuals and heterosexuals. Its subsequent argurrent 

has been that horrosexuals constitute a minority group, by anal ogy with 

an ethnic minority, and that they need to gain the protection by law and 

the usual f reedoms guaranteed to other groups within liberal denocracies. 

'!his emphasis upon the horrosexual/heterosexual dichotomy becones rrore 

:rrn.1ted with the conceptualisation of the fanner as a minority group and 

in fact leads to a de-emphasis of the differences between the n..u. 'fue 

assumption here is that the assimilation of horrosexuals is EX)ssible 

precisely because there is not ultimately that much which separates them 

from the heterosexual majority. As will be seen in chapter four, this 

assumption also characterises a good deal of recent work on honosexuality 

\vithin the sociology of deviance. (Given the rubric of 'deviance' this 

is sanewhat ironic.) 'Ihe radicals, however, have insisted upon the 

irreducible difference of horrosexuality and this has underpinned their 

criticism of the dominant sexual nonns for their enbod.iment of a pervasive 

differentiation of power between men and ~ in which the oppression of 

hanosexuals was anbedded. 11 

10. Wittman's "Manifesto11 was reprinted in Australia in William and John, 
Vol. 1, No. 4 (n.d., 1972), pp. 6-11. Here, the word ' camp' was 
substituted for ' gay' in order to make the ''Manifesto" rrore consistent 
with the vernacular. However, such rrodification was rare: on the 
whole, North Arrerican gay liberation ideology was enthusiastically 
imported into Australia without consideration as to its immediate 
applicability. 

11. 'nlese ccmnents simplify the variety of tendencies within the gay 
rrovement. It sh:>uld be noted that one has taken the hOITDsexual/ 
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The following discussion examines the gay novercent' s a.rgunents as they 

developed primarily in Britain, the United States, Canada and Australia 

in the period from 1969 until about 1974. It falls into four sections. 

'!he first reviews the basic tenets, practices and social cri ticisrn of the 

novanent. The discussion then turns to the gay li.berationist critique 

of psychiatry, a major preoccupation in those early years, and suggests 

the limitations of this critique. 'Ihe o..c subsequent sections each 

consider a rrajor strain in the novement•s explanation of oppression. One 

deals with various arguments about sexism and notes the difficulties for 

those gay liberati.onists who tried to reooncile the p:::>sition of horrosexual 

men with the feminist conception of gender. The other oonsiders the 

initial attempts within the rrovement to advance an historical explanation 

of oppression in tenns of Marxist theory. 

(i) 

The london Gay Liberation Front's Manifesto was published in October 1971. 

It was a carefully prepared document of about six thousand 'NOrds and was 

written by roth men and waren. It was designed to be accessible to as 

wide a range of horrosexual people as p:>ssible and was very influential 

in its own right, being reprinted for exa:rrple by the Mell:x>urne GLF and 

republished. in the United States. 12 The intrcrluction to the Manifesto 

declared: "Horrosexuals, wh:> have been oppressed by physical v iolence and 

by ideological and psychological attacks at every level of social 

heterosexual dichotomy to an extrane p:>int and, far fran the dichotomy 
becaning muted., the result has been various fonns of sep:rratism. The 
Gay Sunshine Collective in San Francisco, for example, has pursued 
a vigorous analysis of 'gay culture' past and present; and the 
Fag Rag Collective in Boston has developed a gay anarchist stance. 
Neither could very usefully be tel:rtEd 'liberal' • However, such 
tendencies are not considered here for , wi t.hout wanting to question 
their contribution to the gay noverrent in other areas, they have not 
been particularly interested in pursuing a social analysis of bono-
sexual oppression. 

12. 11London Gay Liberation Front Manifesto" I in Len Richrrond and 
Gary Noguera (eds.), The Gay Liberation Book, San Francisco, 1973, 
pp. 117-127. This version however is abridged and the references 
which follow are to the Melbourne reprint. Aubrey Walter suggests 
that the Manifesto ItD..lSt have sold at least lO,CX:O copies since its 
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interaction, are at last becaning angry. ,.lJ As a :political statement, it 

is one of the forerrost examples of the perspective reached within the 

novenent at this time. It attacked the heterosexual bias embedded in a 

range of social institutions and argued, not defensively for greater 

tolerance or social refor.m, but aggressively for a revolutionary change 

to the social structure. In this, it was firmly ccmnitted to an anti-

sexist }:X)sition and it reflected the influence of Shularnith Firestone's 

The Dialectic of Sex and Kate Millett • s Sexual Politics, both of which 

had been p..lblished in Britain in the previous year. 

The Manifesto establishe:i the sl.ll:ordinate }:X)sition of horrosexuals within 

society by }:X)inting to those areas in which horrosexuali ty was either 

igrored or actively proscribed. The method for isolating instances of 

oppression was to insist that harrosexual.ity should be fully on a par 

with heterosexuality, and the list which this test produced was extensive. 

'Ihe Manifesto describe:i the family as "the nost basic unit of society .•• 

oonsisting of the man in charge, a slave as his wife, and their children 

on wham they force thanselves as the ideal nodels. The very form of the 

family works against honosexuali ty". Young horrosexual people therefore 

suffered fran "the restricting images of :man or warran pushed on them by 

their parents". 14 Schools both reinforce:i these rigid sex :roles and also 

ignored honosexua.li ty in their oourses. The churches, "whose archaic and 

irrational teachings supp::rrt the family and rrarriage as the only permitted 

corrli tion for sex" , had corrlenned ha:rosexuality throughout the whole 

Judaeo-Christian tradition.15 The rrass rredia acted as a pcwerful support 

publication (op. cit., p. 27); though its distribution, taking 
account of pn. vate reprints such as in Melbomne, would undoubtedly 
be much higher. In 1979, the "Gay Liberation Infonnation Service" 
in Britain published a second edition with sorre rnioor changes. 

13. Melbourne Gay Liberation Front, "Manifesto", (n. d., 1972), p. 1. 

14. Ibid. 1 P• 1. 15. Ibid., p. 2. 
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for these assumptions of 11 'noDTB.l' man and wanan. It follows that we are 

characterised as scandalous, obscene perverts, as rampant, wild sex-

rronsters, as pathetic, dcx::m:d and corrpu.lsive degenerates,. 16 'Ihe 

Manifesto };X)inted to two explicit agencies of heterosexual control - the 

legal system and institutionalised psychiatry. Under the fo:tmer, male 

harrosexual behaviour has typically been a criminal offence especially in 

Anglo-Saxon societies. 17 As for psychiatry, the Manifesto attacked its 

standard definition of male harosexuality as a 'mental illness' and its 

preoccupation with aetiological theories and therapeutic 'cures'. Such 

literature, it asserted, operated "on the basis of social convention and 

prejudice, IDT scientific truth", 18 something which was highlighted not 

least by the theoretical confusion which characterised the field. 

The rrost basic aim of all of such arguments, which were widely reprOO.uced 

in the gay rroveroent, was to rrake horrosexual people recognise the fact that 

they lived in a society which, in its values and institutions, was 

thoroughly anti-honosexual. It was frequently said that horrosexual 

oppression operated on the three levels of persecution {legal, medical and 

physical) I discr:imination (in ernployrrent, child custody cases and many 

other areas) and liberal tolerance. 19 In each case the assUllption was 

upheld that heterosexuality was the universal and natural node of sexuality, 

and exceptions were typically explained away as sick or sinful and were 

regarded as fit subjects for therapy or punishment. If individual harosexuals 

were tolerated, such toleration was rrost of ten f iltere1 through a variety 

of stereotypes which denied their sexuality any integrity or seriousness. 

16. Ibid., p. 2. 
17. 'Ihe law in England and Wales was m::xlifie1 in 1967 so that harosexual 

acts between two consenting males in private was no longer an offence. 
Ha.vever the number of convictions for hcmosexual offences actually 
iocreased after that tbre on charges of 'soliciting' and 'indecent 
behaviour' (Weeks, op. cit., p. 11). 

18. Mellxmrne GLF, op. cit. I p. 3. 
19. See for exanple, Alt:man, op. cit., p. 46~ and Weeks, op. cit., p. 190. 
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And toleration could be subtle and insidious as tw:> British writers, 

Andrew Hodges and David Hutter illustrated in their booklet, With Downcast 

Gay people often think that things are rroving in their favour 
if they are so Itn.lch as mentioned in a broadcast. We heard one 
gay lt'ail argue for the existence of a rrore tolerant attitude 
towards horrosexuality by citing the programme "If You Think 
You've Cot Prrolems", which took the daring step of all owing a 
sixteen-year-old ooy to ask the panel whether he 'WaS likely to 
beccm: horrosexual since he was solely attracted to his own sex. 
"Don't ccmni t yourself, don' t give yourself a label, be open 
to a variety of experience," they advised. One needs to 
translate: ''Don't be too eager to say that you are sick; find 
a girl soon and i t may yet be possible to srrother your bono-
sexual feelings. " 
Taken literally, what the 'experts' said was good; but until we 
hear heterosexuals advised with equal vigour to make horro-
sexuality a part of their ~erience, we shall not be fooled 
into believ ing such 'pe.nnissi ve 1 chatter to be anything but 
the veiled disparaganent that it is. '!he real intention 
behind the advice, the implied rressage of shame and inferiority 
was wade ccystal-clear by Jean Metcalfe. How awful, she 
exclaimed 1 sensitively', tD have a hcm:>sexual son; one 'WOUld 
feel so guilty! 
It does not require very profound understanding of htunan nature 
to see that the boy already knew the answer to his question. 
What he sought was not information, but reassurance that his 
hcrrosexuality was natural and good. What he received was the 
raw material from which he will build a lifetime's self-
oppression, and from which other gay listeners will reinforce 
their CMn. 20 

Indeed, it was 'self-oppression', the major therce of this booklet, which 

was camonly seen in the novenent as the rrost destructive legacy for 

harosexuals of their experience of living in a stridently heterosexual 

culture. In 1970, the American gay liberationist, Martha Shelley, linked 

this to a broader notion of the repression of harosexuality: 

Understand this - that the worst :part of being a horrosexual 
is having to keep it secret. Not the occasional Itn.lrders by 
p:>lice or teenage queer-beaters, not the loss of jobs or 
expulsion from schools or dishooorable discharges - but the 

20. Andrew Hodges arrl David Hutter, With Downcast Gays, IDndon, 1974, 
pp. 29-30. 'Ibis forty page booklet has been a marked publishing 
success for the rrovement. It has been widely distributed throughout 
the English-speaking 'WOrld and translated into Swedish and Italian. 
It was republished in Toronto in 1977. 
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daily knowledge that what you are is so awful that it canrot be 
revealed. 'Ihe violence against us is sporadic. J.llbst of us are 
not affected. But the intenlal violence of being made to carry -
or choosing to carry - the load of your straight society, s 
unconscious guilt - that is what tears us apart, what makes us 
want to stand up in the offices, in the factories and schools and 
shout out our true identities. 21 

And a British pamphlet noted sare carmon instances: 

It is self-oppression for gay people to take for granted that 
they will be ignored or insulted in newspapers and on TV, that 
gay adolescents will be ignored or condemned in sex education, 
and that the police will continue to get ~y convictions on 
charges of indecent behaviour. 22 

For gay activists, self-oppressive attitudes were enbxlied in the a::mrercial 

horrosexual subculture (corrprised of bars, clubs, saunas and a variety of 

publications). This was often described as a ghetto which both separated 

hom:>sexuals frc:m the rest of society and gave them the illusion of 

freedom; in fact it was confining and it encouraged honosexuals to bla:rre 

themselves for their helplessness rather than their oppressors. It was 

also exploitative as a fonn of underworld capitalism. 23 However, the 

gay liberation resp::>nse to the subculture was critical nost of all of its 

heterosexually derived values. The predominantly male subculture was 

characterised by the ccmnercially manipulated cult of youth and beauty, 

by the adoption of 1 butch 1 and • fatme' roles, and by adherence to the 

value of nonogamy (even when this was not upheld in practice) • All of 

this, in the Manifesto 1 s words, was evidence of submission 1
' to the 

pressures to conform to the straight-jacket of society's rules and hang-ups 

21. Martha Shelley, "Gay is Good" , in Karla Jay and Allen Young ( eds. ) , 
Out of the Closets, Voices of Gay Liberation, New York, 1972, p. 32. 

22. Gay Liberation Pamphlet No. l, Psychiatry and the Horrosexual : A Brief 
Analysis of appression, London, 1973, pp. 27- 28. 

23 . See Wittman, op. cit., pp. 167-168. He wrote: 
Police or con rren woo shake down the straight gays in return 
for not revealing them; the bookstores and rrovie makers who 
get away with outrageous prices because they are the only 
outlet for ];:Ornography: the heads of 'rrodeling' agencies, 
and other pimps, who exploit both the hustlers and the 
customers - these are the parasites who flourish in the 
ghetto (p. 168) . 
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about sex". 24 'The veherrence in this criticism of the subculb.lre was 

partly because nany gay li.berationists SCM the mJVanent as a vehicle 

for personal and social change in the sense of it being a way of life. 

As such, the rroverrent was an obvious alternative to the subculture and the 

effort put into organising dances and other public festivities was 

intended to establish this. And the rrovement • s predcminantly oounter-

cultural style was felt to be sharply opposed to the oonventional 

'middle-class' style of the ghetto. 

"'!he essence of gay liberation is that it enables us to cc:ma out", 

Altman declared. 25 Activists insisted that hom:>sexuals had to overcorre 

their self-oppression and to oonstruct robust, defiant self im:tges; they 

saw in the rroverrent the possibility of an open, unccmprornising life in 

which their sexuality was a source of pride and in which they oould find 

the support and sense of cx:mmmi ty which had always been denied them. 

Enomous energy was put into urging horrosexuals to 1 come out' , to no longer 

feel ap::>logetic about their sexuality and to reject the heterosexual values 

which they had been educata:i to take for granted. 

Fund.arrental to the novem:nt 1 s ideology therefore was the affinnation of 

a bono~ identity. 'The insistence that hom:>sexuali ty was equal in 

every res~ct to heterosexuality was distilled into such slogans as 

''Gay is Good" and "Gay Pride". 'Ihe new identity was also a defiant one: 

words such as 'faggot 1 (in North Airerica) , 'poofter 1 (in Australia) and 

'dyke' were adopted and, within the novement, were freed of their 

derogatory oonnotations. '!he rrore militant activists urged that haro-

sexuals should not try to win tolerance by appearing to be nomal but 

that they srould instead personify the very fears which 1 straights 1 had 

about hoJrosexuals. They were detennined to be 'blatant', to flaunt their 

24. Melbourne GLF, op; cit. , p. 7. 
25. Altman, op. cit., p. 229. 
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sexuality in the face of those who would tOlerate horrosexuality only 

i f it was kept a private matter. 

This new identity went hand in hand with the promise of a kind of personal 

liberation. The Manifesto emphasised the need for, and the possiliili ty of, 

a "NEW LIBEPATED LIFE-STYLE which will anticipate, as far as possible, the 

free society of the future". 26 This life-style entailed non-role playing, 

non-possessive relationships, and COimllJlla.l living,all of which were to 

replace the family; and it also included collective, as opposed to 

hierarchical, fonns of political organisation. While very feN horrosex:uals 

were able, or even wished, to take advantage of this "liberated life-style" , 

this element of the rrovement' s idoology expressed a neN conception of the 

advantages and freedoms open to harosexuals. H<:>Qges and Hutter, for 

exanple, discussed the stereotype that (particularly rra.le) harrosexuals are 

promiscuous and objected to the response that "there are many happily 

settled honosexuals whose lives of quiet fidelity pass U!llJOticed''. Instead 

they argued: 

It is perfectly easy for a gay couple to enjoy all the mutual 
care in the world and also enjoy se.x with otl'Ers separately 
or together. These things are possible si:rrply because h.Oiro-
sexuals can identify with the sexual feelings of those they 
care for in away logically impossible for non-gay people. 
For this reason it is easy for a gay partnership to develop 
into a non-sexual relationship in which the partners share 
loving C'OITpCUl.ionship but find sexual pleasure outside the 
union - unlike many heterosexual marriages which tw:n into a 
boring errbittered oohabitation in which sexual attraction 
has long vanished but fidelity is still rigidly enforced. 27 

Such an inage of uninhibited sexual freedan arrong horrosexual men is 

unooubtedly over-optimistic. And it appears to rely upon the ass1.lll1J?tion 

that heterosexuals are constrained by the differentiation of gender, wlEreas 

horrosexuals are not, in order to assert the logical .inpossibility of 

26. Mellxm~ne GLF, op. cit. , p. 7. 
27. Hodges and Hutter, op. cit., p. 8. 
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a heterosexual couple being able to identify with each other's feelings. 

Nevertheless, this argurrent was an ilrportant statanent that the danina.nt 

rrodel of relationships should not be taken by horrosexuals to apply 

autanatically to their own. In particular, its defence of horrosexual sex 

outside of a couple relationship was essential to redress the guilt which 

many l:x::lrrosexual men experienced when their sexual lives rontradicted. the 

ideal of nonogamy. Such a defence has been a recurrent thane in the 

novement' s thinking and later was given a forceful expression by Guy 

Hocquenghem and John Rechy. 28 Hodges and Hutter also :implied that since 

the sexual behaviour of many honosexu.a.ls differed fran that of hetero-

sexuals, the fomer posed a challenge to the dcminant sexual nont'\S; 

indeed, the variously ronceived 'threat' of horrosexuality has been a 

fundamental argument within the rrovarent. 

H<Mever, as activists cane to realise, many honosexuals had no interest 

at all in atphasisi.ng their differences from heterosexuals or in seeing 

themselves as a threat to the sexual status qu:?. 'Ihe Manifesto's resp:mse 

to this was to invoke the idea of self-oppression, reminiscent of the 

f.1arX.ist concept of false consciousness : "The ultimate in self-oppression 

is to avoid confronting straight society, and thereby provoking further 

hostility: Self-oppression is saying, and believing: 'I am rot 

oppressed' . 1129 Self-oppression forrred a crucial political problem because a 

mass ooverrent of horrose.'ru.als which would be able to effect significant 

changes was dependent upon overcoming such attitudes. Alt:IPan wrote: 

Because society's attitudes are internalized, horrosexuals develop 
a great sense of guilt al:xJut themselves; for myself, however 
much I try, I doubt if I shall ever totally lose that. Guilt, in 
turn, produces self-hatred, and those who hate themselves will find 
it difficult not to despise others who share their guilt. 30 

'Ihe note of pessimism in Altman's personal reflection pointed to 

28. Guy Hocquenghan, HonoseXual Desire, I.Dndon, 1978 (1972); John Rechy, 
'Ihe Sexual Outlaw, New York, 1977. 

29. Melbourne GLF, op. cit., p. 4. 
30. Altman, op. cit., pp. 63-64. 
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difficulties in eradicating self-oppression which becarre clearer and rrore 

widely acknowledged as the rroverent natured~ but during the first feN 

years the idea of 'intemalisation' was not considered to be particularly 

problematic and various 'consciousness-raising 1 exercises were seen as 

the major tactic for overcoming horrosexuals 1 sense of inferiority and for 

arriving at a political analysis. 

In this the gay rroverrent was indebted to the 'WOI1leil' s liberation rrovement, 

for North Arrerican feminists had fo.IJM.lised the practice of consciousness-

raising in the late sixties and the idea was quickly taken up by feminists 

else.Yhere. Juliet Mitchell, for example, wrote in ~Tcman 1 s Estate : 

Many liberationists see consciousness-raising as one of the 
rrost important contribution..~ of the rroverrent to a neN 
politics. waren 1 s Lilieration is crucially concerned with 
tha.t area of politics which is experienced as personal. 
WOllEn corre into the rrovenent fran the unspecified frustration 
of their own private lives, find that what they thought was 
an individual dilenna is a social predicarrent and hence a 
political problem. '!he process of transfOJ::ming the hidden, 
individual fears of ~men into a shared awareness of the 
m:aning of them as social problems, the release of anger, 
anxiety, the struggle of proclaiming the painful and 
transfonning it into the political - this process is 
consciousness-raising. 31 

Consciousness-raising played a p:rrticularly :important role in the political 

organisation of harrosexuals, for it was a metbod of confronting the 

effects of what the British activist, David Fernbach referred to as 

"the unique fact of our isolation". 32 

'Ihe most i.rrnediate effect of the daninant heterosexual culture upon young 

horrosexual people was that they typically grew up believing not only that 

31. Juliet Mitchell, V.raman 1 s Estate, Hanronds'iNOrth, 1971, p. 61. 
Mitchell noted that "the ooncept of 'consciousness-raising' 
is the reinterpretation of a Olinese revolutionary practice 
of 1 speaking bitterness 1 " (p. 62). 

32. David Fembach, "The Rise and Fall of GLF", in Sydney University 
Comnunist Group (ed.), Faggots and Marxists, Sydney, 1976, p. 4; 
originally in Lunch (October 1973) . 
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they were abnorrral. but also that they were utterly alone. 33 They had 

also, rornpared with other oppressed groups (the novement' s literature 

frequently referred not only to waren but also to racial minorities and 

workers), the unique ability of being able to '-pass', that is, of being 

able to conceal their inferior status. The degree of guilt engendered by 

these facets of horrosexual experience might vary but the fact remained 

that the ways in which a person reached an understanding of his or her 

sexuality and of the :fX)ssibilities of an adult h::mosexual life were on the 

whole a p;culiarly private process. External points of reference were 

very few and concentrated solely on the individual: apart from the starkly 

negative ones {such as psychiatric definitions} they were likely to be 

oonfined to :rredia re.:tXJrts of the bizarre and sensational and to :tXJpular 

literature which was fi.nnly ccmnitted to a oonception of honosexual life 

as inescapably tragic. 34 Until quite recently, it would have been very 

difficult to discover any source fran which a p:>sit:i.ve, let alone a 

p:>litical, persp;ctive on horrosexuality could be derived. 35 It was 

therefore very likely that young people W"'uld experience the problems which 

were related to being hcarosextal in their society as being an inherent 

part of their sexuality. 

In this context, consciousness-raising had a liberating :fX)tential: group 

discussions revealed that particular experiences were widely shared arrong 

33. One of the rrost camon thares in the numerous personal acoounts of 
coming out and of working within the gay rroverrent was the extra-
ordi.naiy relief and joy simply at disoovering the existence of 
other horrosexuals with whJrn the person was able to identify. See 
for exarrple, Konstantin Berlandt, "My Soul Vanished from Sight: A 
California Saga of Gay Liberation", in Jay and Young, op. cit., 
pp. 38-55. 

34. John Murphy devoted a chapter of his HOirosexual Liberation, A 
Personal View, to a survey of literary treatments of honosexuality 
and argued that the rrost popular works in particular were un-
relentingly negative in their depictions (New York, 1971, pp. 42-70) . 
M::>:re recent surveys include Jenny Pausacker, ,.Adolescent Honosexuality: 
A Novel Problem", Gay Information, No. 6 (Winter 1981), pp 4-9~ 
and, on the :fX)pular press, Tim Carrigan and Dave Sargent, "In the 
Steps of Lee Radziwill: Journalists Sample Gay Nightlife", Gay 
Infm::ma.tion, No. 5 (Auturm 1981}, pp. 14 f f . -

35. One of the few such positive sources is Melbourne Gay Teachers and 
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honosexuals, despite their camon isolation. As it became possible to 

make generalisations on the basis of these experiences, they no longer 

seemed private and inherent to hocrosexuality but a direct result of the 

social and, rrost i.mpJrtantly, political organisation of sexuality. 

This was encapsulated in the slogan, "the personal is the political". 

One American consciousness-raising group gave this account: 

Growing up as male children, we were told that the expression 
of our feelings was unmanly. (Don't cry, }'OU' re a big boy 
nCM; Father Knows Best never had any problems; Perry Mason 
was always in control of the situation; Flash Gordon never 
cried.) So we hid our feelings and suffered alone, feeling 
that we were different fran the other boys. 
In our consciousness-raising group, we relate our experiences 
as gay males. In this way, we are able to get back in touch 
with the feelings we had when these experiences took place. 
We then canpare how we felt about those experiences then with 
how we feel about them nCM. In seeing the cormon root of our 
~eriences, we begin to break dam our isolation from other 
gay males and begin to recognize our condition in society as 
an oppressed class. 36 

'Ihe idea that horrosexuals fonred an 'oppressed class' was an elementary 

resfX)nse to the ccmplex problem of detennining the political fX)Si tion of 

horrosexuals in sexual terms. A nore precise analysis of that position 

was essential in order to discover the reasons for the existence of the 

pervasive anti-honosexual ideology which the novanent had energetically 

detailoo. Before discussing the gay liberationist attempts to clarify this 

problem, it is i.rrpJrtant to consider in nore detail the critique made of 

the nost systematic expression of anti-h:mosexual ideology, that of 

psychiatric definitions of hcm:>sexuality as a mental illness. For here, 

activists were oonfronted with a set of oftem implicit theoretical 

assurrptions about the nature of sexuality and the foundation of gender. 

Students Group, Young, Gay and Proud, Melbourne,(n.d., 1978). 
36. A Gay Male Group, "Notes on Gay Male Consciousness'-Raising", in 

Jay and Young, op. cit~, p. 295. 
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(ii) 

The fourth of the fornal "Demands" adopted by the IDndon GLF was "that 

psychiatrists stop treating ·horrosexuality as though it were a problem or 

sickness, thereby giving gay people senseless guilt complexes". 37 Anti-

psychiatry groups were prominent in the early gay rrovarent and there 

were a number of public confrontations between activists and :rrental 

health professionals. 38 The profession was an obvious target for the 

rrovernent: the greatest proportion of the huge volume of literature 

puq:orting to explain mnosexuali ty came fran authors in this field and 

the dominant view was that horrnsexuali ty was a pathological mental 

condition, that it was a symptom of inadequate sexual adjustrrent. In one 

sense, the profession was also an easy target. Gay liberationists 

readily pointed to the ways in which psychiatric and psychoanalytic 

pmnouncem=nts, while claiming to be scientific, clearly coincided with 

conventional sexual values. Heterosexuality was taken for granted as 

the natural rcode of sexuality and as functional for society; and the 

fact of male dcminance as the natural characteristic of heterosexual 

relations was not questioned. The literature which defined 

hanosexuality as a pathology was distinctly vulnerable to criticism si.rrply 

because the idea of pathology was typically assumed rather than argued 

for theoretically. And efforts to explain the aetiology of the condition 

had produced an extraordinary range of oonflicting theories: the overall 

incoherence of such WJrk was i.nrrediately obvious and the IDndon Manifesto 

remarked upon "the hysterical disagreerrents of theory and practice., within 

chi 39 psy atty. 

37. Walter, op. cit., p. 4 7. 

38 . For exa:rrple, in 1970 gay liberationists invaded the National 
Convention of the American Psychiatric Association in San Francisco. 
A brief account is given by Gary Alinder , "Gay Liberation Meets the 
Shrinks", in Jay and Young, op. cit. , pp. 141- 45. 

39. Melbourne GLF, op. cit., p. 4. 
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By the late sixties, orthodox psychiatry was also under attack from 

critics such as R.D. Laing an:1 David Cooper, and the anti-psychiatry 

rroverrent which drew up:m them was an important impetus to the gay 

liberationist critique. At the sane time, psychiatry was being 

confronted as the sole and obvious authority on harosexuality by a 

growing number of liberal sociologists who rejected the medical rrodel. 

Within a few years the hegaiOny of the traditional viEM was successfully 

challenged to the extent that, in both Australia and the United States 

for exanple, the national psychiatric associations substantially m::x:li.fied 

their definitions of horrosexuali ty as a pathology. 40 'Ihe pressure exerted 

by the gay rrovenent clearly played a part in this shift, and an appraisal 

of mental health professionals in Australia in the mid seventies went so 

far as to state: "Gay Liberation is rrost directly affected by mental 

health professionals and has praopted nuch reanalysis and developrent of 

alternatives. "41 However, the authors also noted that in a survey of 

sixty-seven clinicians, only five endorsed the therapeutic goal of helping 

. . . f . f k-~ 1 . . 42 a person gam rnaxmrum sat~s actJ.On ran a l.IUI.Iusexua orlentation. 

'lbe gay liberationist critique of psychiatry p:tid rrore attention to its 

practices than to its underlying theoretical assurrptions. 'lbe 

40. In October 1973 the Federal Council of the Australian and New 
Zealand College of Psychiatrists approved a clinical :rnenorandum on 
harosexuali ty which read in part, 

CUrrent psychiatric opinion of the nature of honosexuality 
is largely in accord with the results of controlled studies 
of non-p:ttient hcm:>sexuals. Many psychiatrists consider that 
honosexual feelings and behaviour are not necessarily or 
carmonly associated with neurotic syrnptans and are COI.'rpatible 
with good adjustment and a useful and creative contribution 
by the i.ndi vidual to society. 

See R.F. Barret. al., "Hc.mJsexuality and Psychological Mjustment", 
The Medical Journal of Australia, Vol. 1- 6lst year, No. 6 (Feb. 1974), 
p. 189 . 

41. Robin Winkler and Una Gault, "Psychiatry and Clinical Psychology", 
in P. Bareham et. al. ( eds. } , The Professions in Australia: A 
Critical Appraisal, St. Lucia, 1976 , p. 170. 

42. Ibid. , p. 177. 
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behaviourist schJol drew nost attention, rather than the Freudian one, 

because of its emphasis upon the efficacy of various therapies designed 

to alter a horrosexual orientation. Sydney Gay Liberation, for exarrple, 

publ . hed ub · 1 ·u f · th 43 
~s a s stantia cr~ que o avers~on erapy. 'Ihe response 

by the radicals in the rroverrent was to dismiss psychiatry as beyond 

reform; the alternative to therapy was p:)litical involvenent and an 

American activist qtOted Trotsky• s rerrark about the Bolshevik diplanat, 

Adolf Yaffe: "The revolution healed Yaffe better than psychoanalysis of 

all his canplex:es11
• 
44 On the other hand, some within the liberal tendency 

of the novernent have been far less inpatient and have actively prarcoted 

the usefulness of syrrpathetic hartosexual therapists. 

The basic gay liberationist tactic was to shift the psychiatric focus 

in a quite fund.amental way. Horrosexuali ty was not an individual condition 

but rather an experience thoroughly shaped by social oppression. This 

relocated the question of 1 mental health • : pathology was not inherent in 

horrosexuality but in the society which proscribed it. "It is society 

which is defective and at fault and needs our attention, not the harcosexual", 

insisted the long tilre American activist, Franklin Kameny. 45 'Ihis argument 

led to a • diagnosis • of anti -horrosexuali ty in teilt'lS of the notion of horro-

phobia. Conceptually, the idea has been deservedly criticised: 11 

43. Robin Winkler, A Critique of Aversion 'Iherapy for Horcosexuals, 
Sydney, (n.d., 1973). 

44. Christopher z. Hobson, "Surviving Psychotherapy", in Jay and Young, 
op. cit., p. 153. 

45. Franklin E. Kameny, 11G3.y Liberation and Psychiatry", in McCaffrey, 
op. cit., p. 188. This assertion directly engaged the traditional 
view as expressed, for exarrple, by the psychoanalyst, Irving Bieber, 
whose w:::>rk f o:med an intransigent and influential statarent of the 
tredical orthodoxy: ". . . enphasis upon fears of censure and rejection 
as pra:rotive of the personality disorders associated with hJrrosexuality 
seems to be a quite superficial analysis of this oomplex disorder" 
(Irving Bieber, et. al., Honose.xuality: A Psychoanalytic Study, 
New York, 1962, p. 304). 
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horrophobia individualizes the entire problem of harrosexual hostility, 

naki.ng it a problem of personalities rather than societies. " 46 rbnetheless, 

the gay liberationist tactic of throwing the 'problem' of horrosexuality 

back at heterosexuals, and at psychiatrists in particular, was very 

important. It was a recognition that the obsessiveness with which 

sections of the medical profession have pursued IPa.le h:Jrrosexuality is 

wthing less than extrao.rdina.ry. The range of aetiological theories which 

have been proposed and the therapeutic techniques which have been tested 

are thenselves a' symptan' which needs to be explained. 'HotrophJbia • is not 

an explanation, but it is certainly an appropriate (if somawha.t restrained) 

description of a phenorrenon in twentieth century medicine. 

Gay activists further maintained that it was completely tmtenable for 

psychiatrists to claim that they provided therapy to change a lx>mJsexual 

orientation only to those who voluntarily requested it. This justification 

to::>k no account of the pervasive negaO:-ve experiences which made it 

impossible for hom:::>sexual people to make such a choice freely. 47 Neither 

did it take account of the power of institutionalised psychiatry, and it 

was this which activists wished to undermine, particularly in the eyes of 

honcsexuals. Thus, as one pamphlet put it, "we do not want a reformed 

medical attitude to honosexuality. We want there to be no Jredical 

attitude at all"; "a doctor has !!£professional status with regard to 

honosexuali ty'' . 4 8 

46. Kenneth Plurcmer, "Honosexual categories: sone research problems in 
the labelling perspective of honosexuality", in Kenneth Pl\.JI'm1er (ed.), 
The Making of the M:>dern Harosexual, london, 1981, p. 63. The notion 
of horrophobl.a was erphasl.sed particularly by George Weinberg, Society 
and the Healthy Horrosexual, New York, 1972 , ch. 1. 

47. Gay Liberation Pamphlet No. l, op. cit., p. 10; Charles Silverstein, 
"Hanosexuality and the Ethics of Behavioural Intervention" , The 
Journal of Hom:>sexuality, Vol. 2, No. 3 (Spring 1977), pp. 205-11, 
reprinted in Len Richrrond and Gary Noguera ( eds. } , The New Gay 
Liberation B<x>k, Palo Alto, 1979, pp. 131-37. 

48. Gay Liberation Pamphlet No. 1, op. cit., pp. 26, 5. 
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As for the substance of psychiatric theory, Kaneny made three basic 

points. The first concerned the definition of such tenns as pathology 

and neurosis: 

These tei:rns, when defined at all, are defined as persistent 
oonronformi ty in a matter of which society makes an issue. 
Many definitions of pathology are teleological arrl represent 
fundarrentalistic theology in thinly disguised fonn ..•. Other 
definitions are objectionable in that, by a pseudo-biological 
functionalism, they seem to make of people nere appendages of 
their genital organs r ather than the other way round. 49 

Kameny' s reference to psychiatry's use of f unctionalist argurrents may 

be illustrated by noting Arne Karlen's \\Ork. Karlen replaced the simple 

biological detenni.ni.st argument with a view of heterosexuality as being 

grounded in anatcmical f unctions: ''. . • body functions have profound 

psycmlogical meanings to people, and anatany and function are often 

socially elaborated". 50 'Ihere was a f unctional pre-disposition in hunan 

beings towards heterosexuality an:i, conversely, the fact that exclusive, 

adult male honosexuality rret with universal disapproval was because it 

infringed upon the biologically appropriate role. 51 

Kameny' s second point was that psychiatrists generalised about the 

h.arosexual population on the basis of studies of their patients and that 

they therefore failed to base their conclusions upon a representative 

sample. 52 'Ihis was the issue UJ;X)n which the earliest critics of the 

49. K.arreny, op. cit., pp. 185-86. Again, Bieber had simply asserted 
that humans have a biological tendency towards heterosexuality, and 
he directly canpared the pathology represented by horrosexuality to 
physical pathology (op. cit., p. 305). 

50. Arno Karlen, Sexuality arxi Harosexuality: A New View, New York, 
19 71, p. !501. 

51. Ibid., p. 483. Karlen's \<JOrk was critically discussed by Herb 
Spiers, "Psychiatric Neutrality: an Autopsy", '!he Body Politic 
No. 7 (Winter 1973), pp. 14 ff . 

52. Kameny, op. cit., p. 186. 
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traditional view had concentrated. 53 Finally, Karreny argued that 

psychiatric attanpts to de-arq;>hasise biological detenni.nism, while still 

rraintaining that horrosexuality was a less than ideal adjustment, led to 

clear logical contradictions. If human sexual resp:mse was learned, 

then the origin of heterosexuality was just as !!Ulch an issue as the 

origin of honosexuality; yet the fonrer was never fOSed as a question, 

let alone investigated. Similarly, if it was held that the developrent 

of heterosexuality involved the ' nonral' repression of horrosexual 

interests, then why should the repression involved in the develop:rent of 

honosexuali ty be defined as neurotic? This inconsistency is found, for 

example, in D.J. West' s work which, fran the mid fifties until the 

early seventies, was one of the most accessible expositions of a slightly 

liberalised psychiatric view of h.c:xrosexuality. 54 ' 

'lhe gay liberationist critique of psychiatry left t\o.D major theoretical 

problems outstanding and not very clearly defined. The predaninant 

sentiment in the novemmt concerning the debate over aetiology was to dean 

it utterly irrelevant; the nain interest, understandably, lay in debunking 

the credibility of psychiatric practice. To a limited degree, psychiatric 

assertions concerning the biological foundation of heterosexual.i ty were 

countered with assertions that all sexuality was socially dete:anined. 

Wittman, for exarrple, insisted that nature did not define the object of 

53. See the work of Evelyn Hooker, for exarrple, "'Ihe Adjustment of the 
Male Overt Horrosexual", Journal of Projective Techniques, Vol. 21, 
No. 1 (March 1957) pp. 18-31. Hooker wrote: " I would very tentatively 
suggest the following: . . . Horrosexuali ty as a clinical entity does 
not exist. Its fonns are as varied as heterosexuality" (p. 31). 

54 . D. J. West, Horrosexuali ty, Hanrondsw::>rth, 1968 (second ed. ) . He 
wrote that: "Exclusive preference for the opposite sex is an 
acquired trait, and involves the repression of a certain anount of 
horrosexual feeling which is natural to the human being" (p. 17) ; on 
the other hand, he considered that, 

. . . the canpletely honosexual man, one who is repelled rather 
than attracted by faninine channs, really suffers f.r:om an 
abnormal inhibition, the origin of which can often be traced from 
psychological causes early in life. In such a case, the flight 
fran heterosexual relations is a neurotic symptom, produced 
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sexual desire, 55 and another writer argued that sexuality was not inborn 

in any sense, including the infantile bisexuality posited by Freud. 56 

Yet this position regarding the social detennina.tion of sexual object-

choice was never stated with much force or coherence and, correspondingly, 

the psychiatric assumptions that sexual developrent followed a pre-

detennined biological path was never sufficiently highlighted. This 

shortcoming in gay liberation thinking has been very significant, for in 

attempting 1:0 expla.in the origins of oppression, many activists have been 

attracted to an argument about the repression within the family of an 

infantile bisexual disposition. With this, they retumed to an assumption 

of a natural sexual. erl.downent and consequently failed to elaborate the 

:intX>rtance of the earlier assertion of the canpletely social detenni..nation 

of sexual developnent. 

'Ihe second :i.mp::>rtant outstanding theoretical problem involved the character 

of honosexual nental life. Gay liberationists challenged the psychiatric 

o::mception of inherent pathology with the idea of • external• oppression; 

and they linked the effects o f an anti-honosexual culture to the nental 

life of honosexuals by referring to the int.ernalisation of dominant values 

which produced self-oppressive attitudes. However, the conclusion drawn 

about the psychology of harrosexuals was inconsistent: they were just as 

well adjusted as heterosexuals, and such traits as guilt and anxiety were 

a direct result of the experience of social hostility. 

The logic of the idea of self-oppression contradicted the first part of 

this conclusion, that harosexuals were indistinguishable in their mental 

in much the sarre way as other irrational fears and inhibitions 
(p. 17). 

55. Wittman, op. cit., p. 158. 
56. Hobson, op. cit., p. 150. 
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life fran heterosexuals. For if the internalisation of oppression 

"wreaks major violence up:m the psyche of the honosexual" as Kameny put 

it, 57 then there had to be a sense in which this psyche was distinct fran 

that of the heterosexual. The implicit confusion over this question 

was related to the voluntaristic understanding within the novemant of the 

idea of self-oppression. As one pamphlet put it: "Witlx:>ut our 

willingness to accept it, there could be no oppression except that imposed 

by brute force". 58 This conception of internalisation };X)sited an 

unmediated relationship between borrosexuals and society: because the 

oppressive values were conceived to be 'external • , and false or wrong in 

the sense that they were objectively against their interests, the remedy 

was seen to be in consciousness-raising exercises and in allegiance to the 

broad ideals of the rrovement. 'file oppressive culture was • forced' upon 

horrosexuals and the process was therefore reversible. 

Despite the undoubted benefit of consciousness-raising as a solution for 

particular i.ndi viduals, the general gay liberationist ar<j1.l[rent in effect 

sidestepped the whole question of a holrosexual psychology. It denied 

alnost any detenninacy to the idea of intemalisation and emptied all 

meaning from a theo.ry of sexual socialisation. In fact, rather than the 

idea of a socially produced, relatively determinant honcsexual psychology, 

the assunption was made that there existed an essential harosexuality 

which could be rescued fran beneath the accumulated layers of self-

oppressive attitudes. 

In a canparable context, Mitchell insisted that it was crucial for women 

to have "a krx:Mledge of what our oppression has done to retard us": 59 

57. Kameny, op. cit., p. 189. 
58. Gay Liberation Pamphlet No. 1, op. cit. , p. 27. 
59. Mitchell, op. cit., p. 163. 
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What does our oppression within the family do to us worren? 
It produces a tendency to small-mindedness, --petty jealousy, 
irrational errotionali ty and random violence, dependency, 
competitive selfishness and J;X:>Ssessiveness, passivity, a 
lack of vision and conservatism. These qualities are not 
the simple produce of male chauvinism, nor are they falsely 
ascribed to wanen by a sexist rociety that uses ' old woman' 
as a dirty tenn. 'Ihey are the result of the wanan ' s 
objective ronditions within the family - itself errbedded 
in a sexist society. 60 

She argued that this knowledge had to be translated into a psychological 

understanding of oppression. Gay libe.rationists have been much slower to 

achieve this insight for themselves and to incorporate it into a 

theoretical conception of horrosexual politics. Initially, the personal 

liberation promised by the rrovement incorporated the vision of a naY 

kind of sexual being who would radically alter the sexual social structure. 

In particular, this new hoirosexual felt liberated from the psychiatric 

def initions which had played an increasingly significant role in shaping 

the public debate over, and private experience of, harose.xuality since the 

late nineteenth century. In this sense the consciousness prorroted by the 

rrovernent was an historic rupture with the medical rrodel; but the legacy 

of the psychiatric dominance meant that activists were very reluctant to 

re-address themselves to psychological questions . 

This reluctance was also related to their approach to questions of gender. 

'Ihe standard psychiatric view of honosexual rren involved the idea of 

inversion: pathology lay in the fact that they were less than 'naturally' 

masculine, that they were afraid of v.orren, and so on. The gay liberationist 

resp:mse was to charge psychiatry with merely upholding oppressive gender-

roles, and to J;X:>int out that nasculini ty and femininity were social 

categories and hence variable. 61 But the rrovernent' s argurrents did rot dwell 

on these J;X:>ints. For in the rreantine, many gay liberationist rren were 

60. Ibid., p. 162. 
61. Gay Liberation Pamphlet !'b. 1, op. cit., pp. 3, 7. 
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trying to arrive at a theocy and practice a:rotmd the politics of gender, 

and, in various ways, they accepted that they were non-masculine while 

attempting to draw new bTiplications from this conclusion. 

(iii) 

'!he idea that rrany honosexual men find oonventional masculine expectations 

problematic, and that this is integral to their oppression, has been 

frequently expressed on an experiential level within the gay rroverrent. '!he 

following reflection is fairly typical: 

Masculinity was defined for ma by the social \'.Orld I was a 
part of as a set of personal characteristics that rust becane 
part of my identity ••• I, like all male children, was 
taught that my value as a person depended on my pJWer over 
others. I was taught that I must compete for personal :tXJWer, 
and that to be successful I rnust conceal feelings of weakness, 
terrlerness, and dependence , arrl present myself to other rren 
as self-sufficient and insensitive. 

In spite of the all-pervasiveness of this lesson, I finally 
found myself in full rebellion against manhood. The source 
of this rebellion was something that appeared to me as 
entirely external to the reality of the \'.Orld I was taught 
about, the fact of my Gayness. 62 

Or, put less abstractly: 

I was gay long before I admitted my hom::>sexuality to myself, 
long before I ever had sex, long before I knetV what sex was. 

~en I was ten, I played paper Cblls with the girls arxl dug 
it; when I had to, I played baseball with the guys and 
didn't dig it. 63 

One of the rrost pressing tasks for gay liberationists, and indeed a still 

unresolved one, has been to elaborate such personal insights in order to 

develop an explanation of oppression and to define nore precisely the 

:r;nsition of honosexual men within a theory of sexual :r;nlitics. 

62. Michael Silverstein , 11 The History of a Short Unsuccessful Academic 
Career11 (1972), in John w. Petras (ed.), Sex: Male I Gender: 
Masculine, Readings in Male Sexuality, Port Washington, 1975, p. 236. 

63. Gary Alinder, "My Gay Soul", in Jay and Young, op. cit., p. 282. 
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Weeks wrote of the first years of the London I'['()vanent that the "politics 

of GLF were very vague in the early days , yet what came to shape its 

contours, and differentiate it fran the older h.orrophile groups, was its 

• • f the • f • IT 64 h recogru.tion o ex1.stence o sex1.sm . T us the GLF newspaper, 

Come 'lbgether declared at the end of 1970: 

We recognised tbat the oppression that gay people suffer is 
an integral part of the social structure of our society. 
to\Ornen and gay peJple are both victims of the cultural and 
ideological phenanenon J<:na..m as sexism. 
This is rranifested in our culture as male supremacy and 
heterosexual chauvinism. 65 

In this, gay li.berationists were indebted to the analyses made by 

contenpJrary feminists. It was the isolation of the ideology of sexism, 

the use of the historical notion of patriarchy, and the problenatisation 

of gender by various feminist texts which sharpened the gay I'['()varen,t' s 

social critique (as in the London Manifesto), and particularly its attack 

upon the dominant fo.rro.s of male sexual practices. 66 M.Jst imp:>rtantly, 

the fenri..nist arguments suggested an explanation of oppression which went 

beyond the idea that it resulted frcm behaviour which siropl y contradicted 

the heterosexual nonn. It was not a matter of the majority persecuting 

a minority out of fear of sarething alien to than or, as Szasz put it in 

functionalist tenns, from the need for a scapegoat against which the 

a::mruni.ty could define itself and thereby maintain its unity. 67 Instead, 

male hcrrosexuals represented a challenge in a political arena in which 1re.11 

syste:natically dominated women. 

64. Weeks, op. cit., p . 196. 
65. Anon., "The Gay Liberation Front Adopts Principles", Came 'lbgether, 

No. 2 (Dec. 1970), in Walker, op. cit., p. 49. 
66. In :particular Shulamith Firestone, The Dialectic of Sex, The Case for 

Feminist Revolution, Ne.-J York, 1970; Kate Millett, Sexual Politics, 
New York, 1970; Gennaine Greer, The Female Eunuch, London, 1970; 
and Juliet Mitchell, Woman's Estate, London, 1971. 

67. Thom3.s S. Szasz, The :Manufacture of Madness, A Conparative Study of 
the Inquisition and the Mental Health M:>verrent, Ne.-J York, 1970, 
ch. 13. 
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However, it was necessary to spell out the precise nature of this 

challenge. Given many activists ' personal knowledge of the oppressiveness 

of orthodox masculinity, their consciousness of the fundarrental :[X)litical 

irop::>rtance of sexism, and their recOgnition of the logic of an alliance 

with the feminist novanent, they were faced with the problem of deciding 

\>.here exactly they fitted into the feminist oonception of a dichotomy 

between men as the oppressors and wanen as the oppressed. Millett's 

Sexual Politics, for example, had discussed the ideological force of 

contemporary patriarchal societies: 

Sexual politics obtains consent through the 1 socialization' 
of both sexes to basic patriarchal politics with regard to 
tE!Il'(perarrent, role and status. As to status, a pervasive 
assent to the prejudice of male superiority guarantees 
superior status in the male, inferior in the female. 'nle 
first iten, temperarrent, involves the fonnation of hum:m 
personality along stereotyped lines of sex category 
( 

1 masculine 1 and 1 feminine 1 
) , based on the needs and values 

of the daninant group and dictated by what its merrbers cherish 
in themselves and find convenient in sul:x:>rdinates: aggression, 
intelligence, force and efficacy in the male: passivity, 
ignorance, docility, ' virtue' , and ineffectuality in the 
fenale. This is canplemented by a second factor, sex role, 
which decrees a oonsonant and highly elalx>rate oode of 
oonduct, gesture and attitude for each sex. In terms of 
activity, sex role assigns danestic service and attendance 
U:[X)n infants to the female, the rest of human achieverrent, 
interest, and ambition to the male. The limited role 
allotted the female tends to arrest her at the level of 
biological experience. 'nlerefore, nearly all that can be 
described as distinctly human rather than aninal activity (in 
their own way animals also give birth and care for their 
young) is largely reserved for the male. 68 

Such a fonnulation was very difficult to translate into an analysis of the 

social :[X)sition of honosexual rren. '!heir superior status as men was 

maintained only if their sexuality remained hidden. Their role was rrost 

often a rrale one though, if they were unrrarried, it included the darestic 

work (but only rarely the child care) typically perfonred by 'WOrren. '!he 

item of the temperarre:nt or gender identity of horrosexual rren was perhaps 

the nost ambiguous of the three as their expressions of rebellion against 

masculine standards illustrated. 69 

68. Millett, op. cit., p. 26. 
69. Sanewhat later the British activist, Nigel Young, attempted to apply 
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Yet it was precisely in te:rms of status, role and temperament that a 

significant number of gay liberationists were detemtined to be as 

'non-masculine' as t:essible. They declared their sexuality publicly, 

they despised conventional ambition and careers t:esi ting instead the 

inp:>rtance of cx:a:rmmal living, and they sought to eradicate the 

masculine traits in their personalities. This was part of the revolutionary 

practice advocated by the I.cndon JYlani.festo but, mt suprisingly, it was 

attenpted by only the rrost ccmnitted activists and even then the results 

were disapp:>inting. Experi.Irents in conmmal living were typically 

shortli ved and masculine traits often proved stubbornly ingrained. 70 

All of this produced a oonsiderable arrount of political conflict, both 

between different groups of men and, TIDre agonisingly, between men and 

lesbians, very many of whom left gay liberation groups over the issue of 

the :rren' s sexism. 'lhese conflicts certainly politicise:i questions of 

gender. But tbey also produced a new kind of guilt anong mmy honosexual 

men and this seems to have been a barrier to the developrent of new fonns 

of political practice. Similarly, theoretical refinement of the question 

of the gender identity of honosexual men has been very slow. 

There have been a variety of gay liberationist responses to this question 

ranging between the extrenes that, on the one hand, honosexual men 

transcended the dichotomy of gender and thereby clearly threatened the 

patriarchal culture and that, on the other, they were indistinguishable 

fran heterosexual rren and so posed no threat at all. The explanation of 

Millett's categories to hom::Jsexual men, tb:mgh not very successfully. 
However he did note "the ronfusion for us in tenns of our sexuality, 
and the contradictions we have to go through in confonning to 
heterosexual norms concenrings our temperaments" ("Divided We Fail", 
Gay Left, No. 3 (Autumn 1976) , p. 3) . 

70. See, for exarrple, the acrount by Keith Birch of a COimlllne in wndon 
during the early seventies, ''A Carmme Experience'' , Gay Left, "No. 2 
(Spring 1976), pp. 11-12. 
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this threat and, conversely, an explanation of the origins of oppression, 

has also involved varying emphases upon horrosexuali ty as a fonn of 

behaviour and as a form of identification. In terms of the fanner, 

Alt:mm noted Derrick Bailey's rerrark in a study in 1955 that sodomy 

involved degradation, 

• • • not so much of human nature itself as of the male, since in 
it he simulates or encourages or compels another to simllate 
the ooi tal function of the female - a r pel:Version' intolerable 
in its implications to any society organized in accordance 
with the theory that wc:mm is_· essentially sulx:>rdinate to man. 71 

Yet, as Altman was well aware, horrosexual behaviour was not necessarily 

intolerable to the values of such a society. Millett, for example, 

discussed Norman Mailer's archetypally rrasculine vision of the sexual 

world in which "buggery confers an extra hooour on the 'male' partner 

conquering a potential equal". 72 Millett took the challenge represented 

by effeminate hcrrosexuals beyond the realm of sexual behaviour and into 

that of gender identity: 

But as she minces along a street in the Village, the stonn 
of outrage an insouciant queen in drag may call Cbwn is due 
to the fact that she is both masculine and feminine at once -
or male, but feminine. She has made gender identity rrore 
than frighteningly easy to lose, she has questioned its 
reality at a tirre when it has attained the status of a rroral 
absolute and a social imperative. She has defied it and 
actually suggested its negation. She has dared obloquy, and 
in doing so has challenged rrore than the taboo on mmo-
sexuality, she has uncovered what the source of this contarpt 
implies - the fact that sex role is sex rank. 73 

Though sodomy between men and effeminacy were clearly anomalous in 

contenporary patriarchal societies and hence explained sorrething about 

honosexual oppression, the problem for gay liberationis ts was to extend 

insights of this kind to horrosexuals generally. 'I'he British activist, 

Con Milligan, argued that horrosexual relationships confronted assumptions 

71. Derrick Bailey, Honosexuali ty and the Western Christian Tradition, 
london, 1955, quoted by Altman, op. cit., p. 84. 

72. Millett, op. cit., p. 334 . 
73. Ibid., p. 343. 
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about the biological basis of the sexual destiny of human beings, for 

they revealed that the adoption of masculine and feminine roles was 

arbitrary. Harosexual relationships might often parody those of 

heterosexuals in acting out active and passive roles, but such behaviour 

was obviously independent of the sex of the i.rdividuals. 

By rejecting in practice the idea that the oore of hunan 
sexuality is the sexual subordination of \\Urei1 to men, 
hatosexuali ty poses a real threat to the sexual 'balance 
of forces'. . •• men wmse behaviour, either socially or 
sexually, is considered female are savagely ridiculed and 
oppressed because they break the 'natural ' rules. '!'hey 
threaten the status and position of all men by indicating 
that masculinity is mt natural at all, but is instead 
strictly learned arrl rigidly enforced. Hooosexuals and 
transsexuals by asserting the primacy of personality and 
sexual identification over that of social assumptions about 
biology question the basis of the sexual categories -
rrasculine and feminine. 74 

T.he question rerrai.ned, hO"wever, as to the rreaning of that identification. 

'lhe problem was ha.v tD conceptualise male horoosexuals in teJ::ms of a 

rrasculine gender identity, particularly since only a mi.nority were 

recognisably effeninate. 

Wit1::roa.n 's position in his "Manifesto" of 1969 was optimistic and 

straightfoward: though horrosexual men did share the chauvinism of 

heterosexual men to some extent, 

Male chauvinism, hO'NeVer, is not central to us. We can 
junk it much rrore easily than straight men can. For we 
understand oppression. We have largely opted out of 
a system which oppresses wanen daily - our egos are not 
built on putting wcm:m Qa..m and having them build us up. 
Also, living in a nostly male world, we have beoorne used 
to playing different roles and doing our own shit -v;ork. 
And finally, we have a ccmron enemy: the big male 
chalNinists are also the big anti-gays. 75 

'Ihough this statement would later appear naive with its assumptions of 

voluntarism, of sexism as a solely conscious phenanenon, and of ln:rosexual 

74. Don Milligan, The Politics of Harosexuality, London, 1973 , p. 6. 
75. Wittnan, op. cit., p. 160. 
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rren arrl wrnen having considerable ground for unity in their political 

struggles, i t is still remarkable that Wittman was confident that 

horrosexual men were not orthodoxly masculine and, conversely, that 

orthodox nasculi.ni ty was oppressive for them. 

'l'i.u years later, the London GLF Manifesto had a shru:per r:oli tical 

perspective on sexism but it t oo was optimistic: 

In scare ways we are already nore advanced than straight 
people. We are already outside the family and we have 
already, in part at least, rejected the ' masculine ' or 
' faninine ' roles society has designed for us. . . . gay m:m 
don' t need to oppress wanen in order to fulfil their own 
psycho- sexual needs, arrl gay waren don ' t have to relate 
sexually to the nale oppressor, so that at this noment in 
time, the freest and nost equal relationships are nost 
likely to be between horrosex:uals. 76 

Consequently, harrosexuals represented a challenge to the gender dichotomy: 

It can easily be seen that honosexuals don't fit into the 
stereotypes of masculine and feminine, and this is one of 
the main reasons why we becare the object of suspicion, 
since everyone is taught that these and only these ~ roles 
are appropriate. 77 

:rvbreover, the difference of harnsexuality was underlined by the ass'Ull'ption 

that the child's indoctrination into masculinity and femininity within 

the family and by other social agencies sauet.llres failed: harrosexual 

pe:::>ple were the result of the process being not always entirely 

successful. 78 Finally , the Manifesto added a qualification about the 

gerrler identity of bono sexual men: ". . • while it' s quite possible for a 

gay man to be a male chauvinist , his very existence does also challenge 

76. Mel.l::x:mrne GLF, op. cit. , p. 7. 
77. Ibid. , op. cit., p. 5 
78. '!he idea that the process of gender acquisition saretiires ' fails', 

and that horrosexuality is the result of this , has had a long 
career in the gay noverrent. It is discussed in chapter two in 
relation to the repression h%0thesis, and further in chapter three 
in the light of psycroanalytic theory. 
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rna.le chauvinism in so far as he rejects his male suprerracist role over 

women, and perhaps particularly if he rejects • rrasculine • qualities. " 79 

'lhis formulation was obscure, referring roth to the fact of a horrosexual 

man's existence and to his voluntary rejection of rna.sculine traits, but 

the issue was crucially important for both the theocy and practice of the 

rroverrent. The sarre qualification was errpha.sised, though not clarified, by 

Fernbach who observed that "gay males have an ambiguous relationship to 

the vecy sexist ideology that oppresses us, as this ideology also offers 

us a privilege if we can and will play the garre by acting the role of 

proper rren"; 80 and s.iroilarly, Altman suggested that sorre hJrrosexual rren 

attempted to canpensate for their stigma by adopting superior attitudes 

tcMa.rds wanen thereby trying to prove their rna.sculini ty. 81 In various 

f onns the issue of gender surfaced repeatedly in the gay rrovement. 'J:\..0 

inp::>rtant and related instances were the debate concerning radical drag 

and the tendency known as efferoini.sm. 

An American activist declared: "There is nore to be learned from wearing 

a dress for a day, than there is frcrn wearing a suit for life." 82 One 

element in the m::roerrent, strongly camritted to counter-culturist ideas of 

social change and to the nore radical vers ions of feminism, advocated drag 

as a tactic both for personal l~ration from rna.sculini ty and for subverting 

the accepted gender categories by derronstrating their social basis. An 

article in Cc:nre 'Ibgether argued that, 

By wearing drag, I feel that I am helping to destroy the 
rna.le myth as well as the female myth. I enjoy, when 
wearing a dress, many of the traits that men used to be 
allowed to enjoy, but which are nCM buried under the rna.le 
Jilfth. Make-up, when used a s a way of putting warren dCMn, is 
effective as it creates objects 0f them - mere beautiful 

79. Ibid., p. 15. 
80. Fernbach, op. cit., p. 4. 
81. Altman, op. cit., p. 210. 
82. Larry Mitchell , "The Faggots and Their Friends" (unpublished), 

New York, 1975, qu:::rted by Mario Mieli, Horrosexu3.lity and Liberation, 
Elerrents of a gay critique, London, 1980 (1977), p. 193. 
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p:>ssessions; but when used by rren, it turns this on its 
head by re-applying it to m=n: it is a derronstrationl in 
society' s teDTlS, of a man externalising his femi.nini ty. 83 

'!he point of -wearing drag was not to imitate a glarrorous image of 

stereotypical femininity but to carbine feminine images with rcasculine 

ones (such as a dress with a beard); the aim was described as gender 

a:mfusion. But many lesbians and other fernininists were appalled. They 

argued that drag expressed an identification with the rrost oppressive 

aspects of femininity, that it nocked wanen and was basically misogynist. 

The male radical feni.ninists 1 as Fernbach observed shortly after the 

tendency had lost nost of its influence, "assumed too simplistically that 

inside every gay male woo passed successfully in society as a man, there 

was a screaming queen trying to get out". M:>reover, as a Mancist, he 

objected that it was an idealist interpretation of feminism whereby 

"feminine and masculine qualities are abstract and universal attributes 

of the two sexes, and the aim of fernininism is the suppression of rcasculine 

qualities by faninine ones". 84 Yet an adequate Marxist conception of the 

gender dichotomy was not forthcoming; and the advocates of drag, for 

all their naivety in imagining that they could "subvert male p::Mer by 

effeminising men, as a sort of fifth cnlunm in the mal.e carrp", 85 did 

forcefully express the highly problematic nature of gender rreanings for 

some h.c::nosexual men. If they failed to see what was at stake for~ 

in the tactic which they adopted, their feminist critics were similarly 

unable to appreciate the tensions within the men • s identities which they 

v.>ere attempting to resolve. '!he underlying political point of the tactic 

of drag was not developed. 

The rrost extrerre expression of the gender dilemna was the tendency of 

effeminism which was first fornally expressed in the "Manifesto" 

8 3. Anon. "Getting Down to the Nitty-Gritty, Come Together 1 No. 15 
(Spring 1973), in Walter, op. cit., p. 205. 

84. Fernbach, op. cit., p. 5. 
85. Ibid., p. s. 
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published in New York in 1973. 86 It sp:>ke on behalf of all effeminate 

men, whether harD sexual or heterosexual, and canpletely disassociated 

itself from the gay rrovement. Reflecting the influence o f Elizabeth 

Gould Davis and Shulamith Firestone, 87 the effeminists looked fornard to 

a revolution led by wanen which would end ten thousand years of domination 

by the Male Principle. The role of men in this revolution was c::xxrpletely 

subordinate to feminists who 1N0uld organise it and, apart frcrn assisting 

in whatever ways feminists might require, their primary task was to 

rid themselves of their sexism ani to attack all misogynist and anti-

feminist practices. '!be "Manifesto" was intransigently opposed to the 

gay rroverent over the issue of clrag, the idea of multiple sexual relation-

ships and such imrediate goals as law refonn. Most of all, it accused 

masculine harosexuals in the rrovenent of rrerely paying litrservice to 

anti-sexist fX)litics and with being intent on preserving their male 

privileges. 'lb:>ugh the number of men who identified as effeminists was 

small, their ideas had a wider impact, if in a rrore IlUlted fonn. 

Within the gay noveroent, effaninism had the effect of r einforcing the 

location of honosexual oppression solely at the level of behaviour. And 

it sharpened a sense o~ guilt over apparently ineradicabl e masculine 

traits. As expressed by two Australian activists: "Whether or not we 

have ·~ out•, we participate psychologically and politically in the 

advantages of being male." Oppression stemned from the fact that the 

sexual behaviour of harosexual men was defined by patriarchal standards 

as non-masculine: "Male horrosexuals, along with lesbians, violate the 

asstnred biological congruity of masculine and feminine every time we 

fuck. "88 But since few h:Jnosexual men were socially identifiable as such, 

86. Steven Dansky et. al., "'!he Effeminist .Manifesto11
, Double-F: a 

magazine of effemi.rusm, No. 2 (Winter/Spring 1973) I pp. 1-4. I t 
was reprinted in Australia in Boiled SWeets 1 Vol. 3, No. 1 
(March 1974)/ pp. 3-5. 

87. Elizabeth Gould Davis, The First Sex, New York, 1971~ Firestone, 
op. cit. 

88. Michael Hurley and Craig Johnston, "Canpfires of the Resistance", 
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they were able to preserve their nasculine privileges; and many were 

as oppressive of wanen as heterosexual rren. In this argument, far fran 

the idea of the London Manifesto that honosexuality resulted from a 

failure in the child' s gender conditioning, the elenents of sexual 

orientation and gender were assumed to be discrete. Oppression 

resulted fran a patriarchal logic by which horrosexual rren were perceived 

to be feminine. In rontrast with the earlier gay liberationist 

assumption that 'honosexuality' was a simple category in the sense that 

it unproblematically errbraced both men and \.\lCI'nen, the effemi.nist position 

had the virtue of examining the ways in which horrosexual men shared 

various traits with heterosexual men. However, in doing this, any idea 

of the specificity of a male honosexual gender identity was lost; and 

gay politics were finnly subordinated to the aims of faninism. 

The gay liberationist ronception of masculinity, both in the first phase 

of the novenent and later, was a sin'ple unitary one. "Butch really is 

bad" 89 insisted the London t-1anifesto, arrl the fonnulation of the 

relationship of male horcosexuals to orthodox masculinity which followed 

produced a series of absolutist propositions. 'lhese variously took the 

form that harrosexuals transcended the gender dichotomy, that they had to 

recover their repressed femininity, that only anti-sexist effaninate men 

(excluding the great najority of honosexuals) could validly support the 

aims of feminism, and that honosexual men were conventionally rrasculine 

though they should struggle against this in order to accomrodate their 

sexual behaviour. The first three of these conceptions were reminiscent 

of the old ootion of harosexuals as a 'third sex', 90 
OCM translated fran 

in Tile Honosexual Conference Collective (eds.), Papers and 
Proceedings, First National Harrosexual Conference, Melbourne, 1975, 
p. 54. 

89. Melbourne GLF, op. cit., p. 7. 
90. 'Ihis notion was a ccmron preoccupation of refonners such as 

Magnus Hirschfeld in pre-Nazi Germany. See John Lauritsen and 
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biological into I;Olitical tenns. Of course, many activists subscribed 

to less extrare views, or were resigned to nore practical approaches to 

sexism, or else stressed other priorities. N:metheless, efforts to deal 

explicitly with the question of male horrosexuals and their masculinity 

were oonfused and largely untheorised. '!he fanin.ist arguments, while 

providing the Il'OVarerlt with a critical force and general orientation, 

proved inp:>ssible to apply precisely to the lives of honosexual men. 

'Ib explain the basis of the personal crises which many activists described 

over trying to confonn to masculine expectations needed a theoretical 

understanding of the dynamics involved in the construction of both gender 

identities and se..'rual orientations, and of the relationship between than. 

It was necessary to overcane the constraints entailed by the unitary 

conception of masculinity to which the movement's thinking was fixed. 

'Ihe questions which were never asked were whether there were different 

fonns of masculinity and whether horrosexual rren were victims of sexism in 

a way different fran wcmen but oonetheless real. Gay liberationists 

seem to have been inhi.bi ted in exploring such questions by a resistance 

to psychological theorising and, especially in the first years of the 

novenent, by the urgent need to construct a political practice around the 

];X)litics of gender. This priority demmded distinctions and strategies 

which were clear-cut and which matched the clarity of their perception 

of a social structure permeated with sexual inequalities. 

(iv) 

'Ihe qtEstion of the source of the socially pervasive anti-horrosexual 

ideology has been at the basis of m::>st of the theoretical work to have 

been produced by the gay rrovenent·. Having detailed the existence of 

oppression in a variety of fonns and having described the effects of this 

oppressive culture upon the lives of horrosexuals, activists were faced 

David 'lborstad, The Early Harrosexual Rights M:>varent (1864-1935}, 
New York, 1974. 
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with the problem of how to explain the position of honosexuals in relation 

to the social structure. It was a rr¢tter of spelling out the postulated 

sociality of the concept of h.atosexuali ty. Though the explanation of 

oppression as an effect of the social organisation of gender remained 

unclear, the debate helped to focus the rrovement' s attention upon the 

idea of sexual repression and upon the family as its pr:i.nary agency. 

This direction was taken up in particular by Marxists in the rrovernent 

in order to develop an historical explanation of hOllOsexual oppression. 

Their argunents suggested an investigation of heM the family had been 

shaped by industrial ca. pi talism; they were infonred by the assurption 

that the faroily perfol:IIEd certain functions for the ruling class and that 

these functions explained the ways in which honosexuality was incorrpatible 

with the dominant sexual idoology. Before considering the theoretical 

difficulties entailerl by this line of thought, it is worth noting both 

the various constraints up:>n the project of developing a Marxist acoormt 

of harosexual oppression and the reasons for this interest. 

The developnent of a 'gay Mand.sm' was an extrerrcl y unpromising task. 

The Marxist tradition had very little to offer theoretically amut the 

family and sexual relations in general, and alm:::>st nothing about ha:rosexuality. 

This was epitomiserl by the econanistic Marxism which characterised the 

Stalinist ccmnunist parties and which remained largely unchallenged well 

into the s.i.xties. I ndeed, these and other socialist parties defended the 

family as an essential bastion of the working class, regarderl debate 

about sexual inequalities as divisive for the working class stxuggle, and 

condemned harosexuali ty as a bourgeois pe:rversion. The personal was 

emphatically not a IXJlitical matter. At the same time, however, gay 

Marxists found same encouraganent for their project in an earlier strain 

of socialist practice, albeit a relatively minor and uneven one. They 

J;XJinted, for exanple, to the fact that the German Social Detrocratic Party 
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had, fran 1898 until the fall of the Weimar Republic, actively endorsed 

the campaign of the Scientific Humanitarian Conm.i ttee to repeal the sodaey 

91 statute, Paragraph 175. In addition, a few years previously, 

Eduard Bernstein had defended Oscar Wilde at the tirre of his trial in 

Die Neue Zeit where he attacked the current psychiatric theories and 

insisted that sexual Irores had to be seen in an historical perspective 

illuminated by anthropology. 9 2 'Ihe other irrq;x:>rtant exarrple for gay 

Marxists was the Russian Revolution, for the Bolshevik govenurent had 

abolishEd the laws pertaining to honosexuali ty on the basis that s€XI.lCll 

behaviour was a private matter. 

Such instances, h<Mever, were grounds for showing that .Marxists had not 

always ignored the issue of honosexuali ty rather than sources for an 

historical materialist account of oppression. Indeed, beginning with 

'Ihe Origin of the Family, Private Property arrl the State in 1884, the 

characteristic Marxist position was that true • sex-love ' , as Engels 

referred to ideal heterosexual relations, was a private rnatter and that 

it would be achieved once certain impedirrents such as the system of 

bourgeois inheritance had been reroved. And, by the end of the thirties, 

with new conservative sexual laws in the Soviet Union, including the 

reiny;x:>si tion of laws against hOirOsexual behaviour, and the rise to };OWer 

of the National Socialists in Gennany, the Marxist interest in sexual 

questions was less than ever. 'Ihe najor exception was the Frankfurt:. 

School. Thirty years later, gay .Marxists found the various socialist 

parties generally unwilling to recognise either the aims of gay liberation 

91. The Ccmnittee was a major l:lcmDsexual rights organisation begun in 
1897 by Magnus Hirschfeld. 

92. Lauritsen and Thorstad, op. cit., p. 59. On the general point 
of socialist support for homosexual emmcipation, see also 
John Lauritsen and David Thorstad , "Sexua.l r.Drality in Historical 
Materialist Perspective", GLP: · A Journal of Sexual Politics, 
No. 8 {Spring 1975}, pp. 31-47~ and James D. Steakley, The 
Harrosexual Drancipation fuvenent in Gel::many, New York, 1975. 
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or a place for the rroverrent within working class :t:elitics. With 

feN exceptions, these parties have either been hostile to the rroverent or 

have adopted only a civil rights version of gay politics. 93 

Underst.arrlably then, gay Marxists faced pronounced suspicion within 

the rroverrent. Altman wrote, in relatively moderate teDns, that the 

"traditional Marxist left has been as contemptuous, as disregarding, as 

oppressive, once given the chance, of horrosexuals as anyone else", 94 

and activists were especially critical of official policies within the 

Soviet Union, China and CUba tc:Mards their hon:osexual populations. Altman 

himself endorsed the view that, "both Old and New Lefts have tended to 

make many gays feel they need to be anarchists; any regime, no matter 

what its ideology, will tend to persecute than". 95 As for the New Left, 

while many of its characteristic assunptions were reproduced within the 

rroveroent, both gay li.berationists and feminists were highly critical of 

the limitations of its sexual ideology: it had failed to question the 

subordination of~ to men and it was rarely even tolerant of horro-

l 'ty 96 sexua ~ • 

Yet the New Left was also an impetus to the interest within the novenEnt 

in developing a Marxist explanation of oppression. A significant nurrber 

9 3. On the various left parties and groups in Britain, see Weeks, 
op. cit., pp. 233-36; Nigel Young, "Comnunists Cmnent", Gay Left, 
No. 4 (SUmner 1977), pp. 9-13; and Philip Derbyshire , "Sects and 
Sexuality: Trotskyism and the Politics of Horrosexuality", in Gay 
Gay Left Collective (ed.), Homosexuality: PcMer and Politics, 
London, 1980, pp. 104-15. 

94. Altman, op. cit., p. 219. 

95. Ibid., p. 221. 
96. One of the forerost statanents of the New Left's critique of sexuality 

was Reim..lt Reiche , Sexuality and Class Struggle, London, 1970. 
'!hough he maintained that both horrosexuali ty and heterosexuality 
were lean1ed cultural achievarEnts , he speculated, without explanation, 
that "honosexuality would 'die out' in a free society" (p. 117). He 
also objected to criticism of sexual inequalities between men and 
wanen (p. 53) , and endorsed the nuclear family in advanced capitalist 
societies as the rrost satisfactory institution for the socialisation 
of children (p. 155) • 
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of activists had already been radicalised by their experience in such 

groups in the sixties and, nost irrportantly, fran an experience of left 

p:Jli tics which had emphasised the i.rtl};:ortance of personal life. An example 

of the New Left's ronnection of p:Jlitical revolution with demands for 

personal liberation was the "Port Huron Statenent" of 1962 by the Students 

for a Derrocratic Society. It asserted that they "must give fonn to the 

feelings of helplessness a.m. irxlifference, so that people may see the 

political, social and economic sources of their private troubles and 

• chan • II 97 'f' 1 m:gaxuse to ge socaety . M.Jre spec~ ~cal y, the New Left had 

stressed the goal of sexual freedc:xn frcm a vaguely defined repressive 

society and had focussed UPJn the work of Hemert .Marcuse in particular. 98 

The pers}:ective which was gained, despite its limitations for gay 

liberationist purposes, underlined the J;Olitical character of sexual life 

by suggesting its links with other aspects of capitalist societies: 

sexuality was at least a proper subject for historical analysis. 

The impetus to a Marxist account of oppression also arose f rom a dis-

satisfaction with the characteristic tenor of the gay rrovernent' s politics. 

The Marxists were particularly critical of the individualistic assumptions 

inherent in the ccmni:brent to counter-cui tural ideas of alternative 

life-styles as a lever for social change. Some, such as Fernbach, went 

further and argued that there was no basis for the radical IPass organisation 

of hOIT:X)sexuals: being outside of the family it was very difficult for 

them to struggle to transfonn it, even trough it was the basis of their 

oppression. Gay Marxists had to make their main field of political work 

within the left to ensure that the socialist revolution would also be an 

t . . 99 an ~ -sexJ.st one. 'Ihis strategy reflected some fundamental assunptions 

in his Marxist analysis. 

97. M. Teodori, The New Left, A Doctnnentary History, New York, 1970, p. 172. 

98. Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilisation, London, 1972 (1955); 
Negations, Essays in Critical Theory, London, 1968. 

99. David Fernba.ch, "Towards a Marxist Theory of Gay Liberation" 
Gay Marxist, No. 2 (July 1973) , pp. 8-9. ' 
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Fernbach' s brief article, "Towards a Marxist Theory of Gay Liberation" , 

was the one early effort of any substance to explore an historical 

materialist explanation of horrosexual oppression.100 Indeed, the fact 

that it has been republished on at least four occasions over seven years 

reflects the pa.uci ty of atterrpts to conceptualise hcrrosexuali ty in 

. . abl f hi 101 th h . th Marxist terms l.Il any rompar e as on. Yet e es~tancy on e 

part of others to formulate an account as neat and encx::xtpassing 

indicates an awareness of the imnense difficulties involved in the 

project of a gay Marxism. The ma.in interest of Fernbach 1 s argurrent, in 

fact, is that it vecy clearly illustrates many of the theoretical 

p:roblans which arise in an attempt to synthesise issues of sexuality and 

class with::lut considering whether historical naterialisrn (or a particular 

interpretation of it) is adequate to the task. 

Fernbach was concerned with the role of the state in England. He advanced 

an explanation of the adoption of the Labouchere Arrendrrent in 1885, which 

for the f irst time cr:iroinalised all fonns of male hon:osexual behaviour, and 

of the Sexual Offences Act in 1967, which decriminalised it for oonsenting 

adult rna.les in private. He argued that the imposition of broader legal 

penal ties in the late nineteenth century was actually an attempt by the 

state to reinforce the \I.Orking class family, and was corrparable to its 

intervention in other areas such as welfare, working conditions and 

education. Sioce the unit of production was outsi de of the family, children 

100. Other efforts merely asserted in the barest possible tenn.s that the 
repression of horrosexuali ty served the interests of the capitalist 
class by reinforcing the subserv.:i@ilce of the working class. See, 
for exarrple, Lauritsen and Th::>rstad, "Sexual .M:Jrality", op. cit., 
p. 35; Bob Md:ubbin, The Gay Question, A Marxist Appraisal, New York, 
1976, pp. 41, 43. 

101. Fernbach 1 s article was republished by Sydney University Camrun.ist 
Group (ed.}, Faggots and Marxists, Sydney, 1976, ' PP· 6-10; Socialist 
Revolution, Vol. 6, No. 2 (April-June 1976), pp. 29-41 ; 
Mina Davis caulfield. (ed.}, capitalism and the Family_, San Fransisoo, 
1976; Pam Mitchell ( ed. ) , Pink Triangles, Radical Perspectives on Gay 
Liberation, Boston, 1980, pp. 148-59. 
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were a particular economic burden; they could not contribute econc:mically 

to the ir family for rrany years and, for a significant period, their 

rrothers too were prevented fran earning a wage. Consequently, marriage 

for the \\Urking class had to be postp:med until it was economically 

feasible and, under these circumstances, pre-marital heterosexual 

relations had to be restrained with a new vigour. 

In this way a pressure of pent-up sexual energy is created, male 
in particular, which if not also hemood in by public authority, 
might burst through the psychologicaL barriers erected against 
harrosexuality, as it often does for e:xarrple in prison situations. 
The gay minority ... becomes a J:X>Ssible source of 'contamination'. 
In a capitalist society this is a particularly acute danger, since 
marriage involves a heavy economic burden, and is not at all 
necessary for productive activity, and for men, theref ore, barre-
sexuality is in fact economically advantageous ••.• 
'Ihe restraint on pre-rnari tal heterosexuality thus requires the 
formal proscription of han:osexuality as an ancillary. 102 

Subsequently, the widespread use of artificial rrethods of birth control 

enabled the working class to marry at an ever earlier age. With the 

proscriptiDn of pre-marital sex thereby undennined, there was no longer 

any danger in horrosexuality as a source of 'contamination' . 'The 1967 Act 

therefore expressed the fact that "the heterosexuality produced in the 

family can be given free rein . • • The s tate can step out of the arena of 

sexual orientation, for sexual orientation is no longer relevant to the 

reproduction of labour J;XJWer" . 103 The ~t deJ?E¥1ds upon a contrast 

between nineteenth century capital ism which required a large labour 

force, and a later fonn of capi talisrn which, being geared towards the 

greater in"pJrtan:e of consumption, has less need for intensive lal:x:>ur. 

Fernbach' s analysis of the role of the state as a source of horrosexual 

. . vuln abl to f . ti' . . . cal und 104 
oppress~on ~s er e a range o cr~ c1sms on emp~~ gro s, 

102. Fernbach, "Towards a Narxist Thoo:ry", op. cit., p. 5. 
103. Ibid., p. 6. 
104 . A large portion of historical work on the family, philanthropy, 

welfare , education, industrialisation and work conditions indicates 
that the British state in the nineteenth century did not by any rreans 
consistently intervene to s upport the working class family. See, for 
example, Ivy Pinchbeck, Wcroen Workers and the Industrial Revolution 
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but it alro runs into sane important theoretical problems and a consider-

ation of these is nore instructive for the purpose of the present 

discussion. '!hey illustrate the difficulties for a Marxist explanation 

which attempts simply to relate an account of sexual changes to a separate 

account of economic changes. His argument that the state's .J:X)licy 

towards hom::>sexuali ty was detenni.ned by a varying need for larour relies 

upon an economistic reading of historical materialism: it posits a direct 

relationship between the requirarents of the econany and the official 

sexual ideology. Conceived in these tenns, Marxist theory precludes a 

consideration of the possibility of rrore :i.Imed.ia.te detenninants U.J:X)n the 

state's policy, such as changes in other areas of sexual life which were 

occurring at the same t.i.rre, and hence the conclusion that the influence 

of econani.c factors was far less direct. Fernbach' s argurrent, then, is 

one of si.rrq;>listic functionalism: the nineteenth century working class 

family as the source of labour is deemed to be functional for capitalism 

whereas horrosexual relations are dysfunctional. '!his fo.rm.ll.ation neces-

sarily attributes a fonn of intentionality to the state, as he put it, 

"state functionaries .. . . must pursue as rationally as .J:X)Ssible the 

capitalist class interest'' , 105 and this leads to a mechanistic understanding 

of historical processes. Crude functionalist accounts of horrosexual 

oppression have been cormon within the gay rrovem:nt106 and, as Michele Barrett 

1750-1850, London, 1977; and Ivy Pinchbeck and Margaret Hewitt, 
Children in Engl ish Society Vol. II, From the Eighteenth Century 
to the Children Act 1948, London, 1973. 

lOS. Fernbach, "Towards a .Marxist Theory,., op. cit., p. 5. 

106. Milligan, for exanple, reflecting the influence of Marcuse and, 
before him, of Reich, argued that: 

HaliDsexual equality is not possible under capitalism Gay 
relationships run against the grain of family life and outrage 
male supremacists, both agents of the sexual repression that 
permeates capitalist society. 
The family is not economically necessary for capitalism but it 
is vi tal as a rrechanism of social control. 
S.J:X)ntanei ty and the develq;:ment of full sexual and personal 
relationships is denied to nest working people, because sexual 
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has obsaved, 

. • • from a Marxist FOint of viEM the danger of functionalist 
approaches lies m their over- emphasis on the srrooth, at 'VK)rst 
conspiratorial, reproduction of dominance and subordination and 
their failure to recognize the concrete historical conflicts 
and contradictions that characterize the fonnation and develop-
ment of social relations. In seeing, as in their Marxist guises 
they no:rmally do , the exploitation of one group by another as the 
unfolding of an .inevitable plan, functionalists tend to ignore 
the historical struggles that have led to their own analyses in 
the first place. 107 

This last point is essential to keep in mind when assessing gay liber-

ationist explanations of oppression, for there has been a strong tendency 

to see it as so pervasive and so deeply rooted in the social structure, 

that it becares ilrJt:cssible to understand how a radical political noverrent 

could have emerged from such a static picture. Fernbach 1 s broad 

explanation was that the "al.nost universal spread of birth control had 

broken the causal link between heterosexuality and procreation", 108 so 

that it was no longer necessary for the state to intervene in the area of 

sexual relations. Yet while the change fran a prec1.an.:inanUy utilitarian 

vie.w of sex to one which tends to uphold it as pleasurable in its own 

right is clearly relevant to the developnent of a rrore tolerant attitude 

to harrosexuality a.rrl, corresFQndingly, a greater assertiveness anong 

h.orrosexuals, Fernbach seized upon teclmological develokJ'[lellts as the 

directly determining material basis of this change. This, once again, is 

mechanistic for it fails to address the irrportant question of why worren 

were increasingly prepared to limit the occasions for conception. In 

life is subordinated to the physical denands of capital ism ... 
If horrosexuality were fully accepted, many nore people would have 
gay relationships. 'Ihis would present a major threat to the family 
institution and the functional view of sex (op. cit., pp. 12, 14). 

This kind . of argument may be cc::mp:ired with conservative functionalist 
accounts of hon:osexuali ty, see below, pp. 199-205. 

107. Micheie Barrett, Women 1 s Oppression 'Ibday, Problems in Marxist 
Feminist Analysis, london, 1980. p. 23. 

108. Fen"lbach, "Towards a Marxist Tha:>ry", op. cit., p. 6. 
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addition, it ignores the fact that this was done first by • natural' 

rreans and only later by artificialmeth::>ds.109 

However, Fernbach saw the separation of sex from reproduction as only a 

precondition for the realisation of. gay liberation. His acoount of 

oppression was predicated upon a distinction between the variable p:>licies 

and practices of the state which he defined as a secondary source of 

oppression, and the reproduction of gender differences within the family 

which was the prilrary source. The latter was basically constant throughout 

the history of patriarchal societies. Here, Fembach drew upon psycho-

analytic theory, albeit in very general tenns, which is notable both 

because it precef'Jerl Mitchell's very influential ~rk, 110 and because it 

distinguished his fran the bulk of gay liberationist argurrents then 

and later (and especially in the English-speaking ~rld). 

He argued that Freud • s theocy of the castration a:::arplex, by which the 

boy resolved his oedipal crisis, 

. . . really refers to the importance given by parents and 
educators to the presence or absence of the penis, which is 
presented as the unique organ of sexual gratification. 
The psycrological production of masculinity and femininity 
involves the repression of honosexua.l tendencies • • • For 
the boy, horrosexuality seems equivalent to castration, 
involving the loss of his p:Jsition as a sexual subject and 
becoming like ~ the object of male sexual aggression. 111 

'!he child • s bisexual potential was therefore thwarted by a process of 

repression which enforced exclusive heterosexuality, though in sorre cases 

this mechanism misfired. 

109. '!he methods which waren first advocated for birth control in Britain 
and the United States in the second half of the nineteenth century 
-were abstention from sexual relations arrl intercourse without 
ejaculation. See Linda Gordon, 1fbman • s Body, WOiran • s Right, A 
Social Histo:cy of Birth Control in Arrerica, Harrrondsworth, 1977. 

110. Juliet Mitchell , Psychoanalysis and Feminism, Ha.mondsworth , 1975 
(1974). Mitchell had, ho,vever, announced her interested in psycho-
analysis three years earlier in wanan•s Estate (op. cit., ch. 9). 

111. Fernbach, "'l'o<Nards a .Marxist Theory", op. cit. , p. 4. 
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Thus the family has a three-fold effect on harrosexuality. 1} It 
represses honosexuality in general; 2) it does this tmevenly, 
so that sane children have difficulty in repressing their hono-
sexuality, arrl others gr011 up to be gay; 3) it makes the gay 
minority the focus of the aggression rrobilized in particular by 
the inadequate heterosexuals to repress their own honosexuality. 112 

Fernbach did not however, clarify the issue of row to locate harrosexual 

men precisely in terms of the reproduction of gender differences within 

the family. If the psychological production of masculinity and femininity 

involves tbe repression of horrosexuality, it might at least be asked 

whether the psychological production of horrosexuali ty involves a different 

organisation of masculinity ani femininity. In this he was constrained 

by the assunption of an original fonn of harosexuali ty for which he relied 

upon Freud's postulate of infantile bisexuality. 

'lhis argument contains the basic te.nns of the repression hypothesis 'Which, 

in different forms, has enjoyed a broad currency in tbe gay novement. '!he 

assumptions entailed by this hypothesis will be considered in detail 

shortly, but it srould be noted that they include those of the child having 

a natural bisexual endowrrent, and of the sexual instinct as a force which 

capitalism endeavours to restrain. Both of these are biological assumptions 

and are incompatible with the Marxist criticism in otber oontexts of the 

idea of 'natural man' . It becanes clear, then, that while Fe:rnbach' s 

argument is saved fran being wholly reductionist by his distinction 

betll1een ~ sources of oppression, his fonnulation faces the opposite 

problem of dualism: the 'private' realm of gen:ier differentiation is 

conceptually distinct from the 'public' realm of state regulation. 'lb 

hold tbat urxler certain circumstances the state acts to guarantee the 

maintenance of the psychological barriers against horrosexuality is not to 

make a connection between the tl<lo but to raise the question of the 

determinacy of the typical gender differentiation produced by the family. 

Fernbach is in the difficult position of wanting to argue that the 

112. Ibid., pp. 4-5. 
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production of rrasculinity aro femininity is co-existent with patriarchy 

and that they are therefore structures of considerable durability, but 

that at the same tine their stability may be threatened by the strength 

of the sexual instinct. 

'llle dualistic fonn of this argument means that only the realm of state 

intervention is susceptible to a Marxist analysis: the reproduction of 

rrasculinity and femininity is outside of histo.:ry. As recent critics of 

f eminist theory such as Barrett denonstrate, this problem is endemic in 

Marxist analyses of sexuality, and Fernbach could hardly be expected to 

have solved it in his pioneering atterrpt. The source of his problem, 

however, is his .i.nplicit confidence that historical materialism can 

incorp::>rate sexual iss~s witmut any theoretical attention being given to 

itself. As a first step towards overcoming roth dualistic and reductionist 

fonrul.ations it is obviously essential that historical rraterialism 

achieve a subtlety which is denied in its econornistic fonn. Only then, 

for example, will the task of constructing a Marxist psychology be a 

possibility (a question that cannot even emerge in Fembach' s approach). 

It was precisely an awareness of this general problem of ecommi.sm which 

underlay the regeneration in a major strain of western Marxist thought 

fran the late sixties, centred ufOn the work of Al thusser and with a 

new interest in that of Grarrsci. Within a fe!ll years these develo~ts 

had an impact UfOn gay liberationist thinking and was evident nost clearly 

in the journal, Gay Left. 

Yet whether the project of a gay Marxism can ultiirately be successful 

remair.s quite unclear. It was also pursued by the proponents of the 

repression hypothesis. Here, however, it is their Freudianism which is 

of greater interest than their Marxism. 



'IHE REPRESSI CN HYPOIBF..SIS : 

ALTMAN, HCCQUENGHEM AND HI.ELI 
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Apart from the attempts to adapt the f anini.st account of gender relations · 

and to ronstru.ct a Marxist analysis, the third major effort within the 

gay novement to explain the origins of oppression employed a psychological 

perspective. This may be te:rmed the repression hyp:rthesis. It was 

stated in the first phase of the novarent, principally by Alt:Iran, and 

further arguments about sexual repression and its role in the social 

construction of honosex:uality were advanced by the European activists 

Guy Hocquenghem and Mario l-tieli, wmse works were not translated into 

English until sorre years later. 1 While all three drew upon Freud and 

shared a number of theoretical assumptions in their analysis of 

sexuality, in other respects they were quite distinct and reflected the 

different intellectual backgrounds from which they approached psycho-

analytic theory. As attempts to explain the origins of oppression they 

may be usefully bracketed together, though they were, of course1 concerned 

with sane of the issues already noted in the rrovenent 1 s debates about 

gender, and in its use of historical materialism. In fact, Hocquenghern 

and .Mieli endeavoured to synthesise elements of Marx and Freud, and 

Altmanr s 'use of Marcuse, although far less ambitious, at least touched on 

similar ground. 

Prior to its theoretical elaboration, basic aspects of the repression 

hypothesis were something of an irrmediate response for gay activists. 

The general perspective was directly linked to their social critique 

and to the enornous optimism with which they viewed prospects for social 

change. As Altrran observed, the rroverrent was directed both inwards to 

its own constituency, the mass of still hidden harrosexuals, and outwards 

to society at large. 2 This social thrust was often expressed in 

1. Guy Hocquenghem, Horrosexual Desire, London, 1978 (1972) ; 
Mario Mieli, HorrosexualJ.ty and Lilieration, Elements of a 
Gay Critique, London, 1980 (1977). 

2. Altman, op. cit., p. 119. 
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millenarian tenns, as in this description of the ten thousand strong 

march held i..U New York in 1970 to conmarorate the first anniversary 

of the Stonewall riots. 

We came battle-scazred and angry to topple your sexist, 
racist, hateful society. We came to challenge the in-
credible hypocrisy of your serial nonogamy, your oppressive 
sexual role-playing, your nuclear family, your Protestant 
ethic, apple pie and ~ther. We came to New York holding 
hands and kissing openly and proudly, waving 15-foot 
harmers and chanting "HO-Ho-HOMJSEXUAL" . In one fell swe>op, 
we came to destroy by our rrere presence your labels and 
stereotypes with which you've oppressed us for centuries. 
And we carre with love in our hearts to challenge your hate 
and secrecy . . • 3 

In a word, society was repressive and gay activists were detennin....od to 

d.errolish its sexual categories. The prospect of a freed sexuality 

seerred to have vast ramifications. 

Wi ttroan wrote that sex had been a synbol of freedan for horrosexual men. 

Sex is precisely that which we are not supposed to have with 
each other. And to learr. haw to be open and good v--i th each 
other sexually is part of our liberation. And one rrajor dis-
tinction is obvious: objectification of sex for us is 
something we choose to ao arrong us, while for women it is 
i.Irp:>sed by their oppressors. 4 

Beyond this, activists stressed the necessity of an extension of sexuali~.t 

within society generally. They argued that heterosexual people had to 

recover their lost capacity for horrosexual relationships and, drawing on 

Marcuse, that this was not to be a narrcw genital sexuality, but a wide 

ranging eroticism freed from the male values of perfonnance and the 

exclusive goal of orgasm. Wi tt:m3.n fonnulated four :irrperati ves for gay 

liberation one of which was: "Free the horrosexual in everyone: we'll 

be getting a lot of shit fran threatened latents: be gentle and keep 

talking and actin;J free." 5 Similarly, Altman insisted: "It is precisely 

in its attack on the daninant cultural assumptions about wcmm/m:m, 

3. Donn Teal, 'Ihe Gay Iv'rilitants , Ntw York, 1971, p. 335. 

4. Wittman, op. cit., p. 166. 
5. Ibid. 1 p. 171. 
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haro/hetero that gay liberation is revolutionary" , 6 and he argued that 

gay liberation would be a reality when the categories of harosexuali ty 

and heterosexuality had disappeared. 

Be~ the novenent' s two priorities, those of challenging rigid 

sexual categories and of affinning a defiant new identity, ran a 

covert tension. While the first confronted the popularly accepted 

dichotany of harosexuality and heterosexuality, the second readily led 

to an essentialist conception of harosexuality which implicitly re-

inforced that dich.ot.clrey'. This dilerrma was later highlighted by gay 

theorists influenced by Foucault 1 s thesis about the containing p<:Mer 

of sexual classifications, but it was also apparent to earlier activists. 

An article in care Together in 1971 flatly pronounced that it was self-

oppressive to "insist that gay types or a gay nature exists". 7 And 

Altman argued that, 

. . . Gay is not only Proud, Gay is 'Angry, and out of anger 
develops separatism, M'lich. bears with it the danger of 
nerely reinforcing both apartness from the rest of 
humanity and the doctrine that halo- and heterosex'Jality 
are sharply defined categories rather than possibilities 
present in us all. 8 

The essentialist conception, that harosexuals canprised an already 

constituted catego.r:y of people who had been hidden fran history and 

who would now establish themselves as a fully fledged minority group, 

becarre TTDre marked as the rroveroent developed. For the goal of aff.i:t:rcation 

was relatively successful, first within the ranks of movercent activists and 

then Im1Ch rrore widely. In fact, by the mid seventies, gay affil:mation was 

marketable: even the blurb accanpanying pornographic photographs occasion-

ally claiired that the rrodel was proud to be gay, though there we+e undoubtedly 

very many harosexuals who re:rrained abli vious to both the senti.mmt and 

6. Altman, qp. cit., pp. 188-89. 
7. Anon. I "Self-Oppression" I care Together, No. 10 (Nov. 1971) ~ quoted 

by Sim::m Watney, "'Ihe Ideology of GLF", in Gay Left Collective (ed.) , 
Harosexuality : Power and Politics, I..ondon, 1980, p. 65. 

8 . Altrran, op. cit., p. 145. 
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the market. In oontrast, the other priority of challenging the 

exclusive definition of horrosexuality proved far rrore difficult. An 

Australian activist later reflected: 

We tried to get heterosexuals to 1 oonfront their own sexuality' 
in the :mid 19 70s, sane of them even slept with us to show they 
were on our side. • • • We didn 1 t get that far, then: we had to 
oope with their errotional traumas as well as their sexual un-
ease. IJ:hey flf:M consider that sort of confrontation ooring 

9 

Despite the obstacles in practice, the rrovanent' s interest in breaking 

down rigid sexual categories, and in locating the source of oppression 

in a cultllral tradition which denied human sexual .POtential, was 

theori~ in the repression h~thesis. 

(i) 

For the theorists who elaborated this hYFQthesis, sexual repression was 

in many ways sel£-evident. Having accepted this, they were ooncerned 

with three problems. The first was to ext lain the reasons for sexual 

repression and this led to the question of what interests it served in 

society. Second, as the hypothesis entailed the problem of what it was 

precisely that was repressed, these theorists were also ooncerned to 

define the original character of human sexuality. And third, this led 

them to consider :b.aN the original sexual oondition was differentiated 

into ex.clusi ve sexual orientations, a dichotomy in which hcm:lsexual 

oppression was anbedded. 'lhe idea of sexual repression presuppJses a 

oontrast between the rrodern experience of sex and that of the past. It 

is the conterrp::>ra:cy liberal confidence that sex is rt:JW, if not liberated, 

then at least in the process of shedding its repressive heritage, which 

highlights an apparently long history of erotic denial. 10 This contrast 

seared obvious to rrany gay liberati.onists. 

9. Craig Johnston, "Separate but Superior" (review of Mieli, 
Harosexualit:'.f and Liberation) , Gay Infonnation, No. 5 (Autumn 1981) , 
p. 20. 

10. In different ways, this assmnption infonns many historical surveys 
of sexuality, such as G. Rattray Taylor, Sex in History, New York, 
1954; Wayland Yonng, Eros Denied, London, 1965; and Steven ~-1arcus , 
The Other Victorians , A Study of Sexuality and Pornography in 
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Altman discussed three closely related patterns of sexual repression 

deeply- erbedded in the "Judaeo-christian religious tradition". First, 

he argued that sex was intimately related to the idea of sin, that it was 

regarded as sooething dirty arrl to be pursued secretly: n the strong 

repression of sexuality that our society has traditionally demanded 

gives rise to strong feelings of guilt about enjoying sexual pleasure. n 
11 

This reaction had been rrodified but the errphasis upon rom:mtic love as 

the proper precondition for sexual relations could be seen as evidence 

of the continuing presence of guilt. Second, sex was finnly situated in 

the context of the nuclear family: marriage was a sacred partnership 

with the utilitarian aim of producing and raising children and sex was 

subordinated to this purpose. 

The linkage of sexuality exclusively with procreation made 
horrosexuality (plus a considerable mnnber of heterosexual acts) 
unnatural and hence sinful. The concept of • natural r sex has 
affected even those who are not practicing Christians, and 
this provides the argument nost often advan:ed against 
honosexuali cy. 12 

Conversely, the logical extension of the divorce of sex from procreation 

was the demand to rerognise the validity of honosexual relationships. 13 

The third aspect of sexual repression which Altman described, al'"J.d the 

one up:n which he concentrated, was the definition o f sex as genital 

and heterosexual. The significance of this was its distance from 

Freud's characterisation of the infantile disFQsition as };X)lyrrorphously 

perverse in which the conp:ments of the sexual instinct14 were unoo-

ordinated so that the child had rrultiple bodily sources of pleasure and 

it did not differentiate between the sex of human beings in the 

selection of an object. The contrast between the "essential bisexual 

Mid-Nineteenth Century England, illndon, 1966. 
11. Altman, op. cit., p. 73. 
12. Ibid., p. 78. 
13. Ibid., p. 233. Barrett has argued that for wanen, the link between 

sex and procreat ion remains a o:::mplex one (op. cit., pp. 70-72) ; 
and for a sugges tive ccmrent by Hocquenghem, see below, p. 79 . 
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naturen of human sexuality and genital heterosexuality seerred stark, 

and Al trnan noted Sandor Ferenczi r s conment that n the sense of cleanliness, 

which has been so specially reinfo:rced in the past feN centuries, that 

is, the repression of anal eroticism, has provided the strongest rroti ve" 

for the repression of the horrosexual corrpJnent of the sexual instinct. 15 

In considering explanations for this fonn of sexual r epression, the one 

nost often ignored by Reich and other critics, Altrran v1as interested in 

attanpts to relate it to a theory of economic develofUent. Though it 

preceded the rise of capitalism and was evident in societies which were 

not capitalist, 

.. • it is undoubtedly true that sexual repression was to 
prove highly functional for the rise of capitalism and in-
dustrialization which, at least in its early stages , 
demanded very considerable repression in the interests of 
economic develo:pment. 16 

AltJnan used tvlarcuse r s fornulation of this thesis to suggest the threat 

rosed by horrosexuali ty. It expressed a rebellion against the restraints 

irrp:)sed up:m sexuality in terros of both object-choice and the narrc:M 

focus of genital sex: 

In a repressive order, which enforces the equation between 
normal , socially useful , and good, the manifestations of 
pleasure for its own sake I'IUlst appear as fleurs du mal. 
Against a society which employs sexuality as m=ans for a 
useful end, the perversions uphold sexuality as an end in 
itself; they thus place themselves outside the domination 
of the :t:erfonnance principle and challenge its very 
foundation. They establish libidinal relationships which 
society must ostracize because they threaten to reverse 
the process of civilization which turned the organism into 
an instrument of work. 17 

14. The psychoanalytic concept of the sexual instinct should not be 
understocd in the sense of a biologically based, hereditary 
behaviour pattern, though it is argued in this chapter that the 
adherents of the repression hyp::>thesis do understand it in these 
tel::ms. For a note on Freud's usage, see below, p . 102, n.ll. 

15. Altman, op. cit., p . 75. 
16. Ibid., p. 79. 
17. Marcuse, Eros and Civilisation, op. cit., p . 50; Altman quoted the 

second sentence of this passage, op. cit., p. 80. 
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A1 tman ranarke:l upon the rorranticism of .Marcuse 1 s views and he made the 

substantial qualification that exclusive horrosexuality represented as 

. 1 . h al' 18 Th . great a repress1on as exc us1 ve eterosexu 1 ty. e .J..IntX>rtant 

difference between the two hcwever, was that the hannsexual minority 

had rejected the daninant pattern of socialisation or, as he later 

expressed it, "it is the failure to fully repress hoirosexuality that 

makes it so significant". 19 

Altman saw a marked connection between the repression of bisexuality 

which ensured the pre:Jomin.ance of exclusive heterosexuality, and the 

developnent of the dichotom.Y of rresculini ty and feninini ty. Though 

this was not a necessary connection, 

Unlike L:Ancien!/ Greek society ••• ours is one that defines 
masculinity and femininity very much in heterosexual terms, 
so that the social stereotype - and often indeed the self-
image - of the horrosexual is scmeone who rejects his or her 
masculinity or femini.ni ty. 20 

He argued that honosexua.l oppression was therefore a result of the 

repression of bisexuality and of the gender dichotcm¥, both of which 

were effected by socialisation within the family. Yet t.-,e connections 

here were not simple and he objected .in particular to the prevalent idea 

that harosexuality was a result of gender inversion, as illustrated by 

Stoller 1 s renark that "masculine hanD sexual men are an exception I 

cannot discuss since I do not yet understa.J.d than". 21 On the contrary, 

18. This was one of the points of disagreement between Marcuse and 
Nonnan 0. Brown, who wrote that the adult sexual perversions, 
"like nonnal adult sexuality, are well-organised tyrannies: they 
too represent an exaggerated concentration on one of the many 
erotic potentialities present in the human body" (Life Against D8ath, 
New York, 1959, p. 27, quoted by Paul A. Robinson, The Sexual Radicals, 
London, 1972, p. 171). 

19. Dennis Altrran, "The State and the New Harosexual" (1976-78), in Alman, 
Coming OUt in the Seventies, Sydney, 1979, p. 108. 

20. Ali::Jlrul, Horrosexual, op. cit., p. 83. 

21. ~-, p. 18, from Robert Stoller, Sex and Gender, New York, 1968. 
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the majority of harosexual men and -wanen were respectively masculine 

and feminine by conventional standards am he referred to the "confusion 

between sex roles and sexuality" represented. by "effeminate queens and 
22 butch dykes". 

For Altman, the connection between oppression and gender was rather that 

"a good part of the rostility toward horrosexuality derives from repressed 

honosexual urges" in the male heterosexual :p::>pulation particularly, 

though he was distinctly rrore cautious al:x:lut claiming this as a romplete 

explanation than were Hocquenghem. and Mieli. 23 In other words, that the 

repression of bisexuality was not ccropletely successful was explained by 

the psychoanalytic tenet that repressed desires reappear in a disguised 

form, and he argued. that a constitutive elem:mt of aggressive masculinity 

was repressed. horrosexuality. Conversely, he suggested that violence 

seemed to be remarkably absent arrong self-accepting horrosexual men. 

This argument ':lad an even broader social application in terms of Freud's 

belief that the sublimation 24 of horrosexual desire fanned the 

basis of group solidarity within all-male institutions such as the church 

and the anny. Thus Alt::nan tentatively proposed that, 

••. the full de-repression of harosexuality 'WOUld seem to 
have very considerable consequences for social order. 
For if libidinal energy is to be used for the maintenance 
of the group and its aims, it IIU.lSt not be dissipate:i in 
sexual interaction between merrbers of the group; then in 
all male groups this is rrost easily obtained by tabooing 
horrosexuali ty and regarding warren as sexual objects either 
to be used or honoured. 25 
Freed from guilt, the disrovery of sexual feelings by rren 
for each other could make it easier to break down hostility 
and aggression between each other - and, by extension, make 
it easier for them to relate as equals with women against 
whom aggression is also often directed 

22. Altrran, "'Ihe State and the Ntw Harosexual", op. cit., p. 111. 
23. Altman, Honosexual, op. cit., p. 69; beyond this, his explanation 

of· hostil~ty towards horrosexuality dre.v briefly u:p::>n functionalist 
theories of social deviance. See the discussion in chapter four 
below, pp. 191-205, 213 and n.68. 

24. In psychoa.11alytic theory, the concept of 1 sub1irration '· is distinct 
fran 1 repression'; see the discussion of this point belcw, p. 91. 

25. Altman, "'Ihe State arrl the Ne.v Horrosexual", op. cit., p. 121. 
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Thus one returns to the utopianism of Marcuse • s Eros and 
Civilisation, in particular to his hope that wo;rnan might 
nove towards a rediscovery of infantile polyrrorphous 
perversity m.ich beccrres lost in 'mature' sexual regulation. 26 

At this point a nurrber of s:pecific observaticns will remade about this 

kind of argunent, rather than about the repression hypothesis as a whole. 

Altman • s view of sexual repression assum:d that the instinct acted as a 

force in its own right: libidinal energy, if released, would sexualise 

the human lxx:1y and radically transform social relations including, it is 

inportant to note, gender relations. This • left wing' Freu:lianisrn is the 

reverse of the conservative view which also end~ the sexual i..1Stinct 

with considerable power but believes that social harmony depends up:>n its 

restraint. 27 Both argurrents interpret Freud's conception of the instinct 

m:chanistically. This poses a particular difficulty for historical analyses 

of sexuality since the instinct itself is an eternal, ahistorical factor. 

Explanations of change are then necessarily functionalist ones in terms 

of society 'managing' the instinct, and the history of sexuality becares 

an account of the pendulous rroverrent of repression. 28 

This is a highly abstract fonnulation .. nth mich it is :irrpossible to analyse 

the changing social position of hanose.xuals. For Marcuse in 1955, tl1ey 

challenged the utilitarian idea of se..'<. Yet twenty-five years later, there 

exists a greater tolerance towards hrnosexuali ty and a substantial sub-

culture in the larger western cities part of which is highly ccmnercialised. 

These changes have not appreciably liberated sexuality fran either its 

genital focus or fran the pr.iroa.cy of heterosexual relations. Thus, in his 

later article, Altman disagreed. with Marcuse' s conception of harosexuals as 

representing the "Great Refusal" in the face of the perfo:rn1ance principle. 29 

26. Ibid.' p. 123. 
27. See the discussion of the sociologist, Kingsley Davis in chapter 

four below, pp. 193-95; 200-01. 
28. See for example, G. R. Taylor, 2E· cit. 
29. Altnan, "'Ihe State and the New Harosexual", op. cit., p. 119. He 

also argued that with de-repression, "harosexuali ty would have to 
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Instead, their increasi_ng integration into society bolstered the dominant 

values. The thooretical reasons for this pessimism lie in the peculiar 

rigidity of Marcuse' s frarrework: he rom:mtically counterp::>sed a rnillenarm 

view of the transfo:rnative p::>wer of a freed .t;:olyrrorphous sexuality against 

the ingenious ability of capitalism to profitably exploit an illusory 

sexual freedom. 'Ihis he texm:rl repressive desublirnation. Up to a IX>int, 

his arguments seared to Imtch the hopes of the early gay rroveroent; but 

they offered little to the thooretical tasks facing the noverrent once the 

initial period of r evolutionary certainty had passed. 

Altman found it surprising that the novernent's literature had paid so 

li tt1e attention to ZO.larcuse' s work (nor did this change in the following 

decade) , 30 and it is i.rrJt;ortant to understand the rrost obvious reasons for 

this. While it was true, as one critic has observed, that Marcuse 11did not 

defend harosexuality in the sentimental and patronizing rrenner of liberal 

ida:>logy" (which may be said of Szasz, for e.xan:pl~, and that he "emphasized 

the critical function of sexual perversion", 31 his analysis was not readily 

adaptable to the preoccupations of the rroverrent. It said very little of the 

.i.mp)rtance of th:e family and instead argued that its role had been usurped 

by the mass rredia and the growth of bureaucracies; nor did ~ acknowledge 

the political nature of the gender dichotomy. In step with this was his de-

emphasis of the Oedipus Complex, a concept central to the classical psycho-

analytic conception of the child's developnent from p::>lyrrorphous perversity 

to genital sexuality and masculinity and femini ty. 

These shortcomings were highlighted whan Marcuse published an article 

in 1974 in which he stressed the revolutionary potential o f the f eminist 

rroverrent: " .•• liberation irrplies •.• a society where the established 

noved beyond its current e:nphasis on genitality, often of an extremely 
aggressive sort" (ibi.d., p. 123). See a usteful discussion of Alt:rran' s 
.t;:olitical perspective by Rosemary Prin:rle, "Sexuality and Social 
Change", Island Magazine, No. 7 (J une 1981) , pp. 33-35. 

30. One exception is Ronald L. Peck, "Eros and Civilisation, An 
Introduction to Ma.rcuse ' s Essay on Fr eud", Gay Left , No . 2 
lSpring 1976), pp. 13-15. 

31 . Robinson, op. cit., p . 156. 
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dichotcrny ben..een masculine and fanllri.ne is overcare in the social and 

individual relationships bet\\een human beings. "32 Yet .Marcuse's understand-

ing of feminism was, to say the least, elerrentary. His concern was not so 

nruch with Wrl.y the dichotcl:cy was maintained, or even how it was, as to argue 

that capitalism had created the material conditions for its negation and the 

subsequent synthesis of androgyny. He maintained that this would involve 

the uni versalisation of the 11 life protecting characteristics" INhich at 

present ,.appear as specifically feminine". 33 One of the material conditions 

which he saw as allc:Ming for this was 11the disintegration of the patriarchal 

family through • socializatic:n • of the children fran outside (mass media, 

peer groups, etc.) ". 34 
He anticipated that wc:nen would tum "the ~akness 

that was attached to them into strength11
, 
35 but along with the ' feminine • 

qualities which he listed - receptivity, sensitivity, non-violence and 

tenderness - should also be included the less attractive ones of passivity, 

errotianalisrn and deference. 'nlese are the real vehicle of wc:m=n' s oppression 

and it is intp:)ssible to understand their reproduction if the family is 

excluded fran analysis . 

It is remarkable that the critical theory of the Frankfurt School has r..ever 

properly recognised the importance of gender in its writings on sexuality. 36 

Its focus upon the assumed force of the sexual instinct has meant that 

questions of gender are at test seen as subsidiary effects of repression, 

and this weakness is duplicated by the gay liberationist proponents of the 

=epression hypothesis. 

Ui} 

The transla tion of Hocquenghem' s Hanosexual Desire and Mieli • s 

Harosexuality and Lireration, in 1978 and 1980 respectively, mark the first 

significant flow of characteristically European theoretical perspectives 

into the English-speaking gay movement. These essays drew upon 

various debates over Freudian and Mandan categories, and their 

32. Herbert Marcuse, "Feminist Social ism", The P0WUer Magazine, No. 2 
(June 1974) , p. 34. 

33. Ibid., p. 35. 34. Ibid., p. 36, 35 . Ibid., p. 35. 
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p::>ssible synthesis, which have not been reproduced in the English-speaking 

novenent' s literature. Before discussing them, it is important to 

note why this has been the case. 

On one level, this difference reflects the contrast between the cultural 

p::>si tion of psychoanalysis on the oontinent and in English-speaking 

societies~ as has frequently been obsenred, there is a particularly 

clear contrast between France and the United States. In the latter, the 

longst:mding institutionalisation of psychoanalysis has been marked by 

a heavy clinical emphasis and a conservatism in theory and practice. In 

France, hCMever, psychoanalysis was not inroq;orated into mainstream 

medical practice and it remained weakly established until Lacan' s work 

began to have an inpact after the second world war. Since then, his 

project of 'rerovering' a Freud purged of his biological assumptions has 

had a dramatic effect upon psychoanalytic thinking in France and, 

especially in the l ast ten years, rruch nore widely. 37 In the rreantirre, 

a new Marxist interest in psychoanalytic theo:ry t<~aS stirrulated by the 

~rk of Althusser and specifically by his appropriation of Lacan' s theo:ry 

of tbe constitution of the subject in order to refoxm.llate the concept 

of ideology. This secorrl 'recovery' , of a non-eoonomistic Marx, 

ooincided with and provided a central impetus to the endeavour to 

construct a Marxist theo:ry of the oppression of wo:rre.n by feminists fran 

the early seventies. These 1:\o..u theoretical develo:fme11ts, of French 

readings of Genren language texts as one COititentator has remarked, 38 were 

36. See for exanple, Reiche, op. cit. (quoted above, p. 47, n.96), and 
Mark Poster, Critical Theory of the Family, New York, 1978. The 
p::>int is well made about Poster by Ellen Ross in her review, 
"Rethinking 'the Family'", Radical Histo:ry Review, No. 20 (Spring/ 
summer 1979), pp. 76-84. 

37. A useful overview of the cultural context in which psychoanalysis 
has develoi?e(l in France, and of the impact of Lacan' s work, is 
Sherry Turkle, Psychoanalytic Politics, FreucP s French Revolution, 
Ne.v York, 1978. 
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crucial to Mitchell's undertaking in Psychoanalysis and Feminism, 

published in 1974. Her attempt to establish the centrality of psychcr 

analytic theory to the feminist critique of gender was enorm:msly 

influential in the wanen's liberation noverrent and it provided feminists 

with the first substantial denonstration of the theoretical potential of 

Freudo-MarXisrn. 

Her studY also had a distinct, th:lugh lesser, inpact upon the gay novement. 

Yet the relevance of her argument to the question of the psychology of 

horrosexual rren was by no m2ans clear and English-speaking activists have 

wt produced a comparable exarnina't.l.on of psychoanalytic theory. Only 

the journal, Gay Left has shown a continuing, though general, interest in 

exploring the significance of the feminist debate over Freudo-Mar...dsm 

for a social theory of harosexuality. In this regard, it is interesting 

to note the career of an Australian journal which was first published 

in Sydney as Gay Liberation Press i'l 1974. Its five issues in that year 

covered fairl.y typical ooncerns of the early gay novement, though with 

an increasing emphasis UIXJD the lack of forthcoming theoretical analysis 

of honosexual oppression and a distinct pessimism about the direction 

of the rrovanent which was beoani.ng rrore diverse and which had lost nruch 

of its earlier radical vigour. For these reasons, it attempted to 

broaden its scope in the following year under the title, GLP: A Journal 

of Sexual Politics. In effect, this meant the inclusion of articles on 

cultural issues not specifically related to hanosexuali ty but this 

exacerbated the problem of the journal's focus. In 1976, it appeared as 

\\orkil"}g Papers in Sex, Scie.'1.ce and Culture and the first biiC issues 

were exclusively concerned with Mitchell's thesis and the Freudo-Mar.xist 

project, but rot with its possible application to horrosexuality. One 

reason for this was that the project stood at the intersection of many 

theoretical strains and work in related areas was proliferating, 

38. Jeffrey Mehlrran, "Translator's Introduction" to Jean Laolanche, 
L.Lfe and Death in Psychoanalysis, Baltinore, 1976, p. vii. 
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particularly in France. 'Ihus the third and final issue of Working Papers 

included articles on Foucaul t,Barthes and Derrida. Though the jou.rp.al' s 

stated interest was the analysis of patriarchy with particular reference 

to sex, power and subjectivity, its concern in practice was the nore 

pluralist one of developrents within various schools of contEmfOrary 

French theory. 

It i s ironic that what was originally a gay liberation journal should 

have evolved into nore or l ess the Australian equivalent to the British 

journal, Ideol ogy & Consciousness. In the process, its initial interest 

in the specific analysis of homosexuality was lost, a fact which seemed 

to be underlined by tlle quite uncritical review of Hocquenghem's book 

which was published in a collection of articles which followed the demise 

of W:lrking Papers. 39 'Ihe English-speaking rroverrent, then, had to wait 

until the translation of the bvo European works for an exarTQ?le of a 

sustained att at'\Pt to utilise Freudian categories. But by that time, 

activists were in a peculiar p:>sition from which to resp:nd to them. 

On the one hand, both books were obviously dated, rrost clearly in their 

voluntarism, and Hocqu.enghero.' s in particular did net excite as 11Ulch 

interest as it would had it been translated earlier. On the other, 

activists have found i t difficult to come to terms with their Freudianism, 

s ince a gay liberationist debate about psychoanalytic theory has never 

materialised. Generally speaking, the reviews in the gay press have 

reflected this unpreparedness . 40 It is therefore essential to assess 

39. Trevor Johnston, "Book Review: Guy Hocquenghem, Le desir horrosexuel", 
in Paul Foss and Meaghan Morris ( eds . ) , Language, Sexuality and 
Subversion, Sydney, 1978, pp. 193 -96. 

40. For example, the following reviews of Hocquenghem' s Horrosexual 
Desire, though critical to varying degrees , did not address the 
specific theoretical assunptions of the repression hypothesis: 
Barry Adam, "Freedom fran psychiatry", The Body Politic,No. 51 
(March/April 1979), p. 36; Tim Carrigan in Gay Chaiiges, Vol. 2, 
No. 3 (Autumn 1979), pp. 30 ff ; Philip Derbyshire, "Odds arrl Sods11

, 

Gay Left, No. 7 (Winter 1978/79) , pp. 18- 19; and ,John de Witt, 11 'Ihe 
Charming Passivity of Guy Hocquenghern11

, Gay Left, No. 9 {1979) , 
pp. 16-19. 
'Ihe sarre may be said of the reviews of Mieli' s Hcmse~uali ty and 
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these authors 1 use of psychoanalytic theory ar.rl to ask whether their 

weaknesses might not I=Oint toNards a rrore profitable apprOach to that 

theory. 

(iii) 

Hocquenghen' s hundred page essay is an energetic polenic written in an 

aploristic and theatrical style. It shares this with the source ufX:>n 

which it relies rrost heavily, Anti-oedipus by Deleuze and Guattari 

which was published in the same year. 41 They rejected psychoanalysis on 

the grounds that it 3ituated its theory of hurran sexual develo_prent 

within the context of the family and therefore ignored the ways in which 

consciousness was determined by particular historical situations. '!he 

upheaval in France in May 1968 in particular dem:mstrated for them, and 

Hocquenghem, the necessity of a radically different conception of desire. 

The spontaneity of that eruption appeared to express the fact that desire 

was "an elarent in the social field, an active participant in social life, 

not just an elerrent in the individual's psyche". 42 But the events of 1968 

produced only a short-lived radical horrosexual grouping and it was not 

until 1971, the year before Hocquenghem published his book, that the 

Front Horrosexuel d'Action Revolutionnaire was fonred , explicitly rrodelled 

on the gay liberation fronts in the United States. Thus Hocquenghem 

addressed himself with enornous optimism to a very new gay rroverrent and 

he was essentially concerned to establish the significance of honosexuality 

within a fra:rn.E!WOrk which broke fran both classical and Lacanian psychoanalysis. 

Liberation, for exarrple, Dennis Alt:rran, "Beyond the Obvious,, The 
Body Politic, No. 67 (October 1980}, pp. 34-35; and Craig Johnston, 
"Separate but Superior" , Gay Infonnation1 No. 5 (AutUilU'l 1981) , 
pp. 20-21. A brief pertinent camrent on the repression hY];X)thesis 
was made by Jeffrey Weeks, "Eros Denied, or the Revolution Betrayed" 1 

Gay Left, No. 10 (June 1980) , p. 32. 
41. Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Anti-oedipus (Vol. 1 of 

Capitalism and Schizophrenia), Ner.v York, 1977 {1972). Jeffrey Weeks 
provides a very useful orientation tc:Mards this .ilrpenetrable text in 
his "Preface" to Honosexual Desire. 

42. Ibid. 1 pp. 17-18. Sorre interesting ccmnents upon the political 
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Hocquenghem sought to analyse the phantasies and rationalisations of the 

heterosexual world on the subj ect of male horrosexuality. He argued that 

advanced capitalist societies were characterised by a pervasive anti-

horrosexual paranoia and that this reaction could only be understood in 

terms of the mechanisms of the oedipal family which repressed tx:mosexual 

des ire in childhood. In this connection he recognised a very .irrp::>rtant 

FQint, namely the historical specificity of 'the harosexual 1
: "The 

establishment of hcrrosexuality as a separate category goes hand in hand 

wi th its repressiorl', 43 and he argued that capitalist societies 

manufactured horrosexuals just as they produced prole tarians. The tan 

1 harosa.'Ual' had only been coined in 1869 44 and the signif icance of the 

neil category lay in the fact that, 

• • • up to the end of the eighteenth century, people woo 
denied the existence of God, could not sp:ak or practised 
sodomy, were locked up together in the same prisons. The 
advent of psychiatry and rrental hospitals m:mifests 
society 1 s ability to invent speci fic neans for classifying 
the unclassifiable • • • 45 

Hocquenghern drew this very briefly stated idea from Foucault's 

Madness and Ci vilization and it was explicitly E!!phasised i il the 

latter's 'Ihe History of Sexuality. 46 Its recognition in the English-

speaking gay novernent was a watershed in the effort to advance a social 

theory of hooosexuali ty and an indispensable insight if an essentialist 

conception of horrosexuality was to be avoided. 4 7 

character of French 
intellectual developrents after 1968 are made by Peter Dews , 
"'!he ' New Philosophers' and the End of Leftism" , Radical 
Philosophy, No. 24 (Spring 1980) r pp. 2-11. 

43. Hocquenghem, op. cit., p . 41. 
44. The te.nn was coined by the Hungarian aoctor I Karoly Mkia Benkert 

(1824-1882); see Steakley, op. cit., pp. 10...12. 
45. Hocquenghem, op. cit., p. 37. 
46. Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization, A History of Insanity 

in the Age of Reason, London, 1970 (1961); 'Ihe History of Sexuality, 
Vol 1: An Introduction, London, 1978 (1976) . 

47. See Weeks, Coming Out, op. cit.; he also referred to Foucault, 
but dreil his argurent nore explicitly fran Mary Mcintosh, "'!'he 
Honosexual Role" , Social Problems , Vol. 16 , No. 2 (Fall 1968} , 
pp. 182· - 9 2. 
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From this starting :point, three central interests nay be discerned 

in Hocquenghan1 s work. First, there are the reasons for the new 

categorisation of horrosexuality, though he did not develop these in any 

detail. Second, there is the question of the character of desire, and 

for this he extended FreucP s definition of infantile :polyrrorphous 

perversity. And finally, in relation to the problem of the production 

of horrosexuality, he insisted u:pon a distinction between horrosexual 

desire and oedipalised horrosexuality. Regarding the latter, however, 

and this is the crux of his argurrent, he claimed that honosexuality 

"exprE'sses som=thing - sorre aspect of desire - 'Which appears nowhere 

else, and that sarething is not rrerely the ac~lishnent of the sexual 

act with a person of the sarre sex11
• 
48 

He argued that the nine teenth century urge to categorise 1 honosexuali ty • 

was connected, though not rrechanically, to the fact that capitalist 

societ:' es were tending increasingly b::Mards 1 decoding' , t:avards a loss 

of social control an:l shared meanings. He referred to the growing 

1 imperialism' of these societies which sought to attribute a social status 

to everything, and he maintained that at a tilre "when capitalist 

individualisation is undennining the family by depriving it of its 

essential social functions, the Oedipus corcplex represents the inter-

nalisation of the family institution". 49 Since the place of the family 

was "rnw less in the institutions arrl rrore in the mind", 50 capitalist 

societies had the means to continue to reproduce themselves and their 

characteristic oedipal relations with the otherwise threatening horrosexual 

desire transfo:rrred into a guilty, neurotic, individualised secret. At 

the sarre time, these societies were increasingly sexualised but such 

48. Hocquenghern, op. cit., p. 36. 
49. Ibid. I p. 60. 
50. Ibid., p. 79. 
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pexmissiveness merely translated desire into a marketable transgression. 

'Ihe latter rotion is clearly reminiscent of .Marcuse and indeed the 

rigidity of the concept of repressive desubli.rcation also characterises 

Hocquenghem' s frarrework. Not only does it de..~y that any genuine 

li.beralisation of sexual life has occurred, it is difficult to see what 

change the framework could recognise as in any way significant short of 

the eruption of unfettered desire. 51 The problem here is that Hocquenghern' s 

attempt to relate the ideological structure of se."rual repression to 

economic and political develop:rents in capitalist societies is so 

sketchy that the two are theoretically collapsed togeth~.r. Thus of the 

role of the phallus in the Oedipus complex, he wrote: 

It is the detached, complete object which plays the sane 
role in our society's sexuality as m::mey does in the 
capitalist economy: the fetish, the true universal 
reference-point for all activity. . .. 
The phallus draws on libidinal energy in the same way 
that noney draws on labour. 52 

This metaphorical conjunction of Oedip.1s and capital prod\.ees a 

nonoli tlric structure a11.d with this conception Hocquenghero posited 

various glib parallels such that capitalism "turns its horrosexuals into 

failed 'ronnal :people', just as it turns it working class into an 

imitation of the middle class". 53 

It is '\NOrth noting at this point that Mieli similarly collapsed sexual 

repression and c~pi talism into a unitary system. For him, the 

sublirration of Eros was 'substructural' in that it underlay the entire 

economic system of capitalist societies: 54 roth guilt and the 

narketin:J of pervers·ions fuelled the economy, just as the repression of 

51. Like Altm3n, Hocquenghem has expressed dismay at the rrodern 
'integration' of ho.rrosexual rren, particularly in the United States, 
and a romantic longing for the unden.urld of Genet. See for example, 
"We All Can't Die in Bed", Semi.otext(e), Vol. 3, No. 2 (1978), 
pp. 28-32. 

52. Hocquenghem, Horrosexual Desire, op. cit., p. 81. 
53. Ibid. 1 P• 80. 
54. Mieli, op. cit., p. 216. 
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hJrrosexuality served to "stupefy the people, to :rraintain a neurotic and 

submissive 'calm''r. 55 COnversely, the liberation of sexuality would by 

definition nean the advent of conmunism . 

. . • given the very .imp::>rtant functional role for the perpetuation 
of capitalism of the subordination of women and the sublimation 
of certain 'penrerse' erotic tendencies in labour, the (re) 
conquest of trans-sexuality will coincide with the fall of 
capital ism and the rejection of alienated and alienating 
labour . . . 56 

This is the rrost glaringly inadequate part of Mieli and Hocquenghem' s 

argument. In tenns of a social analysis however, both also make sorre 

rrore restrained claims regarding the effects of repression, and these 

will be considered shortly. 

For Hcx:quenghem, the rrost .imp::>rtant t!::x)l at society' s disl_:Osal for 

"classifying the unclassifiable" was psychoanalysis. The unclassifiable 

was desire and strictly speaking the notion of horrosexual desire was 

.rreaningless and a fallacy of the irraginary: "Just like heterosexual 

desire, horrosexual desire is an arbitrarily frozen frane in an unbroken 

and }.:Olyvocal flux. " 57 This was expressed in Freud's concept of 

}.:Olynorphous perversity by which the child's desire was undifferentiated 

and ignorant of the distinction between horrosexuali ty and heterosexuality. 

However , psychoanalysis was both the discoverer of the mechanisms of 

desire and the organiser of their control, for no sooner had Freud 

asserted the universality of hc:m:>sexual desire, 

••• than he enclosed it, not geographically but historically, 
within the Oedipal system. The "Leonardo da Vinci" tect, is 
in this respect, self explanatory. Freud presents two facts 
about :rrale horcosexuality as unquestionable: rrother fixation , 
and the fact that in Freud's words "every hl..UllaD being is 
capable of making a horrosexual object-choice" and has made 
it, either keeping to it or shielding himself frcm it. 58 

55. Ibid. , p. 82. 

56. Ibid., p. 38. IYlieli' s Mand.sm drew u};X)n Jacques Cama.tte and not 
Gramsci, fran wlun he might have constructed a less nechanistic 
argument. 

57. Hocquenghem, op. cit. , p. 36. 

58. Ibid. 1 P• 65. 
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Mieli made the sane point, 59 and this discrepancy in Freud• s conception 

certainly has to be resolved if his theory is to explain the differentiation 

of the polyrrorphously perverse infant into the honosexual or heterosexual 

adult. Hocquenghem was not interested in the details of this question 

and as a solution to Freud• s inoonsistency he insisted up:m a radical 

separation of harosexual desire as a universal phencrnenon from the entire 

psychoanalytic fo.rmulation of the child r s endogenous developnent and 

final oedipal resolution. 

The route fran horrosexual desire to horrosexl.lality starts with 
a pr.irrary, an-oedipal horrosexuali ty and finishes with a 
secondary honosexuality which is neurotic, perverse am 
Oedipalise:l. 60 

Hocquenghem accused psychoanalysis of consistently surrendering its 

discovery of desire to a recuperative inte...trr"etation. Desire was 

• non-human sex • in the sense that the libiC!o existed in an impersonal 

flux and to encounter desire was "first of all to forget the difference 

in the sexes". 61 Yet in psychoanalysis, t1'1J comp::ment instinct's 

relationship to the carp:ment object such as the breast or penis was 

retrospectively defined as a relationship to tile whole person, and 

particularly the nother. In this way, desire lost its autonorey and was inter-

preted through a grid of similarity, difference and absence. The 

honosexual in particular was characterised by his fear of the absence of 

the penis (in the nother), or his fear of losing it (to the father). 

Consequently, the "produced honosexual has only to corre and occupy the 

place reserved for him11 62 as could be seen in Freud's case study of 

Schreber who "experiences horrosexuali ty as a heterosexua l would imagine 

it to be exp:rienced". 63 For in his delusional system, Schreber was b::>th 

an abject sexual object and the world's redeerrer which corresponded to the 

59. Mieli, op. cit., p. 44 60. Hocquenghem, op. cit., p. 134 
61. ~-· p. 116. 62. Ibi'!_., p. 68. 

63. Ibid. 1 p. 70. 
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~les of the whore/ma.donna stereotypes of worren. Hocquenghem surmarised 

his critique of Freud by claiming that what he described he constructed 

at the same t.i.zre: "we only find in the Oedipalised harrosexual libido 

what we have put there in the first place. " 64 Central to this was the 

widespread influence of the psych.oanal ytic explanation: the ~pular 

account of horrosexuali ty carre clown to either the chrorrosorres or vulgar 

analysis. 

There is a certain force to this argument and Hocquenghem adeptly pointed 

to tr.e struggle of psychoanalysts to define horrosexuals as differing 

frcrn the heterosexual nonn only to reduce their difference to a 

similarity. This effort must surely have found its ultimate 

expression in Ferenczi ' s convoluted statement that, 

It ImlSt be further remarked that many inverts are by no means 
quite insusceptible to the endeannents of the female sex. It 
is through intercourse with v.omen (i.e. their like) that they 
di~se of what may be called the lnrosexual ~nent of their 
sexuality. 65 

Yet Hocquenghem' s critique raises the question of ho.v an authentic desire 

can be perceived frcm beneath its oedipal distortions, that is, of how it 

is possilile to krow the original character of desire beyond Freud' s 

description of infantile sexuality. For if nothing remains of ~lyrrorphous 

desire in the oedipalised adult, then it is difficult to mai..1tain that 

Freud subordinated his discovery to the Oedipus ca.nplex in the way t.h.c.t 

Hocquenghem would have it. 66 

His argument de:pends upon the significance of anal desire for houosexual 

men: tl'.is was the ''aspect of desire -which ap:pears ru::Mhere else". 

64. Ibid., p. 67 
65. Ibid., p. 112., qt:Oted fran Sandor Ferenczi, "'Ihe Nosology of Male 

Harosexuality (Hono-Erotisrn)", in First Contributions to Psycho-
analysis, London, 1952, pp. 296-97. 

66. Hocquenghem partly relied upon literacy references, in particular 
to Proust, Mann (Death in Venice) and Musil (Young TOrless), to 
illustrate the existence of polyrrorphous desire, though they 
cannot of course 'prove' the existence of such desire. He also 
appeared to over look the fact that the characters Aschenbach 
and 'I'Orless did mt in fact act UIX>n their mrrosexual desir.3; 
they do not therefore 'test' his hyp:>thesis. 
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Anal desire confronted the desp:rtic role of the phallus in the Oedip.lS 

canplex: only the phallus confinned the individual's sexual identity 

as its presence or absence determined the boy's castration anxiety and 

the girl's penis envy. Capitalist societies were so phallic that men 

experienced sexual intercou...."'"Se without ejaculation as a failure , and the 

social relationships within these societies were organised on the 

pyramidal rrodel of the Oedipus complex with the father-phallus at the 

pinnacle. Hocquenghem' s p::>int was that whereas the phallus was 

essentially social, the anus was private. It had "ro social position 

except sublima.tion" and "no social desiring function left, because all 

its functions have become excremental: that is to say, chiefly private". 67 

Thus the constitution of "the private, individual , 'pro_per' person is 

'of the anus'; the constitution of the public person is 'of the 

phallus' " . 68 Horrosexuals, however, challenged anal sublimation 

because they alone made constant libidinal use of the anus and as a 

result they had a confused identity. 

It is no longer I who am spe:lk.ing when the desiring use of 
tbo anus asserts itself. '!he problem here is not one of 
activity or passivity (which, according to Freud, becone 
differentiated precisely at the anal stage) • Honosexuali ty 
is always connected with the anus, even though - as Kinsey's 
precious statistics daronstrate - anal intercow::se is still 
the exception even arrong horrosexuals. 

All l'nrosexuali ty is concerned with anal eroticism, whatever 
the differentiations and perverse re-territorialisations to 
which the Oedipus canplex subsequently subjects it. The anus 
is rot a substitute for the vagina: waren have one as well as 
men. 69 

Hocquenghem concluded that when honosexuals publicly and collectively 

rejected the definition of horrosexuali ty as an individual problem, and 

reinvested the desiring use of the anus, they would be rejecting Oedipus 

and its constitution of the dichotomy between private and public, 

between the irxlividual and the social. He looked forward to a primary 

67. Hocquenghem, op. cit., p. 82 
68. Ibid., p. 83. 
69. Ibid., p. 89. 
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sexual cammmism and suggested that traces of this were evident in 

harosexual baths and in 'scattering' or sexual pick-ups "in which 

:polyvocal desire is plugged in on a non-exclusive basis". 70 

As Weeks observed in his preface to Horrosexual Desire, Hocquenghem' s 

claims for anal desire encounter two empirical objections and his thesis 

cannot be taken literally. Not only do only a minority of horrosexual nen 

engage in anal intercourse (assuming that Kinsey's findings are still 

applicable), but historically the t.al:xx:> against sodorey, at least in 

Britain, seems to have weakened as the new categorisation of harose..xuality 

was taking place. 71 Weeks suggested that the anal may nonetheless be 

seen as an .i.ropJrtant rretaphor for challenging the primacy of rep:roductive 

sexuality. It rre.y be added that Hocquenghem described a patriarchal 

ideology which sees harosexual terrlp)rality as directed towards the past, 

to the Greeks for ~le, and honosexuals as serving no utilitarian 

puq:ose be:yond a minor artistic one. Harosexuality is thus conceived 

to be a regressive neurosis and "the horrosexual is incapable of facing 

his future as an adult and a father". 72 'Ibis may be takP..n as a useful 

caution against the ready assumption t:P.at the separation of sex from 

reproduction leads to the validation of horrosexual relationships. 

'Ihe empirical difficulties also indicate a theoretical dilemna in 

Hocquenghem' s claim that horrosexuality can be linked to an-oedipal 

desire. Since only a minority of horrosexual nen engage in anal intercourse, 

the majority preSI..UTiably being thoroughly oedipalised in this regard, and 

since anal intercourse may still be inscribed with oedipal meanings, as he 

admitted, then the connection between horrosexuality and non-personal desire 

70. Ibid. , p. 117. 
71. Weeks noted that in Britain, "sodomy carried the death penalty until 

1861, but it was after the reduction of this :pe.."lalty (to between ten 
years and life) that the real process of social definition, and an 
in::rease in social hostility, began" ("Preface11

, op. cit., p. 25). 
72. Hoa;JUenghan, op. cit., p . 94. 
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is very tenoous. Despite Hocquenghem' s rhetoric, it is never clear when 

anal desire is an-oedipal. He certainly needs a rrore corrpelling argment 

than the one that anonyrrous sex was not new:otic because it did not 

relate to a face and was outside the sphere of the ego. 73 His fundamental 

difficulty lies in the concept of the anal-sadistic pr.ase of the child's 

sexual developrent. It was here that Freud located the differentiation 

of the active and passive aims with which the child would pursue its 

oedipal interests, and he also fi.nnly associated the origins of lt'ale 

horrosexuality with this phase. Hoa:juenghem used this argurrent to make a 

link between hormsexuality and the analbut, at the same time, he tried to 

transcend Freud's broader franeM:>rk. N::methel ess, it was the 'passive' 

horcosexual in particular whom he wished to rescue from the oedipal 

fonrulation, the horrosexual, that is, who had 'retained' his anal desire. 

Hocquenghen of course protested that anal desire was not a matter of 

activity or passivity but that was all he did. He did not, for example, 

~lain what orlginally differentiates the minority of honosexuals who 

e."lgage in anal intercourse fran the majority who do not nor, for that 

matter, did he explain what differentiates the developrent of horrosexual 

rren gen=rally fran that of heterosexual men. 

Freud criticised the theory that horrosexuals constituted a 'third sex' by 

insisting Up::ln the universality of harrosexual desire. Despite the incon-

sistency in his theory that Hooquenghem highlighted, it is clear that 

either honosexuality IlUlst be conceived to be an outcane of the same 

dynamics which produce heterosexuality (however those dynamics might be 

theorised), or horrosexuality represents, in some sense, a third sex. 

Hocquenghem in effect is caught between these ~ possibilities. He 

tried to translate the idea o f the 'passive ' horrosexual into that of the 

third sex, or, at least , the ' authentic' sex. Thus he argued tbat, 

however approxilrete the foDlll.lla might be, "what is repressed in horrosexuals 
is not the love of warren as a particular sexual object but the entire 

73. Ibid., p. 135 . 
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subj~t-object system which constitutes an oppression of desire". 74 

And he defended arx:myrrous sex against the claims of romantic love as 

"i.mnensely superior, precisely because everything is p::>ssible at any 

norrent: organs look for each other and plug in, unaware of the law of 

exclusive disjunction". 75 Hocquenghan saw the third sex theo.ry as a 

threat to the oedipal system ani that Freud • s str..1ggle against the theory 

entailed the universalisation of Oedipus: " ••• it arouses the danger of 

letting nore than two se.."<es coexist s~de by side, of giving up the simple 

binary system. If there are three sexes, why not Jrore?" 76 

The logic of Honosexual Desire suggests that it soould have erob.caced a 

third sex theory rrore wroleheartedly. As it is, the central errphasis 

up::m anal desire leaves it trapped within the Freudian framework and 

ultimately within the oedipal meanings it is detennined to reject. 

(iv) 

Mario Mieli 1 s work does not aspire to the Sa!!e theoretical rigour as 

Hocquenghem 1 s does an:l as an exarrple of the use of the repression 

hypothesis it is closer to Altman's argument. In mmy ways, Harrosexuality 

and Liberation is a classic statement of the early gay novement, despite 

the fact that it was published in 1977. Mieli had been an activist in 

the London GLF in the early seventies and was subsequently involved in the 

founding of Fuori! ("Cone OUt!") in Milan in 1972. Since then, the 

Italian gay novarent has been able to sustain its initial revolutionary 

stance to a Jll\.lCh greater degree than has the English-s:FEaking rrovement. 

As David Fernbach suggested in his introduction to the book, this 

difference reflects roth the p::>larising influence of the Catholic Church 

in Italy (though the occasional pi~e of catholic imagery appears in 

Mieli' s text) , and the vigorous character of the extra-parliamentary left. 

Theoretically, Mieli was nore interested in a critical use of psychoanalytic 

74. Ibid., p. 125. 
76. Ibid. 1 P• 107 • 

75. Ibid., p. 117. 
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theory than in rejecting it, though his approach was distinctly eclectic · 

and owed scrret.hing to Jung and t«:Jnnan 0. BI:'(MI')., '!he following discussion 

concentrates uJ;On how his use of psyclnanalytic theory differs from that 

of Hocquenghem and it will then turn to a nore general appraisal of the 

repression hYJ;Othesis. 

Mieli' s Freudianism is essentially 1humanist'. He was rot interested in 

the idea that desire should not relate to a face, but rather that once 

desire, or Eros as he tenned i t , was freed fran repression, then it 

would naturally recognise all faces. 'Ibe aim of sexual liberation was 

the recovery of 1 trans-sexuality 1 which referred to the, 

•.• infantile fOlynorphous and 'undiff erentiated' erotic 
disJ;Osition, which society suppresses and which, in adult 
life, every hur:ran being carries with him either in a 
latent state, or else confined in the depths of the un-
conscious under the yoke of repression. 77 

Using Freud's r:ostulate of constitutional bisexuality, Mieli argued that 

tile core of human sexuality was a physical and rrental hernaphl:odi tism 

and that honosexuali ty was congenital in everyone. He subscribed to 

B:rown's belief that it was "in our unconscious repressed desires that we 

shall find the essence of our being", and that "the essence of repression 

lies in the refusal of the human being to recognise the realities of his 

human natllre11
• 
78 Altnan also referrErl to Brown to urge "an acceptance 

of our basic androgyny", 79 but while he suggested that exclusive bono-

se.xuality was as nruch an outc:om:! of repression as was exclusive hetero-

sexooli ty, Mieli seared to think there was ro such syrmetry. 

Honosexuals were "aware nore than straight people of the identification 

with both parents, of the exist ence within us of both sexe s" 80 and he 

asserted that honosexual men could, and should, have sexual relationships 

with wanen. Particularly since "we gays do not treat~ as sexual 

77. Mieli, op. cit., pp. 25-26. 

78. Ibid., pp. 119, 167. The references are to Brown, op. cit., pp. 23, 24. 

79. Altman, Horrosexual, op. cit., p. 102. 
80. Mieli, op. c it., p. 45. 
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'objects' . ! • a wcman and a gay man can make love in a way that it outside 

the usual pa.ttern of the horrosexual rouple". 81 Indeed, the strength of 

repression is quite vague in Mieli' s conception and surely m gay 

liberationist has expressed such optimism about the ability of 'queens' 

to seduce heterosexual men and subvert their masculinity. He in fact 

decided it was better to speak of "quasi-repression". 82 

Unlike Hocquenghern, Mieli attempted to differentiate between the 

psychological develof.(rent of exclusive heterosexuality and harrose.."<UCllity. 

With regard to the fonrer , he argued tba.t in the 'cx::mplete 1 Oedipus 

canplex, whereby the boy desired rot only his rrother but his father as 

well, the father rejected this desire and the boy replaced his eJ:Otic 

interest by an identification with the masculine father. Through this 

identification, he projected onto his rrother and other lNCinen the 

' feminine 1 conp::ment of his psyche because he had leamt to associate 

this with his harrosexual desire. Referring to Juns, Mieli argued, 

Male heterosexuali -t:y, therefore, as it presents itself today, 
is based. on the repression by the man of his 'femininity' and 
the renunciation of -the gay desire, and as such it represents a 
fonn of alienated sensuality, founded on the estrangerrent of the 
human being frcm himself. Male heterosexuality involves a rnis-
ronception of self, and hence also a misconception of the other. 
By projecting his 'femininity' onto the wanan, the man m 
longer recognises either the wcmm or his own ' femininity' . 83 
••. the roan forces on her both his masculinity (a cor..densation 
of alienated horrosexual desire) and his own 'femininity'. 84 

The obvious problem with this fo.mullation, as Freud frequently insisted 

in his disagreanents \vith Jung, is that it assU~TEs 'masculinity' a.rrl 

'femininity' to be original canplernentary ccnp:ments of the psyche. For 

Freud, the libido was not differentiated between the sexes. Mieli's 

fo:rnullation therefore takes heteJ:Osexuality for granted which is readily 

apparent when it is used to define ronstitutional bisexuality. For a 

81. Ibid. 1 P• 187 • 
83 • Ibid. , p. 3 7. 

82. Ibid. , p. 200. 

84. Ibid. , pp. 34-35. 
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sane-sex choice is then said to be either the • feminine • aspect of a man 

seeking the 'masculine' in another man, or vice versa. He was actually 

aware of this problan and he urged that the psycho-biological 

henna.phrodi tism of hUil'Eil beings sWuld not be understood as bisexual 

but as polysexual or trans-sexuaL 8 5 HCMever, he did not mean an rm-

classifiable desire in Hocquenghem's sense and his argument in fact 

remained within the fraiiEW:)rk of bisexuality. He suggested, for ex.anple, 

that heterosexual men desire rot a 'real' woman but a disguised horrosexual 

phantasy of a 'woman' . '!his was revealed by the character of the 

{X>rnografhic depictions of~, such as in ~laytoy, in which the rrodel 

was frequently {X>Sed and photographed by horrosexual men, and he asked: 

What is the source of this desire by the gay photographer to 
depict, and by theheterosexual man to desire, a stiff, erect, 
firm rody, such as is rarely met with in reality, if not the 
secret intention on the gay man's part to display a male body, 
stiff and hard like an erect penis, and the secret desire for 
this on the heterosexual's part? 86 

This reads like a parody of Ferenczi' s remark that a harosexual man • s 

sexual relationship with a worran was basically horrosexual because he 

was similar to her in the first place. But 'Whereas Ferenczi assl..liled 

gender inversion on the part of the h.arrosexual so that his sexual 

relationship with a woman might as well be termed ' lesbian', Mieli 

believed the repressed 1 fe:nini.ni ty 1 and horrosexual desire of the 

heterosexual man was resp:mding to the 1 masculine 1 woman. This would 

sean to be an attenpt to reverse the heterosexual bias of the bise.'ruality 

thesis, but it ends up by affirming it. Opposites attract - a..'l.d on a 

truly conspiratorial level. 

Mieli encountered similar problems when he attenpted to explain the 

origins of exclusive horrosexuali ty in terms of oedipal dynamics. He 

agreed with Freud's claim that horrosexuality could not be reduced to a 

simple matter of gender inversion and objected to his sarrewhat inconsistent 

errphasis up::m nother fixation for at least a high proportion of ha:rosexual 

85. Ibid., p. 39. 86. Ibid., pp. 56-57. 
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nen. 87 He advanced the hypothesis that adult horrosexuali ty was a result 

of the lack of repression of the boy 1 s 1 negative 1 Oedipus CXJil'lplex, that 

is, his love for his father: 

• • . those who becc:Ire horrosexual, thanks to the particular 
richness of their predis,t:osition to honoeroticism, fail to 
renounce the male (father) object. • • • the strength of the 
congenital harrosexual disposition is reinforced by a certain 
tendency (whether conscious or not) on the part of the parent 
of the same sex to establish a .honoe:rotic relation with the 
child, a special e:cotional bond. 

The rernmciation of 'objects• of the 'opposite' sex \'X)uld 
follow from a lack of need to identify with the same-sex 
parent, and hence with his heterosexual behaviour, as well 
as fran . • • the social condemnation of horrosexuality, which 
leads the honosexual to feel guilty and hence unworthy of the 
choice defined as 1 no:crml' , i. .;. an impossible candidate to 
please people of the other sex. 88 

While this is not totally irrplausible, one major difficulty is 

.irmlediately clear. Since Mieli was following Freud's argunent that the 

carplete Oedipus complex was resolved by the child identifying with one 

parent and thereby preserving the obiect relation to the other parent, it 

follows that tile boy who preserves his father as his choice also identifies 

with his nether. Thus for Mieli (and for Freud, at least in this instance), 

horrosexuality represented a simple gender inversion: a woman-identified 

man sought a masculine object. Mieli qualified this conclusion only to 

the extent that he emphasised the strength of a congenital ho:rrosexu.al 

dis,t:osition. Though Freud also entertained this idea, he was certainly 

rcore circumspect about it, and for the reason that he wished to oppose 

the theory tl-o..at horrosexuals constituted a third sex. Like Hocquenghem, 

Mieli endorsed the idea of the oedipal production of honosexuali ty but 

perceived this as a distortion of an original honosexual desire. Ham-

sexuals therefore comprised the 'authentic' sex: there was rrore continuity 

in their develof1nent than in that of heterosexual men because for .Hieli 

horrosexuals did not have to repress their 1 femininity', just as for 

87. Ibid., pp. 29-30, 45. 

88. Ib1d., pp. 48-49. 
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Hocquenghem s.om; at least have retained their original anal desire. 

This argument reveals the central weakness of the repression hyp:Jthesis: 

its basic tenns are asstm"'Eld rather than derronstrated. This is rrost 

obvious in the Jungian oonception of rrasculini ty and femininity as 

original conplerrentary carp:ments of the psyche for this has the 

effect of defining the sexual instinct as 'heterosexual' regardless of 

the choice of object. The instinct has two naturally given objects 

oorresponding to its own dualistic canposition so that the problem to 

be explained is oot the socially constructed difference between 'men' 

and 1\'X)men' but the distortion of that difference. The questions of 

gender inequalities and horrosexual oppression are thus seen in tenns 

of how the carplerrentary elerrents of rnasculini ty and f emininity have 

beooire unbalan:::ed in the process of repression. Freud was errphatically 

opposed to this conception of the sexual instinct, though his own lack 

of success in defining the relationship between bisexuality and 

rrasculinity and femininity may well have encouraged Mieli to turn to Jung. 

The alternative fonrulations of the repression hypothesis, by which the 

sexual instinct is said to be naturally polyrrorphously pa:verse , 

androgynous or a flux of undif ferentiated desire, do avoid the specific 

difficulties of the bisexuality thesis. Yet they are little rrore than 

assertions derived fran a selective reading of Freud. It is inperative 

that this conception of the instinct as a pre-social, already constituted 

force be thoroughly docl.liDimted if it is to be of any theoretical use. 

For it is with this assumption that the proponents of the repression 

hypothesis go on to advance explanations of the construction of exclusive 

sexual orientations and of the origins of honosexual oppression. 

The attractiveness of the idea of a given polynorphous perverse sexuality 

to gay liberationists is obvious. It of fers the prospect of locating 

horrosexual desire in an original a:mdition and so of avoiding Freud's 

endogen;)US rrodel of sexual developnent in which a horrosexual object-cllDice 

is necessarily seen in teJ:ms of fixation or regression. Despite its 
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appeal however, the assurrption that mrrosexual desire is a corrp::ment of 

a sexual essence entails erx:>:rrrous constraints upon the kinds of explanations 

which are then built upon it, and the fundarrental one is that it takes the 

category of horrosexuality for granted. Ironically, the repression hypothesis 

is designed precisely to avoid this corclusion. A widely accepted 

priority within the gay rrovement fran the very first was that of 

challenging the rigid definitions of sexual identities and behaviours. 

Altman remarked that he regretted that "The End of Hanosexuality" had 

oot been the title of his book, rather than of its last chapter89 and 

similarly, activists were convinced that an extension of sexual rreanings 

and experiences was crucial to t."'le aims of gay liberation. Thus the 

repression hypothesis has been inte.!1ded to establish that the category 

of ho1rosexuality is ultimately an arbitrary and severely restrictive one. 

Yet in the search for the origins of • repression•, the category of 

' harosexuality• is pus~ backwards to infancy where it is said to be a 

natural, inherent part of the sexual constitution. That the object of 

analysis is then defined as fX)lynorphous perversity or an-oedipal desire 

matters little since this character of the sexual instinct is oot effectively 

dem:::mstrated. 

'Ihe essentialist nature of this conception of horrosexuality is underlined 

by the explanation which is then advanced of the construction of an 

exclusive hanosexual orientation. For Fernbach, as noted earlier, and 

for Altrran, the mechanism of repression sanetimes misfired or failed thus 

allowing hanosexuality to arerge, th)ugh neither explained why this should 

happen.. Only Mieli suggested a reason, that of the original strength of 

congenital horrosexuality. This is the logical explanation to be nade in 

terms of the repression hYJ;Othesis arrl for him it related to a preponderance 

of • femininity• in the infantile libido. For Hocquenghan, on the other 

89. Dennis Altrran., "Interview with Chris Hector" (1973}, in Coming Out 
in the Seventies, op. cit., p . 24. 
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hand, repression failed only to the extent that the honosexual at least 

potentially retained his an-oedipal anal desire. The prinary focus of 

the repression hJFOthesis, then, is on the categocy of 'horrosexuality' in 

its natural, infantile fo:rm which is assumad to be diametrically opp:>sed 

to repressed, oedipalised 'heterosexuality'. Ultimately, the repression 

hypothesis constitutes horrosexual men as a third sex which, when the goal 

of de-repression is achieved, will becare the one authentic sex. At a 

fundamental level, this argument fails to make a social analysis of the 

infant's sexual developnent. Instead, it makes the rorcantic assunption 

that an original broad-ranging, free, playful sexual instinct is 

subsequently repressively forced into the familiar heterosexual rrould. 

Under these conditions, the horrosexual minority is oppressed. 

The basic aim of the repression hypothesis is to extend a psychological 

theory into a social explanation of horrosexual oppression and, rrore 

broadly, into an explanation of the social construction of sone of the 

dani.nant patterns of sexuality. In other words, it is an atterrpt to 

derive a social psychology from Freud. The probler;lS which this endeavour 

encounters are myriad. That it breaks with Freud's conception of 

sexuality without defending its reformulation has been indicated in 

general tenns and will be substar.tiated in the following chapter. But 

its cavalier use of psychoanalytic tr..eory also severely limits its 

subsequent social analysis. Apart fran the utterly unsophisticated 

oonjunction of sexual repression arrl capitalist relations of production, 

the rrore specific claims of the repression hYIXJthesis about the dynamics 

of honosexual oppression rely upon an hydraulic conception of the sexual 

instinct. The social denial of horrosexual desire is profOrtional to the 

oppression of the minority which expresses that desire so that anti-

hon:osexual paranoia, as Hocquenghem described it, represents a return of 

the repressed. This contention relies upon a mechanistic understanding of 

the libiclo which is assumed to contain a fixed quantity of energy v.lhich 
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either cathects various objects or, if repressed, struggles to do so in 

the disguised form of paranoia. 

'!he ensuing explanation of oppression draws upon the psychoanalytic 

ooncept of negation: "To negate an 'object' of desire •.• is a particular 

way of affi:r::ming it", Mieli declared. 90 Yet it is an unjustified extension 

of the ooncept to maintain that hostility towards horrosexuali ty 

necessarily expresses a disguised desire. This claim depends upon the 

i dea that masculinity "is s .:i.nply the neurotic and curnbersorre introjection 

by rren of a horrosexual desire for one a.JX)ther which is both very strong 

and tightly censored", 91 so that this is the source of hostility towards 

honosexuality anong heterosexual men. This explanation, which is 

explicit in Hocquenghem and !J'.rieli' s argurrent and sorrewhat qualified in 

Altman's, therefore irrplies that repression is the cause of gender 

inequalities on the grounds that it produces a cr ippled rrasculini ty which 

is opprE. ssive of wcrnen and hcm:lsexuals . 92 Given the lack of substantiation 

of the repression of an original homosexual desire in the first place, this 

is a particularly inadequate fonn of reductionism. And it has the effect 

of creating a a:mceptual distance between 'h::>nosexual men and masculinity 

and thus of readily reinforcing the idea of horcosexuals as gender inverts. 

'Masculine' rren are said to be naturally antagonistic towards their 

opposites , ' feminine ' rren. At the sane time, Altman and Mieli along with 

many other gay liberationists, stressed the ways in which sorre horrosexual 

men benefit fran the social privileges which are attendant upon masculinity. 

It should be enphasised that the question of the perception governing the 

hostility towards horrosexuals needs to be di stinguished from that of the 

90. 
92. 

Mieli. op. cit., p . 167 . 91. Ibid., p. 127. 
Altman wrote that 11\.\0itlen's liberation is prim:l.rily concerned with 
sex roles , gay lil::eration with sexuality, and though the t\o;O are 
interconnected they are not syn::myrrous" {Horrosexual, op. cit., p. 218). 
He made the interconnection, if tentatively, in terms of the effects 
up:m masculinity of the r epression of bisexuality. 
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character of the h.onosexual psychology and its production. That is, if an 

~utation of femin:i.nity is a central element in oppressive attitudes, it 

should not be assumed that that perception is correct in any simple 

sense. 93 
The antagonism of heterosexual men towards femininity can be 

explained without the assumption that it is simply the negation of their 

own horrosexual desire. There is no question that masculinity necessarily 

exists in a relationship to femininity, but an tmderstanding of this 

relationship requires an analysis of the psychological construction of 

gender differences and their social elaboration. 

It is essential to explore the connections between gender and sexual 

orientation in a way which neither reduces the question of gender in-

equalities to an effect of the repression of an original honose.xual 

desire, nor reduces exclusive hanosexuality to a simple natter of gender 

inversion. With the repression hypothesis, it is difficult to avoid these 

conclusions. Hocquenghem and Mieli in particular were rea:..ly concerned 

with the •queen•: the effauinare hoiTOsexual alone was seen to embody the 

challenge of the gay rroveroent. '!hough otl1er activists have too easily 

supJ.X>sed a silrple uni t;y to exist .3ITOng horcosexual men, this reproduction 

of the gender di.cho~ clearly affirms rather than questions the 

patriarchal conception of the binary sexual system. Both are unable to 

focus upon questions of gender, for these questions are subsurred under 

the repression hypothesis, while: at the same time an assumption about 

93. S:imilarly, it is very easy to find conservative views which appear 
to underline the v-alidity of the repression hypothesis. Hocquenghem 
arrl Mieli quoted the same educationalist wh::lse re:rark was tailor-
made for them: 

Were hCI'O':)sexuality to receive, even in theory, a show of 
approval, were it allowed to break crway even partially fran 
the frame.w:>rk of pat-.hology, we would soon arrive at the 
abolition of the heterosexual couple and of the family, which 
are the foundations of the Western society in which we live 
(Andre M:lrali -Da..""linos, Sociologie des relations sexuelles, in 
Hocquenghem, O'p. cit., p. 46, and lYlieli, op. cit., p. 54). 

All three authors share the assumptions that the family is the 
foundation of societ;y and t.lJat sexuality contai.ns an inherent 
force. 
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gender covertly defines the object of their argurrent, the 1 feminine' 

horrosexual. 

'lhe social analysis of the repression hyt:ethesis tben, is seriously 

flawed. Having assumed such a neat fit between the dynamics of repression 

and the interests of capitalism, it proceeds to use psychoanalytic 

categories in an extended, collapsed and metaphorical sense in order to 

make its social analysis. The result cbes violence to Freud 1 s theory 

and produces a shrunken conception of the social. 

'lb take the concept of aggression: it is a fundamental one in psycho-

analysis and is ultimately linked to Freud's controversial fonnulation 

of the death instinct. But whatever the difficulties in the concept, i t 

arphatically cannot be reduced to being a syiii)tom of repression. 

Conversely, a lack of violence or aggression (which Alh'Pan suggested was 

characteristic of self-accepting harosexual m:n) cannot, with any justice 

to psychoanalysis, be attributed to freedom from repression. !vbst obviously, 

Freud's description of warren as passive and unaggressive was predicated 

precisely up:m 1;he enonrous repression which he considered to be 

constitutive of femininity. 'lb take a:rother example: in the repression 

hypothesis, there is no clear distinction rcade between the 1 repression 1 

and 'sublimation' of honosexual desire. For Freud however, sublimation 

was at least distinct in that it was successful: it was rot the expression 

of a regressive symptom but a diversion of part of the sexual instinct to 

non-sexual airrs, especially artistic and intellecb.lal activity. M:>reover, 

his theory of sublimation was hardly definitive and it has been characterised 

in one thorough discussion as "one of the lacunae in psycho-analytic 

thought ... 94 

Quite apart from these conceptual problans, the suggested link between 

repression, aggression and hostility tcMards horrosexuality caiU:lOt stand 

94. J. Laplanche and J.-B. Pontalis, 'I'he Language of Psycho-Analysis, 
London, 1973 (1967), p. 433. 
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by itself as an adequate social theory. It is classically one of 

methodological individualism whether in the claim that sublimation 

provides the group identification in all-rrale institutions or that 

aggressive masculinity is founded upon repression. Social phenomena 

are therefore explained in tenus of the psychology of the individuals 

who cmprise the group. 95 Though it is doubtful whether the pro~nents 

of the repression hypothesis v.ould want to defend this asstmption 

philosophically, they are nonetheless caught in it because they bave 

made no prior effort to define psychosexual dynamics in relation to the 

economic and political dirrensions of advanc.ed capitalist societies. 

(v) 

The weaknesses of the repression hypothesis have the merit of indicating 

fairly clearly those questions which need to be resolved if psychoanalysisis 

going to be of any use to the theoretical priorities of the gay rrovement. 

The basic question, Cl3 Hocquenghem and Hieli insisted, concerns Freud' s 

inconsistency in defining hOIIDsexual desire as a universal characteristic 

of human sexuality and at the same t:irne pro~sing an endogenous m:xiel of 

sexual developnent whereby a harosexual object croice is a fixation or 

regression. 

This raises two tasks. First, it is necessary to consider the nature of 

infantile sexuality and to ask whether psychoanalytic thoory necessarily 

accepts this as a natural, pre-social endowme.."lt. Second, it needs to be 

asked whether the child' s developrent can be understood in terms other 

than thJse of a biologically ordained propulsion. The difficulty in using 

Freud to discuss the origins of a horrosexual orientation is that he did 

not address b~ question systematically: his references are scattered 

95. Alan Ryan provides a clear discussion of the assumptions of 
methodological in:li vidual ism in The Philosophy of the Social Sciences, 
London, 1970, pp. 177 ff. 
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and the question is entangled in other unresolved throretical issues. One 

of these is his p:Jstulate of bisexuality. He did not define what he 

meant by this idea tlx:lugh he used it particularly in his considerations 

of masculinity and femininity. Indeed, the wrole question of the 

psychical differentiation of the sexes was in large neasure shelved by 

Freud as part of the 'riddle' of sex. Yet it is precisely on this riddle 

that a discussion of the origins of a horrosexual orientation needs to 

ooncentrate: the question is how a child oonstructs a se..-ual identity 

on the basis of its biological sex and its inculcation of the socially 

oonstructed meanings of gender within the context of the heterosexual 

family. 

As has been seen, the early gay novarent' s attempts to use the feminist 

analysis of gender were largely unsuccessful. But for all the naivety 

which characterised these attempts, roth in terms of the idealism of 

their theoretical assUI'I'ptions and the voluntarism of their practice, they 

oonetheless have a distinct strength over the abstractness of the 

repression hypothesis. 'Ihey at least offer the promise of a rrore 

thoroughly social theory of honosexuality since they link honose.xual.i.:t.y 

imrediately to the gender order. In particular, they E'.fCPhasise the 

p:>si tion of male hcnosexuals as n:en as well as horrosexuals, and they open 

up the question of their rnasculinity and of ho.v it should be distinguished 

fran orthodox masculinity. It will be argued in the following chapter 

that Freud's account of the child's developnent is certainly or;:en to an 

interpretation which is nore consistent with a thoroughly social analysis. 

That is, the infant' s sexuality originates in a process of interaction 

with significant others, and in particular with the unconscious 

phantasies of its parents. Thus there is not an • original' oondi tion which 

is repressed, but a range oi psychic conflicts in which a rrajor role is 

played by the parents • contradictory attitudes and by the exclusi ve 

relationships which characterise the family. The child resolves these 

conflicts through various defences, including repression. 
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It is rot then correct to say that the repression of hotrosexuality scme-

times 'fails'. Rather, hom:>sexuality is produced by the dynamics of the 

gender order embodied in the family: arrong nen, harosexuality is a 

resolution to sare of the conflicts contained within hegem:mic 

masculinity. 



CHAPTER THREE 

PSYOIOANALYTIC I SSUES 
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An assessment of the way in which psychoanalytic thoory overall has 

dealt with harosexuali ty would be an enonrous project. There are three 

tasks which a thorough assessrrent would nee:i to undertake. '!he first 

of these, which will be the primary focus of the following discussion, is 

to ask how Freud himself conce ived of the psychological dynamics 

underlying a horrosexual object-choice and, nore broadly, of the signifi-

cance of hc:nosexuali ty in the erotic lives of all people. Beyond this, 

there is the matter of how the various schools within institutionalised 

psychoanalysis have treated these questions (both in theory and practice) 

in relation to Freud's unsynthesised observations. He ind~a:l readily 

a&ni.tted that psychoanalysis had not solved the 'mystery• of rorrosexuality 

and IPanY later analysts have been rrore than eager to do so. Finally, 

the question of horrosexuality would need to be oonsidered in the light 

of the systanatic refonrulation of psychoanalytic theory by Lacan, and 

the radical critiques of the theory (and of Lacan' s reading) by such 

writers as Deleuze and Guattari as WE:l.l as Luce Irigaray and other 

tf .. thea' 1 recen e:ITU.lllst n.sts. 

'Ihe first task, however, t...'tat of addressing Freud's own writing on the 

subject, has not yet been done adequat~ly. The major pro};:IOnents of 

the repression hypothesis, in fact, have had a markedly idiosyncratic 

approach to Freud's work as distinct from broadly defined psychoanalytic 

theory. Al trn.:m, from his reliance on Marcuse, concentrated upon Freud • s 

rretapsychological theo:cy in order to suggest the social repercussions of 

sexual repression; Hocquenghem used the controversial critique by 

Deleuze and Guattari to define the subversive I?Otential of horrosexual 

desire; and Mieli drew uJ:?On Jung to indicate the repressed essence of 

1. See for example, Luce Irigaray, 11'Ihat Sex which is not One", 
in Foss and Morris, op. cit., pp. 161-171; and for a survey of 
intellectual developoents in French faninism, Elaine Marks, 
"WJ:rren and Literature in France", Signs : Journal of Waren in 
Culture and Society, Vol. 3, No. 4 (summer 1978), pp. 832-842; 
ani, in the same issue, Carolyn Gree.nsteinburke, "Report from 
Paris: Warren's Writing an:l the ~rren' s r..bvement", pp. 843-855. 
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'trans-sexuality' • Each of these attezrpts to use psychoanalytic theo:cy 

to further a gay li.berationist argument contains scm= rrore or less 

explicit criticism of what Freud wrote, but they do not engage with his 

arguments in any detail. Instead, they advance alternative formulations; 

and whether they should be te:rlred 'psychoanalytic ' is highly questionable, 

for they do not cane to terms with the rra.tter of the child's unoonscious 

sexual develofUent. This question is largely avoided by p::>si ting the 

existence of a honosexual essence in infantile sexuality and by then 

asserting a direct lineage fran this original oondi lion to adult 

horrosexuali~.J. Freud, on the other hand, explicitly rra.intained that, 

•.. there is no distinction between perverse and nonral 
sexuality other than the fact that their dominating 
conp::ment instincts and. consequently their sexual aiins are 
different. In both of than, one might say, a well-organized 
tyranny has been established •.. 2 

While, as HoCXIUei19hem and Mieli insisted, Freud also cx:mtradicted this 

claim regarding the close relationship between 'perverse ' and 'nomal' 

sexuality by defining honosexuality as a regression or fixation, he 

nonetheless fi.nnly OPfOSed the idea of an essential horrosexuality as 

entailed by the third sex theo:cy. As is well known, he found great 

rrethodological value in examining the perversions for their illumination 

of the general patterns of sexual life. By this means he dem:mstrated 

that mrrra.lity was a rather precarious ideal, for it was intirrately 

related to both the perversions and the neuroses. This was the claim 

which Freud intended to establish in his Three Essays on the Theory of 

Sexuality, but since it is mt properly recognised by the proponents 

of the repression hYPJthesis, they have been unable to address the real 

difficulties in his conception of horrosexuality which are subsequent to it. 

2. Sigmund Freud, Introductory Lectures en Psycho-Analysis (1916- 1917}, 
S.E., Vol. XVI, p. 323. (Quotations are from Jarres Strachey (ed.), 
S"ta:naard Edition of the Corrplete Psychological ~rks of Sigmund 
Freud, 24 Vols, London, 1953- 1973; references are abbreviated 
as S.E.) 
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'Ihese difficulties are not specific to the subject of hcm:>sexuality 

but are fundairental to Freud 1 s general theory of sexual developrent. 

The following discussion isolates three related problems whose solution 

is essential if Freud is ultirrately to be of any use to a social theory 

of horrosexuali ty. These are his nodel of endoge!X)US sexual developnent, 

his acrount of gender differentiation, and his theory of the oedipal 

resolutions whereby the child consolidated the basis of its sexual 

orientation. It \'lill be argued that the logic of the 'Ihree Essays, 

whereby the sexual instinct has no given relationship to a particular 

object so that the well organised tyrarmies . )f adult horrosexuali ty and 

heterosexuality are the final :cesul t of a long and tortuous process of 

developnent from infancy, means that the question of the production of 

male horrosexuality sh::>uld be located filJIIl.y within the dynamics of the 

construction of nasculinity. To do this, however, it is necessary to 

break with the nndel of endogenous developnent, to understarrl gender 

differentiation in teiT.Is other than as a psychical consequence of the 

anatomical distinction between the sexes, and to interpret the oedipal 

resolutions leading to hanosexuali ty as not being a simple rra.tter of 

gender inversion. 

Freud's position in relation to each of these questions was deeply 

ambiguous. The following discussion attempts to resolve these 

arrbigui ties by extending the implications of Freud 1 s radical prop::>si lions 

about the character of the sexual instinct and the child • s sexual 

developnent. By this means, it offers an inm:ment critique of Freud's 

conception of horrosexuali ty. 

Th= argument of this chapter is therefore a provisional one inasmuch 

as it does not endeavour to assess the validity of the :Eundarrental 

tenets of Freud's theory. T'.ne rrost obvious of these is the existence 

of the unconscious and of infantile sexuality. It also accepts what 
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are for many sexual li.berationists the nore contentious questions of 

the theory of the Oedipus canplex and the associated ooncepts of the 

fear of castration in men, and penis emJy in waten. The latter idea 

in particular remains highly contentious for mmy feminists who have 

not been convinced by Juliet Mitchell's explicit defence of Freud on 

this issue. This debate will not be considered directly; but her 

much noted remark that "psychoanalysis is not a recomrendation for a 

patriarchal society, but an analysis of one" 3 is clearly inadequate as 

a starting :point for the reappraisal of Freud. His failure to resolve 

a number of basic questions rreans that psychoanalysis is precisely a 

recomrrendation for a patriarchal society, though it should not be reduced 

to being that alone. Within his theory of sexual developnent there is 

roam to extend his nore critical insights in a way which is consistent 

with sane of his central theoretical intentions. 

One of these, Freud expressed in his preface to the third edition of 

the 'Ihree Essays in 1914 where he claimed that "the present work is 

characterised not only by being completely based u:t:en psycho-analytic 

research, but also by being deliberately irrlependent of the findings 

of biology". 4 This touches on the heart of the problem for any attatpt 

to derive a social psychology from psych:>analytic theory: despite his 

stated intentions, biological assunptions pervade Freud's work, inclucling 

the Three Essays. The nost energetic attempt to purge his them:y 6f 

these assumptions has been carrie::l out by the Lacanian school and this 

reading of Freud infonned Mitchell's a.rgunent as it has much subsequent 

feminist work on psychoanalytic theory. 5 The follc:Ming discussion too 

3. Mitchell, Psychoanalysis and Feminism, op. cit. 1 p. xv. 
4. Freud, 'Ihree Essays on the 'Iheory of Sexuality (1905), ~- 1 

Vol. VII, p. 131. 
5. The usefulness of an alternative source, that of the object-

relations school, has been denonstrated by Nancy Chodorcw, 
The Reproduction of r.Dthering , Psychoanalysis and the Sociology 
of Gender , Berkeley, 1978. 
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drawP a general orientaticn fran this school, and specifically fran the 

work of Jean Laplanche. It does so pr:i:rrarily to address the problan of 

Freud's e.ndo:fenous nodel of sexual develq:ment and it will te argued that 

the direction of the reformulation which Laplanche advances is clearly 

indicated by Freud hllnself an numerous occasions. Beyond this, h~ver, 

the present discussion does not draw upon Lacan: his avn interest in 

recovering a nan-biologistic Freud stops short at a critical point in 

that he reproduces the latter's phallooentrism. 6 

'lbe first task of this discussion is to summarise Freud's theory of 

infantile sexual developrent and then to define rrore precisely how it 

bears on a theory of harosexuality and what problans arise. 

{i)_ 

Freud errphasised on a number of occasions that honosexuali ty should not 

be classified as an illness. Ir1eed, in the one published case history 

of a person who carre to him because of her harosexuality alone (having 

teen t:ersuaded to de so by her parentsl, Freud recocled that the 

analysis made only limited headway. '!his was partly because of "the 

facts that the girl was not in any way ill (she did not suffer fran 

anything in herself, nor did she carp lain of her oondi tion)_ and that the 

task to be carried out did not oonsist in resolving a neurotic conflict" . 7 

6 . For example, Lacan has argued that, 
. . . the fact that the penis is dgminant in the shaping of th~ 
body-image is evidence of this Lautoncmous gestalt structurv. 
'!hough this may shock the sworn champions of the autonany of 
fanale sexuality, such dc:rninance is a fact and one moreover 
which cannot be put da¥11. to cultural influences alone 
(Jacques Lacan, "Sare Reflections on the Ego", The International 
Journal of Psycho-Analysis, Vol. XXXIV (1953), p . 13) . 

For an early feroinist criticism of Lacan, and of Mitchell's use of 
his theory, see Teresa Brennan et. al., 110ne Step Fonvard, Two Steps 
Back", Working Papers in Sex, Science and CUlture 1 Vol. 1, No . 1 
(Jan. 1976)_, pp. 15-45. A more sustained critique of r1itchell, and 
of the patriarchal bias of Lacan, is ma.de by Mia Carnpioni and 
Elizabeth Gross, "Little Hans: The Production of Oedipus" I in Foss 
and Horris, op. cit., pp. 9.9-122. 

7. Freud, "The Psychogenesis of a case of Hc:rnosexuality in a Wanan" 
(1920), S .E. 1 Vol. XVIII, p. 150. 
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The task in fact was to convert one variety of genital organisation of 

sexuality into the other, and Freud considered this to be just as 

difficult as it \IOJld be to change a fully developed heterosexual person 

into a hamosexual. 8 

Thus later psychoanalytic definitions of haoosexuality as an illness, 

and even therapeutic optimism that the condition could be cured, find 

no explicit justification in Freud's work. Nonetheless, Freud advanced 

a nor.mative conception of the child's sexual developuent which clearly 

invalidates an adult honosexual object choice: in ter:rns of the path to 

genital heterosexuality, honosexuality could only represent a fixation 

or regression of the libido. In this sense it was defined as infantile. 

The way was then open for therapeutic enthusiasts (a description which 

can rarely be applied to Freud) to tackle horrosexuality as a pathology 

to be cured. 9 In this they have remained quite unconcerned al:out the 

fact that they have neatly reproduced the pop..llar concepticm of sexual 

instinct as a biological :impulse which is so:retimes perverted from its 

natural path. Such a notion was, of course, precisely what Freud 

energetically argued against in his 'Ihree Essays, alt.l"ough ho.v 

successfully he established his case in this ~rk is another question. 

8. Ibid. , p. 151. Freud advised the young woman's parents that "if 
they set store by the therapeutic procedure it should be oontinued 
by a woman doctor", tlx:>ugh he doubted they would follow such advice, 
11 the reasons for which are obvious" (p. 164). Presumably they 
feared that it would cat'p)und their daughter's 'problem'. 

9. Arrong the many statem:mts of this vie.<~, see Irving Bieber et. al., 
Homosexuality: A Psychoanalypc Study , New York, 1962; L. Hamstra, 
11Homosexuality", The Internat1onal Journal of Psycho-Analysis, 
Vol . 48 (1966) , pp. 394- 402; L.J. Hatterer, Changirq Horrosexuality 
in the Male, London, 1970; and C.W. SOcarides, Homosexuality, 
I.Dndon, 19 78. 
Freud, on the other hand, wrote towards the end of his life: 

Ho,..rever much the analyst may be tempted to beoorre a teacher, 
nodel and ideal for other people and to create men in his aND 
image , he should not forget that that is rot his task in tbe 
analytic relationship, and irrleed that he will be disloyal to 
his task if he allows himself to be led on by his inclinations. 
If he does, he will only be repeating a mistake of the parents 
woo crushed their child 1 s independence by their influence, and 
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Published in 1905 and arrended through successive editions 1m til 1925,1° 

Freud • s essays were e<ncemed with the nature of the sexual instinct 

and with contradicting the popular conception of it as a biological 

instinct11 which is saret:ines perverted fran its natural course. At the 

l..eginning of the first essay he wrote that the se."'{Ual instinct, 

. . . is generally understood to be absent in childhood, to set 
in at the tin:e of puberty in connection with the precess of 
caning to maturity and to be revealed in the manifestations of 
an irresistible attraction exercised by one sex upon the other; 
while its aim is pre~ to be sexual union, or at all events 
actions leading in that direction. 12 

Freud had already concluded fran his treat:rcent of hysterical patients 

that their syrnptans TNere a substitution for certain sexual ideas, 

phantasies or mem:>ries which had been repressed in childhood. Such 

symptoms, however, did not only or even prilnaril y relate to "the so-

called normal sexual instinct" but also "to instincts which would be 

descril::ed as perverse in the widest sense of the word if they could be 

~ressed directl~·- in phantasy and action without t::eing diverted fran 

consciousness" •13 He argued that these :Perverse canponents of the 

instinct could not be explained away as being degenerate or exceptional; 

on the contracy, they were precisely 'What- constituted childhood 

sexuality. Mature or genital sexuality was t..~erefore achieved "at the 

cdst of perverse sexual impulses". 14 

he will only be replacing the patient's earlier dependence by 
a new one (An Outline of Psycho-Analysis (1938), s.E., Vol. XXIII, 
p. 175). 0 

10. various central concepts ~e added to the Three Essays after its 
original edition. These include the pregenital organisations of the 
libido (added in 1915); the Oedipus complex (1920), though this had 
been postulated in 189.7; and the differential developnent of boys 
and girls (from 1915) • 

11. The distinction bet-ween the Freudian conception of an instinct 
( I Trieb 1 ) and an hereditary DehaViour pattern (I Instinkt I ) iS a 
fund.amental one. Though there is good reason for translating 
• Trieb 1 as 'drive 1 

, the ~rd 1 instinct' is retained in conformity 
with the practice adopted by the translators of the Standard Edition. 
'Trieb 1 also suggests the idea of 1 grCMTI:h' and ' unfolding 1 

• 

12. Freud, Three Essays, ~it., p. 135. 
13. Ibid., p. 165 14. Ibid., p. 232. 
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Freud described the original sexual disposition of the child as a 

conplex one in which the component instincts were not organised but 

were all striving, independently 1 for satisfaction. 'Ihe child was 

p:>lyrro:rphously perverse. 'Ihe sources of the cx:mp::ment instincts were 

the erotogenic :zones (for exarrple, the oral and anal zones) and these 

determined the instinct's aims 1 such as that of incorporation during the 

oral phase. The sexual aim was defined as "the act tavards which the 

instinct tends", 15 and the aims of the canponent instincts included 

voyeurism and exhibitionism, masochism and sadism; while the sexual 

object was defined as "the person from wb:Jm sexual attraction proc~eds ,l6 

(though indeed it need not be a person) , and both sexes were chosen in 

accordance with the bisexual disposition of the child. Moreover, the 

child was without a sense of shanE, disgust or norality; so it would, 

for example, readily shew an intense interest in its own and other 

people's excreta. It was with such characteristics in mind that Freud, in 

his case sb.J.dy of five-year-old Little Hans, remarked that the child 

"seems to be a positive paragon of all t."l.e vices" . 17 

The child's pursuit of pleasure and love was not subject to reason: 

"Childhood love is boundless; it demands exclusive possession, it is 

not content with less than all" •18 Yet its sexual aims were successively 

thwarted, initially in the loss of its first obj ect, the breast, so t.lw.t 

the child would later reproach its rrother for not suckling it long 

~ugh, 19 and later in the necessity to give up its faeces on demand 

instead of gaining pleasure t..hrough their retention. It was from these 

15. Ibid. 1 p. 136. 16. Ibid. 1 p. 135. 
17. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia in a Five-Year-old Boy" (1909), S.E., 

Vol. X, p. 15. When Little Hans reintl:oduced himself to Fr eud in 1922, 
fourteen years after the conclusion of the analysis, he had forgotten 
all details of the episode. In typical fashion, his sexuality of 
those early years had succurrbed to "infantile amnesia.,. Thus Freud 
often corcpared the practice of psychoanalysis to an archeological 
project: it was the unearthing of a 11 prehistoric epoch". 

18. Freud, "Female Sexuality" (1931}, ~~-, Vol. XXI, p. 231. 
19. Ibid., p. 234. 
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experiences that the child fonred the idea of a narcissistic injury 

through the loss of part of itself and they were therefore, for the roy, 

the precursors of that threat of the greatest fOSSible loss of all, that 

of his penis. 20 The child also ~t frustration in its desire roth tD 

give and to have a baby. Although it might be supposed that it is not 

fOSsible for a child tD have a very precise idea of how a baby is 

produced, soch a desire was cormonly substantiated in analysis, and it 

is ootable that Freud considered "perhaps L:~7 rrost unassailable feature" 

of his study of Little Hans, the fact that, "in complete contradiction to 

hi.:; official st:eeches - he knew in his unconscious where the baby Oris 

sisteE7 came from and where it had been before". 21 Moreover, the birth of 

a younger brother or sister not only derronstrated the power of others to 

produce a baby but also presented the child with a rival for the love 

and care of its parents. Intense love, jealousy, rival:ry and hatred were 

encemic in the child•s universe. 

The discovery of the character of the dlild • s sexuality enabled Freud 

to fonnulate the nature of the sexual instinct. He warned that the 

habit of assuming a natural link between the libido (the energy of the 

sexual instinct) and the object which it cathected was unwarranted. In 

fact, it was probable that the instinct was independent of its object 

arrong children and that its origin ~.<7as not due to the inherent attractions 

of any specific object. 'Ihe object, as Laplanche arrl Pontalis charc.cterise 

it, is contingent. 22 Freud enphasised this in a footnJte added to the 

Three Essays in 1915: 

20. Freud, '"Ihe Infantile Genital Organization (An Interpolation into 
the 'Iheory of Sexuality)" (1923), S.E., Vol. XIX, p. 144, n. 2. Freud 
insisted, ho.vever, that these experiences should not be included as 
part of the castration complex. 

21. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia", op. cit., p. 129 (this sentence is 
italicised in the original}. 

22. Laplanche and Pontalis, op. cit., p. 45. 
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Thus fran the point of view of psycho-analysis the exclusive 
interest felt by men for wanen is also a problem that needs 
elucidating and is not a self-evident fact based upon an 
attraction that is ult.imately of a chemical nature. 23 

Indee:i, he stated the tx:>int nore drarra.tically: 

Psycm-analytic research is m::>st decidedly opposed to any 
attercpt at separating off honosexuals fran the rest of man-
kind as a group of a special character. . • • it has been 
f ound that all hunan beings are capable of rraking a 
honosexual object-choice and have in fact made one in their 
unconscious. Indeed, libidinal attachrrents to persons of 
the sarre sex play oo less a part as factors in n:mral mental 
life, and a greater part as a notive force for illness, than 
do similar attachments to the opposite sex. 24 

Likewise, although the nm:mal sexual aim was assuned to be the union 

of the genitals in sexual intercourse, this was hardly the case in 

childhood and neither was it so in adult life. The sexual aim was 

rrore diverse for there were always present sexual activities which 

extended to regions of the body other than the geritals and also sexual 

activities which delayed the act of interoourse. Any of these, if 

developed, v.10uld becu:re :peJ:Versions. Arrong the exten..;ions to the sexual 

aim in the second category, Freud errphasised sadism and zrasochism, for 

they "occupy a special position anong the perversions, since the contrast 

between activity and passivity which lies behind them is among the 

universal characteristics of sexual life". 25 As will be seen, Freud 

attempted to account for this contrast by the hypJthesis of bisexuality. 

Freud's aim throughout the 'nlree Essays was to derronstrate the intimate 

relationship between the perverse, oormal and neurotic. He surrmed up 

his argument in an article which he wrote in the same year: 

By };X)inting out the infantile elements in sexuality I was 
able to establish a simple correlation between health, 
peJ:Version and neurosis. I showed that nonrality is the 
result of the repression of certain conpJnent instincts 
and consti b.lents of the infantile disposition and of the 
subordination of t."J.e remain.ing constituents under the 

23. Freud, Three Essays, op. cit., p. 146, n. 
24. Ibid., p. 145, n . 
25. Ibid., p. 159. 
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primacy of the genital zones in the service of the 
reproductive function. I shaved that :penrersions 
correspond to disturbances of this coalescence owing 
to the over-p:::>Wering and crnpulsive developrent of 
certain of the conpJnent insti:octs , while neuroses 
can be traced back to an excessive repression of the 
libidual trends. Since al.rrost all of the perverse 
instincts of the infantile disp:>si tion can be 
recognized as the focus concerned in the foundation 
of syrnptans in neuroses, though in a state of 
repression, I was able to describe neurosis as being 
the 'negative' of :PeJ:version. 26 

Having argued energetically against the :popular conception of a 

biological sexual instinct, Freud nonetheless did fCSit a nonn in the 

concept of genitality, and the cri teri.a which he used to establish it 

raise imnediate problems. He considered it essential that the carrp::>nent 

instincts should be organised and subordinated "under the primacy of 

the genital zone in the service of the reproductive flmction" so ·i:f'.at 

the individual's desires were focussed upon a single object of the 

op:posite sex. 'Ihis was "the course of developrent laid down for 

civilized men". 27 conversely, 

• . . the essence of the perversions lies not in the extension 
of the sexual aim, not in the replace:nent of the genitals , 
mt even always in the variant clnice of the object, but 
solely in the exclusiveness with which these deviations are 
cru.--ried out and as a result of which the sexual act serving 
the purpose of reproduction is put on one side. 28 

Here, Freud was deferring to the conventional legi ti.ma.tion of sex by which 

it is confined to marriage for the purr:x:>se of procreation. 29 In the case 

26. Fr eud, "My views on the Part Played by Sexuality in the Aetiology 
of the Neuroses" (1905), S.E., Vol. VII, p. 277. 

27. Freud, Three Essays, op. cit., p. 189. 
28. Freud, Introductory Lectures, op. cit. , p. 322. 

29. Freud's sexual attitudes were in fact quite liberal. He argued that 
the repression derranded by civilisation was excessive and he was 
distinctly pessimistic about the prospects of sexual satisfaction 
for the great majority of poople, and not least of all warren. See, 
for example , '''Civilized' Sexual furality and Modern Nervous Illness .. 
(1908}, S.E., Vol. IX, pp. 179-204. Freud' s attitudes tONards 
hOITDsexuality -were similarly quite advanced for the t.irre. He signed 
a petition advocating the decr iroinalisation of male horrosexuality in 
Genrany and Austria; he also argued, against Ernest Jones, that 
honosexual analysts could be admitted to the Psychoanalytic 
Association. See the translation of the relevant OOcture.nts in 
Herb Spiers and Michael Lynch , "The Gay Rights Freud11

, 'Ihe Body Politi~, 
No. 33 (May 1977) , pp. 8 ff . 
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of hooosexuality, he later confir:n:ed that ~ genital organisation as such 

had been attained; 30 as well, the aim of reproduction rru.st be 

constituted during the individual's sexual developrent, a fact which was 

certainly obvious to him in his later ~rk on femininity. 

The general difficulty with Freud's conception of genitality is well put 

by Laplanche and Pontalis, who write: 

Are we to conclude that Freud returns to the nonrative conception 
of sexuality thathe emphatically challenged at the outse t o f his 
'Ihree Essays on the Theory of Sexuality - basing it DCM on genetic 
criteria? Does he end up by categorising as perversions exactly 
what has always been so categorised? 31 

It would appear that he did, yet he was not arguing in any sinple fashion 

that reprcduction was the given function of the sexual instinct. The 

nonn of genitality had its full meaning in relation to the psychosexual 

crisis by which each child gained its knowledge of the neaning of 

masculinity and femirrinity: as these authors go on to observe, "the 

transition to the canplete genital organisation in!:>lies for Freud that 

the Oedipus cat1plex has been transcended, the castration conplex assurred 

and th-a. prohibition· on incest accepted". 32 If this transition was 

successfully accorrplished it consolidated the psychological basis of the 

boy's future heterosexual masculinity. Thus Freud located in this 

achieverrent a number of characteristics of adult masculinity, such as a 

sense of independence; but he noted as well a tendency for rren to debase 

their love object (revealed in the erotic split between the sacred and 

profane and the dual iroage of v;orren as rradonna and whore), and he also 

observed the very high resistance which men expressed against adopting 

passive attitudes towards other males (sanathing 'Which is clearly linked 

tXJ their fear of male hoiiOsexuality). 

30. Freud, An Outline of PsyclD-Analysis, op. cit., p. 156. 
31. Laplanche a.."'ld Pontalis, op. cit., p. 308. 

32. Ibid., p. 308. 
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Freud's insights here, as in mmy other contexts, are striking; but his 

account of the child's sexual developnent based on the nonn of genitality 

can hardly be accepte:l uncritically, no natter how :persuasive his 

descriptions. On one level, tmugh his theory smuld rot be reduced to 

this, his ronnative nodel provides an elab:>rate rationalisation of 

patriarchal relations. '!he original anarchic existence of the cx::rrpanents 

of the sexual instinct is successively organised through the oral, anal 

and phallic phases. At the latter the boy is confronted with the threat 

of castration which he carres to accept as real; he thereby transcends 

his oedipal relationships and makes an identification with his father. 

'Ihough Freud was at pains to stress the tortuous and uncertain nature of 

this progress from polynorphous perversity to the reginnings of hetero-

sexual masculinity, his theory ronetheless strongly invites a reading in 

endogenous tenns. It appears to 1::>e the process of physical maturation 

which propels the boy along the path to genital heterosexuality, even 

th::>ugh he clearly intended to disprove this conclusion. In particular, 

the importance of his penis to the boy remained unproblematic for Freud. 

Yet it is this in;:ortance which underlies the boy's infantile theory of 

the phallic nother, his perception of fana.le genitals not as di::ferent 

fran his own but as absent, and. finally his fear of his CMl1 castration 

by the father which forces his oedipal resolution. .r.'breover, Freud 

w.rote that it was "the high esteem felt by the horrosexual for the male 

organ which decides his fate". 33 Given his ready acceptance of the 

natural importance of the penis to all boys, it could be wondered why 

heterosexuality soould occur at all. 

The problans involved in Freud's conception of sexual developn:nt will 

initially be considered in two steps. First, it is necessary to consider 

the question of the origin of the infantile sexual constitution and to 

ask whether the postulate of bisexuality means that the infant bas a 

naturally given sexuality. Freud provided sare valuable clues regarding 

33. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia11
, op. cit., p. 109. 
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the origins of sexuality, and tlx:>ugh they hardly solve what is obviously 

a highly ccrrplex issue, it is essential to establish a finn orientation 

towards this question if an underst.anding of sexual develo:prent in social 

terms is to be a r:ossibili ty. This leads directly to the question of the 

child's seemingly endogenous developnent. How can the child's rrovernent 

along the path to genital heterosexuality be understood in ron-biological 

tenns? At issue, for example, is the selection of the erotogenic zones 

(rrouth, anus and genitals} and the setting up of the oedipal relationships 

in which the phallus has such overwhelming i.rrp:>rtance. 

The latter question introduces the second rrajor problem, that of the 

psychical differentiation of the sexes. This was the riddle which so 

perplexed Freud and which he largely shelved pending a rrore exact 

understan:ling o f his :postulate of bisexuality. For the nost part, he 

wished to deny that masculinity and femininity were the discrete 

properties of men and v.on .~n respectively; yet, in his theory, it is with 

the resolution of the Oedipus carplex by the boy, and the acknowledgarent 

of 'castration' by the girl, that their appropriate gender identities are 

established. Freud could only explain this developrent, and its 

apparent suddenness, as being biologically dete:t:mined, though this 

evidently dissatisfied him. But, as a result, he tended to explain 

harosexuality in tenns of a s.inple gender inversion, a conclusion which 

Mieli quite logically produced fran his discussion of the 'complete' 

Oedipus carplex. 

With each of these problems, it is a natt er of insisting u:pon a 

thoroughly psychological explanation, for as Freud himself declared, 

"I regard it as a rrethodological error to seize UI;X)n a phylogenetic 

explanation before the ontogenetic possibilities have been exhausted" . 34 

It is vecy significant that on occasion he nonetheless felt conpelled 

to depart fran psychological considerations in search of a final cause 

34. Freud, "Fran the History of an Infantile Neurosis 11 (1914), .§..:.!·, 
Unl ~TTT . n. 97 . 
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arrl that he then made his explanations in phylogenetic, teleological and 

biological tenns. Though he was sameti.Ires dissatisfied with these 

conclusions, and cautioned that they should not be assurred to explain 

psychological dynamics, he still resorted tlJ such argwrents at .imp:Jrtant 

rrorrents in his theory, in part because of his longing for a fOSi ti vist 

underpinning to his new science. These extra-psychological ronclusions 

:pJint to absences in his account of sexual developrent and reflect various 

unques tioned patriarchal assunptions. As such, they are useful 

signpJsts in the task of refonnulating aspects of his theo:ry 1 and they 

are used in the follooing argument to open up the question of the 

production of male harrosexuali ty as an outcane of the conflicts in which 

the psychological foundation of masculinity is enbedded. In these tenns 1 

an adult honosexual object-choice be<:x:m:s not a fixation or regression 

but another solution to the tensions which all boys confront in the 

patriarchal family in a particular historical context. 

{ii) 

In this section it is argued that Freud's thesis of bisexuality is a 

central element of his endogenous rrodel of infantile sexual developrent. 

Bisexuality is linked to the child's abject-choices but, while it 

illustrates them, it does not explain than. It underlines the notion 

of a s:pJntaneous novement along a predetennined path by positing a 

natural sexuality in the child, that of auto-erotism. Elsewhere, 

hcmever, Freud explicitly addresses th_e question of the origins of 

sexuality and describes the way :in which the sexual instinct gains i ts 

indeperrlence from the biological instinct. Here 1 auto-erotism is rot 

an original objectless state. Yet, again within the endogenous nodel, 

auto-e rot..isrn takes first place in the procession of narcissism, 

horrosexual object-choice and, ideally, hete-.'t"'sexual abject-croice. In 

order to break with this biological account, it is necessary to remarber 

that it accarrpani.es two other theoretical emphases which Freud brings 
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to bear on the question of infantile sexuality. The Oedipus complex, 

which he elaborated relatively late in his career, offers a rrore dynamic 

picture, but it too relies upon biological and phylogenetic assumptions . 

His first approach, the seduction or trauma theory, did not recognise 

the existence of pre-pubertal sexuality and he abandoned it in 1897. 

Nonetheless, Freud continues to assert the inp:>rtance of seduction and 

it becanes a universal phenooenon of childhood, pre-eminently in terms 

of the erotic character of parental care. Indeed, his whole account of 

the construction of fanininity is largely an explanation of the 

seductive '"lature of the rrother' s love for the child. The perspective 

gained by taking account of Freud's attention to the i.rrportance of 

seduction is the essential step in refonnulating the endogenous m::xiel . 

The explanation of object-choice in terms of bisexuality is no longer 

necessary. 

Throughout 'his life, Freud held tenaciously to the postulate of bi-

se.xuality as a universal human phenomenon. He based it in the first 

instance , drawing fran Wilhelm Fliess, UJ;:On the traits of anatomical 

hermaphroditism evident in the two sexes: bisexuality was an organically 

founded, innate diSfOsition. The precise meaning of this hYJ;:Othesis was 

never clarified, but it oonetheless remained a central feature in Freud' s 

overall conception of human sexuality. In the 'Ihree Essays, he regarded 

it as "the decisive factor, and without taking bisexuality into account 

I think it would scarcely be possible to arrive at an understanding of the 

sexual manifestations that are actually to be observed in men and 

\\O!Ie1". 
35 Of one such rranifestation he later wrote that 11 in boys the 

Oedipus complex has a double orientation, active and passive, in accordance 

with their bisexual constitution: a boy also wants to take his rrother' s 

place as the love-object of his father. - a fact which we C.escribe as the 

feminine attitude". 36 Nor was this ambivalence peculiar to childhood, 

35 . Freud, Three Essays, op. cit. 1 p . 220. 
36. Freud, "Serre Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction 

Oo+-<.TOon H-v:> SP.XP..S 11 (1925) , S.E., Vol. XIX, p. 250. 
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for in "all of us, throughout life, the libido no:rnally oscillates 

between male and female objects". 37 As these COillreilts illustrate, it 

was the nanifestations of bisexuality up:m which Freud often rerrarked: 

the origins and substance of this disp:>sition remained a biological 

unknown. 'lhis was explicit in the 'Ihree ·Essays where he wrote that "a 

bisexual disposition is somehow concerned in inversion, though we do not 

knCM in what that disposition consists, beyond anatomical structure"; 38 

and the same vagueness characterised his interesting argurrent, rrade on a 

number of occasions, that an object-choice rray canbine the character of 

both sexes: "there is, as it were, a compromise between an impulse that 

seeks for a man and one that seeks for a w:::>man Thus the sexual 

object is a kind of reflection of the subject's own bisexual nature. "39 

Freud considered bisexuality to be a defining characteristic of the 

infantile sexual constitution. Arrong other things, it was revealed. in the 

child taking either parent as its object and similarly in identifying 

with either. The hyp)thesis inplled that the child's object-choices 

occurred endogenously, and this is one distinct perspective in the 

Three Essays. The picture was one of a given sexuality which in tine was 

naturally directed ta.vards a preordained object, ei tber male or female. 

The bisexual child then, marked by arrbivalence, took either the nother 

or fatber as its object regardless of their sex, for prior to the phallic 

stage, "before a child has arrived at a definite kn<:wledge of the 

difference between the sexes, the lack of a penis, it does not distinguish 

in value between its father and its nother". 40 Freud see:ned to enphasise 

37. Freud, "The Psychogenesis of a Case of Harosexuali ty in a ~nan" , 
op. cit., p. 158. 

38. Freud, Three Essays, op. cit., pp. 143-44 (emphasis added). 
39. Ibid., p. 144 (enpr.asis added). Freud also argued that hysterical 

phantasies ccmronl y expressed l:::oth a masculine unoonscious sexual 
phantasy and a feminine one, thus revealing a harosexual :impulse; 
see his "Hysterical Phantasies and their Relation to Bisexuality" 
(1908), S.E., Vol. IX, pp. 155-66. Interestingly, this article was 
originally published in Magnus Hirschfeld's new journal, 
z. Sexualwissenschaft, Vol. 1 , No. 1 (Jan. 1908), pp. 27-34. 

40. Freud, The Eqo and t.l}e Id_ {1923), S~E., Vol. XIX, p. 31, n. 1. 
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the naturalness of the infant's sexuality by such remarks as that "the 

newo-tx:>rn baby brings sexuality with it into the world, certain sexual 

sensations aCCCJITpany its developrent as a suckling and during early 

childhood". 41 '!his was the period of auto-erotism. 

It was obviously crucially .i.mp::>rtant to Freud to insist upon the reality 

of infantile sexuality: it was a discovery which he expectErl to be 

strongly resisted, as it has been. Yet this claim is distinct from the 

question of whether the child, is actually born a sexual be:4lg. Writing 

in contexts other than that of bisexuality, Freud suggested the 

cx:>Irplexi ties involved in understanding the origins of sexualit y. There 

was a point, for example, at which the sexual instinct gained its 

indeperrlence: 

The child 1 s lips, in our v iew, behave like an erotogenic 
zone , and no doubt stimulation by the warm flow of milk 
is the cause of the pleasurabl e sensation. 'Ihe satis-
faction of the erotogenic zone is associated, in the first 
instance, with the satisf action o f the need for nourishrrent. 
'Ib begin with, sexual activity attaches itself to f1.mctions 
serving the purp:>se of self-preservation and does not 
becone independent of them l.IDtil later. • . . The need for 
repeating the sexual satisfaction I10W' becomes detached 
fran the need for taking nourishment. 42 
As a rule the sexual instinct then becomes auto-erotic, 
and not 1.mtil the period of latency has been passed 
through is the original relation restore:i. There are 
thus good reasons why a child suckling at its rrother' s 
breast has beco:ne the prototype of every r elation of 
love. 'Ihe firrling of an object is in fact a refinding of 
it. 43 

These passages fran the Three Essays are highly signif icant. '!hey under-

lined Freud's central intention of contradicting the popular conception of 

the sexual instinct as a biological force. He argued here that tile 

instinct \vas originally attached to the self -preservative f unctions {tile 

biological instinct) and only later existed independently. Thus auto-

41. Freud, "'Ibe Sexual Englightenment of Children. {An Open Letter 
to Dr M. Furst)" {1907) , S. E., Vol. IX, p. 133. 

42. Freud, Three Essays, op. cit., pp. 181-82. 
43. Ibid. , p. 222. Freud developed this idea in tenns of a distinction 

between 1 anaclitic' or attachment arrl narcissistic types of 
object-choices in "On Narcissism: An Introduction" (1914) , 
S.E., Vol. XIV, pp. 87-91. 
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erotism was not an o:r:iginal, objectless state, but a secondacy stage 

characterised by the loss of the object; and the refinding of the 

abject fran put:erty was not the object of the biological instinct, the 

rrother 1 s milk, but the object of the sexual instinct, the breast. As 

noted earlier, Freud maintained from his discussion of the perversions 

in his first essay that the origin of the instinct was not due to the 

inherent attractions of a specific object. Yet his postulate of bi-

sexuality suggested a process of endogenous developTellt towards alternative 

objects. In the passages above, havever, he strengthened his basic 

thesis considerably by arguing that the origir. of the instinct as such 

lay in fact in a process of detachment fran the vital functions: with 

the loss of the breast, the sexual pleasure which had been bound up with 

feeding was pursued irrlependently. As a prot::) type of sexual pleasure, the 

lost object thus introduced phantasy into the child 1 s psychic life. In 

other words, it was the intersubjective relationship with the nother 

which explained the origin of the infant' s sexuality, not the assumption 

of an original germ of sexuality which in time naturally sought an abject 

in terms of a bisexual constitution. 'Ihese brief conments do not do 

justice to the full implications of Freud 1 s insights into the origins of 

sexuality, 44 but they are sufficient to establish a basic point for the 

purposes of this discussion. By the fact of infantile sexuality, Freud 

did not mean that the child _I:Ossessed an already constituted sexual 

instinct which was either objectless or naturally directed towards a 

given object. 

Though in the '!hree Essays, Freud tended to classify the whole of 

infantile sexuality as auto-erotic, he later introduced the concept into 

44. The preceding discussion draws on a general level from 
Jean Laplanc.."le and J. - B. Pontalis, "Fantasy And 'Ihe Origins Of 
Sexuality" , The International Journal of Psycho-Analysis , 
Vol . 49, No. 19 (1968) , p. 16. See also J ean Laplanche, Life 
and Death in Psychoanalysis , Baltirrore, 1976 (1970), Ch. r:-
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the tanporal sequence of the child 1 s sexual devel.opnent: auto-erotism 

preceded the stage of narcissism. This passage, from the case history 

of Schreber, reveals the gamut of prd::llems which the endogenous m:xlel 

r aises for the question of honosexuali ty. 

'Ihere corres a time in the developrent of the individual 
a t which he unifies his sexual instincts (which have 
hitherto been engaged in auto-erotic activities) in order to 
obtain a love-object; and he begins by taking himself, 
his own bcx:ly, as his lov~ject, and only subsequently 
proceeds fran this to the choice of sorre person other than 
himself as his object. This half........,ay phase {of narcissi~ 
between auto-erotism and object-love may perhaps be 
indispensable no::mally; but it appears that many people 
linger unusually long in this condition, and that many of 
its features are carried over by tt.an into the later stages 
of their deve lor;m=nt. What is of chief ilrp:>rtance in the 
subject's self thus chosen as a love-object may already be the 
genitals. The line of developnent then leads on to the choice of 
an external object with similar genitals - that is, to harrosexual 
object-choice - and thence to heterosexuality. People who are 
manifest horrosexuals in later life have, it may be pres'lli!'Ed, 
never emancipated themselves fran the binding condition that the 
object of their choice must };Ossess genitals like their own; 
arrl in this connection the infantile sexual theories which 
attribute the same kind of genitals to both sexes exert much 
influence. 45 

All boys then were 'honosexual' for a period in the sense that they 

held to the infantile theoxy of the phallic rrother. 'Ihough Freud did 
. 

not dwell on the };Oint, it would seem that each of the boy's object-

choices were 'honosexual 1 until his oedipal resolution, for only then 

did he recognise that his own genital was not universal. Arrl those 

woo failed to achieve this unconscious recognition, tbose who remained 

fixated in the narcissistic demand that their object possess the sane 

genital, therefore became horro~exual in adult life. This f onrula tion 

begs the questions of why the penis is so inp::>rtant to the boy in the 

first place, why he upholds the theory of the phallic rrother and why 

same boys should renE.in fixated arrl not others. In his elaboration of 

the Oedipus carplex, Freud scarcely raised, let alone resolved, these 

questions. In order to redress the deficiencies of the endogenous model, 

4 5. Freud, "Psycho-Analytic Notes on an Autobiographical Account of 
a Case o f Paranoia (Dementia Paranoides}" (1911} , S. E. , Vol. XII, 
pp. 60-61. 
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it is necessary first of all to take account of the other shifting 

theoretical emphases on the general question of the child r s sexual develop-

ment in Freud' s "V.Ork. 

Until 1897, prior to his discovery of infantile sexuality and his major 

psychological works, Freud held to the trat.IITa or seduction theory of 

sexuality; at the same time as he explicitly repudiated this theory, and 

as a result of his self-analysis, he advanced the importance of the Oedipus 

COI'r'ple.x. Yet he did not fully integrate this theory into his account of 

sexual developnent until as late as 1923 when he outlined the phallic phase 

of libidinal organisation. 46 His rrodel of endogenous developrent occupies, 

in a sense, the middle period of his career and received its principal, 

though far fran unqualified, statement in the Three Essays. This is not to 

suggest that the seduction theory, the endogenous rrodel and the Oedipus 

canplex are three discrete theories, but they do contain significantly 

different anphases. Thus Freud'~ elaboration of the Oedipus complex achieved 

a far nore dynamic picture of the child's developnent than did the idea 

that there was a spontanrous novanent from auto-erotism via a honosexual 

cbject-choice to a heterosexual one. The concept of the 'complete' Oedipus 

complex, 47 whereby the roy erose both parents as objects and also identified 

with each, together with Freud's sharper realisation at about the same time 

of the asyrnretrical developnent of boys and girls, 48 served to highlight 

quite dramatically the various contingencies in the boy's developrent. In 

particular, this perspective emphasised the problematic nature of masculinity 

and femininity. It was during this period of the early twenties that Freud 

displayed his rrost sophisticated grasp of the conplexities of the boy's 

constroction of his gender identity and sexual orientation. Yet, just as he 

integrated the concept of auto-erotism into the endogenous rrodel, so he 

ultimately explained the boy's Oedipus complex and its resolution in 

46. Freud, "The Infantile Genital Organization", op. cit. 
47. Freud, 'Ihe Ego and the Id, op. cit. 
48. F:r·eud, "The Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex" (1924) , S.E., Vol. XIX, 

pp. 171-79. -
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phylogenetic and biological tenns. Specifically, he accepted the inp)rtance 

of the penis to the boy as a natural ~eno.rnen:m. 

What is striking alx>ut the evolution of Freud's thinking on the question of 

sexual developrent is that although it reveals different emphases and an 

increasing sophistication, there are also renarkable continuities. This is 

evident not only in the theory of the Oedipus conplex which was first post-

ulated in 1897, was central to the analysis of Little Hans in 1909 and 

finally integrated nore f ully into a general theory frcm 1923, but also in 

the original seduction theory. 

With this theo:r.y, Freud atterrpted to explain the repression of sexuality and 

its neurotic consequences on the basis of two scenes which were separated by 

puberty. 49 In the first instance, a child ~rienced a sexual advance on 

the part of an adulti typically, this was reported as the father making an 

approach to his daughter. Though this scene had a sexual rreaning for the 

adult, for the child it was 'presexually sexual', since the latter did not 

have the physical or psychical maturity to respond to tile advance in the same 

way. '!he child therefore did not repress the experience and it only gained 

a traumatic effect after a second scene. This did not necessarily have an 

intrinsic sexual meaning and, in itself, could be quite banal. However, the 

later experience revived the merro:cy of the first via an associative link arrl 

its sexual .implications could then be understood by the young adult. The 

original rrerory was thus repressed because of the excessive excitation which 

the scene in puberty triggered off. Within a few years, however, Freud had 

to face his own rather traurratic realisation that though actual incest, and 

incestuous att~, were not rare, his two scene nodel rould not explain 

sexual repression. It was i.mp:>ssible to disentangle truth from fiction in 

the stories of seduction since such a distinction was not reC03Ilised in the 

unconscious, and he discovered that his patients had strong rroti ves for 

advancing their phantasies as real events. He later wrote that, 

49. See for example, the case of Entra in Freud, "A Project for a Scientific 
Psychology" (1895), S.E .. , Vol. I, pp. 352-56. 
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In the period in which the Irein interest was directed to dis-
covering infantile sexual traumas, al.nost all my wanen patients 
told me that they had been seduced by their father. I was 
driven to recognize in the end that these reJ:X>rts were untrue 
and so came to understand that hysterical symptoms are derived 
fran phantasies and not fran real occurrences. It was only later 
that I was able to recognize in this phantasy of being seduced by 
the father the expression of the typical Oedipus complex in women. 50 

Thus the active desire of the girl for the father had been transforned into 

a phantasy of seduction by the father in which her role was <:XJirq?letely 

passive. Having officially abandoned the seduction theo:cy with its 

assumption of the sexually innocent child, Freud began to explore, not so 

much the Oedipus CCli'fPlex, as infantile sexuality and its apparently endogenous 

determination. 

Along with the sbpposed frequency of seduction in childhood, 
I ceased also to lay exaggerated stress on the accidental 
influencing of sexuality on to which I had sought to thrust 
the nain resr:onsibility for the causation of illness ... ;aruv 
the factors of constitution and heredi t;r necessarily gained 
the upper hand once rrore; but there was this difference 
beo..reen my views and those prevailing in other quarters, that 
on my theory the 1 sexual oonsti tution 1 took the place of a 
' general neurr..,pathic disJ:X)si tion' . 51 

~netheless, while Freud dismissed his original theo:cy, he continued to 

assert the importance of se:iuction in the child's early life and, indeed, 

its occurrence could not be reduced to the 'accidental' . 'Ihe idea of 

seduction became, not necessarily an arpirical event to be painstakingly 

exhurred from ever further back in childhood, but an effect of the parents' 

unconscious desires. Though Freud scrnet.i.rres stated this quite forcefully, 

and it was also i.nplici t in other parts of his ~rk, he did not atterrpt a 

coherent synthesis of the various aspects of this perspective and 

certainly did oot fonrulate a new seduction theo:cy. His 

50. Freud, "Femininitv", in New Int.roducto:cy Lectures on Psycho-Analy3is 
(1933), S.E.,Vol. XXII, p . 120. 
Though~ suggested here that he only later recognised the Oedipus 
complex behind the stories of seduction, he had written to FJ iess on 
15 October 1897 that "we can understand the riveting p::wer of Oedipus 
Rex ••• the Greek legend seizes on a CXJmpulsion which everyone recog-
nises because he feels its existence within himself" (Letter 71, 
"Extracts from the Fliess Papers" (1892-1899), S.E. , Vol. I, p. 265). 

51. Freud, "My ViE!'wlls on the Part Played by Sexuality in the Aetiology 
of the Neuroses", op. cit., pp. 275-76. 
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consistent a:tq?hasis u~n seduction, however, deserves to be considered 

carefully for, within his writing on sexuality, it is the clearest 

counter-balance to the endogenous rrodel. 52 

It srould be noted first of all that Freud continued to stress the 

i:m[x:>rtance of external contingencies up:m the child's developnent, 

including that of actual seduction. "I have gone beyond that theory", 

he wrote in 1901, "but I have not abandoned it; that is to say, I do 

not today consider the the:>ry incorrect, but incorrq:;>lete". 53 It was 

i.nc:arrplete not because he had exaggerated the frequency or i.n'q;:ortance of 

seduction, but because those experiences did not necessarily have 

:pathogenic consequences; oonstitutional factors had to be taken into 
54 account as well. In effect, Freud' s viEW of seduction changed f rom it 

having the determining role in the aetiology of the psychoneuroses to 

being a universal phenomenon of childhood. 'Ihe child was an erotic plaything 

for its parents, 55 and it was "one of the canm:::mest things - psycho-

analyses are full of such iocidents - for children's genitals to be 

caressed, not only in word but in deed, by fond relatives, including even 

parents thanselves". 56 The universality of seduction had its full :i.rrp:>rt 

beyond specific events and in the general context of the erotic 

character of parental care. Freud insisted upon this from his Three Essays 

until his work on femininity towards the end of his life. 

A child • s intercourse with anyone responsible for his 
care affords him an unending source of sexual excitation 
and satisfaction fran his erotogenic zones. This is 
especially so sioce the person in charge of him, who, after 
all 1 is as a rule his rrother, herself regards him with 

52. See the discussion by Laplanche and Pontalis , "Fantasy and the 
Origins of Sexuality" , op. cit .• ; and Laplanche, op. cit. 1 Ch. 2. 

53. Freu:i, "Fragment of an Analysis of a Case of Hysteria" (1901), 
S.E., Vol. VII, p. 27, n.l. 

54 . Freud, Three Essays, op. cit., p. 190. 
55. Freud, "On the Universal Tendency to Debasement in the Sphere of 

I.Dve" (1912) , S. E. , Vol. XI, p. 181. 
56. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia", op. cit., p. 23, n. 2. 
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feelings that are derived fran her own sexual life: she 
strokes him, kisses him, rocks him and quite clearly treats 
him as a substitute for a c:c:rrplete sexual object. • • . the 
sexual instinct is not aroused only by direct excitation 
of the genital zone. What we call affection will unfailingly 
shCM its effects one day on the genital zones as well. 57 

In the early thirties, Freud set this observation in relation to his 

original seduction theory. He wrote of young girls, though the general 

IXJint also applied to boys, that, 

••• now we find the phantasy of seduction once nore in 
the pre-Oedipus prehistory of girls ; but the seducer is 
regularly the rrother. Here, ha.vever 1 the phantasy touches 
the ground of reality, for i t was really the rrother who by 
her activities over the child's bodily hygiene inevitably 
stimulated, and perhaps roused for the first time, 
pleasurable sensations in her genitals. 58 
The fact that the nother thus unavoidably initiates the 
child into the phallic phase is, I think, the reason why, 
in phantasies of later years, the father so regularly 
appears as the sexual seducer. When the girl turns CMa.Y 
fran her nother, she also makes over to her father her 
introduction into sexual life. 59 

It should be emphasised that this is a significant qualification of the 

endogenous rrodel: the phallic phase was introduced, not by the 

appropriate nornent of physical maturity, but by the nother' s care for 

the child. Indeed, Freud's account of the construction of femininity, 

prefigured by his ranark in the 'Ihree Essays that the rrother treats her 

child "as a substitute for a canplete sexual object", is overwhelmingly 

an explanation of the seductive character of her love. 

Finally, a version of the seduction theory also reappeared in Freud 1 s 

case history of the Wolf .Man. Here, the two scenes were no longer 

separated by puberty for there was of course no question of the boy 

being sexually innocent. The 'scene 1 which triggered his infantile 

neurosis at the age of four and a half was the \'.Olf dream; behind this, 

57. Freud, Three Essays, op. cit., p. 223. 
58. Freud, "Femininity", op. cit. 1 p. 120. 
59. Freud, "Female Sexuality", op. cit., p. 238. Here, as on rrany other 

occasions, Freud was determined to exonerate the father; see 
below, EP· 161-66; 182. 
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Freud oonstructed a primal scene, the roy's observation of l"..is parents' 

sexual interoourse when he was one arrl a half. As will be derronstrated, 

the case is of considerable interest, for the Wolf Man's dilemra lay in 

his inability to resolve his passive love for his father in tenns of the 

usual oedipal resolution which would have resulted either in his beooming 

honosexual or else in repressing that attachlrent. 

'lb return to the question of object-choice, it is DOll evident that Freud 

offered an explanation which was quite independent of the hypothesis of 

bisexuality. In the context of his first theory of the instincts, in 

which he posited an opposition between the self-preservative or ego-

instincts and the sexual instinct, he canpared the way in which the 

sexual instinct was originally attached to the self-preservative 

functions with the child's sel~tion of an object. Here, Freud made a 

distinction between the child's 'affectionate' and 'sensual' currents 

whose union was necessary to successful sexual love in adult life (an 

ideal, incidentally, which was never attained since men universally 

tended to debase their sexual object). 

The affectionate current is the older of the ~. It springs 
f ran the earliest years of childhood; it is fonood on the 
basis of the interests of the self-preservative instinct and 
is directed to rnerrbers of the family and trose who look after 
the child. From the very beginning it carries along with it 
oontributions from the sexual instincts • . . It corresponds 
to the child' s primary object-choice. We learn in this way 
that the Seh'Ual instincts find their first objects by 
attaching themselves to the valuations made by the ego-
instincts, precisely in the way in which the first sexual 
satisfactions are experienced in attachrrent to the bodily 
functions necessary for the preservation of life. 60 

Put nore simply, Freud affinred that the child found its way to its 

object via those who cared for it which, given the predominant pattern 

of parenting, of course neant the nether. Thus in discussing the 

pleasure which Little Hans found in excretion, he explained that he 

60. Freud, "On the Universal Tend.ency to Debasem:mt in the Sphere 
of Love", op. cit., pp. 180-81. 
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had "obtained this pleasure from his erotogenic zones with the help of 

the person who had looked after him - his rrother, in fact; and thus 

the plea.sure already pointed the way to object-choice11
• 

61 Elsewhere, 

Freud rerrarked that vacillation in object-ch:>ice "is first brought· to 

the child's notice by the t.irre-honoured question: 'Which do you love 

rrost, Daddy or Mumny? ' " 62 

It is worth mting that Hans' desire was ami-directional: he 

wanted to sleep with his rrother, he stressed his love for his father, 

he wished to go downstairs to sleep with fourteen-year-old Mariedl, Fritzl 

was his favourite 'girl', he was enarroured with the little girl frcm the 

sane apart:Irent, he wished to be the f a ther of the Qnunden children and 

so on. He also had an intense interest in 'widdlers', oot only his CMn 

and his parents' but in those of inanimate objects (he assurred a train 

was widdling) and animals. Indeed, part of Hans' interest in widdlers 

lay in distinguishing animate from inanimate objects: he hardly had a 

natural bisexual desire b::Mards a given object. 

'lhe idea of the child's object-choice being: rrotivated by its bisexual 

oonsti tution also obscures the asyrrrnetry of its relationship with each 

parent. It is readily understandable that the nother is likely to be 

the object of the child's strongest attac:llment, but what of the father? 

Certainly there are rrotives for the child to direct its libidinal interest 

to him. As well as the parental jealousy rmderlying t.l-t2 question, 

"which do you love rrost, Daddy or Munmy?", there is also the fact that 

the child is frustrated in its wish to have a baby with the rrother, a 

phantasy well to the for e in Little Hans, f or exanple. Ha.vever, it is 

not possible simply to substitute the father for the rrother. In The 

Psychopathology of Everyday Life, Freud quoted fran an analysis r ep:::>rted 

by Ernest Jones in which a man recalled that, 

61. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia", op. cit., p. 108. Similarly, 
Freud, Five Lectures on Psycoo-Analys is (1909) , S.E., Vol. XI, p. 47. 

62. Freud, "Notes UfOn a Case of Obsessional Neurosis" (1909), S.E., 
vnl_ x_ o_ 238. 
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at the age of three and a half he had had a double phantasy 
concerning the birth of a younger sister - namely that she was 
the child, firstly, of hirnsel.f and his rrother, and secondly, 
of the doctor and himself. Thus in this phantasy he played 
roth a masculine and a feminine part. 63 

The boy's desire then, for his parents is differentiated (in this case 

the doctor being substituted for the father), t.hough as Freud argued 

elsewhere, it is incorrect to define these respective sexual aims as 

masculine and feminine. Rather they are active and passive and will 

rot correlate to the fanner pair until the boy fully acknowledges the 

difference between the sexes with his oedipal resolution. 64 In Jones' 

case, the boy's desire for the doctor Wd.S detennined by the fact that 

m:my of the doctor's fenale patients (including the boy's rrother) found 

him very attractive and he actually narried one of than; the boy also 

saw him as a source of sexual knowledge. And the boy substituted the 

doctor for his father because of his intense jealousy of the latter. 

Neither Jones in this case, mr Freud el. -svhere, properly explained the 

differentiation of the boy's desires for hi.s parents, and in particular 

why a passive attitude was adopted towards the father. In his discussion 

of the Wolf .t-tar-, Freud rrerely rerrarked of the boy's passive aim towards 

his father: 11 It would naturally mt have been so easy to achieve an 

active attitude in the sadistic phase towaros his all-powerful father." 65 

This clearly implies that the boy did have same significant knowledge of 

the difference between the sexes 66 arrl it is this Jmowledge which 

63. Freoo, The Psychopathology of Everyday Lif e (1901), S.E., Vol. VI, 
p. 196. 

64. Freud, "Fran the Histo:ry of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit., p. 47. 
65, Ibid. 1 p, 27 o 

66. The apparent contradiction here of Freud's statement. noted earlier 
that it is not until a boy has acknowledged the threat of castration 
that he distinguishes between his father and nother, is at least 
partly explained by the f act that the Wolf Man had received such 
a threat fran his Nanya, that he had given up his masturbation and 
that his sexual organisation had regressed to the anal- sadistic 
stage (ibid., pp. 24-28). Nonetheless, the boy's precise under-
standing remains obscure in Freud's account, a point to which this 
discussion will return. 
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underlies the asynnet.J:y of a boy's oedipal desires for his rrother and 

father. In contrast to the implications of the hypothesis of 

bisexuality, therefore, not only does a child find its way to object-choice 

via its interaction with its parents, but its differentiated sexual 

aims too are detennined by the quality of that interaction. 

The question of the boy's knowledge of sexual difference introduces the 

problem of his oonstructi.on of his gender identity. Here again, Freud 

sought to enploy the idea of bisexual ity. 

(iii) 

Freud attempted to explain the antithesis between masculinity and 

femininity in the Jrental life of all human beings by the hYfOthesis of 

bisexuality. Ho.vever, his fornn.llation enoormtered insuperable difficulties 

and late in his life he admitted that the theory of bisexuality was "still 

surrounded by many obscurities and we cannot but feel it as a seriot:.s 

impediment in psycho-analysis that it has not yet . found any li!1 .. "<. with the 

throry of the instincts". 67 Freud's struggle with the question of the 

psychical differentiation between the sexes lay in rejecting t.."le IXJPular 

biological explanation and rroving uneasily between two other biological 

accounts, the bisexuality hYfOthesis and the argurrent S'l.litired up in his 

notorious assertion that ana:torey was destiny. 'Ihe issue can only be 

resolved by acknowledging the social detenn:inants of gender differentiation 

and, rroreover, an imp::>rtant strand within his thinking implicitly points 

to this solution. 

Freud's central insight, and the radical thrust in his approach to the 

question of psychical differentiation, was the rejection of the simple, 

popularly accepted explanation. It was not the case that the biological 

distinction between 'rrasculine' and ' feminine' in terms of the function of 

67. Freud, Ci vilization and its Discontents (1930), S.E., Vol. XXI, 
p. 106,. n. 
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the sex cells, the 'active• spennatozoa and the 1 passive' ova, corresponded 

to a neat anatan:i.cal distinction between the sexes and that this in tum 

determined the psychical traits of nasculinity and femininity. He objected 

to this explanation because of the evidence of physical herrrephroditism in 

the two sexes which meant that their anatomical distinction was not 

absolute and, nost l.mfortantly, because, 

..• pure masculinity or femininity is not to be found either 
in a psychological or biological sense. Evecy individual on 
the contrary displays a mixture of the character-traits belong-
ing to his own and to the opposite sex; and he shows a 
canbination of activity and passivity whether or not these 
last character-traits tally with his biological ones. 68 
• • . pure masculinity and femininity remain theoretical 
const:n:ctions of uncertain content. 69 

In line with this view, Freud also argued that the conflict which led to 

repression was not one between masculine and ferni.ni.ne tendencies. He 

criticised Fliess and Adler for 'sexualising' the process of repression, 

that is for explaining it on biological rather than psychological grounds. 

Instead, the ego put repression into operation for the benefit of one of 

the sexual tendencies in order to protect its narcissism, so that "l::oth in 

male and female individuals masculine as well as feminine instinctual 

i.rrpulses are found, and that each can equally well undergo repression and 

so becc:::ma unconscious 11 
• 
70 

In explaining the phenomenon of psychical differentiation between the 

sexes, Freud was concerned to define the relationship between three 

pairs of factors, these being masculinity and femi..ni.ni ty, the anatomical 

distinction between the sexes, and the postulated constitutional forces 

of activity and passivity ( otle:rwise termed Il'asculine and feminine 

68. Freud, Three Essays, op. cit., p. 220, n. 
69. Freud, "80100 Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction 

Between the Sexes" ov. cit., p. 258. 
70. Freud, " 'A Child is Being Beaten 1 (A Contribution to the Study of 

the Origin of Sexual Perversions)" (1919), S.E. 1 Vol. XVII, p. 202. 
See Also Freud's two studies, "Fran the Histocy of an Infantile 
Neurosis", op. cit. I pp. llo-11; "Analysis Terminable and 
InteJ:minable" (1937), S.E., Vol. XXIII, pp. 250-51. In the latter 
however 1 Freud also co~adicted his rraxim against ' sexualising 1 

repression, a point which will be taken up at the end of this section. 
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instincrual jmpulses). 71 Because masculinity and femininity appeared in 

catbined arrl reversed fonns in individuals of roth sexes, such oontingencies 

denied a direct relationship between the psychic traits and the existence 

of male and female genitals. Similarly, the nale and f emale genitals could 

not be simply the respective errtx:xiine1ts of the underlying forces of 

activity and passivity. Freud therefore used the hypothesis of bisexuality 

to propose that masculinity and femininity reflected a combination of the 

underlying forces. In other words, the hypothesis acted as a wedge between 

these forces and the fact of anatomical distinction so that the destiny 

of gender was not detennined by anatomy, but by the underlying combination 

of activity and passivity. By this means, Freud attempted to explain the 

characteristic contingencies involved in the psychical differentiation of 

the sexes, as were to be found in some of the oedipal resolutions. 

Analysis very often sh:Jws that a little girl, after she has had 
to relinquish her father as a love-object, will bring her 
masculinity into prcrninence and identify herself with the father 
(that is, with the object which she has lost} , instead of with 
her rrother. This will clearly depend on whether the masculinity 
in her disposition - whatever that may consist in - is strong enough. 72 

Thus the masculine and feminine instinctual .i.npulses remained a biological 

unkn.c1.vn. Freud in fact declared that psychology had been unable to 

solve the '' riddle of femininity" and that the explanation "nrust no doubt 

oome from elsewhere, and cannot come till we have learnt how in general 

the differentiation of living organisms into U..O sexes ca:ae about". 73 

In the meant.irre, the hypothesis of bisexuality was taken to explain the 

manifestations of rra.sculinity and femininity, just as it was t.D explain 

the character of the child's object-choices. 

Freud's account could hardly rest at this point. The bisexuality 

hyp:>thesis maintained the substance of psychical differentiation (in 

71. The follow-ing criticism of the hypothesis of bise.'illality draws on 
a gena~al level from Lynn S. Levine, "Contradictions in Freud's 
Conception of Masculinity and Femininity", New Haven, 1976 
(unpublished paper) . 

72. Freud, The Ego and the Id, op. cit., p. 32 (emphasis added). 
73. Freud, "Femininity", op. cit., p. 116. 
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terms of activity and passivity) but denied its connection with the fact 

of anatomical distinction. Clearly , despite the evident combinations arrl 

reversals of nasculinity and femininity in individuals, the distribution 

of these traits was far fran being wi'x>lly amitrary. Yet to admit that 

males and females , by virtue of their anatomical distinction, had 

respectively a ronstitutional tendency towards activity and passivity 

imnediately underlined the irrelevance of the bisexuality hyp::>thesis. 

And Freud did argue for precisely this tendency. Regarding the instance 

of a post-oedipal girl's assertion of her nasculinity, he roncluded that 

it was due .~...o "a constitutional factor, a greater anount of activity, 

such as is ordinarily characteristic of a nale". 74 Moreover, he 

connected the typical passivity of the oedipal girl "with the stunted 

growth of her penis", 75 a rerrark which, regardless of its sexism, is 

certainly the swan song for the notion of bisexuality. '!his line of 

thought, which conceived of the rna.le and female sexual organs as the 

ert'l::x:xli.rrents of constitutional activity and passivity, also threatened a 

cardinal principle in psychoanalysis. 

It would not be surprising if it were to turn out that each 
sexuality had its own special libido appropriated to it, so 
that one sort of libido would pursue the aims of a II\3.Sculine 
sexual life and another sort those of a f~ine one. But 
nothing of this kind is true. '!here is only one libido, which 
serves both the nasculine arrl the feminine sexual functions . 
To it itself we cann::>t assign any sex . • . 76 

'llie alternative explanation of the psychical differentiation between the 

sexes in Freud's work lies in his account of the sexual developrent 

of the child and its ultinate oedipal resolutions. 

Both sexes seem to pass through the early phases of libidinal 
developnent in the sane nanner . It might have been expected 
that in girls there would already have been sorre lag in aggres-
siveness in the sadistic-anal phase, but such is rot the case. 
Analysis of children's play has stnwn our women analysts that 
the aggressive ilnpulses of little girls leave rothing to be 

74. Ibid, p. 130. 
75. Freud, "The Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex", op. cit., p. 179. 

76. Freud, "Femininity", op. cit., p. 131. Freud continued: " ..• if, 
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desired in the way of abundance and violence. With their entry 
into the phallic phase the differences between the sexes are 
c:ortpletely eclipsed by ~ir agreenents. We are obliged to 
rerognize that the little girl is a little man. 77 

'!hough he did rot present the expl~tion which followed from this 

observation as distinct fran the hypothesis of bisexuality, it is clear 

that he advanced it with relatively little reference to underlying masculine 

and feminine instinctual .i.npulses. Instead, it was the irrp:)rtan.ce of the 

penis to both boys and girls and the issue of wl'.o possessed it and the 

fear of losing it which determined the basis of their gender identities. 

In these terms, Freud atte:rrpted to explain the psych:::>logical 

consequences of the anatomical distinction between the sexes, and his 

late admission of the obscurities surrounding the bisexuality hypothesis 

seems to have accompanied his hardening oonviction that anatany was destiny. 

In the phallic phase, the boy had two sexual objects and, oorres};X)ndingly, 

two 'possibilities • of gaining satisfaction from the Oedipus complex. 

He could put himself in his father 's place in a masculine fashion 
and have interrourse with his rrother as his father did, in which 
case he would soon have felt the latter as a hindrance; or he 
might want to take the place of his nother and be loved by his 
father, in which case his nother would becorre superfluous. 78 

Both the positive and negative forms of the carrplex were confronted with, 

and resolved by, the threat of castration, which for the boy was "the 

greatest trauma of his life". 79 In the first case it arose as a 

punishment and in the second it was a necessary precondition. 'Ihe threat 

of castration jrop:)sed upon the boy the necessity to make a choice between 

·his incestuous desires for his parents and his narcissistic valuation of 

his penis. He might experience the threat of castration in a literal 

follaving the conventional equation of activity and masculinity, 
we are inc1i.'1ed to describe it /the libido/ as masculine, we must 
not forget that it also covers trends with a passive aim11 (p. 131). 

77 • Ibid. 1 pp. 117-18. 
78. Freud, "'Ihe Dissolution of ·the Oedipus Complex", op. cit., p. 176. 
79. Freud, An OUtline of Psycho-Analysis, op. cit., p. 155 . Freud 

c:arq;>ared his case studies of Little Hans and the Wolf Man and observed 
that "roth forms of the Oedipus Complex, the normal, active fonn and 
the inverted one, carre to grief through the castration oomplex" 
(Inhibitions , Symptalls and Anxiety (1925), S.E., Vol. XX, p. 108). 
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sense: not only mastl.ll'bation, but also thunb-sucking and bed-wetting 

could lead his nother to threaten him with the loss of his FSrls (or 

perhaps his hand) if these activities did not cease, for which she 

invoked the authority of a powerful male, typically the father. However, 

it was nore likely that the threat would be made covertly: 

••• it is highly improbable that children are threatened with 
castration as often as it appears in the analyses of neurotics. 
We shall be satisfied by realizing that the child puts a threat of 
this kind together in his imagination on the basis of hints, helped 
out by the knowledge that autoerotic satisfaction is forbidden and 
under the inp:ression of his discovery of the female genitals. 80 

'Ihese hints c::orrprised the many ways in which his parents denied the 

existence of the boy's sexual desires. At the basis of their disapproval 

of his bed-wetting, for exa:rrple, was their suspicion that it was evidence 

of his undue concern for his penis and, Freud thought, ''they are probably 

right". 81 Similarly, parents saw in the boy's habitual sucking the 

pursuit of illicit pleasure. Behind the parents' vigilance was their 

repression of their awn childhood sexuality, which would have succurrbed to 

infantile amnesia, so that their love for their child did not admit the 

existence of infantile sexuality. For their love was characterised by the 

overvaluation which was the hall.rrark of the transformation of prirra:ry 

narcissism: "they are under a corrpulsion to ascribe every perfection 

to • • • 1 His Majesty the Baby'", 82 including the 'perfection' of sexual 

innocence. 'lb admit oth&Wise flew in the face of their awn repressions. 

'!he l:oy 1 s castration carrplex was brought about by his experience of a 

threat, the reality of which he cam= to believe once he had observed 

fanale genitals and concluded that warren had suffered precisely this 

fate, that they 'lacked 1 a penis. Part of this new knowledge was that 

only wanen could give birth to babies and so the boy abandoned the cloacal 

80. 
81. 

82. 

Freud, Introductory Lectures, op. cit., p. 369. 

Freud, "The Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex", ~· cit ., p. 175. 
Freud reserved his opinion on this };X)int shortly terwards in 
"Some Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction Between 
the Sexes", op. cit. , p. 250. 
Freud, "On Narcissism", op. cit. , p. 91. 
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theory whereby both sexes gave birth. 83 Little Hans, for exa:rrple, having 

been told that rrothers alone gave birth and that this involved a great 

deal of pain, declaroo shortly afterwards that "I should so like to have 

children; but I don 1 t ever want it; I smuldn 1 t like to have them11
• 
84 

The efficacy of the castration threa t was the crucial factor in detemd.n-

ing the boy 1 s masculinity. The question which nn.1st be raised about 

Freud 1 s account is why the penis has such significance for the boy in 

the first place. 'nle problem is that he accepted the toy 1 s high 

valuation of his penis as unproblanatic and that, in fact, he oonsidered 

the penis to be intrinsically superior to the clitoris. Of the young 

boy, he wrote: 

It is natural for him to assume that all other living beings, 
human and anima.ls, };Ossess a genital like his own; indeed, 
we know he looks for an organ analogous to his own in i.nanirrate 
things as well. This part of the bcx:iy, which is so easily 
excitable, prone to changes and so rich in sensations , 
occupies the boy' s interest to a high degree and is constantly 
setting new tasks to his instinct for resea":"ch. 85 

Freud' s patriarchal assumption was even nore evident when he described 

"the rrarentous discovery" which little girls were destined to nake: 

'Ihey notice the penis of a brother or playrrate, strikingly 
visible and of large proportions, at once recognize it as 
the superior counterpart of their own snall and inconspicuous 
organ, and from that tiire forward fall a victim to envy for 
the penis. 

She makes her judgerrent and decision in a flash. She has seen 
it arrl knows that she is without it and wants to have it. 86 

83. Freud, "The Infantile Genital Organization", op. cit., p. 145; and 
Freud, "On the Sexual Theories of Children" (1908), S.E., Vol. IX, 
pp. 219-20. -

84. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia", op. cit., p. 93 (emphasis added; 
the whole sentence is italicised J.n the original) • Freud explained 
Hans ' denial only in tenns of his j ealousy of other children 
(p. 93, n. 2) ; see the discussion by Ca:rrpioni and Gross, op. cit., 
pp. 105-06. 

85. Freud, "The Infantile Genital Organization", op. cit., pp. 142-43. 
86. Freud, "Some Psychical Consequences o f the Anatomical Distinction 

Between the Sexes" , op. cit., p. 252. 
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That the boy attributed. the possession of a penis to everyone, incl"!J,ding 

females and especially his nother, merely reflected the nomal sexual 

constib.ltion in which, Freud wrote, "already in childhood the penis is 

the leading erotogenic zone and the chief auto-erotic sexual object: and 

the boy's estimate of its value is logically reflected in his inability 

to imagine a person like himself who is without this essential constituent". 87 

Apart frcm his assurrption of its natural superiority, Freud advanced two 

other explanations of the irnfortance of the penis to the boy. Be 

endorsed Ferenczi 1 s teleological argurrent that the penis "owes its 

extraordinarily high narcissistic cathexis to its organic significance 

for the propagation of the species". 88 At the sarre tirre he was unhappy 

with this as a solution to the prcblem at hand and noted that "to leave 

the stand!X)int of individual psychology is not of any imrediate help 

in clarifying this complicated situation". 89 His other explanation of 

the i.rttxJrtance of the penis at the phallic stage was made in endogen:::ms 

terms. 'Ihe idea of a narcissistic injury to the l:xX!.y had already been 

fomed in the boy fran "the experience of losing his rrother 1 s breast 

after sucking, fran the daily surrender o f faeces and, indeed, even 

fran his sep:rration fran the wc:nt> at birth". 90 '!hese experiences of 

loss were precursors of the threat of castration. Freud argued that for 

a variety of reasons there existed an unconscious equivalence between t.I-J.e 

concepts of faeces, baby and penis (each was seen as something small 

which could be renoved from the body), and in the course of oonnal 

developnent the interest in faeces was transferred to the penis. 91 

87. Freud, "On the Sexual Theories of Children", op. cit., pp. 215-16. 
88. Freud, "Some Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction 

Between the Sexes", op. cit., p. 257; similarly, see Freud, 
"Fetishism" (1927) , S.E., Vol. XXI, p. 153. 

89. Freud, '•sorre Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction 
Between the Sexes", op. cit., p. 257. 

90. Freud, "The Infantile Genital Organization", op. cit., p. 144, n. 2. 
91. Freud, .. On Transfonrations of Instinct as Exemplified in Anal 

Erotism" (1917), S.E., Vol. XVII, pp. 131-32. Freud similarly gave 
an explanation in endogerous terms of the .i.mp:>rtance of faoces to 
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However, Freud also stressed the particular regard which the nother had 

for her son and her :rr:oti ves for privileging his penis as the pri.rrary 

abject of desire. There. was firstly the general effect of her care of 

her children's hygiene, so that little girls for example, 

.•. necessarily received their first, or at any rate their 
strongest, genital sensations wl"En they were being cleaned 
and having their toilet attended to by their nother .. • 
Lth~ enjoy these sensations and try to get their nothers 
to Imke them nore intense by repeated touching and rubbing. 92 

The nether's specific role in rela tion to her son was illustrated in the 

case of Little Hans. He attempted to seduce her while in her bed by 

repeating a remark he had overhe~: "Do you knew what Aunt M. said? 

She said: 'He has got a dear little thingunmy. '"93 This incident is 

significant in that the rrodel for this attempted seduction came f.rom 

an adult and the Aunt's rerrark also reads like a sexual overture . In 

addition, it was not Hans alone who wished to sleep with his nother for, 

as his father refOrted: "Hans always comes in to us in the early 

rrorning , and It!f wife cannot resist taking him into bed with her for a 

few minutes. •• 94 And in this, the nother was not deterred by either her 

husband's objections or Freud' s authority. 

the child, the i.mp:)rtance being transferred from the oral zone ("Fran 
the Histocy of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit. , p . 108) • Laplanche 
generalises about the erotogenic zone: 

It is a kind of breaking or turning point within the bodily 
envelope, since what is in question is above all sphincteral 
orifices: rrouth, anus, etc. It is also a zone of exchange, 
since the principal biological exchanges are borne by it (the 
prime example is again feeding, but there are other exchanges 
as well} . '!his zone of exchange is also a zone for care , nanely 
the :&articular and attentive care provided by t.~e rrother. These 
zones, then, attract the firs t erotogenic maneuvers from the 
adult. An even rro.re significant factor if we introduce the 
subjectivity of the first 'partner': these zones focalize parental 
fantasies and above all maternal fantasies, so that we ma.y say, 
lll what is barely a rretaphor, that they are the points through 

' which is: introducOO into the child that alien internal entity 
which is, properly speaking, the sexual excitation (op. cit. ,pp.23- 24) . 

92. Freud, "Female Sexuality", op. cit., p. 238 . 
93. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia" , ~- cit., p. 23. 
94. Ibid. , p. 39. It is worth noting that Hans was very often allowed 

to accompany his rrother to the toilet, an event in which he found 
great pleasure. It might be presl.mled that the pleasure was mutual 
(pp. 57, 63}. See also the discussion by Carnpioni and Gross, who 
write: 
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The child's erotic life therefore existed in a highly inconsistent 

context. The parents' love, which was full of hints which forbad the 

child's auto-erotic satisfaction, also acted as a massive contradiction to 

this: seduction was followed by prohibition. 95 Freud noted that the 

nother was alarrred to realise that the boy's sexual excitation related 

to herself, as well she might be for this was something which i.nmediately 

called her own innocence into question. In fact, the nother was the 

child' s first seducer. This needs to b e understood both in the context 

of the arrbiguity which typically marked. her relationship with her 

husband, arrl also in tenns of the particular significance which a son 

had for her. 

Her narcissistic overvaluation of her children was likely to be particularly 

strong: given her tendency to a narcissistic ·type of object-choice, 96 she 

was able to find in her son (a part of herself) a greater opportunity for 

object-choice than that afforded by her husband. 97 For she typically 

transferred to her husband the resent:rrent which was originally directed 

t:cMa.rds her 01m nother, and this occurred in the following way. A3 well 

as the grievances which the girl shared with the boy, t.h.era was a 

crucial additional factor: as Freud put it, it was, "a surprise to 

It is clearly not only Hans' on~way desire which is operating 
but also the desire of .the other which is decisive. Aunt M, 
Hans' nother arrl father all give him the cues to assurre the 
primacy of the penis as an object of desire, rather than Hans 
intuiting its natural significance (Of>. cit., p. 109). 

95. Freud, "Femininity", op. cit., p. 124. 
96. Freud described wcrnen as wanting to be loved rather than to love, 

such self-sufficiency being narcissistic. Laplanche and Pontalis 
suggest that the wanan is "seeking to reproduce the dlild 1 s 
relationship to the rrother who feeds it - an aim which according to 
Freud is a defining characteristic of the anaclitic object choice". 
'Ihey argue that nothing is gained theoretically by separating the two 
1 types 1 of choices as Freud attenpted to do in his paper on 
narcissism ('lhe Language of Psycoo-Analysis, op. cit., p . 259). 

97. Freud, "On Narcissism" , op. cit., pp. 89-90. 
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learn from analyses that girls hold their mother responsible for their 

lack of a penis and do not forgive her for being thus put at a dis-

advantage" • 9 8 '!he realisation of her 'lack' led to a repression of her 

active sexuality, the replacarent of the clitoris by the vagina as 

her dominant erotogenic zone, and a change of object from rrother to father, 

all in all a process to which Freud referred as a catastrophe99 (though 

in his eyes, an inevitable one if femininity was to be attained). 

Typically the girl's pr~pal attachrrent to her rrother was not 

carpletely overcorre and her childish anbivalence aff ected her later 

rela tionship with rer husband. 

The hostility that has been left behind follCMS in the train 
of the positive attachment and spreads over on to the neN 
object. The w:::>man' s husband, woo to begin with inherited 
fran her fatber, becanes after a time her mother's heir as 
well. 100 

The narcissistic wourrl which the girl suffered UfOn realising that she 

was 'castrated' could only be assuaged by a baby, for Freud argued tbat 

it was crucial in the girl's develotm=nt to femininity that her original 

penis envy be transfonned into a desire for a child. Her satisfaction 

and love for the child would be all the greater, therefore, if it 

brought with it the desired penis; indeed, Freud remarked that the 

relationship between rrother and son was "a1 together the roost perfect, 

the nost free from arrbivalence of all human relationships". 101 

In this al tez:nati ve account to the bisexuality hypothesis, Freud stressed 

the equivalent developnent of boys and girls until their experience of 

98. Freud, "Femininity", op. cit. 1 p. 124. 
99. Freud, "Fenale Sexuality", op. cit., p. 239. 
100. Freud, "Femininity", op. cit., p. 133. Chodorow emphasises the 

continuing irrp:)rtance of the nother to her daughter: "M::>st WClt'1el1 
arerge fran their oedipus oomplex oriented to their father and men 
as pri.mal:y erotic objects, but it is clear that men tend to rem:rin 
arotionally secondary11 (op. cit., p. 193). 

101. Freud, "Ferninini. ty", op. cit. , p. 133. Freud reiterated this 
observation on a number of occasions, for example in his 
Introducto:cy Lectures , op. cit. 1 p. 206, and Civilization and its 
Discontents, op. cit. , p . 113. Furthemore, to the extent that 
the transition from a wish for a penis to a wish for a baby had 
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the castration complex in the phallic phase. While they did not naturally 

intuit the i.rn_t:ortance of the penis, it was nonetheless its inherent 

superiority which underlay their different reactions to the corrplex and 

their subseg:uent forrration of different gender identities. Via the 

rrother' s mediation, the boy carre to understand his superiority to 

fana.les and the girl her inferiority to males. For Freud, it was 

inevitable that the boy would realise that v.unen 'lacked' a penis: 

fearful of his own castration by the threatening father, he T,<,Quld 

ult.i.Iretely be forced, quite literally, to face the facts. The clitoris 

was a stunted penis, to Freud as much as to the boy who abandoned his 

belief in the phallic rrother. With his resolution of the J:?OSitive Oedipus 

ccmplex there was a dramatic shift in his family oonstellation: the 

father, with wrom the boy then identified, was influential as he had 

never been before, while the importance of the rrother was diminished. 

This meant that the attitude proper to the opJ:?Osite sex, passivity 

towards other males, had succumbed to repression. Similarly, with the 

young girl's acceptance of her 'castration' , her pe."lis envy was trans-

fonred into a wish for a baby. However, Freud realised that the 

repression of the attitude proper to the opposite sex was not sy:rrrretrical 

in boys and girls and he retumed to the idea of the character of t.J:"I..e sexual 

constitution. 

In the girl's case, Freud found it strange how often "the wish for 

masculinity has been retained in the unccnscious and, from out of its 

state of repression, exercises a dist:Ul:bing influence" •102 Thus the 

repression of the attitude proper to the opposite sex in girls as well 

as boys was marked by the repudiation of femininity. He described this 

not been effected, the wamn would resent her husband's possession 
of a penis, and Freud rrentioned the case of one newly-married ooman 
wrose dream revealed the wish to castrate her husband ("The Taboo 
of Virginity" (1917), S.E., Vol. XI, p. 205~ see also, "On 
Transfol:!!Btions of Instinct", op. cit., p. 130). 

102. Freud, "Analysis Terminable arrl Interm:i..r.able", op. cit., p. 251. 
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as a remarkable feature in the psychic life of human beings and found it 

be,.rildering in analytic practice. 

We often have the i.npression that with the wish for a penis 
and the masculine protest we have penetrated through all 
the psychological strata and have reached bedrock, and that 
thus our activities are at an end. This is probably true, 
since, for the psychical field, the biological field does in 
fact play the part of the underlying bedrock. The repudiation 
of femininity can be :oothing else than a biological fact, a 
part of the great riddle of sex. 103 

In this paper, "Analysis Terminable and Interminable", written two years 

before his death, Freud advanced an argurrent which was the clearest 

contradiction of the bisexuality thesis. It appeared that there was, 

after all, a psychic conflict between masculine and feminine instinctual 

:inq;)Ulses. Far from the hYJ:Othesis that a carbination of these forces 

readily co-existed in the lived forms of masculinity and femi.n.ini ty, he 

now suggested a constitutional bias against the passive impulses in both 

sexes. The biological fact behirrl the repudiation of femininity could 

only b.! a predominance of activity in both sexes, the 1rrasculine1 

libido which they shared. 

Indeed, the upshot of his previous work on femininity reinforced this 

conclusion. Despite his acceptance of ferrale 1 castration 1 as a straight-

fo:rward fact, he found the contingencies which accompanied the atta.innalt 

of femininity rrore pronounced than tlx>se which characterised the 

developrent of masculinity. And while he expre ssed the teleological view 

that it was the fanale reproductive function which ultimately determined 

the nature of feroinini ty and its attendant level of repression, this led 

to a very peculiar kind of functionalist argument. In the sexual 

developrent of women, he wrote, "once rrore the oonsti tution will not 

adapt itself to its function without a struggle" • 104 Nature had taken 

less account of the demands of feni.ninity than of masculinity because 

103. Ibid., p. 252. 
104. Freud, "Femininity", op. cit., p. 117. 
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"the acccmplishlrent of the aim of biology has been entrusted to the 

aggressiveness of rren and has been made to same extent independent of 

'WOlten' s cxmsent". 105 The universal repudiation of ferninini ty therefore 

revealed a conflict between the sexual constitution and the reproductive 

function. 

But the conflict was nore pronounced in wanen. 

In males the stri viilg to be nasculine is ego-syntonic fn::::m the 
first; the passive attitude, since it presupposes an acceptance 
of castration, is energetically repressed, and often its 
presence is only indicated by excessive overcx::mpensations. In 
females, too, the striving' to be rrasculi.ne is ego-syntonic at 
a certain point - naiTEly in the phallic phase, before the 
developnent 'to femininity has set in. 106 

This develo:p:nent could only be due either to the girl's genital 

inadequacy, the clitoris being ultimately unable to express the same 

activity as the :penis, or to the darands of the reproductive function 

which necessitated the repression of her activity just as it prorroted 

that of the boy. 'Ihus the as~'l"!'''rretrical character of the". repression of 

the attitude proper to the opp::>si te sex produced a final dilerrma which 

Freud did not recognise. The univP...rsal repudiation of femininity .i.rrplied 

that masculinity was the natural outCOire of the predominantly active 

sexual constitution whereas femininity was the outa:xre of its repression: 

rren were born but 'WCitleil were made. 

At this point, Freud had exhausted the non-social dete:rm:inants of the 

psychical differentiation bet...,een the sexes. Beginning with the 

observation that masculinity and femininity were not the exclusive 

properties of men and wom:m respectively, he had rejected the conventional 

equation between biological activity and passivity, the male and female 

genitals, and the psychic traits of rrasculinity and femininity. 'Ihe 

h~lpothesis of bisexuality, however, was not a solution to the question of 

the relationships between these elements: by denying the connection of 

the psychic traits with the fact of anatomical distir.ction and instead 

105. Ibid., p. 131. 
106. Freud, "Analysis Ter.rnL'1able and Intenninable", 0}2- cit., pp. 2.50-51. 
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linking them to the p:Jstulated forces of activity and passivity, it 

i.nplicitly exaggerated the randaimess of the distribution of masculine 

and feminine traits arrong men and wanen. Though Freud also periodically 

described the rrale and female genitals as the respective anbodirrents 

of constitutional activity and passivity, he did rot stress this 

determination and for the good reason that it takes the entire question 

of psychical differentiation back to the FQint from which his thinking 

began. Finally, largely setting aside the idea of underlying forces, the 

content of psychical differentiation, he explored the cormection of that 

differentiation with the fact of anatcmi.cal distinction. This exercise 

led to an inpa.sse. He despaired at being able to discover any real 

content behind the antithesis of masculinity and femininity, 107 he sought 

to explain the repudiation of femininity in both sexes as a conflict 

between what seemed to be a predaninently active sexual constitution 

and the demands of the reproductive function, and he ultimately dubbed 

the whole problem of psychical differentiation as a riddle to be solved 

by biology. In effect, Freud's ~is upon the reproductive function 

was a final effort to define the content of psychical differentiation. 

It appeared to explain the conting~ies in the developnent of the girl, 

but it left the boy's developrent as a natural phexnre.non and the 

cambinati.:::ms and reversals evident in lived masculinity unexplained. 

The reproductive function, which prescribed a predaninance of activity 

for males (and emphatically denierl passive attitudes towards other males) , 

and a predcrninance of passivity for wanen, was not in itself a psychic 

factor. For Freud, it iropinqed upon the psychic life of human beinqs 

in terms of the siqnificance of the phallus. Both the qirl' s penis envv 

107. For example, Freud wrote: 
Psycho-analysis has a cx::mron basis with biology, in that it 
presupposes an original bisexuality in human beings (as in 
animals) . But psycho-analysis canrot elucidate the intrinsic 
nature of what in conventional or in biological phraseology 
is termed 'masculine' and • feminine': it simply takes over 
the two concepts and makes than the foundation of its 'WOrk. 
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which had to be transfonned into a wish for a baby and the bearer of a 

penis, and the boy's fear of losing his penis and his struggle against 

passivity, rreant that both sexes finally adopted the appropriate 

attitude towards reproductive sexuality. The girl was reconciled to 

:rrotherhood though, for Freud, with surprising residual resent:m:mt, and the 

:boy to the position of being his father's heir. Yet in Freud's account, 

it is striking that while the phallus had its significance in the child's 

developnent through its inherent superiority, it achieved its dete.Dnining 

role only through a variety of processes of noticing and recognition 

which surrounded the castration canplex. ·
1
·
08 

'Ihis then is a very peculiar manifestation of natural law: the 

detennination of the phallus was neither automatic, nor was the outooroe 

of its inherent superiority assured. The boy's ackncwledgement of the 

possibility of castration was hesitant and unwilling; having laughed 

at the threat, the observation "which fin...lly breaks down his unbelief 

is the sight of the ferra.le genitals" •109 Even then, he had previously 

refused to recognise that his :rrother' s genitals were different to his 

own. Similarly, the girl ooticed the difference between her own genitals 

and those of males but this "does not by any means imply that she submits 

to the fact easily". 110 She recognised not just a difference but its 

significance, "t.'lle superiority of the male and her own inferiority; but 

she rebels against this unwelcome state of affairs". 111 Indeed, she 

might "refuse to accept the fact of being castrated, may harden herself 

in the conviction that she does possess a penis, and may subsequently be 

When we att.ertpt to reduce them further, we find resculini ty 
vanishing into activity and femininity into passivity, and 
that does not tell us emugh ("'!he Psychogenesis of a case of 
Hamsexuality in a Woman", op. cit., pp. 171-72; similarly, 
Freud, "Femininity" 1 op. cit., pp. 114-15). 

108. 'Ihis point is well made by Levin:, op. cit. 
109. Freud, "The Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex", op. cit., p. 175. 
110. Freud, "Faninini.ty" 1 op. cit. , p. 125. 
111. Freud, "Fe."t'ale Sexuality", op. cit., p. 229. 
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COIIpelled to behave as though she ~Nere a man" •112 This might result in 

horrosexuality. With the boy too, as will be derronstrated later, horro-

sexuality is an outcorre of the processes of recognition, both on his 

part and the way in which others recognise him. 

These contingencies are inexplicable fran the ,IXJint of viE!N that the 

genitals act as a detenninant force in themselves. Freud' s stress upon 

the prcx:;esses of recognition rreans that masculinity and femininity are 

not the .imnediate or inevitable result of anatomical difference and that 

these psychic traits have to be achieved. The combinations and reversals 

of masculine and feminine traits in both sexes are therefore a result of 

the variable processes of recognition. This variability is not 

canprehensible if what is being recognised is the inherent superiority of 

the penis but only if what the child recognises is an idea, a signification 

which is atbodied in the sexual organs. Within Freud's own frama-.ork, the 

only fXJSsible conclusion about the psychical differentiation of t.'le sexes 

is that it is determined by the superiority of men ar:rl the inferiority of 

wanen which is socially grounded in their anatcrnical difference. 

'fuere is also a level on which Freud did ackrowledge the social determinants 

of the psychical differentiation between the sexes. Its theoretical 

status is a central issue for any assessment of the psychoanalytic account 

for it needs to be asked whether this ac:knoNledgement is already part 

of his theory or, if not, heM difficult it is for it to beoorre so. Freud 

discussed, for exarrple, the idea that passive aims were characteristic of 

femininity on the basis of \vameD' s role in reproduction. 

But we IIn.lSt beware in this of underestimating the influence 
of social custans, which similarly force wom:m into passive 
situations. • . • The suppression of warren ' s aggressiveness which 
is prescribed for them constitutionally and irrq;:osed on them 
socially favours the develo:prent of :r;owerful masochistic 
impulses • . . 113 

112. Freui, "Sarre Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction 
Between the Sexes", op. cit. , p. 253. 

113. Freud, "Femininity", op. cit., p. 116. 
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This prefigures his later argument concerrri.ng the conflict for ~ 

between their active sexual impulses and the reproductive function (the 

constitutional prescription for passiv ity in this passage referring not 

to a predominance of p:~.ssive irrpulses but to their 'destiny' as rrothers). 

Here, then, Freud :fOSited the importance of social customs but did oot 

attarpt to specify their relative determination; he did not connect 

than to the pre-oedipal dynamics in the girl's sexual life with which he 

was o~ise concerned so that they appear subsidiary and peripheral to 

her farnil y experiences. 

'Ihe FOint is, however, that in this argument it is iropossible to 

distinguish 'socia l custans • from non-social detenninants. The girl was 

not of course born with the wish to be a rrother: this aim had to be 

achieved, a precess which was always tortuous and often enough had a 

a::mtrary outrome. Nor did the boy originally regard ~ as castrates. 

Freud was driven to the posi.:.ion that both the penis-baby transformation, 

the mark of femininity, and the boy's repudiation of femininity, were 

detennined by the functional demands of society for the reproduction of 

the species. Similarly, in the bisexuality hypothesis, because the 

postulated constitutional forces of activity and passivity were a 

biological unknown, it is irnp::>ssible to distinguish biological from 

social determinants. An initial conclusion about Freud's account then, 

is that it does not in principle exclude the IXJSSibility of explaining 

psychical differentiation in social tenns. Furthenrore, because his 

functionalist argument about the demands of reproduction readily invites 

a translation into one al::x::mt the oppression of women in the context of 

a patriarchal society, the question is whether it should also be concluded 

that Freud actually offers a social psychology of the construction of the 

gender dichotorrty'. This is certainly tempting and it was Mitchell's 

interpret..~tion, though without any criticism of the bisexuality thesis 

or the endogenous rrodel of sexual developrent. 
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Indeed, Freud's observations in other contexts offered an even rrore 

tantalising pranise of a social theory. In his paper on 11 'Civilized 1 

Sexual Morality and MJdern Nervous Illness", he noted the effect of the 

double standard of sexual norali ty UfOn wunen and emphasised the 

injurious results produced by the strict demand for abstinence. The 

'civilised' education of women directly f rustrated the aims of marriage 

and "the cure for nervous illness arising fran rrarriage would be marital 

unfaithfulness" . 114 And in the case history of IX>ra , Freud provided his 

nost ccrrpelling illustration of the neurotic oonsequences of the double 

standard upon the psychic life of wanen. 115 

Yet while it is clear that the social determinants of psychical differ-

entiation were obvious to Freud on one level, they are not theoretically 

integrated into his account of the child's sexual development. 116 Thus 

r-1arcuse' s claim that "Freud 1 s individual psychology is in its very 

essence social psycho1ogy"117 and Mitchell ' s iroplici t endorsement of this 

view {despite her sumary dismissal of Marcuse as economistic), is not 

upheld in an examination of Freud's struggle with the question of the 

origins of masculinity and femininity. On the contrary, the complex 

reformulations by which he atta:rpted to solve this question precisely 

reflect the fact that social determinants did not have a place 

theoretically within his various acrounts . The theorectical exclusion of 

these determinants meant that Freud's Bldeavourcould not be successfully 

concluded. Nothing illustrates this impasse rrore clearly than the 

novanent of his thought from one biological fonnulation to another, and 

114. Freud, 11 'Civi1izai' Sexual r-Drality and M::>dern Nervous Illness", 
op. cit., p. 195. 

115. Freud, "Fragment of an Analysis of a Case of Hysteria", op. cit. 
See the discussion of the case of Dora and the paper cited above 
by Elizabeth JaiJ£?.Hay, Bebveen Myth and M:>rning: Wcmen Awakening, 
New York, 1974, pp. 96-110. 

116. A similar J;XJint is made by R. w. Connell in the context of a nore 
general discussion of the potential of psychoanalysis to oontribute 
to a critical social theory ( "Doctor Freud and the Course of 
History", Arena, Nos. 47-48 (1977), pp. 120- 132) . 

117. Marcuse, Eros and Civilisation, op. ci.i;_. , p. 31. 
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his recurrently expressed belief that it was a lack of biological 

knowledge which stood in the way of a satisfactory solution. 

'!he child's re(X)gnition, then, of the presence and absence of the penis and 

the reactions acc:anpanying this perception should be unC!erstood as a 

recognition of the social constitution of sexual difference, that is, of 

the superordinate position of nales and subordinate position of fatales. 

The penis in this sense is not rrerely a rretaphor to the child, as Firestone 

argued for exanple. 118 
:As the one distinguishing attribute of the male it 

has its own determinant force, not as the expression of natural law but 

as the result. of a social logic which explains sexual difference as given by 

nature.119 For Mitchell, this kind of argument did a massive injustice to 

Freud. She oontended that his accomt of the significance of the penis to 

the child was already one of its psychological effect within a patriarchal 

culture: "in 'penis-envy' we are talking not al:x::mt an anatanical organ, but 

about the ideas of it that people hold and live by within the general 

culture". 12° Fires tone and other f eminist critics of Freud, she argued, had 

atterrpted to reduce psycho:mal.ysis to the social realities fran which its 

psvcholoqical constructs were deduced. 121 · Mitchell defended Frel.rl' s ~rk as 

a valid description of patriarchal culture and his apparently biologistic 

formulations as an account of the processes of cultural transmission. But 

this led her to abstract the Oedi~ and castration complexes fran any 

concrete family cantext122 and to explain cultural transmission in terms of 

the inheritance of the id. 123 She was obliged to explain the 'origins' of 

waren' s oppression in tenns of the myth of the primal father which Freud 

expounded in Totem and Taboo. 124 

118. Firestone, op. cit., pp. 53-55. 
119. Levine, op. cit., p. 28. 
120. Mitchell, op. cit., p. xvi. 
121. Ibid., p. 34 7 122. Ibid., pp. 63-64, 74. 
123. Ibid., p. 72. Freud argu:d for this in The Ego and the Id, op. cit., 

p. 38. 
124. These renarks are not intended to be an appraisal of Mitchel l's work 
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It must be granted to Mitchell, loNever, that the child's recognition of 

the social constitution of sexual difference is not a matter of a simple, 

oonscious appreciation of its rrother' s subordination to the father. 

Freud's account should not be forced to yield a social psychology in the 

sense that the child is said to oonstruct a gender identity on the basis 

of a direct 'reflection' of the :patriarchal relations in its family. 

Rather, the need is for an adequate psychoanalytic formulation of the 

psychical differentiation between the sexes which explains in detail 

how the child cares to understand the significance of sexual difference. 

Though Freud did not achieve this, it will be argued later in this chapter 

that outside of his fonnal expJsition of the castration complex, his 

account clearly suggests that that experience does not introduce the 

child's gender identity; on the contrary, the child's incipient sense of 

gender is a preoondition of the castration complex and of the oedipal 

resolutions. 

{iv} 

The social character of the detenninant recogr..itions which establish and 

resolve the castration ccrrplex is implicitly underlined in Freud's 

account by the fact that it is rot only the child's reoognitions which 

are .in{;ortant, but also the ways in which others rerognise the sex of 

the child. The significar.ce o f this is revealed on a general level by 

Freud's description of the rrother' s relationship with her son and its 

effect of privileging his penis as the primary object of desire. But 

there is also considerable scope to exploit the explanatory fOWer 

of this observation in reading his case histories. These provide only 

but merely to indicate very generally the theoretical alternatives 
open in an assessment of F'reud' s biological fonnulations . One 
avenue open to Mitchell, since she drE.w upon Lacan, was to ask 
whether his theory of the mirror-stage may be understood as the 
beginning of the process of psychical differentiation in the child. 
For a brie£ attempt to oo this , see carnpioni and Gross, op. cit. , 
pp. 116-18. For criticisms of Mitchell's argurrent about cultural 
inheritance, see Brennan et. al., op. cit.~ and a review of her 
work by Elizabeth Long in Telos, No. 20 {Sumner 1974), pp. 183-89. 
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hints of the variable outca!re of the rrother' s recognition of her child and 

even less of the father's role (he being the silent partner of the oedipal 

drama) • However, in such cases as Little Hans, 125 the yoWlg mrrosexual 

woman126 and, above all, the Wolf Man, this dimension is essential if the 

dynamics involved in the attainment of rrasculini ty and femininity are to 

be grasped. The way in which others recognise the child is so inp:>rtant 

that their failure to respond appropriately to the boy as the possessor of 

a penis will deprive him of his masculinity. As one critic has observed, 

in "the notion of the 'castrating wara.n' is expressed very clearly the idea 

that the absence o f a determinate recognition of the penis is equivalent 

. 1 . 1 ob . " 127 to lts oss as a maten.a Ject . 

Freud's study of the Wolf Man is the rrost detailed and perhaps the m:>st 

important of his case histories. It is of particular i..I:tterest here since 

a central factor in the patient' s infantile neurosis was the repression of 

his horrosexual desire. 'Ihough Freud's accntmt is urrleniably subtle and skil-

full, he did not finally resolve the thooretical issues which the case 

reveale:i, nor did his analysis succeed in overcaning the Wolf Man's repression. 

'Ihe following discussion aims to draw out the fact that underlying his 

repression and ensuing neurosis was his inability to acknowledge the social 

cnnstitution of sexual difference and, at the same time, that his repressicn 

was predicated upon sarre knowledge of that difference. As noted earlier, t..'1e 

boy's recognition of the social distinction between the sexes, a 

recogni tian of who has and who does not have the phallus, is 

125. Maud Mannoni has argued, though with perhaps a rather liberal 
interpretation of the available evicence, that Hans' rrother desired 
that he should not be the rraster of his nasculine desire, that he 
smuld forever be an I innocent I child ('Ihe Child his I I l l ness I I 

and the Others, Harrrondsw::>rth, 1973 (1967), pp. 7-10, 27-33). 

126. Freud briefly acknowledged the parents' unconscious notivation 
in this case; see below, B?· 165-66. 

127. Levine, op. cit., p. 25. 
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expressed in the differentiation of his sexual aims towards his p:rrents. 

The Wolf Man's attitude tcMards his father was a passive one, which Freud 

found only to be expected. This attitude, however, needs to be explained 

particularly since, in this case, ~,reud argued that the father's p::>sition 

as castrator was detennined phylogenetically. A related question is why 

the boy should uphold the theory of the phallic rrother, a belief which does 

mt ~ver inhibit his active aims towards her, and this too is able to 

be usefully considered in relation to the lM:>lf Man. 

More generally, Freud' s accormt rmderscores the theoretical bankruptcy of 

the hypothesis of b~sexuality. He resorted to the notion only briefly and 

at a :point where a final answer to the mystery of his patient's dilerrma seems 

to have eluded him. Of far greater theoretical significance in the case is 

Freud's use of the concept of deferred action. In fact , the c:rux of his 

analysis was the relationship between two 'scenes' in the Wolf Man's child-

hood, the first gaining its significance only aft -:rr the occurrence of the 

second. Thus Freud returned to the schema of his old seduction theory. 

The Wolf Man was a Russian aristocrat whose first analysis lasted from 

1910 until 1914. Freud's case history drew from this analysis, though 

he conducted a second, much shorter one after the war; later, the Wolf Man 

also consul ted Ruth Mack Brunswick. 128 When the Wolf Man carre to Freud 

at the age of twenty three, his sexual activity had been with women but 

his mental health had broken down five years earlier when he had contracted 

a gonorrhoea! infection. He had classed this as castration and Freud's 

analysis revealed a.;.1 unresolved attachrrent to his father. 

The case was cat1plex and Freud's interpretation of the dream particularly 

intricate and these details need not be reproduced here. It will be 

128. Ruth !0.ack Brunswick, "A Supplanent to Freud's Fran the History of an 
Infantile Neurosis", '.Ihe International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, 
Vol. IX (1928), pp. 439 ff. This article, along with a considerable 
arrormt of other material , including the Wolf Man's rnaroirs, is re-
printed in Muriel Gardiner (ed.), The W:Jlf-l"'..an and Sigmrmd Freud, 
Harmondsworth, 1973. 
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sufficient to keep in mind the following events in the Vblf Man's child-

hood. At the age of one and a half the boy witnessed his parents engaged 

in anal intercourse; 129 arout a year later he attarpted to seduce the 

family naid, Grusha; at three and a quarter he was seduced by his sister 

and shortly aftexwards made a sexual overture to his old peasant nurse, his 

Nanya but was rebuffed by a castration threat; and when he was four years 

old the wolf dream occurred which reactivated the primal scene. Freud 

described the boy's erotic interests prior to the dream: 

Since his seduction /_by his sistey his sexual aim had been a 
passive one, of being touched on the genitals; it was then 
transformed, by regression to the earlier stage of the sadistic-
anal organization, into the masochistic aim of being beaten or 
punished. . •• He had travelled, witrout considering the difference 
of sex, from his Nanya to his father; he had longed to have his 
penis touched by his Nanya, and had tried to provoke a beating 
fran his father. 130 

However, the dream occasioned a major act of repression: 

The operation of the dream, which brought him under the 
influence of the primal scene, could have led him to make the 
advance to the genital organization, and to transfonn his 
masochism towards his father into a feminine attitude towards 
him - into hatosexuality. But the dream did not bring about 
this advance; •.. in fact, owing to the opPJsition of his 
narcissistic masculinity, this relation was thrown back to an 
even nore primitive stage. It was displcced on to a father-
surrogate, and at the sane time split off in the shape of a 
fear of being eaten by the ~lf. But this by no means dis~sed 
of it. On the contrary, we can only do justice to the apparent 
canplexity of the state of affairs by bearing f irmly in rni.rrl 
the co-existence of the three sexual trends which were 
directed by the boy tc:wards his father. Fran the time of the 
dream onwards, in his unconscious he was honosexual, and in 
his neurosis he was at the level of cannibalism; while the 
earlier masodlistic attitude remained the daninant one. All 
three currents had passive sexual aims; there was the sarre 
object, and the sane sexual inpulse, but that inpulse had 
becane split up along three different levels. 131 

Corresp:mding to this state of repression, the Wolf Man simultaneously 

held contradictory attitu:les to the reality of the threat of castration: 

129. This pr .imal scene was actually a deduction on Freud' s part and he 
'W'Orried at sane length atx:mt whether it had in fact occurred. 

130. Freud, "From the History of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit., 
p. 46. 

131. Ibid., p. 64. 
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In the end there were to be found in him two contrary currents 
side by side, of which one abominated the idea of castration, 
while the other was prepared to accept it and console itself 
with femininity as a compensation. But beyond any doubt a third 
current, the oldest and deepest, which did not as yet even raise 
the question of the reality of castration, was still capable 
of coming into activity. 132 

'Tile third current was the masochistic one which represented a regression 

to the anal phase and in which the rejection of castration "really 

involved no judganent upon the question of its existence, but it was the 

'f 't did t . t" 133 same as ~ ~ no exJ.S • 

Freud argued that the resolution of the Oedipus canplex in boys via the 

threat of castration required nore than a repression: "It is equivalent, 

if it is ideally carried out, to a destruction and an abolition of the 

canplex. • •• If the ego has in fact not achieved much nore than a repression 

of the complex, the latter persists in an unconscious state in the id and 

will later rranifest its pathogenic eff ect."134 With the Wolf Man, while 

the threat of castration certainly had an impact, he was unable to 

consolidate an identification with either his father or his nother in 

a way which wru.ld preserve one object-choice and replace the other. 

The Wolf Man's childhood was "marked by a wavering between activity and 

passivity" . 135 He expressed the latter attitude in his belief that he 

was his father's child while his sister was his rrother' s. He also 

wished to be sexually satisfied by his father, a fact expressed in rrany 

ways including his passive reaction of passing a stool in the primal 

scene, his a..J.al erotism and, for a tirre, his identification with Christ 

and his father with God. In line with these wishes, he was ready to 

give his father a baby and was accordingly jealous of his nother. Freud 

wrote that "these wishes camplete the circle- of his fixation upon his 

father. In them horrosexuality has found its furthest and nost int.iroate 

132. Ibid., p. 85 133. Ibid., p. 84. 
134. Freud, "The Dis.solution of the Oedipus Complex", op. cit., p. 177. 
135. Freud, "From the History of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit., p. 118. 
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expression" 136 At the same time the Wolf Man refused to accept the 

castration which these wishes entailed, arrl expressed a rontrary sexual 

aim in various ways. He was jealous that his nother had loved another 

child besides himself; he identified with his father in his attempted 

seduction of the maid, Grusha; and he assurred that the primal scene 

was an act of violence and that his nother 1 s illness, which continued 

throughout his childhood, was caused by 'What his father had Clone to 

h 137 er. 

Before the dream, the Wolf Man pursued his passive aim, to a significant 

degree at least, wi th:>ut regard for the sex of his object: he noved 

easily from his Nanya to his father. But in the year between his 

atterrpted seduction of Grusha in which he expressed an active aim and 

his adoption of a passive attitude towards his father, sone knowledge 

of sexual difference is evident. 'Ibe threat of castration from his Nanya 

was followed by hearing a variety of further allusions to castration and 

these "awoke and cast doubt on the 1 cloacal theory • "; they brought to 

his ootice the difference between the sexes al'.d the sexual part played 

by waren" . 138 This ne.w insight becarre the powerful notive for keeping 

the woole process of the dream under repression; he thereby defended 

himself against the knowledge that his nother was 'castrated• and that 

this was likewise the condition upon which he could achieve his aims with 

his father. From the time of the dream onwards, he "decided in favour 

of the intestine and against the vagina" so that his fear of castration 

was able "to exist side by side with an identification with 'WOil'el1 by means 

of the bowel" . 139 In particular, his later frequently expressed larrent, 

136. Ibid., p. 101. 
137. This was related to his fear of his father as revealed in the v.~lf 

phobia and other instances, and towards the end of his childhood 
they becarre estranged (his father obviously preferring his talented 
elder sister). 

138. Ibid., p. 79. 
139. Ibid., p. 79. 
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"I cannot go on living like this", reflected an identification with his 

mother who had used the same words before his dream in canplaining of an 

intestinal disorder . 140 The Wolf Man 1 s refusal to accept the reality of the 

threat of castration, and thus his inability to accarrrodate the social 

fact of sexual difference, was also revealed in sanething which Freud found 

astonishing. For the roy n6t only feared his father as castrator, but also 

11regarded his father as the one who had been castrated and as calling, there-

fore, for his sympathy". 141 This was prcnpted by his father 1 s illness. 

One of the Wolf Man 1 s CCJ1Plaints which Freud interpreted at the end of 

the analysis sumned up his unresolved oedipal desires. He described the 

world as being hidden fran him by a veil and that he only felt well and 

saw the world clearly when, as a result of an enema administered by a roan, 

he had a l:::avel rcovemant. He associated the veil with the caul with mich he 

had been born and Freud concluded that the stool "was the child, as which 

he was born a second ~.irne, to a happier life"142 and that the ccmplaint 

actually crnprised the dual wishful phantasy to return to the wanb and to 

be re.bom. He explained the link between the two phantasies: 

There is a wish to be inside the mother's wanb in order to 
replace her during intercourse - in order to take her place 
.in regard to the father. The phantasy of re-birth, on the 
other hand ..• is a wish to te back in a situation in which 
one was :in the mother 1 s genitals; and in this connection the 
man is identifying himself with his ONn p:mis and is using 
it to represent hilnself. Thus the two phantasies are revealed 
as each other's oount.erp:rrts: they give expression, according 
as the subject's attitude is feminine or masculine, to his 
wish for sexual intercourse with his father or with his mother. 
We cannot dismiss the possibility that in the canplaint made 
by our present patient and in the necessary condition laid 
down for his recovery the two phantasies , that is to say the 
two incestuous wishes, were united. 143 

140. Ibid., p. 77. 
141. I t was also traced back in the analysis to the boy 1 s association 

with a nunber of cripples and J ews (which implied circumcision and 
hence castration) in his early childhood and ultimately to the 
primal scene, once again, where he had felt ccnp3.ssion for his 
father as he observed the disawearance of his penis. 

142. Ibid. I p. 100. 143. Ibid., pp. 10l-o2. 
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The phantasy then, was a bisexual expression of the a::mplete Oedip.lS 

complex in which both the positive and negative aspects rejected the 

threat of castration which would, in other circumstances, have brought 

about a resolution eliminating the attachrrent at one or other of the 

ends of the oedipal continuum. 

Freud did not provide a final explanaticn of the W::llf Man's irresolvable 

dilemma. He described his account as incamplete and, for obvious 

reasons, it was not able to include the kind of detail which emerged 

fran the analysis of Little Hans. Freud attributed the roy's :passive 

aims to his seduction by his sister arrl, beyond that, to the inpact of 

the primal scene. The fact that the baby had passed a stool on that 

. 'd f h' 't 1 . . 144 ch occas~on was ev~ ence o ~s congen~ a pass1.v~ty. Yet su a 

construction is not very helpful, for it can only refer the question to 

a hypothetical bisexual oonstitution and, obviously, whatever the origins 

and strength of the boy's passivity, th:>se aims were unable to lead to a 

h.c:lnosexual resolution of his oedipal wishes. The editor's introduction 

to the case history comnents that its chief clinical finding was "the 

dete.rm.i.rring part played in the patient 1 s neurosis by his pr;i.rrazy feminine 

impulses. The very marked degree of his bisexuality was only a confinnation 

of views which had long been held by Freud". 145 Havever, Freud did not 

stress this detennination. It is striking that he referred to bisexuality 

explicitly only~ in the case and then to caution against an interpret-

ation of his patient 1 s conflict in tenns of the opposition between 

masculine and feminine tendencies. Nonetheless, Freud's faith that the 

substance of the infantile bisexual dis};X)sition 'Y.'Ould ult.i.rrately be 

discovered seems to have constrained him fran even clearly posing the 

question of the source of the "Wolf Man 1 s peculiar developrrent. 

144. Ibid., pp. 81, 109. 
145. Ibid., p. 6. Similarly, Brunswick referred to "the primary 

bisexuality of this patient, obviously the cause of his illness" 
(op. cit., p. 331). 
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While so many strains in the analysis le:l back to the witnessing of the 

primal scene, that experience in itself had no necessary repercussions: 

it was, as Frelrl said, something ccmronplace and banal. The effect of the 

dream, on the other harid, was analagous to a seduction. 146 The primal 

scene therefore had an effect by the process of deferre:l action: it was 

reactivate:! in the wolf dream, two and a half years later. 'Ihus it can 

only be the boy's sexual experiences in the intervening period which 

explain his rejection of castration. An explanation of the Wolf Man • s 

o:mflict needs to take due account of the character of the seductive 

desire :; of his p3.rents, his Nanya arrl his sister prior to the dream. 

The case offers little detail of the rrother' s relationship with her son, 

in part because her chronic illness meant that she had relatively little 

to do with her children. It does reveal that later, the rcother liberally 

indulged her son• s derrands for noney despite his injustified reproaches. 

Apart f i:an his rrother, the Wolf .Man I s Nanya had a deep affection for rum, 
a son of her CMn having died young. After her castration threat, however, 

the boy turned from her to his father , an:i rroreover he gave her up with 

an ease which is unexplained especially· since her threat had little 

i.rmediate inpact. His sister _was not an acceptable object for him either 

and he resisted her seduction. Two years his senior, she flaunted her 

intellectual superiority and was obviously a rival for their parents' 

love; with regard to the father, sre was ul t:irra.tely the victorious one. 

As for his father, the Wolf Man rerre:tbered their relationship as being 

very affectionate in the early years of his childhood. Yet the father 

also was periodically ill fran bouts of depression which led to his 

absence from horre. As already noted, after the dream the boy pi tied his 

father for being castrate:! and, as well, there had been a number of other 

men in the household for whcrn he had similarly felt compassion. 

146. Freud, 11Fran the History of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit., p. 109. 
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It nay be suggested then, that the great difficulty which the Wolf Man 

had in finding an acceptable object lay in the elusiveness of the desires 

of the others around him. This \>.Ould seem to be what Mannoni has in mind 

when she writes: 

The Wolf Man was ••. blocked at an early age by death in the 
desire of the Other; Freud throws light in this case on the 
unconscious wish of the patient to know nothing, not only 
about the castration problem but also about all fo:rms of 
desire. The denial went so far that we see the subject dis-
appear into his fantasy constructions. 

For Frel.rl, the revealing factors were the rrother' s \>.Ords, the 
effects of the unsaid on a human destiny, and the fashion in 
which all sexual curiosity wc.s prematurely foreclosed in the 
Wolf Man (i.e. any p:>sition of the subject towards 1esire}. 
The 'Vblf Man was to his old Nanny the substitute for a son 
who had died very young. It was in the likeness of that dead 
child that he naintained himself in his desire. He was 
blocked in by a depressive father and a rrother preoccupied 
with abdorni.nal pains ("I cannot go on living like this"}. He 
did not detect any desire to live in the adults. He was desired 
by the Other to be without desire, and he became petrif ied in 
non-desire between the ages of four and five. 147 

Clearly, the Wolf Man did not r~eive the cues to assure the prinacy 

of the penis as the abject of ·desi~e as did Little Hans, for exanple. 

Ultimately, his inability to recognise sexual difference was due to the 

failure of others to recognise: him. Thwarted in his active aims, his 

passive ones tcMards his father were not able to be realised, and 

indeed st:eh a resolution to the Oedipus COITplex would seem to be 

es:t:eeially difficult. Schreber, for example, accepted his castration, 

but no.t until his delusional system had established God as the being to 

whom he was to sul::mit. Likewise, for a period, the Wolf Man's piety 

expressed a readiness to forefeit his masculinity to God. 148 

The refusal to accept castration is the najor outstanding theoretical 

problem in the case of the Wolf Man: his repudiation of femininity 

was that 'bedrock' which Freud fourrl so perplexing. He insisted that 

147. Mannoni, op. cit., pp. 83; 84-85, n. 14. 
148. Freud, "From the History of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit., 

pp. 83-84. 
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h.:\9 patient's repudiation should not be seen as "so TID.JCh the tril.llTPh 

of a nasculine current, as a reaction against a ferni.nir?e and passive 

one . . It would be very forced to ascribe the quality of masculinity 

to this reaction" . 149 By this Freud meant that the characteristic 

opposition of the anal phase between activit y and passivity and that of 

the phallic phase between phallic and castra ted, was not understood as 

masculine and feminine until the boy's acknowledgement of the threat of 

castration and. his oedipal resolution. This was precisely what the 

WJlf Man was unable to achieve, as his libido was split up and operated 

on three different levels. 'tibnetheless, Freud's explanation of the 

WJlf Man • s extraordinary repression did invoke the 'quality' of 

masculinity. 

The noti ve force of the repression seems to have been the 
narcissistic nesculinity which attached to the boy's genitals, 
and which had come into a long-prepared conflict with the 
passivity of his horrosexual sexual aim. . .. 
Of the two conflicting sexual impulses one was ego-syntonic, 
while the other o f fended the boy's narcissistic interest; 
it was on that account that the latter underwent repression. 150 

'nrus the ego was intent only U];X)n protecting its narcissism: it was 

not a conflict between an active current and a passive one in the sense 

of an inherent opp::>si tion between masculine and feminine tendencies as 

conceived by Fliess and Adler. Yet, in the light of the Wolf Man's 

dilernna, it should be asked when a boy's active current would not be egcr 

syntonic and so would be repressed leaving the passive one. I f the 

supposed congenital passivity in this case was insufficient to e stablish 

tl1e passive current as ego-syntonic, under what circumstances \'lOuld it be 

sufficient? As has been noted, Freud in fact later wrote that in males, 

149. Ibid., p. 112. 
150. lbid. , p . 110. Simil arly, in a lat er VA:)rk, Freud ref erred to the 

~Man's transf ormation of his passive attitude towards his 
father into the fear of being devoured by a wolf, as the "expression 
of a wish which was rot able to subsist in the face of his 
masculine revolt" ( Inhilii tions, Symptoms and Anxiety, op. cit. , 
p. 108) . 
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"the striving to be masculine is completely _ego-syntonic from the first" . 151 

By this he did not mean that exceptions did not occur, but he was 

obviously impressed by their rarity. 

The general conclusion to be drawn fran Freud' s confusion v..ould seem to 

be that since roth the active and passive currents were necessarily 

confronted with the idea of castration, the Wolf Man's conflict was one 

between the b.'o currents inasmuch as he understood the passive one to 

entail an unacceptable narcissistic injury and the active one to nean an 

unacceptable loss of his hom::>sexual object. If his narcissistic valuation 

of his penis is rmderstood mt as a natural phenarnerl)n but as stemning 

fran the fact that "that organ is a guarantee to its owner that he can 

be once m::>re united to his m::>ther" , 152 then this points to the 

differentiation of his desire for each parent and an underlying knowledge 

of the significance of their difference. Since the castration complex 

"inhibits and limits masculinity and encouruges femininity" , 153 its out-

cone cannot be E::Xplained by the 1 balance 1 of active and passive currents, 

nor by the inherent significance of the penis, but only by the boy's 

already existing knowledge of sexual difference which constitutes his 

incipient sense of gender. It is this basic understanding of the treaning 

of his sex which wLll detennine whether his active or passive currents 

are ego-syntonic, an understanding achieva:I by an appreciation of the 

ways in which others recognise the significance of the presence and 

absence of the penis. The answer to the riddle of the repudiation of 

fem:i.ninity in boys would seem to be that the child's knowledge of sexual 

difference begins earlier than Freud realised. It begins, mt literally 

"fran the first", but arguably accompanies the early sense gained by the 

ooy that he is distinct fran his m::>ther. 154 With the Wolf Man, this 

15], . Freud, "Analysis Terminable and Interminable" , op. cit. , pp. 2 5()-51. 
152. Freud, Inhibitions , S::tJIFtoms and Anxiety, op. cit., p. 139. 
153. Freud, "Some Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction 

Between t.!1e Sexes", op. cit., p. 256. 
154. The rrother' s unconscious desire for the phallus means not silnply 
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knowledge of sexual difference, which entailed his narcissistic investJrent 

in his penis, was sufficient for him to resist castration in terms of an 

identification with his rrother but, on the other hand, not sufficient for 

him to identify with his father and thus preserve only the obje:ct from the 

fOSitive Oedipus romplex. 

The boy's emerging awareness of the meaning of sexual difference underlies 

his differentiated aims towards his parents. This issue has already 

been noted in relation to the question of the original selection of an 

object where it was argued that the hYfOthesis of bisexuality obscures 

the asyrnnetry of the child' s :r:ela tionship with each parent4 It is rt:::M 

readily apparent that the child Cloes distinguish in value between its 

father and rother well before a final know'ledge of sexual difference. 

This issue will be considered in relation to the boy's infantile theory 

of the phallic rother and then in terms of his experience of his father 

as castrator. 

Freud contended that when children first see ferrale genitals, they 

"disavow the fact and believe that they do see a penis, all the sanE" . 155 

In this view, it was s.ilnply the boy's high est.irration of the penis which 

"is logically reflected in his inability to imagine a person like himself 

that she prefers her son to her daughter (though she may), but that 
she typically regards him as distinct fran herself in a way which 
differs from her reaction to her daughter. Chodorow writes: 

r-Dthers tend to experience their daughters as rrore like, and 
continuous with, themselves. CorresfX)ndingly, girls tend to 
remain part of the dyadic primary rrother-child relationship 
itself. This means that a girl continues to ~ience herself 
as involved in issues of merging and separation, and in an 
attachrrent characterised by primary identification and the 
fusion o f identification and object-choice. By contrast, 
nothers experience their sons as a male opposite. Boys are 
nore likely to have been pushed out of the preoedipal relation-
ship, and to have had to curtail their primary love and sense 
of emphatic tie with their nother. A boy has engaged, and been 
required to engage, in a rore enphatic individuation and a rrore 
defensive firming of experienced ego boundaries. Issues of 
differentiation have becane intertwined with sexual issues 
(op. cit., pp. 166-67). 

155. Freud, 11'l"he Infantile Genital Organization", op. cit., pp. 143-44. 
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who ·is without the essential constituent" •156 Granted the .i.:mpJrtance 

of this estimation, it is still necessary to ask why the boy is 

constrained fran recognising a difference and is instead ooq:elled to dis-

avow his perception of an 'absence' . 157 In the case of the WJlf Man, Freud 

offered a sanewhat different account of the boy's disavowal. It was only 

with the dream that the four-year-old boy realised that women 'lacked • 

a t;enis and "he behaved as children in general behave when they are given 

an unwished-for piece of infonnation • • • He rejected what was new". This 

realisation, however, had been preceded by allusions to castration which 

had cast doubt on his typical infantile assumption that sexual intercourse 

was anal and had "brought to his notice the difference between the 

sexes and the sexual part played by waren". 158 If the boy's act of 

disavowal and belief in the phallic IIDther is understood in these terms, 

it implies that the difference between the sexes is already an issue for 

him and that he is gender-or: en ted. If 1 as Freud said, wcmen "whom 

he respects, liJce his IIDther, retain a penis for a long tilre", 159 then 

this i.s not a natter of an original "neglect of the difference between 

the sexes"160 as part of the nonnal sexual cor.stitution; on the 

contrary, it is sar.e kind of recognition of the difference between the 

sexes and indeed of their respective positions of superiority and 

156. Freud, "On the Sexual 'nleories of Children", op. cit. 1 pp. 215-16. 
157. Laplanche arrl Pontalis raise the objection that if what is being 

disavowed is not castration itself but the perception that v.unen 
'lack'a penis, then "how can we speak of a 'perception ' being 
disavowed when an absence is only a fact of perception in so far 
as it is related to a possible presence?" (The Lan~ge of Psycho-
Analysis, op. cit., p. 168). 

158. Freud, "From the History of an Infan'-~le Neurosis", op. cit., 
p. 79. 

159. Freud, "The Infantile Genital Organization", op. cit. 1 p. 145. 
160. Freud, "On the Sexual 'Iheories of Children", op. cit. , p. 215. 

This is also suggested in Freud's developnent of the concept of 
disavowal in his later paper on fetishism. For the fetishist, the 
~ does have a penis but its imp:>rtance is transferred to 
sarething else so that in varying prop::>rtions the fetish represents 
both the disavowal and ackrx:lwledgenent of her 'castration' • 
("Fetishism" 1 op. crt::"', p. 157). 
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inferiority, for the boy is refusing to downgrade his rrother. 'nlis is 

particularly evident if the boy distinguishes between his phallic nother 

and other 'castrated' 'WC.llre!l. 'Ihus Brunswick's fo!ItlUlation seens to be rrore 

insightful than Freud's when she wrote that the i.rrage of the phallic 

nother appears, 

••• to insure the rrother' s p:>ssession of the penis, and as such 
probably arises at the m::nrent when the child becomes uncertain 
that the nother does indeed p:>ssess it. Previously •.. it seems 
rrore than probable that the executive organ was the breast; the 
idea of the penis is then projected. back upon the active rrother 
after the importance of the phallus has been recognised. 161 

'Iherefore it is not that the boy is unable to imagine a person like himself 

to be without a penis as Freud suggested, but on the contrary, his fear that 

his nother is not like himself ani his refusal to denigrate her accordingly 

that gives rise to his disavowal and belief in her phallic status. 

This belief depends then upon both the fa.ct that the boy's penis has been 

privileged as his special possession and also his i ncipient knc:Mledge of 

the difference beb.veen the sexes. ~e boy's resistance to regarding his 

nother as inferior has of course been well established: her aunipotence 

has been foun:led upon the particular character of her love for him in 

the context of her exclusive care {given the typical absence of the 

father both in Freud's ~ and ours). Moreover, the nother will oot want, 

unconsciously, to admit her own 'castration' to her son, given the continuing 

importance to her of the phallus. And indeed, consciousl y, she rcrust know 

that this "nost perfect of human relationships" will be disturbed soon enough 

as of course it will, usually by the boy's identif ication with the father 

and his subsequent choice of other \I.Uren. The nother' s resistance to 

admitting to her son the difference between his genitals and her own appears 

to be confinned in the case of Little Hans. He, never having seen 

his nother' s genitals, expected her to have a large widdler prop:>rtionate 

to her size. When he explained that "'I was only looking to see if 

161. Ruth Mack Brunswick, 41 'I'he Preoedipal Phase of the Libido Developrent", 
Psycho-Analytic Quarter ly, Vol. IX (1940) , p. 304, quoted by 
Laplanche and Pontalis, The Language of Psycho-Analysis, op. cit., p.311. 
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you'd got a widdler too' ", she replied. evasively, " 'Of course. Didn't you 

know that? "'. 162 What Hans did not know was what either of his parents' 

genitals looked like and it was finally his father who explained to him, 

rot that female genitals were different, but that his n:other had no widdler.163 

Prior to the boy's fear that his n:other is not like himself and the 

concomitant infantile t.heo:ry of the phallic not.her, it is to be eJq?eeted 

that the boy could accept the fact that female genitals are s.inply 

different frarn his awn. Campioni and Gross argue that the Little Hans 

case provides evidence of this. Hans 1 interest in widdlers extended to 

his baby sistE..r, and his father asked: 

I " . . . You know what Hanna 1 s widdler looks like, don't you?" 
He "It ' 11 groN 1 though, won't it?" 
I "Yes , of course. But when it's grown it won't look like 

yours." 
He "I ~ that. It'll be the sarre" (~. as it now is) "only 

bigger." 164 

Given that Hans had established two basic principles for himself, that all 

living things t.ad widdlers and that they were pro};X)rtiona.te to the size of 

the person or animal, then his reaction to his sister was quite logical : 

Freoo argued that Hans' a'VOW'a.l of his little sister's 'lovely 
widdler' is disingenoous and probably said n:ockingly. Hcwever, 
given these two basic principles, it seems ITOre likely that 
he perceived Hanna to have a small but different widdler. 
The boy seans to have no difficulty in accepting ·the difference 
between male and female genitals as simply different and as 
such to be unproblematic. 165 

Thus Little Hans initially had a kn.<:Mledge of difference in that he could 

accept unproblematically that fact of female genitals. In addition, he 

162. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia", op. cit., pp. 9-10. 
163. Ibid., p. 31. Carnpioni and Gross conment on the father's enlighten-

ment of his son: "In its context it is (unconsciously) designed to 
introduce only two };Oles of sexuality (na.sculini ty and ferni.nin.i ty) 
and then not just their difference but also for the opposition 
between them, and the power of representation invested in their 
polarization" (op. cit., pp. 104-05) . Cl:x:>dorow makes a similar 
observation (op. cit., pp. 182-83). 

164. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia" op. cit., p. 62. 
165. Campioni and Gross, op. cit., p. 104. 
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did not rrake his object-choices randomly: they were prinarily his rrother 

and other females, but he was also able to ch:::x:>se male objects without 

experiencing this as a conflict. It was his father (and Freud) who 

introduced the idea of OPJ;X>Sition between the sexes with the info.rmation 

that fenales have no widdlers curl that nothers alone give birth, and 

painfully, so that Hans then rejected his fonrer wish to have babies. 

The Wolf Man, while he acknowl~ged the idea of difference between the 

sexes, was unable to reooncile himself to the idea of opposition. This 

distinction between the ideas of difference and opposition is upheld 

in an:>ther discussion of the pre-oedipal period which argues that "the 

child does not know the difference between man and woman (phallic-

castrated), but he does know the difference between father and rrother 

( . ubmi . ) " 166 
aggress~~s ss~ve • This is certainly applicable to the W:>lf 

Man and agrees with his reaction to the primal scene. Indeed, a child 

would scarcely need such an experience to fonn the knc:Mledge of ... .his 

difference between its parents. In p:uticular, the boy receives his 

rrother' s deferential attitude to the father, as Chodo:row observes: 

Although fathers are not as salient as rrothers in daily inter-
action, rrothers and children often idealize them and give them 
ideological pr:irnacy, precisely because of their absence and 
seeming inaccessibility, and because of the organization and 
ideology of nale daninance in the larger society. 167 

'lhis helps to answer the question of why the W:>lf J).1an' s sexual aim 

towards his father should r...ave been a passive rather than an active 

one. Finally, it sh::>uld be noted that the infantile theory of the 

phallic mother is precisely desi~led to resist the translation of the 

nother' s difference into terms of opposition, an opp:Jsition to the 

father and the boy which will mean such a catastrophic upheaval to the 

constellation of the latter's familial relationships. 

166. Gad Hor<:Mitz, Basic Repression and Surplus Repression in 
Psychoanalytic Theory: Freud, Re~ch and Marcuse, 'Ibronto, 1977, 
p. 96. 

167. Chodorow, op. cit., p. 181. 
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It is these tei:ms of opposition, the :imposition of exclusivity, which 

shape and finally resolve the triangular relations of the boy's Oedipus 

CClllplex. The demand to finalize, once and for all, the interlocking 

issues of who possesses the rrother, wh.o commands the allegiance of the 

son, an::l who has and does not have the phallus together underline the 

traumatic character of the conflict. The boy's desires, and the over-

determination of the conflict, must be understood in the context of the 

parents' resolutions of their own Oedipus corcplexes; the intrusion of 

their unconscious phantasies into the child's \\Orld rreans that what is 

involved is actually a series of oedipal relationships linked back 

through generations. 168 The resolution of the issues involved reveals 

the characteristic relations within the patriarchal family: the father 

has excll.,lSi ve rights to the rrother, the nether Cbes not possess the 

phallus and her irrp:>rtance is diminished acx::ordingly, and the boy is 

.--:-a:onciled to his position as "the heir to the throne" 169 and is now 

free, unlike the Wolf Man, of the fear of being punished by the father 

upon the condition that he respects his father's prerogatives. 

The exclusivity of his oedipal relations does not originate from the boy 

but from the desires of his parents in the context of the nuclear family 

and the differentiated effect of the ideology of rronogarny upon rren and 

~. The nother's role has been sufficiently remarked upon already: 

that the boy eX};leriences his father as a rival is partly determined by 

the fact that the nether sees hlin in just that way and indeed, because of 

her ambivalence tO'ward her husband, the boy is the favoured rivaL The 

father's part in Freud's account, on the other hand, was relatively 

neglected and in effect he was repeatedly exonerated. 170 More precisely, 

168. Ibid. , p. 161; and Laplanche, op. cit. , p. 45. 
169. Freud, "Fran the History of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit., p. 26. 
170. With regard to seduction, Freud finally allowed SCJI'l)2 truth to the 

girl's phantasies in relation to the rrother but not to the father 
("Female Sexuality", op. cit., p. 238). Indeed, in the original 
seduction theory, Freud and Breuer had someti.rres substituted ' uncle' 
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his noti ves renained obscure and Freud was led to argue that the fact 

that the threat of castration was regularly referred to the father was 

detennined phylogenetically. With reference to the Wolf Man, he wrote: 

We are often able to see the hereditary schema triunphing over 
the experience of the individual; as when in our present case 
the boy's father becarre the castrator and the menace of his 
infantile sexuality in spite of what was in other respects an 
inverted Oedipus complex. 171 

But just as Sc.hreber had 'reason' to fear his psychiatrist, Flechsig, 

woo had reported his success in treating psychological disorders by 

actual castration, 172 so the oedipal boy has genuine reasons to fear his 

father, even if actual castration is not a possib.Uity. It is certainly 

not necessary to take refuge in the hypothesis of phylogenesis. 

It is clear that little Han's father was jealous of his son's 

relationship with his rrother and that he resented the alliance against 

hiln. Hans insisted t.l-)at his father was cross and therefore scolded 

him17 3 despite the fat."'ler' s insistence that he was only interested in 

curing Hans of his 'nonsense'; Hans also declared that his father had 

hit him, which the latter denied trough it nay well have happened in 

phantasy. 'Ihe boy seemed to perceive his father's jealousy and tried 

to placate him: 11Why did you tell me that I'm fond of r-1urtley a.fl.d that's 

why I'm frightened, when I'm fond of ~?"174 lvbreover, the father saw 

for 'father'' in their re:ports of their female patients' stories. 
Again, Freud mentioned the fear in boys of being devoured by the 
father but, unlike the girl's fear of the rrother, he did not s1.:ggest 
that there was any basis to it and explained it anyway as being 
maternal in origin {ibid., p. 237). Not surprisingl y then, Freud 
did not link the father's desires to the establishment of the boy's 
negative Oedipus canplex. See the discussion of this general issue 
by Chodorow (op. cit., pp. 160-63). ElsEMhere, she POints to 
evidence that "fathers se.'{-type their children rrore than rrothers. 
They treat sons and daughters rrore differently and enforce gender 
role expectation; nore vigorously" ( "Feninism and Difference: 
Gender, Relation, and Difference in Psychoanalytic Perspective", 
Socialist Review, No. 46 (July-August 1979), pp. 63, 69, n. 14). 

171. Freud, "From the History of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit., p. 119. 
172. r.brton Schatzman, Boul Murder, Persecution in the Famil y, 

Ha.nrondsworth,l976 (1973) , p. 106. 
173. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia", op. cit., p. 82. 
174. Ibid., p. 44. See the discussion by Carrpioni and Gross, op. cit., 

pp. 106-07. 
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his authority flouted by the nnther wm insisted upon allowing Hans 

into bed with her. The father's disinterested stance throughout the 

case was i.rrplicitly endorsed by Freud: in many 'Ways the account is one 

of their alliance against the other. 

'Ihe iJ:rp:lrtant point is that the father 's exclusive possession of the 

not.her which he expressed by his j ealousy, privileged Hans' desire for 

her. As Canpioni and Gross argue, 

•• . the primacy of the child' s major concern with his singular 
possession of the nother is based on his acceptance, substantiated 
by social practices , that the nother is 'owned' by the father. 
This is to say, that the fear of losing the nother is neither 
an intrinsic fear, nor one prefigured in the sexual organisation 
of the child, as Freud argues. It is dependent on the 
s tructurally ordered arrl s ingularly fixated determinations of 
the nuclear family where children do lose their security as a 
result of the 'nonogarey ' derranded in husband/wife relationships 
(ar.d the fact that the nother is principally responsible for 
the upbr inging of the child and his siblings) . 175 

Thus , in the words of another comrentator, castration "is interpreted 

as a catastrophe only because the little boy's sexuality has becarre 

entirely focused on his penis and because he has l earned that without a 

p:mis he carmot love his nother", 176 to which i ~ is necessary to add, as 

the father does. It is the father's l;X)ssession of the nnther as his 

alone which forces the boy to ccmpete on the same terms and finally to 

submit, one way or anJther. 'Ihe contradictions in the father's life, his 

inability to duplicate the nother-child bond and his fear of being 

usurped by the son both in infancy and later rranhood, underlie his 

. . tha the 'thdr . h' f 177 
lll.S~stence t son WJ. aw m ~s avour. 

175. Ibid., p. 111. 
176 . Horowitz , op. cit. , p. 102. As Laplanche observes, the boy has 

to identify with the p::>si tion of the father in order to achieve 
his aims (op. cit. , p. 80) . 

177. Choclorow argues that, 
.•• fathers consider their growing sons as rivals , and therefore 
begrudge and fear the virility they at the same time bequeath them. 
When a father has to restrict his aggressive impulses toward his 
son because of his superego demands , especially while restricting 
libidinal impulses toward his daughters . . . he conveys to this son 
that any impulses which arise in him IMY be very dangerous. The 
strength of a son 's castration fears, therefore, correspond to the 
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There is also the factor of the father' s unconscious hanosexual desire 

for his son and the ~igh probability that he will find it necessary to 

defend himself against such wishes (whereas the nother, of course, will 

not} . In certain versions of the Oedipus legend the father, Laius 

desired Clrsippus, son of King Pelops and he kidnapped or r aped him. 178 

Laius learnt of his punishrrent in the prophesy of the subsequent events 

which he tried to avert by atteropting to kill his own son, Oedipus. If 

the conflict for Laius revolved around a honosexual phantasy of loving 

a boy, his defence against this wish may be interpreted along the lines 

indicated by Freud's analysis of Schreber 1 s paranoia: "I do not love 

him - I shall kill him because HE WISHES 'IO KILL (PERSEOJ'IE} ME". 179 

'!his di.Irension of the legend has the virtue of focusing attention UFOil 

the father 1 s unronscious desires in contrast to Freud' s exoneration of 

the father. However, he did suggest that Schreber's paranoia was 

connected to a honosexual privation. His rrarriage was childless "and 

in particular it brought him oo son y._1o might have consoled him for the 

loss of his father and brother and Uf:On whom he might have drained off 

his unsatisfied honosexual affections". 180 

Freud rarely followed up this line of th::>ught: while he was ready to 

describe the rrother as the child's first seducer, he failed even to raise 

the question of whether the boy's negative Oedipus complex was established 

in resi;XJnse to the father ' s desires . 'nlis is an obvious question to ask 

of the Wolf ~tan , for exanple. Freud noted that the father had irrlulged 

strictures of the parental superego, which are based, in t\.ll:n, on 
·the father's a.vn fears of punishrrent (The Reproduction of 
Mothering, op. cit., p. 162). 

178. G. Devereaux, "Why Oedipus Killed Laius, A Note on the Canplementary 
Oedipus Complex in Greek Drama" , '!he International Journal of Psycho-
Analysis, Vol. 34 (1953), p. 133, quoted by Schatzman, op. cit., p. 102. 

179. Ibid. , p. 103. For Freud 1 s discussion of Schreber, see "Psycho-
Analytic Notes on an Autobiographical Account of a Case of 
Paranoia", op. cit., p. 63. 

180. Ibid., p. 57. 
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in "affectionate abuse" of his san and that he had possib1 y threatened to 

11 gol:ble him up" •181 Again, he wrote of Little Hans that "the first 

person wm had served Hans as a horse must have been his father; and 

it was this that enabled him to regard Fritzl as a substitute for his 

father". 182 Freud had no doubt as to the sexual nature of the children • s 

garre, but might not the sarre be said of the father's J;art in the garre in 

both cases?183 

The noti ves of each of the three parties in the oedipal conflict must 

be given due weight if the child' s manoeuvres are to be understood. Freud 

often regarded the latter as a discrete question and saw the father's 

position in the triangle as static: his role as castrator was pre-

ordained and the boy was ult:i.mately confronted with this fact in the 

course of his endogerous developnent. In a rare instance, ho,..lever, 

that the case of the young horrosexual ~, Freud did COim'ent briefly 
I 

upon the unconscious noti vat ion of both p:irents. 'Ihe young worra.n ~as 

in love with an older 'society lady' and she both confided in her nother 

about her passion and contrived to afPea.r in public with her friend wbere 

the father would see them. 

It was rem:rrkable .•. that both p:rrents behaved as if they 
understood their daughter's secret psychology. The nother 
was tolerant, as th:Jugh she appreciated her daughter • s 

181. Freud, "From the History of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit., p. 32. 
Had the father roth desired his son (thus contributing to his 
negative Oedipus o:mplex) and resisted this wish (thus contributing 
to the W:Jlf Man's castration f ears), this would help to explain the 
indeterminacy o f his oedipal resolution. Freud of course had only 
a lirni ted arrount of infonration ab:Jut the Wolf :Man' s father but 
this would certainly seem to be a nore profitable line of 
investigation than the postulation of congenital passivity. 

182. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia", op. cit., pp. 126-27. 
18 3. I n relation to the son's perception of his father' s desires, it 

might be noted that Freud believed that there was "good reason for 
asserting that everyone possesses in his own unconscious an instru-
ment with which he can interpret the utterances of the unconscious 
in other people" (11 'Ihe Disposition to Obsessional Neurosis" (1913) , 
S.E., Vol. XII, p. 320) • 
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'retirerrent' as a favour to her; the father was furious, as 
th:>ugh he realized the deliberate revenge directed against 
himself. 184 . 

His daughter's revenge was pranpted by the fact that her rrother had 

had another child. But Freud referred to the father's rrotivation, that 

is his incesturous desires, merely as "something about his daughter's 

horrosexuality that aroused the deepest bitterness in him" •185 

(V) 

Despite the fundamental im};x:>rtance he accorded the Oedipus cnrnplex, 

Freud never gave a sy-...;tematic account of its resolution. The h:mosexual 

resolutions in particular have to be inferred from a variety of 

scattered references. Schematically, he described the dissolution of the 

ccmplete Oedipus ccroplex in telltlS of a continu1.JIIl with, 

.•. the nonral tx)Sitive Oedipus <Xlmplex at one end and the 
inverted negative one at the other, while its inte.rmediate 
merrbers exhibit the canplete form with one or other of its 
t;..D corni;x:ments prL!fX)nderating. At the dissolution of the 
Oedipus ccmplex the four trends of which it consists will 
group thansel ves in such a way as to produce a father-
identification and a nether-identification. '!be 
father-identification will preserve the object-relation 
to the rrother which belonged to the positive corrplex and will 
at the same time replace the object-relation to the father 
which belonged to the inverted rorrplex: and the sarre will 
be true, mutatis mutandis, of the nether-identification. 186 

Once again, he invoked the hypothesis of bisexuality to explain these 

alternatives: "the relative strength of the masculine and feminine 

distx>sitions is what deteimines whether the outcnrne of the Oedipus 

situation shall be an identification with the father or with the 

rrother" •187 Yet the hypothesis served Freud's purposes here in an 

even rrore limited way than it did on the other occasions which have been 

184. Freud, "The Psychogenesis of a Case of Horrosexuality in a Wom:m", 
op. cit. , p. 160. 

185. Ibid., p. 149. 
186. Freud, The Ego and the Id, op. cit., p. 34. 
187. Ibid., p. 33. 
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discussed. It defined horrosexuality as a natter of simple gender 

inversion and this was an idea he often opposed in the fo.xm of the third 

sex theory (albeit without discussing the possibility that cnngenital 

factors might play a part) • He insisted, for example, that physical 

sexual characteristics, masculine and feminine attitudes, and object-

choice each "up to a certain point, vary independently of one another, 

and are met with in different individuals in manifold permutations11 
•
188 

An even rrore unsatisfactocy conclusion lurked behind the idea of bisexuality 

if its implications were to be endorsed whole..'leartedly, though at this 

};X)int Freud, unlike Fliess and Jung, was very cautious: the hypothesis 

took heterosexuality for granted. When Freud wrote to Fliess in 1899 

that "I am accustoming myself to regarding every sexual act as an event 

between four individuals", 189 the clear implication was that sexual object-

choice proceeded in terms of the attraction of opposites: the 

masculine an::1 feminine disp:>sition of one individual responded to the 

sarre dualism in another. Freud did not, on the whole, argue for this 

very strongly as he believed that the idea of bisexuality rested, as yet, 

. f undat. 190 on too uncertal.Il a o ~on. 

'!be following discussion will describe sarre of the general dynamics in 

the oedipal resolutions able to be discerned in Freud's account, keeping in 

mind the various issues that have been raised in the preceding sections of 

this chapter. 

188. Freud, "The Psychogenesis of a case of Horrosexuality in a Woman", 
op. cit., p. 170. 

189. Freud to Fliess, 1 August 1899, cited in The Ego and the Id, 
op. cit., p. 33, n. 1. 

190. Mitchell seemed quite unaware of these implications of the bi-
sexuality hypothesis when she wrote that "what Freud rreant was 
that both sexes in their rrental life reflected this great 
anti thesis; that in the unconscious and preconscious of men and 
\-anerl alike was echoed the great problem of this original duality". 
The concept of bisexuality became "a complex notion of the 
oscillations and imbalance of the person • s rrental androgyny" 
(op. cit., pp. 50, 51). 
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'Ihe 'nonnal' resolution of the positive Oedipus conplex meant that the 

son withdrew in favour of the father. While he forfeited his sexual 

love for his nother, his choice was a triumph for his narcissism for it 

guaranteed his pJssession of his };:ellis. 'Ihe vehicle for this resolution 

was his acknowledgement of the opposition between the sexes which was 

accanpanied by his identification with his fanner ri~ . 'Ihis 

identification rreant that the son was c::orrpe.nsated for his withdrawal by 

the knowledge that in the future he would, like his father, find a 

'nother' of his own. It also zreant that he had internalised the oedipal 

conflic.:: its 'heir' was the super-ego. Freud wrote that the relation 

of the super-ego to the ego, 

. • . is not exhausted by the precept: 'You ought to be like this 
{like your father).' It also oonprises the prohibition: 'You 

IPa.Y not be like this (like your father) - that is, you ma.y not 
do all that he does; sorre things are his prerogative.' 191 

The father's superiority was established for the son, as was the inferiority 

of the n..Jther: he had rerognised the respective positions of men and 

\Ollen which are socially grounded in their anatomical distinction. 'Ihe 

legacy of the Oedipus ccrcplex in men, as Freud put it, "is a certain 

arrount of disparagement in their attitude towards worren, whom they 

regard as being castrated". 192 '!he boy now knew that passive aims were 

feminine and active ones masculine. This was the oonsolidation of his 

repudiation of femininity ani he YJOuld henceforth strongly resist the 

expression of passive attitudes towards other males, since it signified 

castration, and would far rrore readily display a passive or masochistic 

attitude towards ~. 193 

Freud referred to the boy • s experience of the threat of castration as the 

greatest trauma of his life and this description deserves to be taken 

191. Freud, The Ego and the Id, op. cit., p. 34. 
192. Freud, "Ferrale Sexuality" 1 op. cit.-, p. 229. 
193. Freud, "• A Child is Being Beaten"' 1 op. cit., p. 197. 
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seriously. His priroal:y tie with his notber must be ruthlessly repressed 

in order to effect an identification with his father. This p::lints to the 

critical tension within adult heterosexual nasculini ty: the man 1 s 

desire to reproduce the rrother-son bond, that nnst perfect of human 

relationships, is vitiated by his disparageirent of wanen, his sense of 

than as opposite to himself, his compulsion to debase his love-object. 

For the threat of castration to be able to fonn a wedge between the boy's 

ince.stoous love for his rrother and his narcissistic valuation of his 

penis, some prior knowledge of sexual difference is necessary and ImJ.Ch 

of Freud 1 s account iirplici t1 y endorses this interpretation. The boy 

must be prepared to accept the opposition between the sexes: his 

castration complex is not introduced merely by the CXJITbination of 

a threat and the observation of fenale genitals. The origin of the boy's 

sense of gender is to be fo1..U1d in his early differentiation from the 

rrother and is deteJ::mined by her particular regard for him: it is a 

precondition of his oedipal rezolution. 194 This elem:ntary kno.vledge of 

sexual difference, for exarrple in te=ms of sul:mission and aggression, 

is then expressed in the boy's sexual aims tx:Mards his parents. In 

particular, his passive aims tc:Mards his father in the negative Oedipus 

Catlplex iS dete:rmined OOth by the nnther IS deferenCe and by the character 

of the father's desires . Unlike the nother, the father 's sense of 

superiority to his son is not tanpered by the same desire for the phallus 

and hence as seeing him as opposite to himself. The ooy expresses a 

clearer knowledge of sexual difference with his theory of the phallic 

rrother. He is rJON afraid that the nother' s difference is problenatic and 

in his disavowal he is refusing to Cbwngrade her. 

194. This is also argued by Janeway (op. cit., p . 104), and Chodorow 
(op. cit. , p. 151). Chodorow cites a range of contenporary 
psychoanalytic research and in particular the work of Robert Stoller 
(ibid., pp. 236-37, n . 46, n . 48). 
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It is thus the boy's growing awareness of the issue of sexual difference 

which explains the efficacy of the threat of castration. It is only 

this awareness which makes it I;X)SSible to understand why the outcx:m: is 

usually the derrolition of the attitude proper to the opposite sex. It 

follows from this that the conflict which is brought to a head in the 

castration canplex is one between masculine and feminine tendencies 

(th:mgh not between masculinity arrl femininity proper). Freud's 

vacillation on this point is highly significant. On the one hand he 

asserted that the ego merely defended its narcissism by repressing the 

tendency which was incompatible: in both men arrl waren either the rrasculine 

or feminine tendency could be repressed. On the other, Freud was struck 

in his analytical practice by caning up:m that psychological 'bedrock' in 

men, their struggle agai.t:15t passive attitudes to other men. His basic 

contention was that the conflict between nasculine and feminine 

tendencies was not an inevitable opposition based on the biological 

distinction between 'masculine' and 'feminine'. In this he was 

obviously correct, for there are clearly corrbinations and reversals of 

nasculine and feminine characteristics to be found in men and "WCli'CEn. 

However, Freud did not look for early signs of differentiation between 

the sexes L""l the pre-oedipal pericxl but concentrated U];X)Il its rrost 

dr . . . -1-1-.~ t' 1 195 't ppeared to anatic express~on ~ w.~~::; castra ~on ccmp ex. Here ~ a 

be the recognition of anatomical difference alone which detenn:i.ned 

psychical differentiation, rather than the idea of sexual opp:>sition which 

is socially grounded in anatomy. This recognition is sarething which 

has long been prepared for, so that the child' s conflict does lie 

precisely in reconciling its masculine and feminine tenciencies in relation 

to a sense of gender. The conflict is obviously not inherent in the 

195. Yet Freud was aware of the need to pay attention to the pre-
oedipal period and wrote that "everything that is to be seen up:>n 
the surface has already been e~usted; what rarains has to be 
slowly and laboriously dragged up from the depths" ("Some 
Psychical Consequences of the Anatanical Distinction Between the 
Sexes", op. cit., p. 249). 
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different tendencies themselves if they are understood to mean activity 

and passivity; rather, it is generated by the contradictory desires of 

the parents ani the meaning which they invest in those tendencies. 

The tensions within the process of the boy's psychical differentiation 

are now apparent. These tensions produce many resolutions of the 

Oedipus complex which depart significantly fran the ideal fonn, and sane 

lead to h.cm::>sexuality. 'l'he foregoing discussion makes it FQSsible to 

locate the production of a honosexual object-choice firmly within the 

dynamics of the construction of masculinity. While Freud was theoretically 

opf:Oserl to any dichotomy between horcosexuality arrl heterosexuality and 

derronstrated heM an exaggeration of a 1 nornal' aspect of psychical 

life could lead to horrosexuality, his endogenous rrodel of sexual 

developnent and his lack of success with the question of psychical 

differentiation were major constraints upon his understanding of horro-

sexuality. It rena..i.ned insufficiently relat ~ to rrore general sexual 

dynamics. His tendency to regard harrosexuali ty as the result of a 

sirople gender inversio:Ll, on the other hand, rrerely rerrlered it as the 

syrmetrical • opposite 1 to heterosexuality. 

Given the cues which a boy typically receives to privilege his penis 

as the object of desire, it is readily understandable that with his 

recognition of the opposition between the sexes he might give up his 

nother, not just as the father 1 s prerogative for the time being, but 

pemanently. His narcissism leads him to confine the threat of castration 

to v.unen and to insist that his future sexual objects possess a penis. He 

therefore identifies wit.~ his father and his repudiation of femininity is 

merely an exaggerated version of the latter's attitude. 196 Freud 

classified such horrosexuals as "'object ~tics', who are completely 

masculine and who have merely exchanged a female for a rrale object" • 197 

196. Freud, "Female Sexuality", op. cit., p. 229. 
197. Freud, ~r~ Essays, op. cit., p. 147. n. 
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Despite their identification, hcwever, the masculinity of these man ~uld 

seem to be dis tinguished by a continuing fear of the father, as Freud noted 

in this case: "In his bna.gination all wanen belonged to his father, and he 

sought refuge in Iren out of sufmissian, so as to retire fran the conflict 

with his father. "198 Freud also obse:rve:l a heterosexual fonn of the sarre 

pattern where a man could only love a wanan who was SCll1'ehow attached to 

another man and which r eflected the fact that in childhood, "the nnther 

belonging to the father beccnes an inseparable part of the mother • s 

essence". 199 

Freud argue:l that the develqm:mt of the libido progressed along the line 

of autc:rerotism, narcissism, hanosexual object-choice to heterosexuality, 

and he wrote of the harosexual: 

In his childhood re chooses 'WClre!l as his sexual object, so long 
as he assurces that they too fX)Ssess what in his eyes is ar. in-
dispensable part of the bcx:ly; when he becanes convinced that 
W<mm have deceived him in this particular, they cease to be 
acceptable to him as a sexual object. He cannot forgo a penis 
in any one who is to attract him to sexual intercourse; and if 
circumstances are favourable he will fix his libido upon the 
•wanan with a :p=nis', a you'b.'1. of feminine appearance. Harosexuals, 
t.ren, are persons who, a-.ring to the erotogenic importance of their 
own genitals, cannot do without a similar feature in their 
sexual object. In the course of their developrent from auto-
erotism to object-love, they have remained fixated at a : point 
be~en the ~. 200 

They ~re canparable to Little Hans: "Hans was a hanosexual (as all 

children may very well rel, quite consistently with ·the fact . . . that 

he was acquainted with only me kind of genital organ - a genital organ 

like his CYWn. u
201 Yet it is quite clear that even if, for a period, the 

198. Freud, "The Psychogenesis of a Case of Harosexuality in a Hanan", 
op. cit., p. 159, n. 1. Freud also pointed out here that the same 
retiring could take place in relation to a brother . He later 
obse:rved that this develq:m:nt could be a solution to sibling rivalry; 
it was therefore in canplete contrast to the developnent of paranoia, 
as in the case of Schreber, "in which the person 'Who has before teen 
loved becanes the bated persecutor, 'Whereas here the hat ed rivals are 
transformed mto love-objects" ("Some Neurotic MechaniSTIS in Jealousy, 
Paranoia and Harosexoality" (.1922)_, g., Vol. XVIII, p. 231). 

199. Freud, "A Special Type of Choice of Object Made by Hen" (1910). , 
S.E., Vol . XI, p. 169. 

200. Freud, "Analysis of a Phobia", ~cit., pp. 109-10. 

201. Ibid., p. 110. 
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boy regards both parents as sharing the sarre kind of geni t.als, he none-

theless makes a basic distinction: his active aLms towards his nother 

are not inhibited by her phallic status whereas they are by his father's. 

'Ihe description of Hans as 'horrosexual' is extrerrely misleading for it 

suggests a greater cantinui ty between infantile sexuality and adult 

h::mosexuality, the latter being a fixation, than between infantile 

sexuality and heterosexuality. But in both cases, the boy has to 

negotiate the socially constituted fOlari ty between the sexes and whether 

this leads to a change of object, a change of i dentification, or to both 

of these, it is very difficult to see how one represents a rrore direct 

line of develo:prent from infantile sexuality than the other. Moreover, 

it rrak.es little sense to describe boys as 'horrosexual' if they only 

uphold the theory of the phallic nother when they have reason to fear that 

their rrother' s genitals irrply her inferiority. 

Harrosexuality, rather than being understood as a fixation or regression 

along an endogenous :path of libidinal progression, the libido being forced 

to flow backwards because of some obstacle, for exa:rrple, 202 is instead 

rrore usefully seen as a result of the recognition of the opposition 

between the sexes. For in this oedipal resolution, the boy refuses to 

accept castration as a fOSSibili ty for himself and therefore fails to 

integrate his recognition of sexual oppJsition. The revelation of 

the rrother' s inferiority renders her totally unacceptable to him. Factors 

which "WOuld contribute to such a resolution incl ude the intensity of 

the boy's love for his rrother and the strength of the threat from the 

father, which are reall y the reverse of each other, as well as the extent 

of the father's disparagatleilt of waren. In this case, the competing 

forces in the oedipal conflict have developed to an extrene p:Jint. 

202. Freud, "Psycho-Analytic Notes on an Autobiographical Account of a 
Case of Paranoia"; op. cit., pp. 61-62. 
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The greatest difficulty with this oedipal resolution would seem to be the 

l::x:>yt s absolute surrender of the rrother: an alternative resolution enables 

him in one sense to preserve that original ch:Jice. Here the honosexual is 

a "subject harro-erotic" 203 for there is an inversion of the subject, via 

an identification with the rrother, rather than of the object alone; this, 

in Freud' s view, was the typical process in the origin of male horro-

se.xuality. 204 In this resolution the boy endeavours to ignore the threat 

of castration and continues to believe unconsciously in the phallic rrother 

so that the conflict between his narcissism and incestuous desires is 

averted. Freud adopted the general view that the Oedipus complex had 

to be supemeded if only because the boy's demands could not be met: 

"the continued denial of the desired baby, must in the end lead the small 

lover to turn CMay from his hopeless longing. "205 The solution which 

the boy adopts in this case is not to give up his love object either 

terrp:>rarily or permanently, but instead to becone rron: like that object. 

Freud illustrated this outcane in his study of Leonardo da Vinci where 

he WIOte that a f ter an initial, intense attachment to his nother, 

The boy represses his love for his rrother: he puts himself 
in her place, identifies himself with her, and takes his own 
person as a rrodel in whose likeness he d1ooses the new objects 
o f his love. In this way he has beca:ne a horrosexual. What he 
has in fact done is to slip back to auto-erotism: for the 
l::x:>ys whom he rt::M loves as he gr<:Ms up are after all only 
substitutive figures and revivals of himself in cl-.ildhood -
boys whom he loves in the way in which his rrother loved him 
when he was a child. 206 -

Therefore, while the rrother is 'lost' as the obj ect, she is also 

'retained' by being introjected into the ego, and if this identification 

203. Freud, Three Essays, op. cit., p. 147, n. 

204. Freud, "Sane Neurotic Mechanisms", op. cit., p. 230. 
205. Freud, "'!he Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex", op. cit., p. 173. 

206. Freud, Leonardo da Vinci am a Merrory of his Childhood (1910) , 
S.E., Vol. XI, p. 100. Freud frequently repeated this argurrent: 
see for example the later works "The Psychogenesis of a Case of 
Horrosexuality in a 'Iibman", op. cit., p. 158, n. 1; and Group 
Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego (1921), S.E., Vol. XVIII, 
pp. 198~9. 
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"enables the son to keep true to her, his first object", 207 it just 

as :rruch enables the nother to preserve her relationship with her son. 

In this case then, the honosexual is unable to recognise the fact of the 

OPJ;X)sition between the sexes. Whatever his later conscious knowledge of 

sexual difference, his nother aces not suffer that diminishrrent of her 

irn};;ortance which characterises an identification with the father. As 

Freud remarked., the "originally equal value attached. to the n..o sexes 

as sexual objects may persist, and this will lead to a tendency in adult 

life to honosexual activity". 208 

The question reiiEins as to how, in this resolution, it is possible to 

refuse to acknowledge the threat of castration. Although this a ttitude 

is reminiscent of the Wolf Man, in his case the real ity of the threat 

was resisted because it was the penalty to be paid for loving the father. 

The result of his being unable to adopt a f inal attitude either way to 

the threat was W.timately a strong tendency towards delusional psychosis, 

the first signs of which were evident in Freud's account, 209 and this is 

a very clear indication that the honosexual wh:> identifies with the 

nother could not possibly ignore the father as castrator altogether. For 

as Laplanch.e argues, drawing on Melanie Klein, 

••• starting with the first relations - even if they are 
'dual' , with the nother alone, and the father absent (and 
indeed he is a.lrrost totally absent for the nursing infant) -
a certain presence of a third elerrent begins to play a role. 
In this sense, the father is present fran the beginning, even 
if the nother is a wid.ow': he is present because the rrother 
herself has a father and desires a penis . . . 210 

207. Freud, "Sorre Neurotic ?-Jechanisrns", op. cit. , p. 230. 
208. Freud, Five Lectures on Psycho-Analysis, op. cit., pp. 45-46. 
209. Freud related that at the age of five, the Wolf Man had an 

hallucination in which he had cut off his finger ("Fran the 
History of an Infantile Neurosis", op. cit., p. 85). Further 
instances occurred in Brunswick's account (op. cit.). 

210. Laplanche, op. cit., p. 46. As already noted, the rrother' s 
desire for her son is certainly not straightfol:.'\o-Jard, Laplanche 
sums up her contradictory att itooe, which will convey the idea. 
of castration. 

In the case of rrothers, we invariably find a double resist-
~e: si.I:rultaneously against the notion of infantile sexuality 
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Freud clarified this attitude to castration to 5allE! extent by arguing 

that, when faced with a ronflict between an instinctual desire and the 

prohibition of reality, the child could attarpt to satisfy both at once 

instead of rraking a choice of one or the other. 

On the one hand, with the help of certain mechanisms he 
rejects reality and refuses to accept any prohibition; on 
the other hand, in the same breath he recognizes the danger 
of reality, takes over the fear of that danger as a pathological 
symptan an:1 tries subsequently to divest himself of the fear. 211 

The price to be paid for this "very ingenious solution" is that the ego 

is split and it will be eXpected that, as in the other oedipal resolution, 

the hcrrosexual will display sotre symptom which is an a~vledganent of 

th d f . 212 e anger o castratlon. 

Finally, if in the negative Oedipus oomplex the boy pursues the 

alternative pJssibility of gaining satisf action, the outcome is also a 

subject horro-erotic. In this case the boy's narcissism is defeated: 

he keeps his father as his object, accepts castration as a preron6ltion 

of his choice and consolidates his identification with his nother. The 

kn:>wledge that his passive sexual aims are faninine const itutes a wound 

to his narcissism which he shares with the oedipal girl; he will 

deprecate himself (and~} and will also perhaps display an ambigoous 

attitude to those men woo are his sexual objects and who pJssess the 

phallus which he has given up. This is the 'feminine' honosexual, the 

opp::>site in nost res:pects from the •masculine' one described above. In 

this case the i dea of the opt:Osi tion between the sexes i s rea::>gnised. 

Of all the resolutions open to the roy this one is the nost diff icult 

and against its manifestations. V.."hich is to say that they 
affirm simultaneously these two contradictory propositions; 
the child is sexually innocent, and since he isn't, he 
should be condamed (p. 29 ) . 

211. Freud, "Splitting of the Ego in the Process of Defence" (1938), 
S.E., Vol. XXIII, p. 275. 

212. Freud believed that fetishism was the clearest illustration of the 
splitting of the ego and it is notable in the present context since 
it constitutes a reaction to the threat of castration which is an 
'alternative' to horrosexuality ("Fetishism", oe. cit., p. 154). 
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and both the WJlf Man and Schreber resisted it; they displayed that 

1 bedrock 1 which is evidence of a very early sense of gender. With 

Schreber, after an apparently no.rmal resolution, a passive honosexual 

phantasy appeared with Dr Flechsig as its object and it provoked an 

intense resistance in the fonn of a delusion of persecution. Schreber's 

s:::>lution to this conflict was to replace Flechsig as his persecutor by 

God, so that his ego "found compensation in his megalomania while his 

feminine wishful phantasy made its way through and became acceptable". 213 

The success of this oedipal resolution will depend partly up::m the boy1 s 

:-:ear of the father and, conversely, upon the father 1 s defence against 

his own horrosexual desires. If the WJlf Man had reason to fear his 

father, Schreber had even rrore for his father's child rearing methods 

were extraordinarily harsh. 214 

Two further aspects of this resolution are no~rthy, these being the 

s.· gnificance of anal erotism and a sense of inferiority, l:oth of which 

are connected to the acceptance of the idea of castration. Freud believed 

that a stressing of "anal erotism in the pregentlal stage of organization 

1 behind . gni£ 0 edi . . \..~~ ~-~ ·~, . 0 " 215 eaves a Sl. 1.cant pr sposl.tion to uU!tuSt:::hu.cu.l.ty m rren . 

It was of course a fo:r::m of erotism ccmron to . all children, but when they 

had accepted the prohibition against gaining pleasure through the retention 

of their f aeces, what was 'anal 1 remained "the syrrbol of everything that 

is to be repudiated and exclude1 fran life". 216 'Ibis included the 

rep..1diation of femininity for "the organ which, nore than any other, 

represents the passive sexual aim is the erotogenic nucous merribrane of the 

anus". 217 Thus the deprecation of WJmen and the resistance to expressing 

passive attitudes tc:wards males, these being characteristic of the oedipal 

213. Freud, "Psycho-Analytic Notes on an Autobiographical Account of 
a Case of Paranoia", op. cit., p. 48. 

214. Schatzman, op. cit., Ch. 3. 
215. Freud, "The Disposition to Obsessional Neurosis", op. cit., p. 322. 
216. Freud, Three Essays, op. cit., p. 187, n. 1. 
217. Ibid., p. 198. 
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resolutions in which the threat of castration was acknowledged and the 

father dosen as the figure of identification, went hand in hand with a 

repudiation of the anal. Conversely, in the ' feminine' hamsexual 

resolution :particularly, anal erotism was retained. It was a central 

feature of the psychic lives of roth Schreber and the Yblf Man, for it 

was the vehicle by which they expressed their identification with wcmen 

and their passive attitude towards other rren. 

'Ibe difficulty of this oedipal resolution FOints to the sense of inferiority 

arrl guilt which accompanies anal erotism in that it signifies castration. 

Ina.srm.lch as the idea of castration is acknowledged but neither ccrcpletely 

accepted oor repudiated, it will be played out in a tension between the 

ego arrl the super-ego. As the 'heir' to the Oedipus C'Oltplex, the roy's 

super-ego represented the internalisation of that conflict and it was 

fo:rrred on the basis of his father's sut_::er-ego which vx:>uld have guided 

his education of his son. 218 In the ideal heterosex ru resolution of 

the Oedipus canplex, the boy secured his narcissism: having averted the 

threat to his l::x:xlily unity by ~dentifying with the castrating father 

and accepting the prohibition on his chosen object, he was confident in 

his love of his ego. He would be independent in tha.t he 'WOuld prefer 

loving to being loved and he vx:>uld display the aggressiveness and activity 

th . ed ed . f . . 219 '1\. • at acccrrpaxu a pr_ CJ[[Ul1al1Ce o narc1.ss1sm. .nggress1. veness was an 

integral part of the oedipal conflict and its subsequent direction to 

external objects typified the narcissistic character type. The 

obsessional character type, on ilia other hand, internalised his 

aggressiveness so that there was a narked conflict between his ego and 

super-ego, much of ti'..at conflict being unconscious. 220 Here, the father's 

castration threat lived on in the boy's fear of conscience. 

218. For Freud, the rrother' s super-ego was weaker as in her childhood 
she had less urgent reasons for a definite resolution of her 
Oedipus canplex than had the boy. See for example, "Femininity", 
op. cit., p. 129. 

219. Freud, "Libidinal '.types.. (1931), S.E., Vol. XXI, p. 218. 
220. Ibid. , p. 218. 
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Freud did not connect his delineation of character types to the different 

oedipal resolutions and, in reality, there is undoubtedly no ready 

connection between a heterosexual resolution and a narcissistic character 

type, and a lxmosexual one and an obsessional character type. Nonetheless, 

he saw a finn relationship between a continuing fear of castration and a 

sense of guilt arrl inferiority so that it does not seem speculative to 

suggest that when a boy fails to achieve a decisive attitude to his 

father' s threat, as would seem to be the case t o vacying degrees in each 

of the harrosexual resolutions, then his psychic life will be marked by 

a conflict between his ego and super-ego. The imperative of the 

castration canplex is that the boy should be either like his father 

or like his rrother: in a horrosexual resolution the roy can atten{:lt eithe:::-

possibility, but neither can be achieved in a clear cut fashion. The 

fo:rner implies either a future choice of ~men as objects or a cOntinuing 

fear of, or deference to, the father ; the latter inplies a complete 

acceptance of castration, and this even the oedipal girl is unable to 

achieve. His recognition of the socially constituted opposition beb.l€ell 

the sexes leaves the honosexual in a rrore or less arrbiguous position. 

(vi) 

I t is irrp:)rtant to admit the limitations of this scharetic presentation 

of the paths to a horrosexual object-choice. Just as Freud added the 

reminder that his distinction between subject hono-erotics and object 

horro-erotics was an ideal one and that in reality the two would be found 

in combination in many horrosexuals, so too the resolutions to the Oedipus 

complex which have been outlined in this discussion should not be ass1..llred 

to be applicable to individual histories in any straightforward f ashion. 

'I:ypically, hom::)sexual men will contain within their psychic lives 

elerrents of each of the resolutions including the 'norma.l' one. Si.Tflilarly, 

the path to heterosexuality is also a compromise and one of Freud' s rrost 
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inportant disroveries was that a significant measure of unconscious 

honosexuality could be detected in all people. 

It sh:mld be enphasised that this pheranenon is a result of the child 1 s 

sexual developnent: there is no direct lineage from a natural 

r hozrosexuali ty I in infantile Sexuality to the repreSSed honosexuali ty in 

heterosexual people. Whether repressed or not, horrosexual desire is a 

product of the ways in which a boy achieves a sense of gender through 

his relationships with his parents; all boys confront the necessity of 

negotiating their p:>sition in the family in which there is an opp)Sition 

between the rrother and father. Here then, is the solution to the rontra-

diction in Freud' s tlnught between p:>si ting harosexual desire as universal 

and a harrosexual object-choice as a fixation or regression. It is not, 

as Hocquenghem and Mieli argued, that Freud could not tolerate the 

implications of the first prot:Qsition. 'lhe critical weakness of his 

fonrrulation lies in the biological as:\umptions of his endogenous rrodel, 

for this rrodel e."<cludes a rerognition of the social determinants of the 

child 1 s sexual developnent. 

The kind of psychoanalytic account of horrosexuality which can be derived 

directly fran Freud's r.-A:J.rk. is limited. His theoretical claims were nodest 

and he adm.i tted that there was rrru.ch in the psychodynamics of hanosexuali ty 

which remained obscure. In particular, many strains in his thought tnint 

to the ilr.p:>rtance of the pre-oedipal period in understanding the boy's 

ronst.roction o f an inci pient sense of gender and it v.ould be necessary 

to assess later psychoanalytic work to gain a rrore adequate understanding 

of the proceases involved. At the same time, sorre indispensable insights 

of a general kind into the psychodynamics of horrosexuality can be derived 

fran the Freud 1 s work. By taking seriously his opposition to a dichotomy 

between honosexuali ty and heterosexuality, it is txJSsible to understand 

the production of a horrosexual orientation as an outccrre of the tensions 

within the construction of rrasculinity within the patriarchal family. 
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Freud's account suggests a number of hypotheses which, though in ~eed of 

further theoretical and empirical validation, are a far rrore valuable 

starting p:)int than what is advanced in crude psychoanalytic formulations. 

The three oedipal resolutions leading to a horrosexual object-choice which 

have been discussed nay be referred to as 'nasculine' , 'narcissistic' and 

1 feminine 1 
• The first of these is the only one in which there is an 

identification with the father and it suggests sarre of the traits which 

horrosexual and heterosexual nasculinity have in carrrron. These include, 

rrost rotably, a deprecation of women and a sense of gender which is under-

stood t:D be rigidly non-fe:ninine. The difference between t."'lern, tovever, 

is that while the heterosexual boy is COil'p2!1Sated for the loss of his 

rrother as his object by the knowledge that he will ult..inately take his 

father's place, this consolation is qualified for the horrosexual boy. His 

masculinity is narked by a continuing fear of the father in wt...ose favour 

he has had to wi tbdraw absolutely, rather than provisionally as in the 

case of his heterosexual cotmterpart. In this resolution, the oedipal 

tension between love for the rrother and fear of the father have develcped 

to an extrene point and the hooosexual' s nasculini ty may, perr..aps, 

display the "excessive overccnp:msations"221 which Freud connected with 

an energetic repression of the passive attitude in rrales. 

For the 1 IYE.Sculine' harosexual reoolution, as well as the ~ others, ar. 

original intense attachment to the rrother is a central feature. 'lhis was 

Freud's one certainty about the origin of male hooosexuality. It is a 

persuasive argument though it can easily be overstated and it is 

undoubtedly the rrost IXJpular cliche on the subject. As important as the 

intensity of this attachment are the rrotives of the parents, the rrother' s 

part in the relationship and the father's reaction; for as Freud admitted, 

"the number of cases of our horrosexual type in which it is p::>ssible to 

221. Freud, "Analysis Tenninable and Intenn.inable", op. cit., p. 251. 
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point to the detenninants which we require far exceeds the m.nrber of those 

where the deduced effect actually takes place". 222 Further, this attachlrent 

can have a variety of results. It is quite apparent fran Freud's general 

account (tlnugh not fran his formal presentation of the oedi:pal resolutions), 

that the attachrrent does not necessarily lead to a s.ircple gender inversion. 

In fact, only with the 'feminine' hcxrosexual resolution is this clearly 

the case and this, it smuld be enphasised, is the rrost difficult of all 

of the resolutions to consolidate. Here, the boy's Oedipus COIT'plex takes 

the negative form and the rrother' s .ircportance is not as his object but 

as the figure of identif ication. The object of course is the father , 

and his role in setting up his son 1 s attachment is one of the rrost glaring 

absences in Freud' s account. 

His exoneration of the father was tireless: "it alrrost seems as though 

the presence of a strong father would ensure that the son made the 

correct decision in his t ooice of object, narrely sorreone of the oP};XJsite 

sex. "223 Yet both the 1 rrasculine 1 and 'feminine' horrosexual resolutions 

are inexplicable if the active intervention of the father is ignored. In 

the latter case of the negative Oedipus complex, it is difficult to 

.imagine that the boy chooses his father randomly when in the positive 

Oedipus OJit"Plex he is given a multitude of cues by which to choose his 

rrother. InGeed, the effect of a 1 strong' father is quite unpredictable 

in Freud's general account. 'lbe ~lf Man, after all, regarded his sickly 

father as castrated so that it is possible that a rrore robust figure 

could have been an acceptable horrosexual object for him. In the 'masculine ' 

resolution, on the other hand, it is precisely a 1 strong' father who 

forces the boy to give up his rrother pennanently. The crude Freudian 

~lanation of nale hom::>sexuali ty points to the overbearing IIDther and the 

weak ('castrated') father. Fretrl' s own material suggests that the forceful 

presence of the father can be just as significant as his absence . 

222. Freud, Leonardo da Vinci, op. cit., p. 101. 
223. Ibid. 1 P• 99. 
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For all of the oedipal resolutions, both honosexual and heterosexual, it 

is perhaps not so riUJ.ch the physical presence of the father which is 

:.inp::)rtant as the rrother .'s conscious and unconscious representation of him 

to her son. For the child's care is of course typically the rrother' s 

resp::msibility and the father's literal presence is unlikely to rratch 

hers. Thus in a culture where women exclusively care for children, where 

the sexual division of labour renders the father re.IO:)te, idealised and 

superior, where the ideology of rromgarny penalises women while allowing 

IIEn relative sexual freedcm, in this context the sexual and enotional 

tensions within a family can be intense. It is within this fr~rk th.lt 

the boy has to carne to terms with the issue of the FQlarity l:::>e~en the 
224 sexes. 

His dilenma lies in the fact that while his rrother is likely to pranote 

his incipient sense of gender, the developnent of his masculine identity 

ultimately leads him to break his primaiy tie with her and to identify 

with his father whose deprecation of woman he then shares. This transition 

is at the heart of the psychological predica.Ire.nt of hcm:>sexual men. Freud's 

account suggests that the •masculine ' horrosexual resolution leads at 

best to an tmeasy truce with the father, while the ' feminine ' one leads 

to a resentful defeat. 225 Both of these also involve an unconscious 

recognition of waren as inferior, thoUJh in the fonner resolution this 

recognition is not integrated so that castration re.nE.ins an issue, while 

in the latter the recognition is accepted not only for women but also for 

the honosexual. It is the 1 narcissistic' resolution (for Freud the 

typical process) which seems to denonstrate rrost clearly the problerratic 

nature of the honosexual' s gerrler identity. For in this case the boy fails 

224. These rerrarks touch upJn the general problem of setting the psydx:>-
analytic account within a social context. This is of course the 
classic difficulty for any attempt to use psychoanalysis to further 
a social theox:y and SOITE further discussion of this problem is 
included in the following chapters. 

225. The ' feminine 1 honosexual resolution illustrates Proust's •tragedy' 
of a man loving another man who loves a wanan; see Hocquenghem, 
op. cit., p. 105. 
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to achieve an unconscious recognition of sexual difference. In his 

identification witb the nother, she is not a castrate but phallic; his 

object-cmice is not the father but an inage of what he once was to his 

rrother. 

Taken together, these three oErlipal resolutions underline the anarralous 

'[X)Sition of honosexual nen in tenns of gender. '!he psychoanalytic 

account advanced here does not deny the ccmron elerrents in h.anosexual and 

heterosexual masculinity, nor does it reduce horrosexuality to a simple 

matter of gender inversion. On a general level, it suggests tbat the 

dich.otany of gender is the axis of the production of horrosexuali ty. 'Ibis 

~ans t.l-Jat a hcmJsexual orientation is not a legacy of infantile sexuality 

in the sense in which the proponents of the repression hypothesis thereby 

seek to give it an 'authenticity'. It is directly rornparable to hetero-

sexuality in that both are compromises resulting fran the tensions which 

characteri.3e the construction of masculinity. It is different in that 

it represents a failure in a variety of ways to achieve the determinant 

recognitions of the opp:>si tion between the sexes which constitute the 

orthodox :pa.ttem of masculinity. 
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Sociological work which deals with horrosexuality is quite recent; the 

bulk of it has corre from sociologists in the United States and its 

interest has been ove.:rwhelrningly with nale horrosexuals. 1 r.Dst of this 

work has appeared during the last fifteen years and the fact of its 

novelty is itself an .:imp:)rtant sociological question. It is, for exanple, 

hardly a coincidence that the recognition of 'horrosexuals' as an 

object of sociological inquiry largely coincided with the resurgence of 

horrosexual activism. Though only very few of these studies have been 

concenled with the gay rrovement, 2 there is nonetheless a clear historical 

connection between the tv.o. The greater volume of sociological work was 

generated by a reorientation within the discipline represented by the 

'new deviancy perspective' and, on a general level, this was a resp:mse 

to the cultural upheaval of the sixties in Britain and North America. 3 

As will be seen, the self-conscious liberalism of the new perspective 

was in marked contrast with the orthodox sociological approach to 

'social deviance'. The emergence of the naq deviancy perspective then, 

an:l the adven:t of the conterrq:;x::>rary gay rrovement, both need to be under-

stood in the context of broader historical questions concerning the 

L In its lack of interest in lesbianism, this work is continuous with 
the long tradition of psychological theorising about, an:1 categorising 
of, nale hOITDsexuality. For a criticial discussion of the small 
anount of recent sociological work on lesbians, see Lenore 
Manderson, "Self , Couple and Ccmnunity: Recent Writings on Lesbian 
W:xren", Hecate, Vol. 6, No. 1 (1980), pp. 67-79; and Annabel Faraday, 
"Liberating Lesbian Research", in Kenneth Plumner (ed.), The Making 
of the :1'-Ddern Horrosexual, I.Dndon, 19 81, pp. 112-129 . 

2. For example, sane brief, descriptive cornnentary appeared in Laud 
Humphreys, Out of the Closets, The Sociology of Horrosexual Liberation, 
Englcwxxl Cliffs, 1972; and Joseph Harry and William B. DeVall, 
The Social Organization of Gay Males, Naq York, 1978. Much other 
cornnentary has trivialised the gay rrovernent: Paul Rock, for example, 
distinguished between "expressive, politicized and entrepreneurial 
deviants" which became the "queen role", the Gay Liberation Front 
natber and the hustler in the case of honosexuals (Deviant Behaviour, 
London, 1973, p. 93); and John H. Gagnon and William Sinon Tt.r.rote 
that the rroverrent "seeks l:oth change in the general image of bono-
sexuality and an improved self-i.rna.ge for the horrosexual" (Sexual 
Conduct, The Social Sources of Human Sexuality, I.Dndon, 1974, p. 290). 

3. See the discussion by Stanley Cohen, "Criminology and the Sociology 
of Deviance in Britain,, in Paul Rock and Mary Mcintosh (eds.), 
Deviance and Social control, London, r 97 4, pp. 26 ff. 
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changing nature of both the category of 1 hCirOSexuali ty 1 and the self-

conceptions of 'harosexuals 1 
• 'Ih.i.s chapter and the follCM.ing one fonn a 

critical discussion of the ways in which various sociologists and gay 

liberationists first recognised, and then began to explore, these problems. 

Tile new deviancy perspective was barely established when rapdily growing 

nurrbers of harosexuals, they being one of the most ccmnonly cited groups 

in deviance stuclies, began to advance their o.vn analysis of their social 

position . As a British sociologist, Laurie Taylor observed, there are 

occasions when "deviants ....me have been denied full consciousness of their 

activities have nevertheless care to assert their authority over their 

behaviour and have successfully challenged the imputation of alternative and 

rrore deterministic vocabularies of rrotive by rrore ~rful others". 4 This 

was highly Lmusual, however, in that no other group defined as deviant has 

been able to articulate a conception of itself to anything like the same 

extent, 5 and few sociologists were able to respond to this develqm:.nt. 

For their part, gay activists have not had very much more to say about the 

burgeoning sociological -work. Scree critical ccmne:ntaJ:y upon particular 

studies has appeared in the gay press, but the general direction and 

assurrptions of this work have not been addressed systanatically. 6 This 

chapter examines the nost :i.rnp:)rtant sociological statements on harosexuality 

published since the late sixties and notes nore briefly the theoretical 

contours of sorre other work. 

A debate be~ gay liberationists and sociologists has been constrained 

by both similarities and differe:Rces in the two approaches. An important 

4. Laurie Taylor, '"The Significance and Interpretat ion of Replies to 
Motivational QtEstions : Tile case of Sex Offenders" , Sociology, Vol. 6 , 
No. 1 (Jan. 1972), p. 35. 

5 . This is not to inply that groups such as juvenile delinquents, 
prostitutes, drug users and so on - as well as hancsexuals - share 
sa:re quality which allows than to be usefully grouped together under 
the rubric of 1 deviance ' . Perhaps what they do share on the whole is 
the inability of 'talk back' to the professionals who are studying them. 

6. For a short, sharp critique see Dermis Altman, "Deviance, Society and 
Sociology", in A.R. Edwards and P.R. Wilson teds.), Social Deviance 
in Australia, Melbourne , 1975 , pp. 264-78. 
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p:>int of dep:l.rture which they shared was the conviction that mrrosexuali ty 

should not be defined as a psychological condition. Both highlighted the 

dominant psychiatric and psychoanalytic definitions of rrental illness 

as PJlitically retrograde and theoretically bankrupt. Gay liberationists 

had no doubt on this score fran the start, whereas sorre sociologists 

an:l social psychologists have continued slOW'ly to docurent the equivalent 

'adjustment • of :tx:mosexual an:l heterosexual samples of the lX)pulation and 

to establish the s:imilarities rather than the differences between the 

two. 7 Sorre gay liberationists have argued that the latter has denied the 

specificity of hom::>sexual oppression; 8 but the sociological work has IIDst 

often been received within the rrovenent as benevolent or, at \<X>rst, irrelevant. 

'Ibis has been the case in the United States particularly, where sociolog-

ical interest in horrosexuality has been far nore pronoun:::ed than else-.rhere; 

and where, as well, gay liberationists have not pursued a social analysis 

with much vigour after the initial phase of activism. 'Ihe daninant 

liberal tenor of gay lX)litics in the United States therefore parallels in 

many ways the p::>litical assumptions of the 'WOrk being produced by 

sociologists in that country. 

'Ihe lack of any real neeting PJint between gay li.berationists and 

sociologists reflects, nore centrally, the very different theoretical 

PJSitions fran which the two began to argue that honosexuality needed to 

be conceptualised in social tenns. 'Ihe initial concern within the 

IIDverrent was with why horrosexuals are oppressed, and specifically with 

the .rocial effects of rigid gender categories, with hOW' the family was 

related to the economic developrent of capitalist societies, and with 

deri vin::J a social psycmlogy fran Freud. 'Ihese were not the kinds of 

questions usually posed by sociologists. 

7. 'lhe forerrost recent example is Allen Bell and Martin Weinberg, 
Harosexualities, A Study of Diversity Annng Men and Wo:rren, Ne-.r York, 
1978. 

8. See for ex.arrple the revie-.r of the Bell and Weinberg volurre by 
Michael Lynch, "The Uses of Diversity", The Body Politic, No. 47 
(Oct. 1978), p. 37. 
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In 1956, in one of the first small scale enpirical studies, two North 

American sociologists remarked that "the subjection of horrosexua.ls to 

legal punishrrents and social condemnation has produced a complex structure 

of concealed social relations which merit sociological investigation". 9 

From tbis kind of starting fX)int, later investigations have very often 

been of concealed social relations, with the emphasis upQn what was 

• concealed' • Becker, who edited the journal Social Proble:ns from 1961 

until 1964 and did much to establish the new deviancy pers:pective, was 

impressed by a study that revealed that rnany rrale prostitutes did not 

identify themselves as hom:>sexual; he excla..irred with typical ingerruousness: 

"How many other varieties of horrosexual behavior await discove.cy and 

description? And what effect \>.Ould their discovery and description have on 

our theories?"10 

'Ihere has subsequently been a good deal of discovery and description but 

little theoretical refinerrent. In fact, the interstices of the male harro-

sexual subculture have seerred inexhaustible, as these titles alone illustrate -

"Cruising the truckers: sexual encounters in a highway rest area", 11 '~The 

Male House of Prostitution", 12 "Life in a parking lot: an ethnography of 

a honosexual drive-in", 13 "Gay Baths and the Social Organization of 

Impersonal Sex" •14 'Ihis kind of work begs to be satirised, and sorrething 

of the breathless exci terrent experienced by the novice sociologist in the 

subculture has been captured in a recent, best-selling gay thriller. 'Tile 

protagonist, p:::~sing as a horrosexual and soon to have an identity crisis, 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

M. Leznoff and W.A. Westley, "The Horrosexual Corrmmity", Social 
Problems, Vol. 3, No.4 (April 1956), p. 257 . 
Howard S. Becker, OUtsiders, Studies in the Sociology of Deviance, 
New York, 1973 (1963), p. 168 . He was referring to Albert J. Reiss, 
"'Ihe Social Integration of Queers and Peers", Social P:t:Oblems, Vol. 9, 
No. 1 (SUrrtrer 1961) , pp. 102-20. 
J. Corzine and R. Kirby, in Urban Life, Vol. 6, No. 2 ( Ju~y 1977) , 
pp. 171-92. 
D.J. Pittman, in Trans-Action, Vol. 8, Nos. 5 and 6 , (March-April 1971), 
pp. 21- 27 . 
~. R. Ponte, in J. Jacobs ( ed. } , Deviance: Field Studies and Self 
Disclosures, Palo Alto, 1974, pp. 7-29. 
Martin s. Weinberg and C.J. Williams, in Social Problems, Vol. 23, 
No. 2 (Dec. 1975)' pp. 124-36. 
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has just arranged to work in a gay bar in New York: 

Noel gulped down the rest of his beer, unable to hide his 
exci tem:mt. He • d been here less than half an hour, and 
he'd actually witnessed a key social ritual of this society -
a sexual pickup - fran inception to consurrnation. First tine 
out, and he ' d struck pay dirt! If only he'd been able to 
hear what they 1 d said to each other! I...ocmi.s was right. 
He felt as though he 1 d parachuted into New Guinea and witnessed 
a onc~a-century cererrony never before seen by a white man. 15 

Researchers have, however, also addressed thanselves to sociological 

questions of rrore irrq::ortance. '!here has been sane concern to I.TEasure 

the degree of social rond.ermla.tion ofhorrosexuality and with both the 

irrli vidual and rollecti ve reaction anong harrosexuals to this a:mdamation. 

Yet the question of why such oppression exists in the first place has 

rarely been coherently fonnulated or systematically investigated; the 

sociological focus has overwhelmingly been up:m individual attitudes, 

reactions and self-conceptions. 

The first substantial study to break with this emphasis was Kenneth 

Plunmer• s Sexual Stigrra, f:Oblished in 1975.16 It was rerrarkable as an 

attertpt to establish harosexuali ty as a sociological question of general 

significance and to explore a theoretical approach to the problems which 

it raised. Pltmrner fonrulated a set of questions regarding the origins 

of oppression: and he argued with force and subtlety that neither the 

lives of individual horrose:xuals, oor the horrosexual subculture, could be 

understood apart frcm an appreciation of the effects of the oppressive 

culture in which they existed. Given this general approach, it was not 

surprising that he acknc:Mledged a debt to the gay rrove:nent. 

'Ihis study was one of the first indications of the possibility of a rrore irt"' 

iliate connection between the argurrents of sociologists and gay liber-

ationists, and it became rrore explicit in Barry Adam's '!he Survival of 

15. Felice Picano, The Lure, New York, 1979, p. 67. 
16. Kermeth Plt:mrer, Sexual Stigrra: An Interactionist Acoount, london, 

1975. 
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Damination17 and in PlUITIIer 1 s recent corrpilation of articles, The Making 

of the M:xlern Horrosexual. This is a distinctly rrarginal developrent 

within sociology, for the number of studies which reveal a general 

theoretical sensitivity to the gay novement remains very small. Nonetheless, 

Plurnner1 s second volume is the nost t.00ught£ul effort to date to advance 

a social theory of male honosexuality and to explore, as the title 

suggests, the historical construction of 1 h.arosexuals 1 and of 'horrosexuality1
• 

It represents a ronvergence of 1 sociological' and • gay liberationist 1 

roncerns which \\Ould have been very difficult to imagine during the 

first phase of the noverrent. 'Ihe distinction between the two is of course 

only a fo:rmal one: gay liberationists have, from the outset, attercpted 

to produce a sociology. The ronvergence really refers to the fact that 

there has been sare refinement in both approaches and that questions 

regarding hanosexuality have finally begun to be placed within radical 

social theory in a nore general sense. 

The construction of an historical perspective on harosexuality has proven 

to be a slow and uneven process. Before considering the major steps 

t:cwards it within the new deviancy perspective, it will be useful to 

consider an example of the kind of sociological work which the perspective 

was reacting against, namely that of structural-functionalism. 

(i) 

Prior to the fifties, nost research into 'deviant 1 behaviour which might 

broadly be said to have a social character was ronducted by criminologists 

and those sociologists roncerned with practical solutions to what were 

perceived as social problems. They shared assumptions which led them to 

describe and search for the causes of the individual pathology which was 

17. Barry D. Adam, The Survival of Domination, Inferiorization and Everyday 
Life, New York, 1978. This ~s a phenarrenological study of the 
oppression of Jews, blacks and gay people. It describes the strategies 
o£ resistance arrl acccmrodation adopted by these groups. Adam offers 
sane useful insights but there is a difficulty in treating the three 
together. The idea of 1 danination' remains too abstract and the 
impetus to resistance obscure. 
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taken to underlie deviant k::ehaviour and to pro!X)se ameliorative strategies. 

Their approach was unselfconsciously noralistic and relied U!X)n an 

unproblematic conception of the • adjusted • individual and the • nonral' 

society. 18 After the second ~rld war, hcwever, the structural-

ftmctionalists paid explicit attention to deviance, having in fact 

intmduced the tenn intD sociology in the United States in opp:>sition to 

what they considered to be the unscientific notions of rnaladjust:lrent and 

social pathology. 'Ihey atterrpted to distinguish the • fu:octional' and 

'dysfunctional' consequences of deviance for the • social system• , and 

Merton interpreted Durkhebn' s concept of anomie to explain variations in 

the rates of deviant behaviour as the outcoire of a particular structural 

disjunction. '!hey classifia:l deviance as a • social problem' (by which, 

they eiTg?hasised, they did not rrean to imply a noral judgerrent) which 

society necessarilyt atten;>ted to contml. 19 On the other hand, having 

gone sorre way in attempting to provide the notion of deviance with sone 

theoretical rigour, the functionalists' approach did not readily lend 

itself to the anpirical investigation of particular deviant groups. It 

was largely left to psychiatrists, cr:ilninologists and social workers to 

consider the specific groups rrore closely. Unlike later sociologists, 

the functionalists were not particularly concerned with the questions of 

the subjective reality of deviants , or with the interactions within such 

groups or between than and the larger society. 

' Pure' f unctionalist accounts of harosexuali ty are therefore rare. 'Ihe 

rrost notable is a short piece by Kingsley Davis. , published in 1966 and 

revised in 1971. 20 It provides a classic illustration of the major 

18. See a f arrous early critique by c. Wright Mills , "The Professional 
Ideology of Social Pathologists", ~ican Journal of Sociology, Vol. 
49, No. 2 (Sept. 1943) , pp. 165-80. 

19. For exanple, Talcott Parsons, 'Ihe Social System, London, 1951. 
20. Kingsley Davis, "Sexual Behavior", in Robert K. MertDn and Robert 

Nisbet ( eds. ) , Conteitrfx?rary Social Problems ( 3rd ed. ) , New York , 
1971, pp. 313-60. 
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difficulties oonfronted not only by conservative functionalist argurrents 

but also by radical ones. The article is also of historical interest. It 

represents a stat.erent from a prominent sociologist in the United States 

and it appeared at a tirre when the orthodoxy of his perspective was just 

beginning to be significantly challenged fran within the discipline. 

Davis was then professor of sociology at the University of California 

at Berkeley and his career had been a conventionally distinguished one. 21 

His article was published in a vol1..11:re edited by Merton and Nisbet, 

Conterrq;;orary Social Problems, a rra.jor sociological textbook which went 

through three editions. In the first, p..lblished in 1961, Davis 1 a.rgurrent 

was confined to prostitution; in the second, it was expanded ur:rler the 

title of "Sexual Behavior" and it included harrosexuality in the context 

of a broader consideration of sexual rx>l:ms: and in the final version in 

1971 it added premarital sexual relations. Davis' developing interests 

seem to have matched popular concern with specific sexual 1 problems 1 
• 

The following discussion will re£er to the final version. It should be 

r:oted that nothing of substance was added regarding h.arrosexuali ty: he 

cited hardly any work to have been produ:::ed by the new deviancy perspective 

and he did not engage in any argu.m:mt with it. The rrost obvious change 

was that his conservative attitude towards honosexuality had hardened 

and he was particularly dismissive of the aims of the net~ gay rrovenent. 

Davis was basically concerned with what he believed to be the social 

disorganisation revealed in sexual behaviour within rrodern industrialised 

societies. '!his breakdown of standards, or anomie, was expressed in 

various ways. He concentrated upon the rising rate of premarital sexual 

relations, which he linked to the declining percentage of m:n who 

patronised prostitutes (both of these trends having been docurrented by 

21. Davis graduated fran Harvard University and taught at Princeton and 
Colurrbia where he was professor of rociology before rroving to 
Berkeley in 1955. He has also been president of the American 
Sociological Association. His najor works are studies of p:>pulation 
and urbanisation. 
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Kinsey), and up::m an apparent increase in honDsexual behaviour. He 

attempted to explain these changes in tenns of the universal principles 

around which sexual behaviour had to be organised if social chaos was to 

be avoided. As the notion of chaos suggests, his view was predicated upon 

the conservative, psychoanalytically derived idea of the inherent p:Mer 

of the sexual drive ('drive' in this case, clearly zreaning a biological 

instinct). 

~netheless, all sexual activity had to be learned and the sexual drive 

was capable of a very wide range of situational and at:Otional conditioning. 

'!he problem for society was precisely this plasticity of the drive 

tngether with the fact that it was "inherently unstable and anarchic" : 22 

erotic interest was liable to be ephemeral and cx::npetition was rife so 

that sexual life could readily produce paranoia, homicide and suicide. It 

was therefore necessary to regulate the ~ul drive in order to 

benefit the camn.mi ty and to minimise disruption. T.te regulation of 

sex was achieved in all societies by a balance between 1:\\0 nol:lTiative 

prin:iples. First, narriage and the family had a position of primacy. 

This established the legit:i.na.cy of children, the incest taboo (thus 

eliminating overt sexual rival.ry within the family), the widespread pre-

occupation with prenari tal relationships, and the different ways in which 

sexual nonns were applied to rren and ~rren. These nonns could va.ry, for 

exarrple in the scope of the incest taboo and in the tolerance of premarital 

sex, yet overall sexual nonns were subordinate to the family. 

Second, departures fran the familial stru.cture of these nonns were 

detennined by the political and econanic differentiation of societies. 

Since sexual desirability was an asset, a scarce, perishable good in fact, 

sexual access could be exchanged for political and economic advantages. 

Within the limits in:g;:osed by the prilracy of the family, such as the 

22, Ibid. 1 P• 317 • 
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protection of minors, a system of sexual bargaining was established so that 

it was fOSSible "for Inel'bers of a higher stratum {usually males) to 

corntand the favours of the lower stratum (usually females)". 23 Such 

bargaining resolved the oocia.l problem inherent in the fact that the sexual 

attractiveness of youth rarely coincided with the economic and political 

advantages which accrued to rren later in life. This bargaining system was 

also compatible with a class system since marriage did not tend to be 

part of the bargain in sexual relationships where the ~ was from a 

1~ class: the bargain could then be struck on other terms. 

At this FOint, it sounds as if Davis 1N0uld agree with Engels that the 

institution of bourgeois marriage was a fo:r:rn of prostitution. He 

acknowledged that there was a fine line, but the di£ference for him was 

that whereas a wife traded sexual access for economic support in the 

context of a stable narriage, the prostitute traded prcmiscu:>usly. Indeed, 

he argued that the structure of the family depended u:r;on prostitution. 24 It 

was an escape valve for pent-up male sexual energy since it was a 

relationship of far rrore limited liability than other fonns of sexual 

bargaining: the "exacting requi.remmts of attracting and persuading a 

fanale, or perhaps getting entangled with her in rourtship or even 

marriage, are unnecessary" 25 Societies condemned prostitution, though 

cli£ferent fonns of it to varying degrees, precisely because of the 

difficulty of linking the sexual drive to a system of stable relationships. 

A far rrore pressing social problem, given the functional ronsequences of 

prostitution, was the rise of premarital intercourse in industrialised 

societies. 26 Davis argued that there had been a breakdown in the old 

23. Ibid., p. 322. 24. Ibid. 1 P• 350. 25. Ibid., p. 346. 

26. Airong American waren born before 1900, 14 per cent had had pre-
marital intercourse by the age of 25 1 whereas for those born between 
1910 and 1929, this had risen to 39 per cent; see Alfred Kinsey 
et. al. 1 Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, Philadel:ph.ia, 1953, 
p. 339. 
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sexual bargaining system and that this had resulted in very high levels 

of sexual intimidation and rape, and in r i sing rates of illegitimate 

births, 'forced' narriages, divorce and venereal disease. As a conservative 

criticism of the 'sexual revolution' this argument has sarre force and, 

fran a different standpoint, many sexual liberationists have made similar 

cbservations. Some also share his fl.IDCtionalisrn and it is instructive to 

rote hew close the n..o approaches can beccrre in trying to explain the 

social proscription of honosexuali ty. 

Davis objected to the liberal claim that the horrosexual t:a1:::x::o in 

industrialised societies was excessive: the behaviour was accepted as 

ineradicable and it in fact received considerable tolerance. All 

societies oondoned a certain anount of horrosexual behaviour (especially 

when it was institutionalised) , but did mt hold it in high esteem. The 

universal reason for this was that, 

Hamsexual intercourse is obviously inCXlllpltible with the f amily 
and the sexual bargaining system. The mrms and attitudes 
required to support these institutions as a means of getting the 
business of reproduction and sexual allocation accomplished tend 
to downgrade harrosexuali ty. 27 

He made a distinction here be~en transitory honosexual encounters and 

hannsexual relationships. The fonrer were less threatening to the 

daninant sexual structure but they nonetheless contradicted the normative 

intent of linking the sexual drive to stable social relationships and 

sentiments. 

Yet if prostitution PJSes precisely the sarre threat and still ultimately 

has functional consequences for the family, the sarre might be said of 

harrosexual behaviour. In Davis' terms, there is no obvious incompatibility 

between holmse.xual intercourse and the sexual bargaining system. 

His real concern was with horrosexual relationships, with the ' true' or 

'dedicated' horrosexual, as he variously te:rned it. 'Ihese relationships 

27. Davis, op. cit., p. 354. 
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competed with and threatened heterosexual marriage and family ties. The 

latter were particularly valued under the anomie conditions of 

industrialised societies and, despite the general deterioration of sexual 

control, the "corcplerrentarity of sex roles shows a surprising persistence". 28 

Thus J?OPUlar antipathy was directed particularly towards the horrosexual who 

adopted "the physiologically inappropriate role". 29 This remark, however, 

was confined to a footnote, and the basic p::>int for Davis was that hOittr 

sexual relationships were unregulated and were typified by instability, 

violence, 30 and promiscuity. (Honosexuals personify the anarchic 

character of the sexual drive itself.) This instability was partly 

because the relationships were not reinforced by other social oonds. And 

they would not gain the sa:rre oonoative status as heterosexual relationships 

by the eradication of prejudice (he pointed out to the gay rrovement), 31 

but only if the "distribution of that scarce resource - youthful hOliOsexual 

attractiveness" was subject to .rules and bargaining and "linked with 

economic and social rights and obligations in much the sane way as 

heterosexual bargaining". 32 'Ihis, he al.rrost suggested, would oot be a 

very exciting prospect; at any rate, horrosexual relationships would be 

significantly altered. 

The social disapproval of horrosexuality, as well as the EXJWer of nonoative 

oont:rol and the malleability of the sexual drive, enq?hasised the question 

28. Ibid., p. 355 29. Ibid., p. 354, n. 90. 
30. One of the extra-sociological asides added to the 1971 edition of 

his article was the following: 11No one knows heM many IIUll"ders occur 
in lurosexual quarrels, but the circunstances in newspaper accotmts 
suggest that they are fairly frequent." Ibid., p. 359. 

31. A good part of the gay noverrent would of course agree with him, and 
also with his remark that hooosexuals were unlikely to gain public 
recognition as a 'minority' since ordinarily m=rnbership of such groups 
was acquired by birth and subsequent socialisation (ibid. , p. 360) . 
Even if honosexuals are recognised as deserving of liberal freedoms, 
they still p:)Se the anomaly of being a 'minority• with very poorly 
defined boundaries; the group is • unstable • inasmuch as it is 
i.rrpossible to predict who will belong to it. 

32. Ibid., p. 360. 
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of why exclusive horrosexuality soould occur at all. Davis was not puzzled 

by Kinsey's statistic that 37 per cent of white nales had had a hooosexual 

experience to the point of orgasm: the frequent segregation of m:m and 

\tolOmel1 suggested that the figure was surprisingly low. As for the 

question of exclusive honosexuality, he entertained a range of p:>ssibilities, 

the two main ones being seduction33 and the general trend towards social 

disorganisation. The first, that exclusive hairosexuality exists because 

of 'recruit:rrent' from the youthful heterosexual pop.llation, only serves 

to underline the rDN well established need for a clear distinction between 

harosexuali ty as a form of behaviour and as a canpanent of identity or 

self-conception. It is the domino theory of honosexuality and may well 

explain Davis' belief that it was increasing. He found this strange, 

:particularly since with greater heterosexual freedom he expected that 

horrosexual behaviour, like prostitution, might diminish. But he in fact 

isolated this greater freedom as the s~d and major cause of exclusive 

hcm:>sexuali ty. 

Relations between men and wcmen tend to involve obligations and 
performance; they are caught up in a network of institutionalized 
expectations. 'Ib rome persons, as a consequence, heterosexual 
satisfactions seem allrost unattainable, or attainable at too high 
a price. By contrast, honosexual relations are less institution-
alized; they sean less complicated and thus provide an escape from 
the demands of male-fenale involvffilel'lt •••. 
The rise of heterosexual freedcm is in part a function of social 
disorganization rather than roorganization; if so, it gives rise 
to personal anomie and enoourages retreat into horrosexual 
relations ... 34 

This is patently not an answer to the question of the occurrence of ex-

clusi ve hortosexuali ty. As a minimal requirerrent, Davis should be able to 

explain why it is that h.arosexuality, given his stress upJn its negative 

social evaluation, should nevertheless appear less complicated than heter-

sexuality. Indeed, he used the notion of social disorganisation to 

33. He also asserted that nale prostitution frequently leads to exclusive 
.hor!osexuality, despite the intentions of the prostitute (ibid., p. 358). 
Ha-rever, the conclusion of a study by Reiss ( op. cit. } was precisely 
the opposite. 

34. Davis, op. cit., pp. 356, 358. 
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oover all aspects of sexual change. He did not address the question of 

change in industrialised societies in any systenatic way and nerely in-

cluded scattered references to the drana.tic lowering of the death rate so 

that the old rules tying sex to reproduction had becane obsolete; 

to the greater eronomic imependence of wanen and the widespread use of 

artificial nethods of contraception; and to the social nobility and 

an:::>nyrnity associated with the rise of large industrial cities. 

'Ihe ahistorical character of this kind of argurrent has already been noted 

with reference to Fembach, Altman and Marcuse: their Freudianism is in 

m3liY ways a simple reversal of the fonrnllation outlined here. Davis 

focussed primarily upon the i.nq::xJrtance of the sexual nonnative structure; 

he saw this structure, not as an historical product, but as a universal 

system designed to perfonn. the essential, if difficult, task of 

controlling the sexual drive. The latter was accepted unquestioningly 

as a natural force. Since the drive was an historical given, sexual 

change was confined within very narrow paraneters. For Davis, there 

could be scree adaptation of the sexual noil1lS in terms of the intrusion 

of extra-familial sexual bargaining, but this could very quickly result 

in social disorganisation. There was little roan for societies to rrove 

between the successful control of the drive and a no:rnative bre.akOOwn, 

at which J;XJint the drive wreaks havoc; and there is no rocm in the rrodel 

for historical analysis. '!he radical version of the argurrent is similarly 

constrained by a vieN of traditional. sexual repression and the I;X:Mer 

of the drive to transfonn social relations once the repressive barriers 

were reroved. Politically, the t\o.Q argurrents end up sharing a pessimistic 

view of sexual change: the first, because the social order is threatened 

or disintegrating, the second because the social order has found ever 

rrore ingenious ways of subverting real change. The latter conclusion is 

seen in Marcuse' s concept of repressive desubliroation and in the 

frequent conclusion of sexual liberationists that their FOlitical stance 
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has been 'co-opted• (an idea which recurs even when functionalist 

arguments have been ostensibly rejected) • 

The general similarities between the functionalism of the social control 

and repression hypotheses are familiar emugh, but their specific argurrents 

also share a surprising arrount of cormon ground. This is not to deny 

their very different I;:Oints of departure, but it is to suggest the 

ways in which their fornulations are equally non-social. 'lhus, despite 

the gay liberationist argurrents tbat to be horrosexual is to experience 

socially oonstructed oppression - irrleed, despite the very existence of 

a selfconsciously revolutionary m:>varent which should certainly be 

accepted as evidence of the social construction of sexuality and of the 

p:>ssibility of change - attenpts to arrive at a social analysis of horro-

sexuality can easily founder. 

Both the conservative and radical arguments I;:OSit the necessity for 

society to control or repress horrosexuality arrl variously refer to its 

threat to the dcminant structure of sexuality, to its propensity to 

break through psyclx>logical barriers or to otherwise increase. This is 

to locate 'h.onosexuality• within a biological conception of sexuality: 

wheth:!r this is described as infantile bisexuality or an undiscriminating, 

anarchic drive, horrosexuality is accepted as a natural phenarenon, as 

either a hidden threat or a repressed p::>tential. 

'Ihe • force• of horrosexuality, its urge to find expression, is therefore 

an aspect of the generally p::merful character of the sexual drive. It 

is important to E!Tlphasise that this is a very difficult p)Sition fran 

which to rrake any analysis of gender differences. Sinc:e sexuality is 

never experienced in any generali sed or abstract f oDn but only in a 

gendered form, it becomes very likely that a conception of the inherent 

force of the drive will, when used in a social analysis, slide into a 

description of masculine sexual behaviour. Fernbach • s argumant about 
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the necessity for the state to proscribe horrosexuality in fact referred 

to the "pressure of pent-up sexual energy • • . male in particular". 35 And, 

as has been seen, one result of the repression hyp::>thesis is to obscure 

questions of gender differences and even to reduce them to being an effect 

of repression. 

In Davis • account, it is particularly evident that the J;OWerful drive is 

characteristic of m;n and not of wonen. Thus while he rercarked upon the 

sexual division of labour and the double standard of rrorality, he saw 

the occurrence of prostitution and premarital intercourse in terms of the 
' effects of man's sexual drive. 36 Issues of gender could not emerge as a 

sociological question because the asynmet.ry of the social p:>si tions of 

man and 1NCireil was assurred fran the beginning. The sexual no:rmati ve 

structure was precisely designed to protect women from rren, to ensure 

that a • fair• bargain was made. It folloto.'ed that horrosexual behaviour 

was over:whelroingl y a question of man's behaviour. His references to 

lesbians were incidental, and the major ones occurred in the sarre context 

as a discussion of induced horrosexual behaviour in rats. 

The repression and control hypotheses are also unable to make a clear 

distioction between harosexuali ty as a form of behaviour and as a basis 

of self -conception . In these accounts , the necessity for repression or 

control arises because the behaviour produces harosexual people. Davis 

held this view unquestioningly, but it also underlies the kind of argument 

which Fernbach rrade. If the nineteenth century British state was 

obliged, objectively, to proscribe horrosexual behaviour in order to re-

inforce the psychological barriers anong w:::>rking class men against 

h:xrosexuality, what exactly was it that was threatening to break through? 

It surely could not have been an incipient horrosexual person, but only 

35. Fernbach, 11Towards a Marxist Theory", op. cit. , p. 5. 
36. Davis, op. cit., pp. 345, 331. 
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a propensity for horrosexual behaviour which would produce such a person. 

But there are societies in which it is accepted that a man will have a 

sexual relationship with a youth until he can afford to marry. 37 '!he 

question then for Fembach might very well be why the state could not 

accept hcnosexual behaviour as having functional consequences for 

industrial capitalism. 

One of the n:ost eccentric pieces on harrosexuali ty in the entire sociolog-

ical literature argued for exactly this conclusion. Ash'i.>.Orth and Walker 

clairred that whenever the access of rrernb:rs of one sex to rranbers of the 

other was consistently obstructed, there would be a high incidence of 

harrosexual behaviour and a relatively tolerant attitude towards it. 38 

They conclude that hatosexuali ty had functional cnnsequences for the 

social system since it provided a solution for disadvantaged groups of 

men who cnuld rot ~te on the sarre tenus as others in the sexual 

bargaining system. They too accepted the idea of a strong rrale sex drive 

but, importantly, they rejected Davis ' characterisation of homosexual 

relationships and argued that they were relatively stable. It cnuld be 

'i.>.Orrlered whether they would also argue that the ninetheenth century laws 

were just a terrible mistake. Had they wished to argue against the kind 

of account which Fernba.ch gave, they could have observed that many l1.onlr 

sexual men in the nineteenth century were married. 39 

The COllnter claims ab:>ut whether or not horrosexuali ty has functional 

social consequences depend upon an abstract hYJ;Othesis of 'society' s • 

37. Gayle Rubin, "The Traffic in W:Jmen: Notes on the 'Political Economy' 
of Sex", in Rayna R. Reiter (ed.), Toward an Anthro:r;nlogy of W:men, 
New York, 1975, p. 181. 

38. A.E. Ashworth and W.M. Walker, "Sccial structure and hom::>sexuality: 
a theoretical appraisal", British Journal of Sociology, Vol. XXIII, 
No. 2 (June 1972), pp. 146-58. 

39. Weeks noted that "nost rren brought before the rourts for horrosexual 
offences in the nineteenth century (_wereJ married" (Coming Out, 
op. cit., p. 41) . 
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objective interests and, arrong other things, this obscures a definition 

of hOIIlJsexuality as a social phenomenon. Functionalist argunents claim 

to be predictive in the sense that a certain kind of social system or 

oonrative structure is said to req:uire a certain kind of sexual behaviour. 

In fact, these arguments work 'backwards 1 : because a fonn of sexuality 

appears to meet with either hostility or relative tolerance, because it 

appears to be neurotic or well adjusted, it is then designated as either 

fwctional or dysfwctional for the social system. 'Ihis says rrore about 

the personal evaluation being made of hcmosexuality than it does about the 

nollt'ative structure. If, then, it was believed in the nineteenth century 

that honosexual behaviour produced a horrosexual :person, this does oot 

refer to a given fact which obliged the state to take a particular course 

of action. Instead, the belief is a nay feature of the :ooimati ve structure 

and it is the advent of the belief itself which needs to be explained. 

This problem remains obscure so long as the belief is not placed in its 

historical context. 

A final point of ccmparison between the control and repression hypJtheses 

concerns the question of honosexuality as a threat. The precise tension 

behind the threat does not emerge in Davis 1 account. The way in which 

harrosexual relationships 1 C001pete' with heterosexual ones is oot nearly 

as clear as is his underlying them: of the many difficulties for rren 

attendant upon the system of se..'illal bargaining. This implies that the 

:funda:m:ntal reason for hostility towards harosexuals is that of envy. 

His reiteration of these difficulties very strongly suggests that it 

reflects a tension within his CMn sense of the expectations rrade by 

hegem::mic masculinity. As a psychological focus for hostility arrong 

heterosexual men towards harrosexual men, this is a point v.orth exploring. 

At any rate, Davis' rrain theoretical claim· was that horrosexual relationships 

are ' outside 1 of society: as one critic of the functionalist account 
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put it, the deviant is understood to be 11With.out IIDrality". 40 In these 

tenns, deviance is a residual category to be explained by a failure in 

ial . ti" 41 soc lsa on. 

With the repression hypothesis, honosexu.als are said to represent what 

is otherwise absent, the hcm:>sexual desire which society represses. 

Here too, the h:mosexual expresses some kind of failure in socialisation 

and in this sense is again outside of society. Similarly, in other gay 

libe.rationist argurrents, the threat posed by hanosexuals arises sirrply 

because they are said to be outside of the family or the gender system. 

It smuld also be noted that these radical and conservative argurents 'tal.k 

to' each other to a considerable degree and in this way appear to find 

nf . . f t.h.ei 42 ro uma.tion o r arguments. 

Despite these criticisms, Davis and the repression theorists achieve a 

breadth :in their social analysis which is i.rrq;x::)rtant; they do not conceive 

40. Alvin W. Gouldner, The Coming Crisis of Western Sociology, New York, 
1970, p. 426. 

41. Similarly, Merton made a distinction between 1 non-confonning' arrl 
and 1 aberrant' deviant behaviour. Though both involved the 
infringement of social nor:rns, the non-confonner could ultimately 
claim social legitimacy (for exarrple, a pacifist), whereas the 
aberrant sought only to satisfy private interests (for example, a 
draft dodger). Thus the latter was 'outside' of society or beyond 
an assumed rroral oonsensus. 'Ibis distinction very clearly depends up:m 
the judgem:mt being made of the particular behaviour; it has oo 
analytical value. (See Robert K. Merton, "Social Problens and 
Sociological Theory", in Merton and Nisbet, op. cit., p. 831.) 
Schofield argued that horrosexuals s:OOuld be classified as non-
conformers on the basis of their psychological adjust:ment and 
capacity for stable relationships. This is only another way of 
claiming that horrosexuali ty has functional a:msequences and that the 
author approves of it. (See Michael Schofield, Sociological Aspects 
of Horrosexuality, London, 1965, p. 189.) 

42. Conservative critics concerned with the 'decline' of the family have 
not infrequently cited declarations by sexual liberationists that 
they intend to 1 smash' the family. Conversely, the :Wndon GLF 
Mani£esto quoted a psychiatrist wm had v1ritten: "Our values in 
Western civilisation are founde:l ur;on the sanctity of the family ... 
Property acquisition and WDrdly soccess are viewed as distinctly rras-
culine aims. 'lhe individual who is outwardly rra.sculine but appears 
to fall into the feminine class by reason of his preference for other 
men denies these values of our civilisation." (Op. cit., p. 6.) See 
also Hocquenghan and Mieli above, p. 90, n.93. 
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of harroseKUal.i ty as a discrete or i.Irli vidual pherx:>.menon but are ooncerned 

with the way in which sexuality in general is socially structured and 

with how honosexuali ty stands within this arrangane.nt. In much of the 

\'.Ork to have come out of the new deviancy perspective, this ambition 

has been abandoned. 

(ii) 

One s:ympathetic survey of the new deviancy persJ;eetive suggested. that it 

has been disti~shed by four broad intentions. 43 There has been a concern 

to establish the study of deviance as a general rather than marginal 

sociological problem. Becker, for example, observed. that for theorists such 

as Durkheim, "problems of deviance were problems of general sociology". 44 

A second intention has been to challenge the orthodox proi;XJsi tion that 

deviance necessitates social control; Lemert, in particular, urged the view 

·that control and societal reactions produce deviance. 45 'Ihird, there has 

been a marked interest in the subjective reality of individuals perceived 

as deviant and a conviction that this factor must have some prcminence 

in any theory of deviance. Becker advocated "unconventional sentiment-

ality", 46 or a humanistic and empathetic concern for deviant groups. 

Finally, there has been sare recognition of, and debate over, the I;X>litical 

significance of the very category of 1 deviance 1 which has neant that 

varying ronceptions of p:JWer have bocare an irrp:>rtant elerrent in an 

explanation of the phenomenon. 4 7 

43. Cohen, gp. cit., pp. 3-6. 
44. Howard s. Becker ( ed. ) , The Other Side, Perspectives on Deviance, 

New York, 1964, p. 1. 
45. Edwin M. Lerert, Human Deviance, Social Problems and Social Control, 

Englewood Cliffs , 1967, p. v. 

46. Becker (ed. ) , ge. cit., p. 5. 
47. See, for example, John Lofland, Deviance and Identity, Engl~ 

Cliffs, 1969, p. 9; Erving Goffman, Stigma: Notes on the 
.Managane.nt of Spoiled Identity, Hanrondsworth, 1968 (1963) , 
pp. 169- 70; Szasz, op. cit. , pp. xxv - .xxvii; and Plurrrrer, 
Sexual Stigma, op. cit., p. 23. 
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The new deviancy :perspective has been shape:i nost strongly, though by 

no means exclusively, by syrrbolic interactionism. Working in the 

tradition of the Chicago School, the interactionists have stressed the 

~rtance of understanding deviance within a relativist franeo.-ork. The 

central sociological problem, in the words of one exponent, "is not to 

decide a priori which phenarrena are deviant and which ones are not but 

rather to discover why this property is cx:mferred UI;X)n a person when 

it is" 48 And, as another has remarked, meanings, including the meanings 

of deviance, "arise out of interaction and not the other way around". 49 

Deviance, in other words, was not to be understood as the inherent 

property of a psychological state, of any particular fonn of behaviour, 

or of any designated fonn of social organisation. 

In general tenns, symbolic interactionism insists that while deviant 

behaviour at least cc:mronly involves the violation of social no:rms, it 

is an i.rn.fossible task to define those nonns precisely. Deviance is not 

merely a matter of the infringerent of OO.DTIS, for they not only rontradict 

each other but di£ferent groups and i.Irlividuals express oonflicting 

judgements of their relative inp:>rtance. Accordingly, the enforcarent 

of social nonns, whether by foi:It\3.1 laws or infonnal sanctions, is a 

variable process. Deviance, then, is constituted by the interaction 

between a person wh:> ccmni.ts a particular act (or who is believed to have 

done so) and other people who res};X)nd to that act; it is a fonn of 

oollective activity, the outccrre of which must at all times be oonsidered 

problematic. Typically, interactionist studies make a distinction 

between prim3ry deviance, which is a casual occurrence with "only rrarginal 

implications for the status and psychic structure of the :person concerned", 

48. Robert A. Scott, "A Proposed Fram;r...ork for Analysing Deviance as a 
Prop:rrty of Social Order", in R.A. Scott and J.D. Douglas, (eds.), 
Theoretical Perspectives on Deviance, New York, 1972, p. 14. 

49. J.D. Douglas {ed.), Understanding EYeryday Life, I.Dnclon, 1973, p. 295. 
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and secondary deviance, in which the deviant status is central to the 

person• s identity so that previous "socialisation is categorically 

affected". 50 The notion of a deviant • career' l.ll1.derlines the fact that 

with secondary deviance, a person's life and identity are organised 

around particular fonns of deviance, such as juvenile delinquency, 

prostitution, drug use and honosexuality. Interactioni.sts are especially 

concemed to examine the stages and dynamics of the passage between 

prircary and secondary deviance; ~ strategies which a person adopts in 

the assumption or denial of a deviant identity (or in the reassurnption of 

a non-deviant identity) are processes which lead these sociologists to 

anphasise the irop::>rtance of the subjective understanding of the person 

51 oon:e.rned. 

It was with such considerations in mind that Becker formulated his much 

quoted definition of deviance: 

•.• social groups create deviance by making the rules woose 
infraction oonstitutes deviance, and by applying those rules to 
p:rrticular people and labeling them as outsiders. From this 
point of view, deviance is not a quality of the act the person 
o:mmi.ts, but rather a consequence of the application by others 
of rules and sanctions to an ' offender•. 'Ihe deviant is one 
to wh.:m that label has successfully been applied; deviant 
behavior is behavior that people so label. 52 

'!he crucial J?Qint for rost interactionists is not that the behaviour itself 

is • caused • by labelling (though it may certainly be reinforced by such 

processes), but that "the maaning of the behavior (including its 

characterisation as deviance) and its place in the social order is 

produced through this process of reaction". 53 

It is important to distinguish between interactionism as a theory and 

50. Lemert, op. cit. , p. 40. 
51. These processes are stressed by Lofland, op. cit. 
52. Becker, OUtsiders, op. cit., p. 9. 
53. Edwin M. Schur, "SOciological Factors in Harosexual Behavior'', 1969 

(unpublished paper), qu:>ted by Plunmer, op. cit., p. 95. 
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as a perspective. In the work of many interactionists, it is by ro means 

clear what kind of theoretical claims are being made, th::>ugh few have 

explicitly argued that they have produced a theory of deviance. 54 As a 

theory, the claims ~uld seem to be that deviance is caused by labelling 

processes; that deviance may be identified only in terms of the 

application of labels (a process irrlependent of the ac'blal behaviour) ; 

and that the nature of deviance is such that it has w independent 

existence but is a purely subjective phenomen:::m. 55 Such a theory is one 

of radical idealism. As a perspective, interactionism is nore a 

sensitising approach; Pl'L1ll'IDar has suggested that it a.:ims to draw out the 

ccrrplexities of su:h questions as the nature of deviant labels, how they 

arise, under what conditions they are attached to the behaviour of 

i:rrlividuals, and the consequences of such labelling for individuals and for 

the society in which they live. 56 '!he following discussion will be 

concerned with the way in which interactionism has been used as a 

perspective and to define the limits of its usefulness to a social theo:cy 

of horrosexuality. 'lhe first two sociological staterrents to be considered 

did rot identify thanselves ve:cy closely with interactionism, although 

they both made use of the general idea of labelling. 

'lWo influential articles, "Harosexuality: 'lhe Foxma.tion of A Sociological 

Perspective" by Jolm Gagnon and William Sinon, and "'lhe HCllrOsexual Role" 

by .Mary Mcintosh, were published in the United States in 1967 and 1968 

respectively. 57 Both oc:mnented upon the paucity of sociological work on 

54. One who has argued the case for an interactionist theory is 
Ronald A. Fan:e.ll, "Societal Reaction to Harosexuals: 'Ibwards a 
Generalized 'Iheory of Deviance" (Ph. D. thesis, University of 
Cincinnati) , University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, 1972; and, with 
Jarres F. Nelson, "A Causal 1-bdel of Secondary Deviance: The Case of 
Hc::nosexuality", The Sociological Quarterly, VoL 17, No. 1 (Winter 
1976) , pp. 109 - 20. 

55. These claims are drawn out and criticised by Bob Fine, "Labelling 
theory: an investigation into the sociological critique of deviance", 
Economy and Society, Vol. 6, No. 2 (May 1977) , pp. 166- 93. 

56. Kermeth Plurnner, "Building a sociology of horrosexuality", in Plurrrrer 
(ed. ) , op. cit., p. 20. 

57. William Sinon and John H. Gagnon, "Harosexuality: '!he Formation of 
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h::!rosexuali ty am stressed the need to understand it in social terms 

in oppJsi tion to the prevailing clinical definitions. Gagnon and Sinon 

objected. that the study of horrosexuality, 

. . • is ruled by a simplistic and horrogeneous view of the 
psychological and social contents of the category 
'horrosexual', and at the sarre t.:irre it is nearly exclusively 
interested in the nost difficult and least ra>~arding of all 
questions, that of etiology . 
. . . fran a sociological. p::>int of view ..• the patterns of 
adult harosexuali ty are consequent u,F.On the social structures 
and values that surround the horrosexual after he beco.rres or 
conceives himself as horrosexual rather than U,F.On original 
and ultimate causes. 58 

Mcintosh argued that, 

In the first place, if honosexuality is a condition, then people 
either have it or do not have it. Many scientists and ordinary 
p;ople assume that there are ~ kinds of people in the v.orld: 
honosexuals and heterosexuals. SCire of them recognize that 
harosexual feelings and behavior are not confined to the persons 
they wuuld like to call 'hOITDsexuals' and that sorre of these 
:persons do not actually engage in horrosexual behavior. This 
should pose a crucial problem .•• 
The vantage ,F.Oint of canparative sociology enables us to see that 
the conception of hcnosexuality as a oond.ition is, in itself, a 
,FOSSible object of study. 59 

'Ihese articles have been ~rtant as attacks upon the essentialist 

assumption that honosexuali ty is the singular property of a discrete 

group of individuals. '!hey also expressed an imp:::>rtant difference in 

their theoretical approach. Gagnon an:1 Sinon focused up:m the contingencies 

of the horrosexual career and stressed that this needs to be wrlerstood 

as an outcorre of cc:mplex, interactive relations and not of fixed, static 

ones. Mcintosh, on the other hand, used the idea of the horrosexual role 

in a structuralist sense and argued that it should be understood as the 

a Sociological Perspective", Journal of Health and Social Behavior, 
Vol. 8 (1967), pp. 177- 85; references are to the revised version 
of this article in Gagnon and Sinon, op. cit., 01. 5. 
Ma:ry Mcintosh, "The Harosexual Role", Social Problems, Vol. 16, 
No. 2 (Fall 1968) , pp. 182- 92. 

58. Gagnon and Sinon, op. cit., pp. 132, 136 (exphasis added). 
59. Mcintosh, op. cit., pp. 182, 183. 
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historical product of a particular culture. Her argurrent has had little 

influence up:m subsequent work in the United States but it has had much 

rrore in Britain. 

~Intosh used the idea of a horrosexual role to draw out the sociological 

significance of Kinsey's discovery of the incidence of male horrosexual 

behaviour. Kinsey had written that, 

• . . there is only arout half of the male p:>p..llation whose 
sexual behavior is exclusively heterosexual, and there are 
only a few percent who are exclusively horrosexual. Any 
restriction of the term harrosexuality to individuals who are 
exclusively so demands, logically, that the tenn heterosexual 
be applied only to those individuals who are exclusively 
heterosexual; and this makes no allowance for the nearly 
half of the population which has had sexual oontacts with, 
or reacted psychically to, inlividuals of their own as well 
as of the optosite sex. Actually, of course, one IruSt learn 
to recognize every c::ortbination of heterosexuality and 
ha:rosexuality in the histories of various individuals. 60 

One of his major conclusions was that the term 'horcosexual' should not be 

used substantively or descriptively to refer to a discrete catego.ry of 

individuals, but sl'nuld be restricted to refer to the natllre of overt 

sexual relations or erotic stimuli. Yet this argunent is contradicted by 

the subjective reality of individuals who consider themselves to be 

unquestionably • honosexual' or 'heterosexual' , and it was significant 

that Kinsey was COfll:elled to continue to use these teDns (albeit in 

inverted cc:mras) to refer to particular irrlividuals despite his 

t ' f the. . 1 61 asser ~on o 1r 1.rre evance. 

In effect, Mcintosh used the idea of a honosexual role to overcorre this 

difficulty. The role did not refer to a sexual behaviour pattern but 

to a set of social expectations; while there was not a dichotomy between 

hcrrosexual and heterosexual behaviour, there was one betl-leen harosexual 

and heterosexual social roles. The iratx:>rtant p:>int was that a horrosexual 

role was recognised in only a few societies. It had developed in England 

60. Alfred Kinsey et. al., Sexual Behaviour in the Human Male, Philadelphia, 
1948, p. 617. 

61. See Paul Robinson's discussion of Kinsey in The M::rlernization of Sex, 
New York, 1976. 
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from the end of the seventeenth century, when "references to horrosexuals 

as a type and to a rudi.mental:y harrosexual subculture, mainly in London, 

began to appear". 62 The expectations regarding horrosexuality were that 

it was a matter of exclusive feelings and behaviour, that such men \Y'Ould 

be effeminate, that they would relate to all other men in sexual tenns 

and particularly to boys and youths. It follCMed that debates about 

whether earlier historical figures were 'honosexual' attempted the 

impossible task of trying to apply the rrodern stereotype to a culture where 

it was absent. Indeed, the role was absent i:n many societies so that while 

tlere may have been a considerable anount of harosexual behaviour in 

than, there were oo 'horrosexuals' as such. Again, where the :role did 

exist, its content could be very different fran the expectations 

established in England. The ccmronest form was institutionalised 

transvestism, as anong the ~jave Indians of California and Arizona where 

. the berdache took over the :role of the opposite sex. 

Mcintosh expected that the CCllllp:)nent of exclusivity withi:n the honosexual 

:role had the effect of a self-fulfilling prophesy, but she maintained 

that the relationship between the role and actual behaviour had to be 

established errpirically. Ideally, this would involve a oomparison betw'een 

societies in which the role existed and others in which it was absent 

but, given the lack of sufficient data regarding the latter kind of 

society, she used Kinsey• s statistics to make ca:nparisons within the United 

States. 'Ihese revealed that, proportionately, rr:ore 'horrosexuals' engaged 

in heterosexual activity than did 'heterosexuals' in honosexual activity. 

This indicates that the existence of the despised role operates 
at all ages to inhibit people fran engaging in occasional h:mo-
sexual behavior, but does not have the effect of making the 
behavior of many 'hcrrosexuals' exclusively hcm::>sexual. 63 

62. Mcintosh, op. cit., p. 187. 
63. Ibid. , p. 191. 
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'Ihis cooclusion qualifies Kinsey's erPtasiS up::>n the randan distribution 

of horrosexual behaviour64 and at least irrlicates the grounds up:m which 

a distinction between 'horrosexuals' an::i hanosexual behaviour might be 

made. 

The achievemmtof this short article was to suggest the establishnent of 

the h.omJsexual as a specific type of person in seventeenth centucy 

England (and, by extension, in other carap:u-able societies), arrl to link 

this developrent to the emergence of a subculture. This opened the way 

for considering the fact of a honosexual identity as a peculiarly m::xiern 

historical pheran=non. Mcintosh's argument was therefore a rrajor advance 

in conceptualising horrosexuality in social tenns and it may be usefully 

contrasted with Kinsey's, whose ~licit defence of harosexua.li ty was 

that tbe behaviour was widespread and hence 'natural' • The existence 

of a honosexual role, on the other hand, undeniably pointE:rl to social 

factors. 

Exactly what these factors were rana.ined unexplored and, indeed, the 

idea of a social role inhibits such an historical investigation. 65 

Mcintosh used the idea to refer to Iruch rrore than the expectation of 

exclusivity and acknowledged tha.t it was a foDll of shorthand. 

It refers not only to a cultural conception or set of ideas 
but also to a complex of insti b.rtional arrangements which 
depend upon and reinforce these ideas. 'Ihese arrangements 
include all the f onns of heterosexual activity, courtship, 
and marriage as well as the labeling processes - gossip, 
ridicule, psychiatric diagnosis, criminal conviction - and 
the groups and networks of the horrosexual subculture. 66 

This extension of rreaning underlines the analytical limitations of the 

64. Gagn::m and Sirron made a rrore precise statistical qualification; 
they claime::l that a reanalysis of Kinsey's figures reveals that, 
arrong rollege educated males, only 12 per cent had a harosexual 
experience to the point of orgasm after the age of twenty (op.cit., 
pp. 71, 131}. 

65. For a general critique, see R.W. Connell, "The Concept of Role and 
What to Do With It", Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociology, 
Vol. 15, No. 3 (Nov. 1979), pp. 7-16. 

66. Mcintosh, op. cit., p. 189. 
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idea of a social role: it rrerely stands for an historical unknJwn, for 

a set of factors which would explain the evolution of sexual meanings 

including the conception of horrosexuality as an individual rondition. 

Instead of opening up an historical analysis, the idea of a role fore-

closes it, in this case by a functionalist explanation in terms of the 

mechanisms of social control. Mcintosh argued that the creation of a 

specialised, proscribed role acted "to provide a clear-cut, publicized 

and rea:>gnizable threshold between permissible and impermissible behavior", 

thereby making it relatively difficult to drift into horrosexuality; 

and that it also served to segregate hatosexuals fran the rest of the 

population thereby keeping society pure. 67 'Ihis is quite a oomron 

functionalist argument and it is clearly unable to explain why the ne;.v 

conception of horrosexuality emerged, claiming instead that it had functional 

consequences for the task of social control. 68 

Mcintosh objected to the traditional conception of hoirosexuality as a 

condition, which posits it as the characteristic of a particular type of 

person, and suggested that the harrosexual role was characteristic of a 

particular type of society. In this sense, the u...o views share a 

positivism which assurres the problem instead of explaining it. 

Whereas Mcintosh attacked the essentialist conception of h:::lnosexuality 

by pointing to the historical specificity of the horrosexual as a type 

of person, Gagn:m and Sirron emphasised the elements which the lives of 

horrosexual and heterosexual people had in camron. They argued that an 

explanation of how SOitE people beccme horrosexual would require an adequate 

theory of the origins of heterosexuality and, rrore generally, that, 

67. Ibid., pp. 183-84. 
68. Szasz argued for this in relation to honosexuality (op. cit., ch. 13); 

and Weeks bor:rowed the idea fran Mcintosh {Corning OUt, op. cit., pp. 
3-4). For an orthodox functionalist statem:nt o f the argurrent, see 
LeWis A. Coser, "Some Functions of Deviant Behavior", Arrerican Journal 
of Sociology, Vol. 68, No. 2 (Sept. 1962), pp. 172- 82; and for one 
frcm within the nEM deviancy perspective, see wfland, op. cit., pp. 
302-03. 
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Not only are there as nany ways of being h:::m::>sexual as there 
are of being heterosexual, but the individual honosexual, in 
the course of his everyday life, encounters as nany choices 
and as many crises as the heterosexual. 
The problem is to locate the horrosexual life within a context of 
both the pedestrian and the seemingly exotic. It is only at the 
intersection of these individual and situational forces that we 
can examine the contingencies of the horrosexual career. 69 

'lbe authors developed this perspective largely by a description of the 

najor elements within the 'life cycle' of the hol:tosexual. '!hey p::>inted 

to the existence of legal sanctions as a prirrary force shaping the 

character of a honosexual life and discussed the incidence of horrosexuals 

who were arrested. 'lbe legal and social stab.J..s of honosexuali ty thus 

detennined the self-hatred on the part of many horrosexuals, an attitude 

ccnparable to that found within other mimrity groups. Nonetheless, 

they found a su:r:prisi.ngly low level of serious pathology arrong horro-

sexuals, given these constraints. 'Ihey also discussed a number of stages 

and cx:rnr;x:>nents of the hcmJsexual career: the process of self-recognition 

or a:m.ing out, the problans associated with aging in a society oriented 

towards youth, the inp:)rtance of the subculture in reducing problems of 

guilt and sexual acc~s, problems encountered at Y."Ork and with families, 

and the religious beliefs of horrosexuals. 

Many of these observations OCJW appear unrenarkable and ccmronsensical. 

They were, mwever, explicitly directed against the psychiatric ronception 

of horrosexuals as a h<::Irogeneous group whose characteristics were a direct 

expression of their psychological corrli tion. Gagnon and Sinon stressed 

the elanentacy, t.h:Jugh indispensable, sociological point that it is 

essential "to nDve away fran an obsessive concern with the sexuality of 

the individual, and attempt to see the horrosexual in terms of the broader 

attachments that he must make to live in the world around him". 70 Indeed, 

fifteen years later, too many sociologists renain oblivious to this 

69. Gagnon and S.irron, op. cit. , pp. 143, 165. 
70. Ibid., p. 142. 
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observation as they ferret about in the sexual subculture. The authors' 

emphasis upon what horrosexuals share with heterosexuals has sam: 

b:rlportance in that, unlike the functionalism of roth Davis and many gay 

liberationist arguments, hcm:>sexuals are not conceived to be 'outside• of 

society. 

But their argun:ent is essentially reactive: they replaced the m=dical 

rrodel by a new description rather than by new- questions or explanations 71 

and their appmach quickly becanes facile. With such claims as that the 

heterosexual equivalent to coming out is the p:rocess of gaining a proper 

understanding of the content of the word ' sexual' , and that a holrosexual. 1 s 

high level of sexual activity when first mixing in the subculture is 

corrparable to a heterosexual honeynoon, 72 their interest in turning the 

exotic into the pedestrian has got the better even of COIIllrOn sense. 

Their insights into the effects of an anti-horrosexual society need to be 

reconciled with their asser-...i.on that honosexuals enoounter as many 

choices in their lives as do heterosexuals; as it is, horrosexuality 

threatens to evap:>rate as a question of sociological enqui:ry as its 

apparent sllnilarities with heterosexuality overwhelm any differences. 

One of the similarities between horrosexual and heterosexual rren which 

Gagnon and Sinon touched U}';X)n was that of gender. They were fil::ml..y 

opposed to the idea that han:>sexuality is a fonn of gender inversion 73 and 

appeared to believe that horrosexual men confox:rn to conventional patterns 

of masculinity in their sexual and non-sexual lives; and they explicitly 

argued that such gender congruity characterised lesbians. 74 Yet this is 

sinply a flat contradiction of the psychoanalytically derived stereotype 

71. In the first two chapters of their book, they did attempt to sketch 
a non-Freudian theory of sexual socialisation in tenns of the 
learning of sexual 1 scripts • • '!he kinds of criticisms made below of 
Plunmer' s account of the construction of a honosexual identity are 
also applicable to their argument; see pp. 230-33. 

72. Ibid., pp. 145, 147. 

73. Ibid., p. 134. 74. Ibid., p. 178. 
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of honosexuals as feminine men and masculine ~men, and their assertion 

that there is no necessary relationship between the developrent of sexual 

orientation and masculinity and feminini.ty is no nore helpful tban 

sane of the early gay lil:erationist claims that honosexuals transcend 

the gender dichotomy. 75 In contrast, the historical perspective which 

M::Intosh achieved with the idea of a horrosexual role highlights the 

expectations of effeminacy which were attached to male horrosexuality, so 

that in eighteenth century london there seems to have been no distinction 

made between honosexuality and what is row k:rlown as transvestism. These 

expectations of gender inversion have since changed to same extent, but 

such a perspective should be enough to alert sociologists to the ways in 

which hortDsexuali ty continues to be defined and experienced in terms of 

gender, albeit unorthodox ones. 

The r:x:>int which escaped Gagnon and Smon is tbat it is essential to focus 

up:m gender rreanings if horrosexuali ty is to be related to broader 

questions of sexual power. The idea of a horrosexual role, particularly in 

the wide sense in which Mcintosh employed it, clearly introduces a 

dinension of power, even if it remai..ned undefined. On the other hand, a 

sjmple e:nphasis up.m the experiences which are camon to honosexuals and 

heterosexuals necessarily plays down questions of power. Gagnon and S:inon 

failed to }_X)Se the question of why hostility exists towards honosexuality 

and, rroreover, their acoount has the effect of questioning the very 

existence of oppression as a consequence of the social organisation of 

sexuality. They give a new resonance to Isherwood's description of 

liberal tolerance of horrosexuality as "annihilation by blandness". 76 

75. Gagron and S:inon attempted to explain the adoption of drag and 
effem:inacy of sorre honosexual nen who have just corre out: "During 
this period one of the major confirming aspects of masculinity -
that is, nonsexual reinforcement by females of masculine status -
has been abandoned, and it is not surprising that the very core of 
masculine identity should be seriously questioned" (iliid., pp. 
147-148) • --

76. Christopher Isherwood, A Single Man, london, 1978 (1964) , p. 21. 
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(iii) 

The interactionist persJ;ective opens up questions of p::Mer by paying 

attention to those woo are able to apply stigmatising labels to other 

:r:eople. It has been heavily preoccupied with the question of how to 

conceptualise social norms and to define the limits of their variability. 

Becker argued that the labelling process involved four relevant categories. 

There \\ere those people whose behaviour broadly conforms to social norms 

and who are not labelled deviant, and ti:ose whose behaviour does violate 

nonns and who oonsequently are labelled. In addition, people may be 

falsely accused curl labelled for an act which they did not cx:mnit, so 

that they then have to negotiate this imputation; and others may comnit 

an act which is not detected and so escape public labelling. He referred 

thi. 1 d . 77 d he has been ed f to s ast category as secret eVl.ance, an accus o 

contradicting himself in that this defines an act as deviant prior to a 

label being applied which denies the contingent and p:rocessual character 

of the creation of deviance UIX>n which he otherwise insisted. 78 The 

thrust of this criticism is that deviance should, after all, be defined 

in tenns of the infringement of social nonns. 'Ibis has an inrrediate 

imp::>rtance with regard to horrosexuals since it is evident that the majority 

of them have not been publicly labelled; irrleed, ha:rosexuality 'VDuld 

seem to be the classic instance of secret deviance. Becker• s subsequent 

defence of this category was that the :r;eople themselves label what they 

do as deviant, either because they believe it to be so, or they know that 

others would label then were the activity to be discovered: 11 • • • secret 

deviance consists of being vulnerable to the comronly used procedures 

for discovering deviance of a particular kind. 1179 H<Jf..\1ever, while it is 

clear that for the interactionist perspective, the intemalisation of 

77. Becker, OUtsiders, op. cit., pp. 20-21. 
78. Jack P. Gibbs, 11 Conceptions of Deviant Behavior: 'Ihe Old and the 

New" , Pacific Sociological Reviav, Vol. 9 , No. 1 (Spring 19 66) , p. 13. 

79. Becker, op. cit., p. 187. 
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labels is a central feature of the production of deviance, tbis high-

lights rather tban resolves the question of heM social roDnS should be 

conceptualised. This question is basically an historical one and it 

recurs in a particularly clear way in Plurrmer' s Sexual Stigna. 

Plumner's study was derived fran a doctoral thesis suhnitted to the 

University of London in 1973. As an interactionist accx:mnt of rrale hem:>-

sexuality, it drew upon a small anount of the author• s own fieldwork, 

but its main concern was in "assanbling existing sociological materials 

into an orderly but entirely unfinished statanent". 80 This ~rk deserves 

serious attention for a nUITber of reasons. MJst ~rtantly, it attenpted 

to apply the interactionist perspective in a systaratic fashion; and 

while Plunner repeatedly arpha.sised the need for further research into 

a range of questions, he did not assune, as have other sociologists in 

the area, that research itself would generate them:y, or that existing 

theoretical problems were the result of a lack of e;pirical stue.ies. 81 

In addition, he provided a relatively sophisticated exposition and 

application of the interactionist perspective and his clai.rr.s for it were 

nodest inasmuch as he did not present it as a fully developed theo.ry. He 

80. Plurnner, op. cit., p. 46. 
81. Becker, for exarrple, ~ressed his faith in empirical research in 

extraordinarily naive tenns: 
I take it that all social scientists agree that, given a question 
and a neth::>d of reaching an answer, any scientist, whatever his 
political or other vallEs, soould arrive at much the same answer 1 

an answer given by the world of recalcitrant fact that is 'out 
· there' whatever we nay think about it (op. cit. 1 p. 198). 

H~ver1 he is by no neans alone in the assunption that research will 
generate theory. Carol A. B. Warren, for exarrple, advanced the · 
phenomenological approach as "theoretic sociology", which involved 
standing back and reviewing the pi1enarena which would "generate theo:cy 
grounded in errpirical data" ("Observing the Gay Conmunity", in 
J.D. Douglas ( ed. ) , Research on Deviance, New York, 19 72 , p. 140) • 

Finally, Scott, in a relatively sophisticated theoretical essay, 
wrote: 

The task that the sociologist rrrust confront initially i~ to _ 
discover what he can do about this natural phenarenon iof devianc~/: 
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was aware of at least sare of its weak points and he attempted to defend 

it theoretically. Finally, and again unlike the majority of other 

sociologists, he ackn:Jwledged the literature of the early gay noverrent 

and made explicit his d.isagreerrent with aspects of its theoretical 

orientation. 

With regard to the United Kingdcm arrl the United States, Pll.llliTler wrote 

that, 

'llle single rrost irrp:>rtant factor alx>ut harrosexuality as it 
exists in this culture is the perceived hostility of the 
societal reactions that surround it. Fran this one critical 
factor flOW' many of the features that are distinctive about 
h::mosexuality. It renders the business of becoming a hcm>-
sexual a process that is characterized by problems of 
access, problens of guilt and problems of identity. It 
leads to the emergence of a subculture of horrosexuality. It 
leads to a series of interaction problems involved with 
ooncealing the discreditable stigma. 
Given the :i.np)rtance of 'reactions' in shaping the nature of 
lnrrosexual experiences, it is surprising that rrost studies 
of horrosexuali ty perform what would have appeared to be the 
i.npossible: they divorce horosexuality fran the societal 
oontext, take for granted the existence of 1 reactions' , and 
study horrosexuality as an individualistic phenarenon. But 
I am arguing that the honosexual experience is very much 
a social product, variable between cultures and historical 
:r;:eriods, and that it simply cannot be oomprehended apart 
fran the broader societal context in which it is enmeshed. 82 

He was concerned with three main problems: the nature and source of the 

social hostility ta.~ards hcm::>sexuality; the individual reaction to 

stigmatisation, that is, the character of a honosexual identity and the 

dynamics of the honosexual career; and the collective reaction as expressed 

in the harosexual subculture. 83 He recognised that the first of these 

'IN.hat it oonsists of, how and when 1 the natives 1 use it, what 
its place is in the life of the cx:mnunity, and so on. As 
these questions are answered, scientific concepts will then 
begin to errerge to account for than (op. cit., p. 12). 

82. Plurrmer, op. cit., p. 102. 
83. These problems fonn a case-study within the wider context of 

Plurrrt1er 1 s exp:>si tion and defence of synrolic interactionism; his 
argument that this perspective smuld infonn the sociology of 
sexuality (which, he noted, was a much neglected area) ; and his 
application of the labelling approach to sexual deviance . He 
wrote: 
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problerrs was the nost inp:>rtant and, it smuld be added, that its 

clarification is a prerequisite for dealing adequately with the other 

two. 

Plurnner began by arguing that sexual meanings are assigned and are not 

inherent in human physiology; he en.d:Jrsed. Gagn:m and Sinon's view that 

"the sexual area may be precisely that realm wherein the superordinate 

posi ticn of the sociocultural over the biological level is nost oo:rrplete". 84 

Further, since from the interactionist t=erspecti ve 1 deviance was not 

conceived as obj ectively given within any society but was viewed as 

subjectively problematic, sexual rreani.ngs and reactions should similarly 

be understood as errergent1 negotiated and shifting. He therefore objected 

to the as5tm1ptions upon which other sociological explanations of hostility 

to h<Jm:)sexuality relied, including tiDse of the early gay novement: not 

only that there exists "an all-p:::!Werful, energy-conserving sexual drive 

in need of control", but also that the child is inherently bisexual so 

that there is ''an ever-present tendency for such repressed bisexuality to 

erupt into • h.arosexual panic ' 11 
; that 11 global laws of hostility exist 

independently of man's oonstruction11
; and that hostility anerges through 

onal . malf . 85 pers 1. ty unction. 

A distinction needs to be drawn between the new deviancy 
perspectives as (1} a general orientation, (2} a specific 
theoretical stance and (3} a much narrower concern with 
problem areas and specific propositions. For clarity, I 
refer to the first as the 'new deviancy perspectives' 1 the 
secx:>nd nay refer to any specific stance - in this case the 
'interactionist stance' - and the third may refer to any 
prcblem area - for exauple, the labelling problem (ibid. , 
p. 205, n. 10}. --

84. Gagrx>n and Sinon, op. cit. , p. 15. 
85. Pll.mll'er, op. cit., pp. 115-16. He did not discuss the issues 

involved here in any detail and he was basically sceptical of the 
'absolutism' which they share. He referred to Kingsley Davis, to 
the 'left' Freudian tradition running t:hrough Reich, Marcuse and 
Altman, and to G.R. Taylor. 
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While adhering to the basic tenets of interactionism, Pl'lli111Er was keenly 

aware that it was untenable to extend tbem to a :position of extrene 

relativism, to one of solipsism and idealism as he put it, 86 and he 

wished to defend the perspective against such a charge. Sexual n.::>I:m.s 

or meanings were clearly subject to certain cultural constraints: drawing 

on Berger an:i Luckmann, he ];X)Sited 11a dialectical relationship beb.een 

the externally coercive, reified and objectified society, and the 

ever-changing, emergent, historical forces of nen in action". 87 This 

rreant that in sexuality, as in all o~r areas of social experience, 

there were three dialectical m::ments: individuals created sexual 

meanings, internalised then, and in turn were created and defined by then. 

Yet whatever the apparent strength or force of sexual rreanings, they did 

not have an ontological status apart fran the hunan experience which 

produced then. On a very general level, this fonnulation avoids the 

extrerre position of conceiving sexual meanings as being in a Heraclitean 

flux, which was one of his explicit \\Drries, but he did recognise two 

difficulties which remained for interactionist explanations generally. 

Pointing to Kinsey's findings, Plummer argued that even though sexual 

behaviour was widely differentiated·, only a minimal am:unt of it was 

publicly labelled dev iant, and he readily admitted that this outcx::m: 

was not one of pure contingency. He distinguished between 'societal 

deviance • and • situational deviance' • The fonrer was defined by the 

public, reified and sanetimes contradictory value syste:n and was 

perceived as absolute by the majority of people; the latter arose in 

interpersonal enoounters and was c apable of considerable relativity. 88 

86. Plummer, op. cit., p. 12. 
87. Ibid., p. 47. The Social Construction of Reality by Peter L. Berger 

and Thorres Luckrnann (New York, 1966) has been quite influential 
within the neM deviancy perspective. Plumner and Scott (op. cit.) 
r epeatedly aclcrnwledged it, and Lofland (op. cit.) and Warren also 
drew U};X)n it (see the latter• s Identity and Camtunity in the Gay World , 
New Yorlc, 1974) • 

88. Plummer, op. cit., p. 26. 
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Societal deviance did not necessarily elicit public reactions or labelling 

since it oould go undetectecl, although it would certainly infonn self-

reactions. Hcxrosexuals, for example, might reject the imputation of 

'deviance' but they were still aware of their stigmatisation. In both 

categories of deviance, it was reactions (from the self and other people} 

which effected the rrovement from primary to secondary deviance, and the 

alteration in self-regarding attitudes which this entailed led inter-

actionists to speak of the •self -lodging' and 1 ccmnitment• of the deviant. 89 

At this J;Oint, the account of the production of deviance has rroved a 

considerable way fran the assumption of it being subjectively problenatic. 

As Plurrmer observed: 

One of the paradoxes of the interactionist perspective is that 
s:i.multaneously with viewing society as emergent, problematic, 
etc., the notion of a solid, stable world is reintroduced 
i:hrough the backdoor with the notion that is central to 
phenanenology - the 1 natural attitude'. Men, in their 'natural 
attitude', do not find the 'M:>rld as problerratic as the 
sociologist renders it for them. 90 

He made a further distinction between 'deep' and 'surface' rules. The 

latter were the objectified rules involved in societal deviance which 

have concerned fl.UlCtionalist explanations, for example; 'deep rules', 

on the other h.an:i, referred to tacit , shared understandings and these 

"nay cut across the surface divisions of pluralism, which regulate day 

da f f 0 0 " 91 to y, ace to ace l.nteraction • He tentatively suggested that, in 

the sexual sphere, the socially a:mst:ructed rreanings regarding gender 

89 . Of 1 self-lodging', Plurrmer wrote: " while identification 
processes have to be negotiated at the outset, they may •.. becorre 
recurrent and established • • • Empirical indicators . . . include 
personal names, styles of speech, nodes of dress". 'Comni tment • 
referred to "an investment of energy in particular lines of action 
which make it increasingly costly to follow alternative paths" 
(ibid., p. 16}. 

90. Ibid., p. 204, n. 5. 
91. Ibid., p. 51. Plurcmer wrote: " as a society becarres increasingly 

large-scale and differentiated, the content is likely to becorre rrore 
ambiguous, shifting and pluralistic" (ibid., p. 49). 
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might be an example of such rules. Again, this raised a difficulty: 

The notion of 'deep rules 1 also seerrs to be predicated upon a 
notion of absolutism, which is othel:Wise anathema to interactional 
studies. '!here is a paradox here : sociologists have escaped fran 
a surface \'oOrld of consensus and absolutism, to a world of 
errergence and relativism; only to find that this world after all 
rray be bounaed by deeply regulative rules. 92 

Pl"l.Ullter relegated both of these statements regarding the 'paradoxes• 

which the interactionist perspective confronted to footnotes and, while 

they had a significant effect upon his argument about harosexuality, he 

did not discuss their iroplicaticns for an interacticnist explanaticn 

any further. '!he idea of the hanosexual 1 s ccmnitment or natural attitude 

{\llhi.ch cares close to that of a role in the sense in which Mcintosh used it), 

as well as that of deep rules, such as gender :rceanings, both p::>int to the 

need for an historical explanation. He did insist upon the importance 

of an historical analysis of the emergence of the 'objectified' sexual 

reality, but it beCCJTes apparent that he was unable to derronstrate that 

the interactionist perspective is adequate for this task. 

With regard to the question of the origins of social mstility towards 

harosexuality, PlU[t'lll& considered the direct and indirect elerrents of 

the 1 objectified' sexual reality. First, the existing enpirical research , 

though inadequate, revealed widely held negative stereotypes of hanosexuals; 93 

92. Ibid., p. 209, n. 18. 
93. J .L. Si.rmons, for example, found that harosexual men were considered 

rrore deviant and were tolerated less than drug adicts , prostitutes, 
criminals and other deviant groups ("Public Stereotypes of Deviants", 
Social Problems, Vol. 13, No. 2 (Fall 1965), pp. 223-32) • other 
studies, hcMever, have revealed a higher level of tolerance; for 
example, John Kituse, "Societal Reaction to Deviant Behavior: Problems 
of Theory and ~thod", Social Problems, Vol. 9 , No.3 (Winter 1962), 
pp. 24 7 - 56 • The general weakness of these kinds of studies , as 
Plurmer camented, is that not only do they "suffer fran an over-
s~lified notion of attitude, nost of them fail to take into account 
the discrepancy that is likely to arise between \'oOrds , deeds and 
feelings" (op. cit., p. 113) . 
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there existed "a vast superstructure of beliefs and bnagery which 

help to conceal an underlying relationship by which dominant heterosexual 
94 groups tacitly but persistently oppress and attack horrosexual groups". 

'Ihis relationship could therefore be viewed as a political one. 95 Second 

he argued that the 'objectified' sexual reality needed to be understood 

in tenns of the ·~rld-taken-for-granted' views such as the rreanings 

attached to the family and the gender system: both, while not in 

the:nselves coWemning horrosexuality, "rray implicitly provide a rrodel that 

~~.:~ the \...~ exual . . l'dll 96 . ed rt::u..o.ers 1 .• -..~uus exper~ence ~nva l. He contlnu : 

Such a reality :rm.lst be accounted for as the end-pzoduct of a 
series of historical incidents, incidents which do not neces-
sarily reflect systematic conflicts or p::>ssess underlying logic. 
Indeed, given the canplexities of nodern society, it seems 
unlikely that they smuld display any rational fit. . . . 'Ihe only 
way to comprehend the 'objectified reali ty• of horrosexual 
oppression is to take each of the elarents • • • and to trace their 
historical errergence - an emergence which may take one through 
analyses of ec:onanic conflicts, status conflicts, personal 
interests, philosophical debates, religious quarrels, chance 
outccmes, govenunent reports, pressure-group PJli tics, 
organizational dilemnas and rational decision-making. 97 

Yet the crucial question remains as to how these canponents have shaped 

harrosexual oppression. All that he appears to offer at this point is an 

arpiricist nodel of historical analysis which ass'Ltl'es that the question 

will be understood once the total nl.mlber of relevant ' facts' have been 

assembled. 

The results of this approach are derronstrated in Pll..IIm'er' s brief discussion 

of the legal origins of horrosexua1 oppression and in particular the 

94. Ibid., p. 114. 
95. However, P1Ul'lll'er argued that whether h.arosexuality was conceived as 

a ' heresy', as a 'sickness', or as a 'p:Jlitical relationship', these 
were all ' accounts • and were relative in the sense that each had 
ultirrately to be understood as a social product: " ... in a society 
with growing p::>litical consciousness, hostility then enters that 
area of debate" (ibid., p. 115). 

96. Ibid.' p. 116. 
97. Ibid., pp. 116-17. 
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Labouchere Arrendrnent of 1885 {which, for the first time in English law, 

legislated against male hom::>sexual behaviour :per se as oppJsed to sodany 

alone}. He op:tXJSed interpretations of this as an instance of systematic 

oppression, and he argued that the .Amendment was :peripheral to a bill 

which was primarily concerned with female prostitution, that it was not 

the result of an intensive rroral crusade, and that the goverrnrent 

itself was unaware of the signif icance of the change. This suggests 

tbat the criminalisation of male h.om::>sexual behaviour was largely 

fortuitous. Such a oonclusion does not follow from whatever can be discerned 

of the legislators • intentions; th::>ugh he may well be correct in his 

interpretation of these intentions, 98 he would clearly agree that, 

fran the interactionist viewp::>int, selfconsciousness alone does not 

explain historical events. The criminalisation of male horrosexual behaviour 

coincided with its definition as a psychiatric illness ar.d this should 

:tXJSe a crucial problem. It is certainly not necessary to invoke the 

notion of a heterosexual conspiracy, but to imply that these nineteenth 

century developnents were fortuitous denies that there is any historical 

problem to be explained. Instead of stating that the 1885 Act was , 

concerned with prostitution and only peripherally with horrosexuality, and 

assuming that this is an historical fact which speaks for itself, it 

should be asked whether their association is of any significance. This 

question will only emerge if an historical approach is adopted which is 

sensitive to the evolution of sexual meanings in the nineteenth century. 

Plunmer' s reconmendation s.irrply of an examination of various conflicts, 

decisions and accidents, each of which may well have had some part in 

shaping the formal contours of hanosexual oppression, obscures the question. 99 

98. The interpretation is upheld, for example, by F .B. Smith, "Labouchere' s 
Amendment to the Criminal Law Arnendrrent Bill" , Historical Studies, 
Vol. 17, No. 67 (Oct. 1976), pp. 165-73. 

99. The issues involved here are discussed further in chapter f ive. 
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N:>t surprisingly, he was dissatisfied with the depiction of 'objectified' 

realities as being merely the outrome of criss-crossing interests and 

chance factors, and he returned to the question of power. He argued 

that although power was not equally distributed, domination should not 

be a:mceived as automatic and all-encompassing. Nonetheless, in the 

sexual sphere, he agreed that "men have constantly dominated warren,. 

and that heterosexuals have daninated ha:rosexuals as has been argued 

in the contemporary feminist and gay liberation rrove:mants. 100 Dominant 

p:Jli tical groups, he continued, uphold certain p.lblic, standardised 

categories which the majority of people take for granted. Horrosexuality, 

unless it could be accounted for, existed as a p:Jtential disruption for 

at least two of these sets of categories. First, the family, marriage 

and :romantic love were asst:rrned to be universal, and the family in 

particular provided individuals with one of their central statuses; OOno-

sexuality was a threatening ananaly for it revealed that "people do not 

have to live in family units, do not have to have children, ao not have to 

• fall in love' with one partner alone, indeed do not even have to • fall in 
101 love • 11

• Second, honosexuals challenged the category of gender. It 

was assuned that there were only two sexes, 'male' and • female', and 

the lnoosexual "stands as an exarrple that the 1il10rld may not be quite so 

dramatically sin;>le - there may be shades of gender, rather than absolute 

entities". 102 This argument very strongly suggests that the condermation 

of harrosexuality generated by the family and the gender system is not 

merely implicit in these institutions. 

Significantly, Pl1.11l1ller f inally explained the sources of hostility t:owards 

honosexuali ty not in interactionist terms but in functionalist ones: "The 

100. Plummer, op. cit., p. 118. 
101. Ibid. , p. 120. 
102. Ibid., p. 120. By 'male' and ' female ', Pl'IJitller clearly roeant 

'masculine' and 'feminine'. 
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systan CXJires under attack: order is threatened,. ; 103 " ronosexual 

oostility may be<x:lre necessary in situations of ambiguity in order to 

sharpen sane boundaries of nornality11
•
104 With concepts such as 'the 

system' an:l 'the natural order' he resorted to a level of abstraction 

and dete.nninism which he otherwise wished to avoi d, and their nature and 

node of operation rana.ined unexplained other than to say that they were 

deeply consei:Vative and resistant to crenge. To add the caveat that 

"a man~made order becanes mystified as a Natural Order" , 105 or that reality 

becanes l objectified r is only to pay lip-service to the interactionist 

perspective; once again, he confronted 'deep rules' and 'natural attitudes' 

which appeared to be outside of history. His use of a functionalist 

argument does, of course, underline his resistance to casting sexual 

rreani.ngs in a framework of extrere relativism. However, it is at the 

expense of his previous enphasis U[X>n the .inp:>rtance of an historical 

analysis of the errergence of the 'objectified' sexual reality, for now 

deviance becanes a given feature of society. He wrote that especially 

in complex societies, sare experiences "will always arise that fall 

outside of the prevailing system, and which thereby serve as a threat to 

the stability of tbat order"; 106 or, as he put it even rrore emphatically: 

"There must always be 'deviants' for there to be definitions of :oonnality". 107 

'!he difficulties for the interactionist perspective in conceptualising 

sexual power in relation to honosexual oppression recur in Pltli'Ilrer' s 

discussion of the second major problan with whic h he was concerned, that 

103. Ibid., p. 119. 
104. Ibid. , p. 120. Plumner ackno.vledged this, in a footnote, but ignored 

the issues which it raised for an interactionist argt.rrrent (p. 219, n. 
16). As he noted, other interactionists similarly resorted to 
functionalist argl.lll6lts while being highly critical of them elsewhere; 
see for example, J.D. Douglas (ed.), Deviance and Respectability: 
The Social Construction of :r.Dral Meanings, London, 1970, pp. 4-5. 

105. Plummer, op. cit., p. 118. 
106. Ibid., p. 119. 107. Ibid., p. 120. 
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of the stages and dynamics of the ho:rrosexual career. '!he issue here is 

the construction of a honosexual identity and, nore generally, the ways 

in which sexual meanings are acquired for, as he wrote: "Without an 

adequate understan.ding of the general precess of sexual socialization, 

little p:rogress can be made in understanding the rrore limitai case of 

becaning sexually deviant."108 He suggested that Freudian theory, with 

its focus up:m the e:rotional preconditions for sexual developnent and 

such processes as introjection and identification, and behaviourist 

theories, with their stress upon stimulus-response learning, might both 

contribute to an understanding of sexual socialisation. He was not 

concerned to criticise either of these theoretical approaches in any 

detail, apart fran taking irrmediate objection to the different kinds of 

determinism upon which they may be based, but he insisted that from the 

interactionist perspective, individuals must be conceived of as self-

conscious 'reactors' rather than as passive 'receptors' . 109 While sexual 

treanings and identities could becare stabilised, this should not obscure 

the 11 
' essential openness of personality structure' " and 11 

' freedan of action 1 
" 

which characterised human behaviour. 110 Above all, interactionism was 

concerned to discover hew particular experiences care to be interpreted 

as 'sexual 1 in the first place. Fran this perspective, the role of rrean:ings, 

symbols and significant others were crucial; rroreover, their importance 

was not confined to childhood but continued throughout the lifespan of the 

individual. 

One cannot see the individual 'automatically' and 'intrinsically' 
'knowing' that he is a horrosexual - as the simple interpretation 
of prior elements. Rather, one must analyse the social situations 
and interaction styles that lead to an individual building up a 
particular series of sexual neani.ngs, a particular sexual identity. 111 

108. Ibid., p. 56. 
110. Ibid., p. 15. 

109. 
111. 

Ibid. ' p. 131. 
Ibid. , p. 135. 
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Plummer was concerned less with the aetiological factors of primary 

deviance112 than with the processes involved in the stabilisation of 

secondary deviance. He outlined four stages of the honosexual career. 

He observed that there existed a wide range of };X)tential sources for 

horrosexual identification arrl labelling which could act as an initial 

'sensitization' of an individual to the meanings of ha:rosexuality. 113 

'Ihis exp:rrience could subsequently hecate heightened, a stage he referred 

to as 'signification' and 'disorientation'; at this p::>int, the individual 

had a high degree of awareness about the meaning of the label and varying 

degrees of anxiety and confusion. He then described the stages of 

'ooming out' , in which the individual identified as horrosexual through 

interaction with others in the subculture, and that of 'stabilization', 

in which for various reasons the individual was both unwilling and unable 

to leave the hon:osexual role. 114 This was a description of the harosexual 

career in ideal terms and an individual's progression from one point to 

another was by no rreans autanatic; it was a trajectory in which the 

individual confronted a series of interaction problems which were resolved 

as best as circumstances penni. tted. The description serves to uneerpin 

sharply Pl'l.l~In\':r' s basic contention that hom::> sexual socialisation, which 

results in a particular identity, can only be understcx::>d in tenns of the 

hostile social context with which the individual interacts. 

He did not claim to provide a theo:cy of sexual socialisation but instead 

112. He offered a thorough critique of the extraordinary range of 
psychological causes of hoirosexuali ty which have been advanced 
(ibid., pp. 123-31), though he added that "I suspect there is nore 
than a rrcdicum of truth in the idea that averidentification with 
the nother figure precipitates lx:m:>sexuality in many instances .. 
(ibid., p. 129). This passing ccmnent underlines his evasion of 
the'r"elationship between horrosexuali ty arrl gender neanings, a fX)int 
which will be taken up shortly. 

113. Thus, in the rrost general tenns, "any actor who corrrnits a genital 
act (e.g. masturbation) with a ItBI1ber of the same sex, who develops 
a strong enotional attacl'lnent to a merber of the same sex, or who 
spends time daydreaming of his own sex in f ictional erotic 
ena:Hmters, develops an apparent source for subsequent p::mderings 
over p:>tential hOIIOsexuality" (ibid., p. 135). 

114. Ibid., pp. 135-52. Pltliilrer used 'role' not in a structural 
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restricted his task to defining the principles and general direction for 

further research. Ho~ver, even on this level of generality a number of 

problems arise. The first involves the question of "why, when 

so many people are ];X)tentially available for horrosexual experiences and 

identification, do so feN enter stable larosexual roles?"115 Pll.l!lll'er 

argued that many individuals construct • accounts • of their honosexual 

behaviour by which they repudiate the label • hanosexual' and that these 

~lanations were accepted by supportive reference groups.116 He 

suggested that control theoxy ~lained why individuals need these accounts, 

for it reversed the conventional assutptions regarding the search for a 

cause of horrosexuali ty and instead asked why, "when there are so mmy 

p:>tential sexual roles available, do so many elect for heterosexuality as 

a predaninant node of sexual experien.ce?"117 

... nost individuals might becane attached and carmitted to 
heterosexual groups because of the way society is organized, 
and such carrnitments may becane increasingly difficult to 
sever. This being so, 'accormts' have to be provided to 
justify horrosexual acts, and attachrrents to reference groups 
becane not only sources of supp::nt, but also barriers to further 
interaction with new groups. 118 

Yet this is merely a shorthand, descriptive statarent: the question 

renains as to exactly hew society is so organised and how this should be 

sense, but a 'dramaturgical' one; see his discussion, pp. 18-19. 
115. ~., p. 137. 
116. For example, Reiss (op. cit.) discussed the acrounts of male 

prostitutes; G L Kirkham those of prisoners ("Horrosexuality in 
Prisons", in J M Henslin (ed.) , Studies in the SociolSlJ¥ of Sex, 
New York, 1971); and Ned Polsky those of Greenwich VJ.llage Beats 
(Hustlers , Beats and Others, Harm:mdsworth, 1971 (1967)). Actually, 
Polsky claimed that the Beats accepted horrosexual experiences alnost 
as casually as heterosexual ones and that few defined themselves as 
horrosexual. But he did not suggest why this should be the case 
beyond claiming that this trait carre originally from negro Beats and 
that negro culture was traditionally tolerant of sexual ambiguity 
(pp. 161-62) . It sJ:x::ruld be noted that Polsky readily drew up:>n 
both interactionist and frmctionalist explanations. 

117. Plummer, op. cit., p. 128. 
118. Ibid. , pp. 14G-4l. 
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explained. Control theory ilrplies sane notion of .IXJWer, but at the sarre 

tirre Plurrmer stressed the interactionist ass\Jt!Ptions of individual 

consciousness and freedan which, once again, brings his argument to an 

impasse . 

He was, then, unable to explain why the wide range of I;XJtential sources 

for honosexual ' sensitization' did not lead rrore often to a h::Irosexual 

identity; in interactionist tenrs, he explained the passage f:rrm pr:inary 

to serondary deviance not on a theoretical level, but only on a descriptive 

one. This is illustrated further in his discussion of secondary 

deviance and in particular the reasons for the ' stabilization' of the 

h:mosexual role. Apart frcm some corrnonsense observations to the effect 

that the role has its own attractions and that after a certain stage it 

affords the harosexual rrore security than would a heterosexual role, he 

considered the factor of sexual sterootypes. He believed that "in a 

restrictive ccrrplex society individuals learn sexual sterootypes which 

have a tendency tcwards simplification" so that, for example, it was 

assurred that "h:m::>sexual men cannot like wanen". Because of the rigidity 

of such stereotypes, "any early sexual cues become translated in a 

distorted and restrictive way" •119 '!his observation, though limited, 

casts doubt up:>n the idea of there being a wide range of available sexual 

roles and it clearly raises the question of the origin of these stereotypes. 

The rrost blatant sterootypes are those relating to gender, and while 

Plunmer made a number of references to gender meanings, he did so 

unsystenatically and did not draw out their significance. For exanple, 

male prostitutes and prisoners interpreted their horrosexual behaviour with 

1 accounts 1 which denied any suggestion of effeminacy or enotional 

cann:itment, so ~t their masculinity was not compromised. Again, in 

considering the wide range _of potential sources of honosexual identification, 

119. Ibid., pp. 84-5. 
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his examples revealed conflict over gender identity: a fragile boy might 

perceive his physique as inappropriate to the social definition of 

masculinity, and a boy with certain artistic interests might experience a 

similar conflict. 12° Finally, he discussed the reasons for the 

• signification • and 'disorientation' which characterised the honosexual 

career. Apart fran those factors which were a simple corollary of the 

stigmatisation of harrosex:uality (hence the problems of secrecy, guilt and 

sexual access), he noted: 

Hcnosexual sensitivity touches upon a core identity. In our 
society, the J;XJSi ti ve el6tlents of the societal reaction stress 
the imi;x:>rtance of gender distinctions, of appropriate male-
behaviour and ferrale-behaviour, and such gender identities 
becane ••• 'master-determining· status traits'. • •• The 
sensitivity to being a potential horrosexua1 thus goes right 
to the very heart of the matter of identity. 'Who am I?' 
becares a key problem that leads tD signification. 121 

This cannent is highly su;rgestive but it rerrained undeveloped. It is 

difficult to see what is at stake in the conflict which harosexuality 

produces so long as gender meanings are not related to the p:JWer which 

characterises sexual relations between rren and wcmm, and so long as the 

anomalous J;XJsition of hOIICsexuals in tenns of gender expectations remains 

unaefined. In each of the instances noted alx>ve, Plumner regarded the 

question of gender as being trerel y one additional factor, just as he 

relegated it to being one cause, and an indirect one at that, of 

hostility towards honosexuals. 

'!here are three unresolved and related problens in Plurnner' s account of 

the hom:Jsexual career: why the acquisition of a horrosexual identity is 

rot rrore canron; the origins of the sexual stereotypes which act to 

stabilise secondary deviance; and how gender meanings shape the conflict 

surrounding the experience of horrosexuality. Underlying these problems 

are the theoretical assumptions of individual freedan and choice, and of 

cultural pluralism, upon which symbolic interactionism is based. 'I'.he 

120. Ibid., pp. 135-36. 121. Ibid. , p. 146. 
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question of the detenninacy of sexual meanings is never clarified, even 

th::>ugh Plunmer struggled to refine the issue throughout his study. This 

is not to doubt the tenet that sexual treanings are created through 

'interaction'; hcMever, this simple proposition Cbes not in itself lead 

to an understanding of h.CM the meanings are acquired, of their strength 

or their dynamics. 

The final major issue which Plunmer discussed was the horrosexual sub-

culture, and this may be dealt with relatively briefly. Whereas the 

daninant view in the gay rroverrent at about the saroe time dismissed the 

s~ture as sinply conservative and riddled with self-oppressive 

attitlrles, he argued that, 

.•• as one rroves progressively into the subculture, so one gains 
readier access to sexual and social partners, to a series of 
legit.i.nations about horrosexuality, and strengthened sense of 
identity. 
'lhose in the sexual .subculture may thus have clearer 1 nore stable 
self-conceptions of thernsel ves as horcosexuals than h.om:>sexuals 
who do not becorre so involved. 122 

Further, he quite properly located the gay troveiiEI1t itself as part of the 

subculture in a broad sense, and suggested that the advent of a rrore 

militant hOITOsexual activism might be e>q)lained in tenns of the thesis of 

relative deprivation. 

At those times of severe oppression -when the laws are 
hostilely rigid, when the literature is censored and dis-
cussions are taboo - the horrosexual is willing to put up 
with that little bit of security that he can carve for 
hinlSelf in the gay -...K)rld; at those times when oppression 
be.canes less severe - when it is publicly spoken about and 
accepted in many groups - the hOITOsexual rnay feel his 
oppression to a greater degree. He can articulate the 
oppression rrore readily. 123 

122. Ibid. 1 pp. 168, 164. '!his .I;XJint has frequently been made in 
SOCiological studies of the subculture; see for exarrple Leznoff 
and Westley (op. cit. ) ; Evelyn Hooker, "The Horrosexual Comrunity", 
in William Sinon and John H. Gagnon (eds.), Sexual Deviance, NerN 
York, 1967, pp. 178-79; and B.M. Dank, "Coming Out in the Gay 
World11

, Psychiat:zy, Vol. 34, No. 2 (May 1971) , pp. 180-97. 
123. Plurrmer, op . cit., p. 172. 
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'Ihis kind of argument could also be used to help explain the rapid 

e.'q)CU')Sion of the subculture, particularly on the canrrercial level, which 

has taken place largely since Sexual Stigrra appeared. 

Plun:mer argued that the subculture should be understood both as a solution 

to the particular problems faced by harosexuals, those of guilt, sexual 

access and identity, ani in tenns of societal reactions which acted to 

amplify initial honosexual experiences and to segregate horrosexuals from 

wider involvare:nts. 124 He stressed that there was a dialectical 

relationship between subculture and society: the solutions to some 

prcblems gave rise to new ones, so that the subculture was not simply 

a static resr;:onse to oppression. Yet PlUITIJ:er' s description of the sub-

culture did not properly exploit this principle. He did not attempt to 

extend Mcintosh's insights about the historical specificity of a 

honosexual subculture but was rrore concerned to errq::hasise what it shared 

with the society in which it was located. It had developed largely by 

incorporating elanents of the daninant culture: the 'hip' ma.sculini ty of 

the counterculture, for exarrple, had influenced the honosex:ual subculture. 125 

:r-bre generally, the values within the subculture -were "really only those 

values oomronly associated with courtship in theheterosexual culture". 126 

Thus while sex figured prani.nently in the horcosexual subculture, it had a 

similar importance in rrany heterosexual male groups. Up to a point this 

124. This again broaches on a functionalist explanation; as Plummer wrote 
of sexually deviant subcultures in general, " •.• the subculture may 
serve to segregate the deviant fran the wider population and may 
also thus contain and control it" (ibid., p. 87). '!here is a sense 
in which ftmctionalist accounts are relevant: Plt:lil'll.'er quoted a police 
chief who was happy to have the 'perverts' in the subculture and not 
else'tlihere so that they would not cause trouble. 

125. '!his IX>int is developed by Laud Humphreys, 11New Styles in Honosexual 
Manliness", in McCaffrey, op. cit., pp. 65-83. 

126. Plummer, op. cit., p. 157. 
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is uncontentious; but since heterosexual sexuality is structured 

around the ideal of rrcnoganous marriage and across the division of gender, 

it is certainly logical to explore the different ways in whim harosexual 

sexuality is structured. It is particularly important to examine such 

differences, both sexual ones and in other areas, to see hew the sub-

culture acts as a point of resistance to the daninant culture. 

It 'WOuld seem that Plurnrer' s inability to define the sources of oppression 

constrained him fran posing this question. The issue here is to specify 

the ananalous social position of hatosext:als in a way 'vhich neither 

renders them 1 outside' of society (.as ha:ppens in both ccnsenrati ve and 

radical functionalist arguments). , nor reduces the difference of their 

position to being a silrple reflection of the heterosexual norm. 

(,iv) 

Sexual Stigma isolated three basic, i...1terrelated questions regarding a 

social theory of male hanosexuality. It focussed upon the origins of 

oppression, the dynamics of a harosexual identity and career, and the 

significance of the existence of a subculture. In discussing these 

problems, PlUitiiEr dem:>nstrated a political and theoretical strength in the 

interactionist perspective 'Which should not be l.llldervalued. The 

perspective is highly sensitive to the expe+ience of individuals and does 

not crudely force that experience into abstract and detenninistic 

categories. In using it to challenge the positivism of traditional 

approaches to halosexuali ty, P lunmar' s achievement was to highlight the 

fact that the harosexual' s experience is thoroughly shaped by hostile 

society. 

Harosexuality in this culture is a stigma lal:::el. To 
be called 1 hanosexual' is to be degraded, denounced, 
devalued or treated as different. It may ~11 nean 
sl:lame, ostracism, discr.i.mination, exclusion or physical 
attack. It may sinlply mean that one becanes an 
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1 interesting curiosity of perr.ri.ssiveness'. But always~ in 
this culture, the costs of being known as a hanosexual must 
re high. 121 

In these tenus, Sexual Stigma forms an interesting parallel with a 

praninent line of argurrent in the early gay :rrovement 1 s literature. And 

it has a strength over many activists 1 arguments in that it does not 

assurre that oppression is all-enc:arpassing or invariable. 'Ibis is very 

important, for fluctuations in the level of oppression and specific 

nobilisaticns of hostility tONards harosexuals (as happened in the farrous 

scandal in the town of Boise in Idaho in 1955)., 128 should provide a m:ans 

for furthering the historical analysis of their social position. A static 

conception of oppression readily invites a f'liD.ctionalist explanation 

whereas this is less likely to haPfe!l when oppression is vieved in more 

dynamic tenus. Far the sane reason, it is important to develop the 

explanation, lt.bich Plumner touched upon, of the rise of ccnterrporary gay 

activism. 

His :t:eculiarly urgent lcyalty to interactionisrn arose fran his perception 

of homosexuality as a political issue and this led him (both explicitly and 

implicitly) to expose the limitations of the perspective. He thus threw 

into relief sore of the problems involved in oonstructing an adequate 

sociological account of harosexuality. These problans are contained 

within the three broad issues upon which he concentrated, and they are 

ultimately historical ones. While Plumer derronstrated the Usefulness of 

127. Ibid., p . 175 . To anyone with even a general familiarity with the 
gay novexrent, this statement may not seen remarkable. But few 
sociologists have nade any canparable observations. E&rcrrds and 
Wilson, for example, in their introduction to a oollection of articles 
on deviance - and one distinctly above the average stan.dard of such 
collections - appeared to equate the 'oppression' experience by 
homosexuals, Black Panthers and anbezzlers (A.R. Edwards and P.R. 
Wilson, "The Concept of Social Deviance: An Interactionist 
Perspective", in Edwards and Wilson (~s.) , op. cit., p. 27) . 

128. John Gerassi, The Boys of Boise, New York , 1968 (L966} . 
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interactionism for an examination of the p:rocesses of the construction 

and disavowal, maintenance and reversal of social stigmas, it was with 

the larger ambitions of the persr;ective that a series of impasses arose. 

He was unable to offer an alternative historical approach to the questions 

which gay lil:erationists had tackled, even th:>ugh his passing criticisms 

of their arguments were perceptive (and could easily have been extended). 

In fact, his caments about the ways in 'Which the family and the gender 

system generated hostility tcwards honosexaali ty were distinctly weaker 

than sane of the gay liberationist arguments. 

'nlere is an acute tension throughout PlUITil'er' s account between an 

emphasis up:m the individual negotiation of sexual rreanings and reactions, 

and an acl<nONledgement of the wider social constraints upon this process. 

'lhe following passage is typical. 

••. it is not global laws, universal nonns, omnipresent law-
enforcement agencies or rredia stereotypes which 'react' against 
deviants: rather it is individual people, sensitive to certain 
abstract rules and constraints, who negotiate their reactions with 
deviants in face-to-face encounters. Often what goes finnly 
against the law may be tolerated or condoned in certain interpersonal 
contexts. • .• The 'deviant', of course, ma.y see the global and 
abstract rules as all-constraining, and in that sense they are 
extrerrely i.mp:)rtant for analysis. But in his day to day world, he 
is much concemed with what people say and do to him as with these 
global rreanings. 129 

This last point, incidentally, is surely a matter for empirical investigation, 

and Plumner seemed to shift his emphasis when he later wrote that a 

denonstration "that specific direct labelling has little impact misses 

the point; it is the whole weight of culb.I.ral hostility that counts". 130 

129. Plurrroer, op. cit., p. ·50. This tension recurred throughout his study, 
for example, pp. 36, 40, 48, 85, 118. 

130. Plurnner, "Building a sociology of honosexuality", op. cit., p . 22. 
He was referring to a study which revealed that a ' less than 
honourable discharge' fran the army on the grounds of horrosexuality 
did not necessarily have negative consequences for the individuals 
concerned; see c. J. Williams and M.s. Weinberg, Horrosexuals and the 
Military: A Study of Less Than Honorable Discharge, New York, 1971. 
The :imp:)rtance of the weight of cultural hostility is one of the 
points to emerge fran Laud Humphrey' s study of inpersonal sex. Many 
of the rren interviewed did mt identify as rorrosexual and actually 
stlp!X)rted nore p::>lice surveillance of casual horrosexual encounters; 
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This tension beb.veen individual negotiation and societal constraints is 

accarpanied by another between individual negotiation and psychological 

constraints. P lurrrrer employed a four-cell nodel to distinguish between 

male harosexuality in terms of whether it occurred in an individual or 

group situation, and ~ther it was an instance of primary or secondary 

deviance. Thus it could be a casual encounter, as in youthful 

• experimentation' ; it could appear as a deep attachment between two 

people \'.ho did not identify themselves as harosexual; it could occur in 

an institutionalised fonn, as in schools or prisons; and it could fo:r:m 

a 'way of life', in which it was a central canpanent of sexual identity .131 

Sociologically, these distinctions are essential, but as a n:odel of 

harosexuality the differences between the four fo:t:IOS are blurred. Both 

statistically and psychologically, there are dramatic differences between 

hcrrosexuality as primacy deviance (in casual encounters and within an 

insti tutian) , and as secondary deviance (in a particular relaticnship and 

as a • way of life • ) . In de-errphasising the .i.nportance of :t=SYChological 

factors, P lUI'!m:r • s trodel failed to grasp these differences . And when he 

stressed the inportance of appreciating the ccmplex ways in which particular 

experiences care to be understood as 'sexual', he noted that "there are 

deeply regulative rules surrounding sexuality that link it very finnly 

to the genitals".132 In the light of psychoanalytic theory, this is 

startlingly naive (though to be fair, it is a question which many psycho-

analysts \<JOUld take to l:::e self-evident) . 133 

they could be seen as 'no:ral crusaders'. See Tearcx:m Trade: A Study 
of Hanosexual Encounters in Public Places, London, 1970, p. 141. 

131. Plurmer, Sexual Stigrm, op. cit., pp. 98-100. 
132. Ibid., p. 206 , n. 21; and similarly, p. 207, n. 28. 
133. It -would be gratuitous to criticise the interactionist approach to 

sexuality for its ignorance and rough handling of psychoanalytic 
theory in any detail. Phmrer ' s carrnents, like those of Gagnon and 
Sinon (op. cit.) upon whan he drew, w=re in part a reaction against 
the crude Freudian fonnulatians which have been particularly wide-
spread in tbe United States. But both failed to address tbe 
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These considerations suggest where interactionism stops short 

theoretically and where it should be located as a theoretical tool in 

the task of constructing a social theory of honosexuali ty. On the one 

hand, the perspective indicates the need for a depth psychology concerned 

with the develo.r:m=nt of the foundations of sexual orientation and gender 

identity; on the other, it points to the i!TpJrtance of historical 

analysis. It cannot, by itself, perfonn these tasks and it canrnt be 

a substitute for them. But it can set down requirements for both kinds 

of explanation. 

A depth psychology is essential to an explanation of why the acquisition 

of a harosexual identity is not rrore camon. Such an accx:>unt need not 

be deterministic in the sense to which Plurnrer repeatedly objected. He 

is right to stress that sexual socialisation is oot confined to childhood 

experiences but continues through adolescence in pcrrticular and beyond. 

At the sa.-re ti.Ire, the psychoanalytic oonception of infantile sexuality and 

the unconscious, the cx:mron observation that gender identities are a 

fund.am:mtal element of personality structures and have their origin 

in very early experiences, and the claims by many hooosexual people that 

they knew that they were horrosexual (or at least 'different' in a quite 

basic way) fran a very early age, all point to the inq:ortance of a depth 

psychology. A vitally i.rrp:>rtant task then, is to articulate the kind of 

psychoanalytic account outlined in the preceeding chapter with the insights 

afforded by Pll..lrtm::.r and other interactionists. 

psychoanalytic fonnulation of infantile sexuality and the unconscious, 
and at the sa:rre ti.rre reproduced other Freudian insights as their own. 
r-bre generally, they did not recognise at all clearly the problans 
for 'Which psychoanalytic theory might be useful, such as the ac-
quisition of gender identities. Cohen has remarked upon the 
"philistine distrust which greets . . . the whole \\Qrk of Freud" 
within sociology generally (op. cit., p. 22). 
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The claims of a non-biological psychoanalytic explanation of sexual develop-

rrent can be that the basis of a child's sexual orientation and gender 

identity is typically established via its family experiences at the age 

of say, five or six. A child's experience and t1110erst.ancling of its 

sexuality at this age is of oourse limited: the bulk of conscious oonflict 

over sexual orientation and gender identity, in tenns of an understanding 

of both general societal prescriptions and the rrore variable attitudes of 

particular individuals, certainly lies in the future . Quite obviously, 

the horrosexually oriented boy has everything to learn about the J:X)Ssibil ities 

of living an adult honosexual life; he has to learn the specific rreanings 

attached to honosexuality and to reconcile his or.vn sense of identity with 

this knowledge. 134 Similarly, he has much to learn about specific gender 

expectations and there is clearly roam for conscious negotiation in the 

'presentation' of self in these tenns after the basis of gender identity 

has been fonred. 

It is, then, certainly oot the case that honosexuality should be con-

ceived to be si.rrply a psychological orientation, as Whitarn has argued; 135 

but neither is it helpful to begin with the view, surrmed up by Plurrrner, 

that "hoiTDsexuality is a cc:mplex, diffuse experience that anyone may have". 136 

134. Scme research has found that there is on average an interval of six 
years between the first suspicion of being horrosexual arrl then adopting 
a horrosexual identity; see Dank, op. cit. 1 p. 182. 

135. Frederick L. Whitam, "The Horrosexual Role: A reoonsideration" 1 The 
Journal of Sex Research, Vol. 13, No. 1 (Feb. 1977), pp. l -11; "The 
PrehJrrosexual Male Child in Three Societies: The United States, 
Guatenala, Brazil" 1 Archives of Sexual Behavior, Vol. 91 No. 2 
(April 1980) 1 pp. 87-99 . The first of these articles argued against 

Mcintosh (op. cit.) but in a particularly crude fashion. Whitam 
appeared to be content to dissolve the entire question of a social 
thoory of horrosexuali ty and to take the debate back to the traditional 
psychiatric fr~rk, minus only the judgarent of pathology. 

136. Kenneth Plurrmer, "Ham::>sexual cate9-ories: sorre research problems in 
the labelling perspective of honosexuality11 

1 in Plurrrrer (ed.), 
op. cit., p. 57. Plurnrrer went on to argue for a synthesis of the 
orientation and identity construct rrodels of the formation of a 
honosexual identity. 
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Quite patently, 'anyl::::ody' does not have it. Even in behavioural terms, 

this statanent would be rrore accurately applied to heterosexuality since 

proportionately nore horrosexuals have sane heterosexual experience than 

vice versa. 

While the experience of h.cm:>sexuality is negotiated, this happens under 

specific historical conditions. These conditions have created the various 

facets of horrosexual oppression and the phenomena of a honosexual identity 

and subculture which together shape the present experience of honosexuali ty. 

This is not to imply that there is an already existing role which will 

necessarily engulf either the 1 pre-horrosexual' person or the person 

unable to ward off the label of • honosexual 1 
• Such an assumption is 

denied by the interactionists' insights into the processes of individual 

choice, negotiation and a:mtingency. The very substantial challenge of 

this perspective is to integrate its insights into an historical acoount 

of the erergence of the hoirosexual as a specif ic type of person, an 

account which will not depict horrosexuals as being the passive victims of 

oppressive structures. Unlike Plummer, many sociologists writing within 

the interactionist fralllaiiOrk have a:npletely lost sight of the question of 

the origins of 'reactions' in their effort to distance themselves from 

fonns of positivistic detenninism. However frustrating this might be, it 

would be no advance to jettison their sensitivity to the particular 

experiences of individuals in favour of an investigation of the abstract 

origins of oppression. 1 Oppression 1 smuld oot be apostrophised as a 

tidy, relentless structure; it nrust be understood as a <Xlllplex system of 

forceful constraints which the irrlividual resists, aca:mrodates and 

changes. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

HIS'roRIC'AL ISSUES 
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Between 1975 and 1980, ten issues of Gay Left were published in LOndon 

by a collective of gay rcen. During this period, it was the major gay 

liberation journal to prcm::>te a Marxist analysis of harosexual oppression 

and to explore the relationship be~en the priorities of gay socialists 

and those of other groups and parties on the revolutionary left. Without 

being theoretically m::x:lish, Gay Left investigated questions of socialist 

theory and practice in a fashion which was remarkable for its patience 

and accessibility. At the sam: time, its scope was ambitious: apart 

fran paying attention to current theoretical debates surrot.mding the 

potential for an historical naterialist analysis of sexuality, the journal 

consistently had a number of other concerns. These included the work of 

hOIIDsexual m=n and wrnen within trade unions, the representatioo of 

harosexuals in films, literature and other art form;, and issues such as 

fascism and paedophilia whid1 have been a focus of political debate in 

Britain since the late seventies. Throughout its career, the journal was 

marked by a continuing camti.tment to the sexual liberationist tenet that 

the personal is fOlitical. Sane of its articles drew out the social 

significance of individual experiences of caning out, of being openly 

gay at work, and of the various masculine self-images of harosexual men. 

The rost important theoretical contriliution of Gay Left was arguably its 

efforts taNards conceptualising the emergence of 'harosexuals' as a ITOdern 

historical phenarenon. It was consistently critical of essentialist 

assumptions about hc:::rrosexuality, and it directly influenced other historical 

'NOrk which has addressed the question of the construction of the category 

of 'hcrrosexuality'. This was, of course, a central concern of Jeffrey Weeks 

(a I'OE!'!'ber of the collective) in his history of hc::rrosexua.l politics in 

Britain since the nineteenth century, caning Out. 'Ihis chapter considers 

the major theoretical issues raised by his study as well as by sane later, 

briefer statements by him and others. 
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It should be stated at the outset that the theoretical status of Marxism 

in this historical project is problana.tic. While it undeniably contributed 

to the anti -essentialist conception of hmosexuality which has now been 

quite fil:mly established, the possibility of its nore specific applicaticn 

to questions of sexual change renains distinctly uncertain. As was seen 

in the first chapter of this thesis, there are enoorous problans inherent 

in any attempt to draw a simple correlation between varying levels of 

hatosexua.l oppression and the econan.ic and ~litical changes within 

industrial capitalist societies. And such an att.e!t'pt. has not been made in 

the w:>rk to l:::e considered here. Nonetheless, Weeks in particular has 

consistently tried to further an account of hanosexuality which will 

ultimately be crnpatible with historical materialism. 

A crucial question in this enterprise concerns its implications for Marxist 

theory: there are clear signs of strain, despite the non-econanistic 

refo:c:nulations of Marxism W:rich. have been undertaken over the past decade. 

As Weeks himself has ranarked, this is not an argurrent for a further 

attempt at the episterrological :p.rrificatian of Marist theory at the expense 

of historica l work on hanosexuali ty. 1 But there is certainly an epistem:>-

logical challenge to that theory in the very idea of a 'gay .MaJ:xism • : as 

the Gay Left collective m:destly put it in the final issue of the journal, 

"owe still feel there is a relevance to the label which goes beyond the fact 

of being both gay people and socialists" . 2 To state the point nore 

emphatically, if that apparent hybrid 'gay Harxism' does not survive, the 

i.nplications of the failure may very well be more serious to Marxism than to 

gay li.berationist theory. The two could, conceivably, benefit frcm their 

l. Jeffrey Weeks, "Discourse, desire and sexual deviance: sane problems 
in the history of hcm::>sexuality", in Plunmer (ed . ) , op. cit., p. 111. 

2. Gay Left Collective, ''Darocracy, Socialism and Sexual Politics", 
Gay Left, No. 10 (June 1980) , p. 2. 
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theoretical juxtaposition, but it \\t:luld rrean sane far-reaching 

refonnula.tions, and not least for historical materialism. 

A sketch of the theoretical evolution of Gay Left indicates what is at 

stake here. 'lhe joumal never attanpted the philosornical excursions to 

be found in Working Papers or m/f, but it did try to construct a gay 

socialist perspective in the context of sare of the theoretical debates 

within recent Marxist VJOrk. The point of this exercise is not to criticise 

the journal' s various approaches to Marxist theory but to obsenre the 

shifts in its perspective and hence its own criticism. 

Ci) 

During its first ~ years, Gay !.eft tried to extend the typical early 

gay liberatianist conviction that hanoseJO.Jal oppression was linked to the 

role of the family and the subjection of wanen, and that these were 

functional for the capitalist rncde of p.roductian. At the same time, it was 

argued fran the first issue that the failure of socialists to take up the 

issue of sexual oppression ~ a result of a lorig ecanamistic tradition. 

It represents, above all, a theoretical failure to grasp that 
a ruling class perpetuates itself not only through the econanic 
and ideological fonns of exploitation and oppression, but also 
through the character structures , the errotional fonrations, of 
its rrernbers. Certain issues, particularly male/female sexual 
relations and characteristics, are implicitly seen as beyond 
time and history, not subject to historical processes and social 
transfonnation. 3 

Ha:nosexual oppression, then, stemned fran the discriminaticn on the grounds 

of gender and sexual orientation which was generated by the family. 

Oppression was rooted in capitalist relations of production because of tw::> 

sets of functions performed by the farnily. 4 

The first of these was econanic and involved the split between the 

3. Jeffrey Weeks, ''Where Engels Feared to Tread", Gay !.eft, No. 1 
(Auturm 1975), p. 3. 

4. Gay !.eft Collective, "Collective State:nent", Gay Left, No. 1 
{~utumn 1975)., p. 2. 
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extra-familial, publicly valued labour of men and the de-valued, danestic 

labour of wanen. Industrial capitalism had created this split and 

sharpened the social differentiation be~ men and ~n by taking 

paid labour out of the hane and into the factory system. The econany 

therefore benefited fran the changed role of the family because \Crei1 

remained as a IXJOl of cheap labour which could be drawn upon when 

required, and also because v.anen raised and cared for children, the 

workers of the future , at no expense to the industrial system. The second 

function of the family was ideological. It not only reproduced the class 

t:05ition of its rrembers but also defined the subordination of wanen to 

rren in econani.c, social and arotional tenus. fure specifically, the family 

fulfilled a critical function by moulding the gen:ler of children: "Many 

aspects of 'masculinity' are synonym:ms with the personal elem=nts 

necessary to succeed within capitalism . . . The expression of feminine 

characteristics iin bo~/ runs cornter to male suprema.cy 1 the family and 

fundamental values of capitalism". 5 Thus. the f amily rejected "hcrrosexuals 1 

transvestites, transexuals: people who do not confom to the social 

expectations that are needed to perpetuate the capitalist econany". 6 

In the fifth issue of Gay Left, the collective returned to this argument, 

and to the question of econanism. This attention was partly a IXJlitical 

response to changes that had "revolutionised the possibilities of leading 

an openly gay life". 7 It was not that state harassment or media attacks 

had lessened, but that the rapidly exparoing camercial subculture was 

readily able to exist within, while being shaped by, a consumerist and 

sexist society. Indeed, the rnovanent itself had contributed to these 

developrents: "Gay liberation prized open the crack, but gay ccmnercial 

5. Gay Left Collective, 11love, Sex and Maleness", Gay Left, No. 4 
(Summer 1977}, p. 3. 

6. Gay Left Collective, "Collective Statanent11
, op. cit., p. 2. 

7. Gay Left Collective, "Why Ma.I:xism?", Gay Left, No. 5 Minter 1977) , 
p. 2. 
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interests rushed to pour in" . 8 All of this :ilrplie:l that the journal's 

earlier arguroont about the direct relationship between capitalism and 

harosexual oppressicn had been far too simple. 

On a theoretical level, the collective was also responding to the work 

of Althusser and Mitchell, and to the renewed interest in Gramsci. They 

argued that the sexual liberaticn rrovements had revealed "new areas of 

struggle against patriarchy and capitalism to which Marxism had to 

resp::>nd. We reject, however, the concept of a 'Gay Marxism• as a special 

variant. We are anxious, on the contrary, to identify certain absences 

in the Marxist tradition". 9 The area of sexuality was a prime example. 

'Ihe working class struggle could not be conceived in eccnanic tenns alone 

but had to take account of exactly that area: 

A worker's positicn is also a result of a structure of social 
relations whidl are initially inculcated through the family 
and reinforced through bourgeois ideology. Thus gender roles 
as defined in the family are central to the male/fenale 
dichotany of work relations. Ecrnanism ignores this whole 
dynamic and suggests that social relations will be naturally 
transformed in a post-revolutionaxy situation. 10 

Drawing upon Althusser' s fo:anulation of the relative autoncmy of the 

ideological level, the collective went on to argue that male hatosexual 

oppression largely took an ideological fonn. The general rx:>int was that 

questions of gerder and sexuality could not be simply derived fran the 

econanic level of the social formaticn. 

8. 

In retrospect we probably overstressed. the purely econanic 
aspects of the family and IPeChanically assimilated hcm:r 
sexual oppression to it. But the stress on the family must 
still be central for it is here that ll1 each generation the 
boy-child and the girl-child enter into the :rules of social 
life. Here also is W:iere the daninance of reproductive 
sexuality is maintained. In our culture these rules closely 
regulate ger:rler-identity to a particular f orm of sexual 
expression. 

II 
,. • .. I Gay Left, No. 2 Gay Left COllective, 11Within These Walls 

(Spring 1976) , p. 1. 
9. Gay Left Collective, "Why Marxism?", op. cit., p. 2. 
10. Ibid.' p. 3 . 
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'llie fight for gay liberation is ... an aspect of a wider 
struggle against male danination. 11 

The final major statanent by the collective continua:l in this direction 

of insisting upon the specif icity of homosexual oppression while 

reiterating that Marxism offered no ready explanation of it. Writing .ln 

tre political context of the Thatcher Governrent, they observed the 

strategic and organisational incoherence of responses by the left and an 

apparent dissonance within Marxist theory. 

The existing fonms of soci alism fail to speak clearly to 
people's needs and in that failure abandon the political 
and social terrain to daninatian by reactionary images, 
roodels and philosophies. The continued repetition of 
slogans calling for example for a general strike, is 
limited and idealist in so far as it fails to connect to 
how people really see their lives. 12 

The crucial point for socialist theory and strategy to reccgnise was that 

capitalism was not a single entity but a highly canplex set of ecananic, 

social, geographical, ethical and gender rela tions. There was "no unitary 

deteJ:mi.nation of beliefs, behaviour, ideology or sexual fonns" , 13 and a 

variety of struggles arose a t all points of p:JWer within the crop lex 

structure of capitalism. 

In effect the collective was arguing that there was a crisis in Marxist 

theory and practice and that this highlighted the significance of gay 

politics. The sexual liberation moveoonts had politicised sections of 

the population untouched by traditional socialist organisations by 

dem:nstrating that "our 'private• lives, our selves and our desires, are 

targets for intervention by social forces - definitions, roodels, rules, 

woven in ideology and lived by us". 14 In the process, the liberation 

11. Ibid. , p . 4 . This line of thought was expanded upon by Keith Birch , 
"Poll tics and Ideology , An Introduction to Al thusser, Mitchell and 
Lacan", Gay Left, No . 5 (Winter 1977}, pp. lo-14 . An:>ther positive 
reaction to Mitchell ' s reappraisal of Freud was contained in Chris 
Jones, "A Cure for Psychiatry?", Gay Left, No. 6 (Surrrner 1978), pp 25- 27. 

12 . Gay Left Collective, "Danocracy, Socialism and Sexual Politics" , 
op. cit., p. 3. 

13. Ibid., p. 4. 14. Ibid., p. 3. 
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11'0V€!l'ents had revealed that apparentlyl)rnogeneous categories, such as 

'horrosexuality' or 'gay men•, were split up in canplex ways by divisions 

of gender, class, race and age. Ih .many ways, the gay novement provided 

a IOOdel for the socialist project because it sr;:oke with a sensitivity to 

the felt needs of harrosexual people and to the felt restriction of those 

needs. The struggles around sexuality, 

••• have underlined the vital importance of understanding the 
ways in which. the different fonos of power shape and inforr.:t 
.individual rreanings and identities. Secondly they illuminate 
the determined ways in which individuals can resist and begin 
to transfoon oppressive definitions. There is a third :r;oint: 
in our very marginalisation we have attempted to work. out 
different ways of living relationships and sexuality whiCh 
question many basic attitudes that canent existing patterns . 
Feminist and Gay politics provide a subversive challenge to 
conventional ideologies and aspirations, and socialism cannot 
grow without such challenges. 15 

In an important way, the theoretical conclusions reached by the 

Gay Left collective are ccmparable to these able to be drawn fran 

Pll.lniTer' s Sexual Stigma. Indeed, at one point, the collective had paid 

explicit attention to the interactionist perspective in trying to grasp 

the canplex issues involved in sexual socialisation. 16 Thus the journal's 

editorial stat.enl;nts re-peatedly argued for the need for an historical 

perspective an the evolution of sexual rreanings whidl rerained sensitive 

to individuals as active agents in the construction of their own identities. 

The final statement of the significance of gay politics to the broader 

socialist project also reflected the influence of Foucault , particularly 

in its stress upon the complex divisions of power within capitalist 

societies. He errphasised the importance of the politics of 'marginal' 

groups: and, as a non-Marxist social theorist, his -work highlighted the 

need to pay attention to a wide variety of social practices and discourses 

otherwise neatly categorised as ideological, whatever their 'relative autonomy'. 

15 • Ibid. 1 P• 4. 
16. Gay left Collective, "Love, Sex and !-".aleness" , op. cit. , pp. 2..-6. 
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'!be challenge to Manri.st theory represented by a gay socialist 

perspective is therefore part of a broader questioning of socialist 

orthodoxies. Most obviously, canparable issues are at stake in the 

Marxist feminist enterprise, but they also arise fran the interactionist 

perspective and other phenanenologically iniluenced sociological work 

inasmuch as it asks historical questions as well as describing i-'he 

construction of subjective realities. The challenge is sllnilarly made by 

Foucault. And this indicates the path follCMed by Gay Left over five 

years: mile insisting upon the need to make p:>litical and theoretical 

sense of personal experience and, conversely, defending- itsel£ against 

criticism that it had not produced a simple strategy for gay socialists, 

the journal questioned both early gay liberationist argunents about the 

relaticnship betiEen harosexual oppression and capitalism an:i current 

fo:rmulations of Marxist theory. In the process, it drew up:>n the insights 

afforded by the interactionist account of hanosexuality an:i finally upon 

Foucault. (This trajectory has also characterised Weeks • historical work 

en hcrnosexuality.) 

For all its energy, Gay Left did not finally succeed in defining the 

theoretical contours of a Marxist analysis of hanosexual oppression. To 

understand this, it is instroctive to note sane of the broad di£ferences 

between its attempts and those of Marxist feninists. 'Ihough the success 

of the latter enterprise continues to be hotly debated, it has been marked 

by a vigorous engagement with Marxism. The Gay Left collective, on the 

other hand, displayed considerable theoretical caution. This is partly due 

to the fact that the project of constructing a gay Marxism has necessarily 

been much rrore rroiest. While its scope is cauparable to .Mal:xi.st fsninism, 

the number of gay liberatianists ccmnitted to this project has been small. 

Indeed, Gay Left has been the only gay liberationist journal to explore 

consistently the possible application of Marxism to haoosexuality. 17 

17. In this r egard, it is interesting- to note a recent collection of 
articles with a socialist perspective fran the United States: 
Pam Mitchell (ed. ) , Pink Triangles, Radical Perspectives on Gay 
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M:>.re importantly, the ~ attempts fran within the sexual liberation nove.-

ments to redefine the traditional field of Marxist analysis have begun 

fran quite distinct theoretical positions. One difference between them is 

defined by gender: the Marxist feminist concern with the ecmanic signif-

icance of hOUSe'WOrk obviously can not be duplicated in relation to 

haoosexual men. Another seans to be an historically definerl difference in 

attitudes to psychoanalysis, this bei..ng the second major avenue explored 

by Marxist feminists. '!hough feminists have had a range of fundamental 

objections to the way in whidl psychoanalysis in general has dealt with 

1NClTlen 1 s sexuality, they have still engage:i in a long-running debate with it. 

And sane, particularly since Mitchell's work, have been convinced of its 

usefullness for a critique of patriarchal culture. By contrast, there 

has never been any canparable debate with psychoanalysis by harosexual nen. 

Freud 1 s references to haoosexuality are brief and unsystanatic; and, nore 

crucially, many later analysts have adhered. to the idea of patholcgy, 

carpletely dispensing with Freud • s ilnportant qualifications of this view in 

the process. 

It was obviously critical that gay li.berationists should reject the medical 

model of harosexuality, including its most sophisticated expression by a 

variety of therapists influenced by psychJanalysis. But except for 

Hocquenghan and Mieli, gay Marxists have not shown any great readiness to 

readdress Freud's writings on harosexuality. For different reasons, then, 

they have not explored either of the two main lines of theoretical argument 

taken up by Marxist feminists. And, having rejected the early functionalist 

accounts of hatosexual oppression, it proved very difficult to find another 

way into Marxist theory· 'Ihi.s explains sarething of the theoretical reserve 

Liberation, Boston, 1980. This vol\Jl'ne reprinted sane Gay Left material; 
but its general eclecticism was the result of a lack of clear 
theoretical direction. There also seared to be a lack of contributors, 
and it included Fernbach' s "Towards a Marxist Theory of Gay 
Liberation" (op. cit.), then seven years old. 
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in the approach of Gay Left; and also, perhaps, Wn.y Foucault seerred to 

be such a \1-elo:::ne point of departure, despite the proble.rra.tic nature of 

the task f . teg tin hi k . . f 18 o 1n ra g s wor ~to a Marxist ramework. 

(ii) 

Various kinds of historical work have figured praninently in the gay 

rrovement's literature. For many activists, a central elarent in the 

affinoation of a rrore defiant consciousness has been discovering the 

history of harosexuality, of its oppression and of earlier forms of 

resistance. Gay liberationists, for example, have done much to publicise 

the fact that tens of thousands of hcm:>sexuals -were imprisoned and killed 

during the Third Reich. Other substantial work has provided documentation 

of the hatosexual IIDvement in Germany fran the late nineteenth century to 

the 1930's 1 of haoosexuality in American life since the sixteenth century, 

and of the relatively militant activism in the United States after the 

second r,.,orld war which was largely repressed by McCarthyism. There is 

a very real sense in which such histo:ry has been ignored and forgotten.19 

'!be new interest in gay history also raises sane imp:>rtant methodological 

questions. These are at the centre of the rrore general problem of 

developing the history of sexuality. Gay liberationists' recovery of 

'their' history has often rreant an ir.discriminate search for harosexual 

:people in any culture and in any historical period, based upon the 

assumption that harosexuals fonn a discrete group which has been oppressed 

to a greater or lesser extent throughout the ages. 20 In the first issue of 

18. The collective's rrost positive reaction to Foucault was in Gay Left 
Collective (ed. ) , Harosexuality: Power and Politics, London, 1980. 

19. Janes D Steakley 1 The Harosexual Emancipation Movenent in Gel:many, 
New York, 1975; Johnathan Katz, (e<i.), Gay American H.istory,I.esbians ;and 
Gay Men in the U.S .A., Ne.-1 York, 1976; John D'Enilio, "Dreams 
Deferred", The Body Politic, Nos . 48-50 (Nov. 1978 - Feb. 1979). 

20. This is at least IIDre denocratic than the traditional , hagiograp:rical 
approach to the history of harosexuali ty, the result being. a growing 
list of great historical figures . The IIDst notable recent example is 
A.L. Rowse, Harosexuals in History : A Study of Ambivalence in Society, 
Literature and the Arts, I.andon, 1977 . 
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Gay Left, Weeks drew on Mcintosh and argued that this approach falls within 

the 'third sex' tradition of hanosexual historiography. It tries to fit 

its subjects into the present social definitions of gender 1 for the question 

of whether a particular person was hanosexual is assessed in terms of the 

cont.emporary belief that haoosexua.lity is an exclusive orientation 

characterised by cross-gender traits. 

'!he conservatisn of this awroach lies both in its acceptance of gender 

differences as natural and unchanging, and in the corresponding belief that 

harosexua.ls constitute a minority group which, having finally anerged fran 

historical obscurity, should struggle to gain equality with the h·.:terosexual 

majority. Weeks stressed that the .irrportance of the idea of a 'harosexual 

role 1 was in its historical specificity 1 so that the central task was to 

explain its errr=rgence. The late nineteenth century in Britain provided 

sane vital clues since it was a period of harsh hcm::>sexual oppression and 

also saw the beginnings of organised resistance. He pointed to "the anergence 

of the concept of the exclusive harosexual, which acts both as a protecticn 

for the heterosexual no:rm1 and by a dialectical process, as a coherent 

identity for the hcm:>sexual". 21 

This was the ge:on of the argurrent '1-tlich Weeks develOFed two years later 

in caning Out. His interest lay in historicising the personal experience 

of 1 coming out 1 
1 in explaining the processes behind the nndern phenanenon 

of a harosexual identity. He wanted to draw out the ways in which haro-

sexuals have not just passively endured oppression but have creatively 

responded to the experiences of legal and medical labelling. caning Out is 

primarily an accOLID.t of the harosexual refonn groupings 1 fran late nine-

teenth century pioneers such as John Addington Syrronds and Edward carpenter 

to the conternporaxy gay liberation movenent. This discussion, havever 1 

21. Jeffrey Weeks 1 Review of Frank Pearce and Andy Roberts, 'Dangerous 
Deviants • . • ' 1 Who Screws Who? 1 Gay Left 1 No. 1 (Autumn 19 7 5) , p. 15 • 
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will concentrate upon Weeks 1 accanpanying exploration of the social 

context 'Which stimulated the early refo.:r:mers. They were reacting 

against a climate of sharpened hostility: 

The massive :impact of industrializaticn and urbanization 
on family patterns, the gradual exclusion of~ fran 
the primary work force in the nineteenth century, the 
creation of a mass, propertyless w:::>rking class, 'Whose 
labour power was reproduced and serviced in the bosan of 
the family, had profourrl and still unexplored effects on 
the socially ascribed gender roles of men and wanen. What 
is a:pparent is that, as social roles becam: IrOre clearly 
defined, and as sexuality was xrore closely harnessed 
ideologically to the reproduction of the p:JpUlation, so 
the social condannation of male hanosexua.lity increased. 
The result of these changes was the anergence in a 
recognizably rrodern fonn of concepts and meanings whidt 
are nCM camonplaces of public discussion: for exarrple, 
the notion Of r the housewife I 1 I~ prOStitUte r 1 I the 
child' ; and the concept of the 'harosexual 1 

• 22 

The new conception of harosexuality was coloured by the traditional 

Judaeo-Christian a:>ndemnation of all fonns of non-procreative sex, by its 

concern with male sexuality (.lesbianisn was lCM oo the list of medieval 

sins), and by its association of sexual unconformity with other fonns of 

social unorthodoxy. The essential elanent in the conception established 

by the late nineteenth century, hcwever, was that hanosexua.li ty was the 

inherent property of a p:rrticular type of person. 

Sodany was a capital offence under English civil law fran the 1533 Act of 

Henry VIII until 1861. But there was no concept of the 1 hanosexua1 1 in 

law and Weeks argued that, on the contrary, sodcmy was seen to be a potential 

in all sinful creatures. Prosecutions under the law were erratic, but it 

is notable that the law against sodany was tightened up in 1826, an 

cx:casion when the death penalty was abolished for over a hundred other 

cr:ines. 23 There is evidence that the rreaning of sodcmy and buggery were 

22. ~eks, Caning OUt, op. cit., pp. S-6, 2. 
23. Under the new law, it was necessary only to prove that penetration 

had occurred, and not emission (ibid., p. 13). 
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not always clear and they were used on occasion to refer to artificial 

m=thcx:ls of birth control. Nevertheless, " indulgence in buggecy was assumed 

to be the characteristic feature of what we would now call a hcm:>sexual" • 24 

The significant legal change of the late nineteenth century was the 

Criminal Law Arrendrrent Act of 1885 which made all rrale harosexual acts 

illegal whether ccrrmitted in public or private. 25 And in 1898, the 

Vagrancy Act extended the law to cover all fo!J'OS of soliciting and 

importuning for .i.mroral purposes. 'nle scope of these laws was such that 

while it was not illegal to • be 1 hcm:>Sexual, the distinction was purely 

academic. As Weeks d6IOI1Strated, the threat of prosecution played a central 

part in defining the nmem male hanosexual consciousness and law refcmn 

was the primary a:im of pre-gay liberation activisn. 

The second major thrust in the nmem labelling of hanosexuality which 

Weeks described carne fran the rredi.cal profession. Whereas the scdanite 

had ccmni.tted a crine and a sin, the hanosexual was not only rrore vulnerable 

in his behaviour before the law rut was conceived to be suffering fran a 

disease. Fran the middle of the eighteenth century in Western Europe, as 

Foucault has argued in relation to the new conception of madness, 26 ideas of 

nental disease became differentiata:l fran those of individual sinfulness; 

and a hundred years later there was a new scientific interest in all forms 

f . . cul 1 . r...o....m::o ...... ~ 27 Th . o non-procreative sex, parti ar y m ~· ....... ·.z • e pe:x:vers~ons were 

24. Ibid., p. 14. 

25. Section 11 of the Act read: 
Any male person who, in public or private, camri.ts, or is a 
party to the ccmnissian of, or procures or attempts to procure 
the cxmn.ission by any male person of any act of gross indecency 
with another ma.le person, shall be guilty of a misdaneanour, 
and being convicted thereof shall be liable at the discretion 
of the court to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding ~ 
years, with or without hard labour (ibid., p. 14). 

26. Foucault, Madness and Civilization, op. cit. 
27. Steakley described an article by carl von Westphal, published in 

1869, as the first psychiatric study of harosextlality and as an 
al.Irost i.Inp:rialistic expansion of psychiatry's interests. The 
article argued for the decri.mina.lisatioo of harosexuali ty in Prussia 
so that m:>re cases would "care to the attention of doctors - in M'lose 
area they belong" (0}2• cit., p. 9) . 
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classified, their nanifestations listed, and their causes closely 

investigated; and various forms of trea"t::Iient ~e proposed and tested. 28 

The impetus for this with regard to hanosext.Jality cane particularly fran 

the new criminal ccrles: the pressing questions were 'V.ilether hatosexuals 

could be physically identified for the courts ard Whether they were to 

be held l egally responsible for their behaviour. The issue of 

responsibility revolved around the problem of whether haiDsexuality was 

acquired or congenital, for if the latter was the case, was punishment 

justifiable? The psychiatric and criminological view of han::>sexuality 

increasingly contradicted popular explanatic:ns made in tenns of moral 

depravity and degeneration and insisted that the condition was deeply 

rooted in the individual's make-up. Weeks argued that as a greater number 

of cases of harosexuality were reveale:i, including sane who were 

apparently otherwise nonnal middle class people, "it was often important to 

deronstrate that harosexuals were not entirely corrupt: sickness in this 

light was preferable to wickedness" . 29 

The :impact of the :rredi.cal IOCdel upon the anerg.inJ male harosexual 

canscious~ss was nore gradual than the new legal definitions. Early 

twentieth century intellectuals such as Golds\o.orthy I..Dwes Dickinson and 

Roger casenent referred to their harosexuality as a crippling misfortune 

and a disease, but it was "not until the late 1950s, with the debate 

occasioned by the Wolfenden Report, that a sickness theory becane general, 

in however vague a form" . 30 

Weeks sketched a variety of shifts and tensions within Victorian sexual 

attitudes Which fonred the context of the new legal and medical definitions 

28. The m:>st radical 'cure' was castration. Weeks noted its use for sex 
offenders, including haoosexuals, fran as early as 1898 in Kansas, and 
as late as 1956 i.ri. Denmark (Caning Out, op. cit., p. 31) • 

29 . Ibid. I p. 29. 
30. Ibid. t P• 30. 
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of harosexuality. It is clear that in the minds of many late nineteenth 

century propagandists, refonners and legislators, hCIOC>Se..~ity was not 

an isolated fonn of behaviour but one elerrent in a spectrum of social evils 

which had to be eradicated, or at least contained. It was li.nkerl with 

prostitution, the essential concern of the Acts of 1885 and 1889, and with 

masturbation. Masturbation had been regarded with particular horror since 

the eighteenth centucy arid was though to cause physical and mental 

degradation as ~11 as harosexuality. 31 Both issues were made all the 

rrore urgent by the rapid expansion of sex-segregated public schools after 

1840. 32 The link between the three vices of school boy masturbation, 

prostitution and harosexuality was stressed by the social purity crusaders 

of the 1870' s and 1880's: they viewed each as an express ian of undi££er-

entiated male lust. Thus they attacked the double standard of morality, 

as expressed by the fact that 'WCIUe.n alone were legally reprehensible for 

prostitution, and insisted that rren adhere to the same high standards of 

sexual conduct which were prescribed for wanen. 

A series of harosexual scandals between the 1870 • s and 1890 • s underlined 

the pertinence of the crusaders' goals~ each was reported in detail by the 

developing mass circulation press and in at least one instance provoked a 

huge derronstratian. 33 The social purity crusade also fitted with other 

31. The SWiss physician Tis sot, who did much to publicise the dire 
effects of masturbation in the eighteenth century, argued that 
"loss of sanen weakened the body while the expenditure of nervous 
energy enfeebled the brain" (ibid., p. 24). And, as Weeks also 
observed, Freud and Ellis argued the merits of restraining children 
fran masturbating in the 1920's, despite their liberal views. 

32. See Jonatre..n Gatharne-Hardy, The Public School Phenanenon, 597-1977, 
London, 19 77. The author notes that f ran 1850, junior boys began to 
live separately (p. 166) , and that by 1900 there was an alm:>st 
universal segregation by age and house restricting the circle of 
acquaintance to about ten (p. 179). He also discussed the popular 
ITElodrama Eric or Little by Little (1858} by Frederick w. Farrar, which 
graphically depicted the evils of masturbation (pp. 84-88). 

33. The derronstration accanpanied the Dublin Castle scandal of 1884; 
the transvestites, Boulton and Park were tried (and acquitted) in 
1870; the Cleveland Street scandal erupted in 1889-1890; and most 
sensational of all were ~ three trials of Oscar Wilde in 1895. 
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COil1\0I1 preoccupations: there was e1: growing concern with the family in the 

conteAt of t ears of jmperial decline34 and, after 1900, the eugenics movement 

argued the rrerits of scientfic breeding precisely to counter the threat. 

A clear association was made betv.een hc:m::>sexuali ty and national decay. 35 

On a broader level 1 the concept of childhood changed during the nineteenth 

century. Cllildhood itself lengthened and the need to protect the assumed 

innocence of children becarre an important social issue. The 1885 Act 

raised the age of consent for girls fran thirteen to sixteen; working 

class youths were involved in the harosexual scandals; and the controversy 

amut sexual100rality in public schools continued. To the extent that 

harosexuality was not wholly explainable in organic terms, it was a disease 

which might be contracted by a.lrrost anyone and particularly the young. 

The primary risks were masturbation, seduction and other vices in general. 

At a tiire when the innocence of children was enphasised 1 when the protection 

of yotmg people fran feared sexual exploitation becarre a public and 

legislative concern 1 and when tbere -was a greater consciousness of the 

importance of the f amily to a stable society and its empire, hanosexuality 

was reviled as a source of corruption. 

Weeks • achieverrent was to situate the emergence of both the m::xJern conception 

of harosexuality and the articulation of a mJdern hatosexual identity in the 

context of the evolution of other sexual rreanings and practices. As he 

s tated 1 however 1 the precise impact of the broad social changes effected by 

industrial capitalism upon the family and the gender order rerrains obscure. 

His own explanation still ultimately relied upon the framework which 

Fernbach used. 'nlus the relative freedan of cont.enp::>rary harosexuals 

34. In 1885 the issue of Herre Rule fo.r Ireland was urgent, Khartoum was 
lost and General Gordon kil led. The Boer War provoked a 9-reater 
crisis for British imperialism fifteen years later. 

35. Josephine Butler, a leader of the social purity crusade, ~inted to 
the fate of Ancient Rare~ and Beatrice Webb linked the de:generation 
of China with harosexuality after a visit there in 1911 (!veeks, 
Coming Out, op. cit., pp. 18-19}. 
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reflected a relaxation of the grip of the state upon sexual norality as 

"capitalism no longer danands that sexuality be harnessed solely to the 

oduct · f 1-~·- nf"LZQr". 
36 repr< ~on o CUJUUL .!:"'-' .. _ However, it is only a distant echo of 

Fernbach 1 s argunent. Weeks in fact stated the conceptual problem for 

Marxist theory very clearly: 

One of the most difficult and neglected are.as of socialist 
theory precisely concerns the canplex relaticmship between the 
r:ersonal and the political. Socialist theory is based on the 
~ssumption that the personality is mouldoo by social forces, 
but it has asstmed rather than explored this belief. The result 
is that socialist orthodoxies have concentrated on the external 
factors and underplayed ways in M'lich these have affected the 
rore individual aspects. Within socialist orthodoxies until 
recently, as in bourgeois ideology as a whole , certain factors 
were taken as given - such as the 'natural' basis of the sexual 
drives, of motherhood, of masculinity and femininity. Under 
the impact of the ~ 1 s and gay movarents, these beliefs have 
been questioned but not fundamentally abandoned. 37 

The significance of the a.rgt:trrent aoout the rrodern historical construction 

of a hcrrosexual identity is that it is just such an exanple of the r:ersan.al 

being shaped by the political, of the personality of particular individuals 

being moulded by social forces. Clarification of the issues involved YJOUld 

have highly significant implications for the histocy of sexuality as a 

whole , and for Marxist theory. The task is clearly enonrous, but Weeks' 

achievarent in Caning Out was an important step tc:Mards it. Though his 

history cannot properly be tenne:l 'Ma.l:xi.st' , it was nonetheless the 

questions mich b= posed as a Marxist which enabled him to establish the 

broad outlines of the ways in which the experience of harosexuality is 

defined by particular historical conditions. 

(iii) 

What exactly was the impact of the apparently sharpening hostility towards 

36. Ibid. , p. 231. 
37. Weeks, caning OUt , op. cit., pp. 235-36. Thus, for exarcple, Weeks 

avoided most of the functimalism underpinning the argument of 
Frank Pearce and Andrew Roberts, "The Socia l Regulation of Sexual 
Behaviour and the Developtent of Industrial Capitalism in Britain", 
in Roy Bailey and Jock Young, Conterrq;x?rary Social Problans in Britain, 
Farnborough, Hants , 1973, pp. 51- 72. 
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harosexual.ity in late nineteenth century Britain? In general tenus, the 

period saw the articulation of a recognisably IIDdern hanosexual identity 

within a subcu1 ture. The subculture was the necessary vehicle by which 

harosexuals could begin to understand thanselves as a group with shared 

interests. It car;>rised a variety of rreeting places, brothels, a particular 

language, and a camp style which was epitanised in Wilde's work; and it 

provided sare basic skills, such as secret ways in which to reccgnise other 

hanosexuals and a l<:ru:Mledge of how best to evade detection. Weeks suggested 

that by the middle of the nineteenth century the subculture in cities such 

as London and Dublin had becane canplex and variegated, and that '1 it was 

less a single subculture than a series of overlapping sutcultures, each 

part supplying a different need". 38 'Ihe evidence of the subcultural fonns 

points to their continuity with roale sexual life generally ,rather than, 

for instance, with lesbianism. Those able to take advantage of the sulr 

culture tended to be relatively affluent men, and their casual sexual 

encounters, use of prostitutes and interest in fo:r:ming relaticnships with 

working class men are all crnparable w:i th the sexual pattems of heterosexual 

men in the same social classes. Weeks suggested the steps taken in adopting 

a harosexual 'way of life • : 

A young man of the Victorian upper middle class might progress 
fran highly structured sexual encounters in his public schools, 
to casual sex with a young working class guardsman, to a full 
absorpticn into a canplex harosexual underworld. 'Ibis was not 
an inevitable step, and it was one fraught with increasing 
danger in the nineteenth century , but for those who did take 
it it IIEant involvement in an identity and sub--culture 'Which, 
with its own system of values and ideologies, is the obvious 
forenmner of that of the present day. 39 

38. Jeffrey Weeks, "Movenents of Affil:roation: Sexual Meanings and 
Harosexual Identities", Radical History Review, No. 20 (Spring/ 
Surcrrer 1979) , p. 175; and Weeks, Caning Out, op. cit., p. 37. 

39 o Ibid. 1 P• 35. 
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en the other hand, while working class youths were involved in all the 

major hcnosexual scandals, and while sare did fo:rm relationships on the 

basis of the cross-class ideal, it is nore difficult to find evidence of 

their sexual self image. 40 

The new categorisation of hanosexuality dces not mean "that those who 

engaged in a predominantly hc:mJsexual life style did not regard thanselves 

as sarehow different until the late nineteenth century" . 41 This is an 

important p:>.int, for it is impossible to assess the impact of the late 

nineteenth century changes without knowing as much as p:>ssible arout how 

rren with sarre-sex preferences conceived of themselves before this period. 

There is a tenninological problan here: is it anachronistic to speak of 

1 horrosexuals 1 before, say, the third quarter of the nineteenth cent1.ny? 

It is not a matter of attaching a precise date to the emergence of ·~ 

sexuals 1 as such, but future historical research must establish when it 

makes sense to begin to refer to a prol;X)rtion of men whose understanding of 

their sexual interests warrants the use of the rrodern tenn 'harosexual' • 

To take an obvious example' it is seriously misleading to awly the tenn to 

the Ancient Greeks. Thus Dover's study of Greek hatosexuality does not 

refer to 1 hatosexuals' , but to 1 erastes' , the active or assertive or 

daninant partner 1 and to 'eraronos' , the passive or receptive or sul:x:lrdinate 

one. The distinction was fundalrental to the Greek conception of male 

harosexuality. 42 

The question of terminology is less clear-cut in rrodern European history. 

Weeks observed that a number of historians now make a distinction between 

40. Weeks wrote: "'We knCM from other sources that it was precisely at 
this tine that working-class life was consolidating itself into more 
rigid patterns of gender behaviour 1 and yet harosexual prostitution 
was rife" (ibid., p. 40). 

41. Weeks, "Movelrents of Affinnation", op. cit., p. 166. 
42. K.J. Dover, Greek Harosexuality, New York, 1980 (1978)_, p. 16. 
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hancsexuality as a fo.rm of behaviour and as an exclusive self-definition, 

and they also stress that the m::!aning given to harosexuality is historically 

specific. At the same time, in writing of the eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries, these historians continue "to speak of 1 haoosexuals 1 as 

if they realised a trans-historical nature11 and to assume that "the 

hcnosexual sulrculture had a natural existence serving the eternal social 

needs (or at least eternal in the West) of a fixed minority of people". 43 

As Weeks pointed out, the tenn 'haoosexual' was coined in 1869 and, along 

with 'invert 1 , entered English currency only in the 1890 1 s. 'Ih.is is one 

reason 'hby historians should certainly defend their decision to use the 

term in discussing haoosexuality prior to this t.llne. Yet it would entail 

a rigid naninalism to proscribe the use of the tenn in reference to earlier 

periods simply on the grounds of the date of its invention. 

There is no doubt from Week 1 s account tha t the rreaning of harosexuality 

in the late nineteenth century was changing in sane quite fundamental ways. 

But historical research should also be alert to the possibility of finding 

significant continuities in both the self-conception of those with sane-

sex preferences and in the broader social responses towards them. The 

question here is what kind of 'break • do the late nineteenth century changes 

represent? In Caning OUt, Weeks argued that at this t.ime hanosexuality 

gained its m::xiern configuration as a result of the crystallisation of a 

nur:tber of processes acting upon the bourgeois family and its perceived 

:importance 1 and hence upon the understanding of gender differences 1 of 

childhood and so on. r-Dre recently, his enphasis has becane sharper. 

43. Weeks, "Discourse, desire and sexual deviance", op. cit., p . 80. 
He made this criticisn partly of Katz (op. cit.), and rrore particularly 
of A.D. Harvey, "Prosecution for Sodany in England at the Beginning 
of the Nineteenth Century", The Historical Journal, Vol. 21, No. 4 
(1978) , pp. 939- 48; and Randolph Trumbach1 "London 1 s Sodanites: 
Harosexual Behaviour and Western CUlture in the Eighteenth Century" , 
Journal of Social History, Vol. 11 , No. 1 (Fall 1977) , pp. 1-33. 
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The late nineteenth century stigmatisation, not of hanosexual acts, but 

of a state of mind, 

... is the crucial change, indicating a massive shift in 
attitudes, giving rise to what is distinctly new in our 
culture: the categorization of harosexuality as a separate 
condition and the correlative emergence of a hatosexual 
identity. 
Westphal's description of the 'con tracy sexual instinct • 
in the 1870s may be taken as the crucial fonnative rranent, 
for out of it grew the notion of 'sexual .inversion' , the 
daninant fonnulation until the 1950s. 44 

The influence of Foucault is evident here. Foucault not only makes very 

broad generalisations amut sexual changes in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, but draws his conclusions in a particularly aphoristic fashion. 

Referring to V."estphal' s article of 1870, he declared: "The sodanite had 

been a teroporacy aberration; the harosexual was now a species. "45 The 

point is not to quibble with Foucault over a date, but there is a clear 

danger of his emphasis being taken up and solidified into sarething which 

stands in the way of a more subtle historical appreciation of the changes 

that were occurring. Frank .r.Drt, for exa:rrple, in a volurr.e of essays 

published by the Gay Left Collective, wrote: ''We should be aware that the 

harosexual subject is a socially and culturally constructed category, 

arerging at a particular historical m::ment in the late nineteenth century 

'lhis kind of statem:mt should be taken to be an hypothesis, not 

a conclusion made evident by existing historical research. For historical 

work in this area is surely in its infancy. There has been sore i.mp::>rtant 

ccnceptual and empirical work published in a relatively short space of time, 

d . f make 't 't' f' ld 47 B t an the praru.se o rrore to ccne s ~ an exc~ mg ~e . u enonrous 

problems and questions ranain. 

One of these ccncerns the early history of the hancsexual subculture, and 

44 . Weeks, "Discourse, desire and sexual deviance", op. cit., pp. 81-82. 
45. Michal Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1: An Introduction, 

Landon, 1978 (1976) , p. 43 . 
46. Frank Mort, "Sexuality: Regulation and Contestaticn", in Gay Left 

Collective (a:l.) , 92.!_ cit., p. 43. 
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a major task of work in this area should be to clarify the nature of the 

'break' represented by the late nineteenth century. Mcintosh, Weeks and 

others have pointed to evidence of the existence of a subculture in London 

fram the late seventeenth century. Its emergence is clearly related to the 

quickening pace of urnanisation, for by that tjme london provided a degree 

of anonymity which was vital to any fonn of social organisation around 

hcm:>sexual interests. The growth of the city during the previous two hundred 

years had been dramatic: it has been estimated that the population of 

London rose fran 60,CX::O in 1520 to 200,CCO in 1603, and that it had reached 

575 ,OCO by 1695. 48 By 1729, one contenp:::>rary source claim:d that there were 

a.OOut b.enty 'houses of male resort' in London. 49 The relative anonymity 

provided by such cities was not rrerely a by-prcxiuct of their size. It 

should also be related to the declining authority of the family in the 

urban context. As Weeks ccmnented: "Only with the brea.kdawn of traditional 

value and status systems does it beccrre possible to live a hanosexual 

'career', while the town offers the -possibility of social institutions 

developing independently of the family and traditional responses. "50 The 

very existence of an urban subculture :rreans that a significant number of 

men "Were beginning, ha.-.1ever tentatively, to organise part of ~ir lives 

around tteir proscribed sexual interests; they were expressing an awareness 

of the rreaning of their 'difference ' . 

47. Weeks has announced his work on a volume entitled, "Sex, Politics arrl 
Society: the Regulation of Sexuality 1780-19 80" ; and Gay Men's Press 
in London expects to publish Alan Bray, Male Hanosexuality and Society 
in England 1550-1700 .in 19 82 . 

48. Peter Clark and Paul Slack, English Towns in Transition, 15co-l700, 
London, 1976, p. 83. The authors also argue that by 1700, because of 
the high nortali ty rate, "about 8 ,000 irrmigrants a year were nee:ied 
to simply maintain the population, and, taking into account the flow of 
inmigrants out of London, the gross total was prob:lbly 50 per cent or 
so higher" (p. 86). 

49. Cited by Harvey, op. cit. , p. 944. 
SO. ~veeks, Caning Out, op. cit., p. 36. Steakley wrote of the 1860's in 

Ge:r:many: "A strik.ingly recurrent feature of the nedical and 
criminological literature of the pericrl is the apprehension of 
haoc>sexuals in the newly created, .impersonal space of parks 
(Schweitzer!) and train stations (Westphal' s case histories 11 " 
(op. cit., p. 15). 
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Its predaninant expression seens to have been a high degree of effeminacy 

and ~at is ncM tenned. transvestism. This cross-gender identi£ication was 

evident in the identifying words of the pericxi such as 'Nancy-boy', 'Molly' 1 

'Madge-cull' and 'Marianne'. 51 "It is significant" 1 Weeks wrote, "that it 

is 'effeminacy' that is the IIDst stigmatized form of behaviour, suggesting 

the deep underlying gender-role strains emerging. u 52 This line of thought 

needs to be developed, for it suggests two lines of investigation. First, 

it points to a continuity in subcultural folltl.S: effaninacy ranains a 

rrarked characteristic of the present haoosexual subculture, particularly 

where it exists outside of the largest W'estern cities. The meaning of this 

effeminacy will obviously have changed in various ways, but it is an 

important connecticn to be explored. 53 Seccnd, it is necessary to enquire 

into the nature of the "gender-role strains" to which Weeks referre:l. lXles 

the existence of an incipient effaninate subculture reflect changes and 

tensions within the broader conceptions of masculinity and femininity? Or, 

to put it another way, did changes in the general relationship between men 

and \\Ul'ei1 have implications for the expression of sane-sex preferences? 

It would :be very surprising if historical research into the develOJ;IUent of 

harosexual self-conceptions and subculture in Britain since the seventeenth 

century did not find marked continuities as "Well as important breaks and 

shifts. There are two related questions to be kept in mind in undertaking 

such work. First, it is necessary to explain the reasons for the emergence 

of what ·Mcintosh termed the thaoosexual role', that is, the phenanenon of 

men W:lo made an identification on the basis of their sexual preference, and 

51. M:Intosh, op. cit., p. 188; Weeks, caning OUt, op. cit., p. 37. An 
extensive harosexual argot existed throughout the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries (ibid., p . 42). 

52. Ibid.' p. 37. 
53. Weeks asked, "can one really speak of the courtly or theatrical sub-

cultures of the early seventeenth century as if they were the same 
as the modern sub-cultures of New York or San Francisco?" ("Discourse, 
desire and sexual deviance", op. cit., p. BO).. 'Well, no - but the 
saxre could be said of practically any fo:rro of seventeenth century social 
life. 
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on a scale which went eeyond the institutionalised halnsexuality of certain 

royal courts and monasteries. Second, it is necessary to pursue the reasons 

for the particular late nineteenth century categorisation of hanosexuality. 

Posing the problem in this way raises the questicn of whether the new legal 

and rredical definitions were a recognition of sarething which already 

existed. This conclusion, Weeks has warned, can fall into the trap of 
. . . . 54 na.1.ve etnpJ.rl.cl.sm. 

Yet in one sense it may be said that the new definitions and sharpening 

hostility -were a reaction to the fact that haiDsexuali ty had gained a social 

presence in a way which it previously had not. It was this presence which 

provoke1 a number of mass deronstrations during certain trials and scandals, 

and which angered the social purity crusaders. !vbre :importantly, the 

psychiatric definition of hcm:>sexuality as inversion was not simply a 

fignent of the medical imagination. However objectionable the notion nCM 

seems, both theoretically and politically (for indeed, its toll in fuelling 

therapeutic zeal has been enonnous), the conception of .inversion did bear sene 

relation to the 100st obvious expression of hcmosexuality at the tine. Both 

the concept, and effaninate ha:rosexuality, need to be understood in terms 

of a particular societal conception of gender neanings. 

To say that the late nineteenth century changes were reactive, however, is 

not to claim an explanation of the new medical and legal discourses : they 

certainly carmot be reduced to being a sin:ple resp:>nse to the 'fact' of 

hcm:>sexuali ty. They were, as both Weeks and Foucault have emphasised, 

intimately connected to the categorisations of other forms of non-

reprcrl.uctive sexuality and to various tensioos within Victorian sexual 

attitudes (such as the concern with prostitution). 

Yet in Weeks' thesis, the late nineteenth century changes in the 

54. Ibid., p. 87. 
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conceptualisation of harosexuality are being made to carry too heavy an 

explanatory load. In distancing his account fran essentialist assumptions 

he seems to be in danger of over-emphasising the peculiarly m::xiern character 

of the idea of the hCiiOSexual as a particular type of perscn. At the very 

least, it will require much rrore argunent to establish the clabn that the 

new legal and medical definitions (as an expression of other social changes). 

'created' the conception of exclusive harosexuality, and that previously, it 

simply did not exist in any sense. For example, Weeks referred to "abundant 

evidence until late into the nineteenth century of practices 'Which by nodern 

standards would be regarded as highly sexually canpranising" but "Mlich, 

at the tirre, ~re not seen in this light. 55 The published evidence, however, 

is by no rreans abundant, though the point nay well be able to be strength- · : 
56 ened. At any rate, an inteiPretation of the evidence should not be hasty: 

since there are still nany practices whose potentially canpranising 

implications are successfully explained away as non-h.an:Jsexual, it is to 

1::e expected that the sarre thing would occur in an earlier period where 

same-sex behaviour was heavily proscribed. 

Ole of the strongest proscriptions related to sodany, and the significance 

of this should not be overlooked. Despite the lack of clarity in its 

definition, sc:x:icmy ~associated with harosexua1ity57 and it rema.ifl.ed a 

capital offence in Britain until 1861. And in Prussia, for example, it was 

punishable by burning at the stake until 1794 and by i.roprisorJitent and lifelong 

55. Ibid., p. 84. 
56. Weeks referred to the confusion surrounding the trial of the trans-

vestites, Boulton and Park in 1871, and to their acquittal, despite a 
nass of highly c~cmising evidence. His other example was Stone's 
account of male university students sleeping together without sexual 
connotations until ccmparatively late in the eighteenth century. Stone, 
however, also pointed to fragrtaltary evidence of a growing concern arrong 
upper-class parents about exactly this practice in the eighteeneth century; 
and, rrore generally, he referred to a distinct rise in the awareness of 
harosexuality in upper-class society at the tbne. See Lawrence Stone, 
The Family, Sex and Marriage in England, lSG0-1800, I.ondan, 1977, 
pp. 518 , 542. 

57. Weeks, "Discourse, desire and sexual deviance .. , op. cit., p. 82. 
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banishment until 183 7. 58 If the penal ties for sodany were not usually 

carried out to the full extent of the law, as s eems to have been the case 

in late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century Britain, for 

example, 59 it might nonetheless be supposed that the existence of these laws 

had a marked ~ct upon the sel£-cxmceptions of those "INho were aware of their 

harosexual interests. This neans that a detailed study of the ~gence of 

the m:xiern male h.arosexual consciousness will require a firm historical 

perspective. Thus in relation to the shift fran the crfue of sodany to 

the disease of harosexualicy, it might be rerna:nbered that in 1870 (to take 

the year of Westphal's new psychiatric definitions) , the emerging medical 

rrodel was not to have its full impact until well into this century; yet 

in 1846 in England, just twenty-four years earlier, there had been more 
60 death sentences handed down for sodany than for nrurder. Though these 

sentences were not iroplanented, it seems unlikely that the potential 

penalties for sodcmy \AX)uld have been quiCkly forgotten. 

The real trap of ernpiricism61 is not in suggesting continuities in the 

energence of the rrodein category of hatosexuality, or in describing the new 

legal and rredical discourses as a reaction to previous developnents, but 

in the ass~tion that male hawsexuality has its 'own' history. As the 

whole argurrent about the late nineteenth century makes perfectly clear, it 

is historical nonsense to posit harosexuality as a discrete phenarenon. 

Qlanges in the societal conception and the individual experience of haocr-

sexuality will be related to other changes in the social structure of 

sexuality (pre-eminently shifts in the gender dichotany), and to changes 

58. Steakley, op. cit. , p. 10. Foucault wrote that there was no substantial 
protest about the practice of burning scdanites m1til the middle of the 
e ighteenth century (The History of Sexuality, op. cit. , p. 101) • 

59. Harvey (op. cit.) argued that prosecutions increased at this tirre but 
his figures are in fact surprisingly lCM; Weeks claimed there -was a 
decline in canparison with the late seventeenth century (Caning OUt, 
op. cit., p. 12). 

60. Ibid., p. 247, n. 4 (ch. 1} . 
61. To put it simply, the assumption that rreaning is inherent in the facts 

of a phenanenon, and independent of a particular theoretical approach 
to gaining knowledge of it. 
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in the institutions and practices in which sexual life is experienced. 

Historians need to apply the general insights gained into the canplexities 

of sexual change in the late nineteenth century to other periods of history. 

It is particularly .important that they should address the questicn of why 

harosexuality cane to have any kind of social presence in nodeJ:n Western 

cultures. Such an .investigation need not entail the assumption of an 

essential harosexuality, or that 1 harosexuals 1 ~e waiting in the wings of 

history for the appropriate nanent to errerge. The general obstacle in the 

way of this investigation is the theoretically underdeveloped nature of the 

history of sexuality generally. 

But there is a logic to the way in which historical questicns about haro-

sexuality have been posed. The cont.emr:crary gay novement began by enquiring, 

not into the inherent significance of h<::m:)sexual.ity, but .into the broader 

questions of sexual paver which gave ha:nosexuality its significance. This 

p:rspective .infOJ:Ired the historical work of Weeks and others, and particularly 

their interest in the late nineteenth century. There is clearly scope to 

extend this line of questioning. It suggests that the history of hanosexuality 

should be written in terms of sexual ~; such a history would J:e an 

indispensable dimension of the history of the gender order. 

(iv) 

The issue of~ in relation to the history of hcmosexuality raises the 

question of Foucault 1 s contribution to this project. 'Ihe full significance 

of his work remains far frc:m clear. For one thing, the first in his 

projected six vol~ history of sexuality is a short rrethodological 

excursus. He has described it as "a prelude in order to explore the key-

board and to sarewhat sketch the therres, and to see how people are going to 

react", 62 and it would be premature to atterrpt to assess Foucault 1 s 

62. Michel Foucault, "Interview with Lucette Finas", in Meaghan Morris 
and Paul Patton (eds.)., Michel Foucault: Power, Truth, Strategy, 
Sydney, 1979, p. 74. 
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contribution to an understanding of the mcdern constJ:uction of haoosexuality 

rn the basis of this volurre alone. An assessment would need to wait for 

the later volurres (assuming they proceed as planned), as well as paying close 

attention to Foucault' s other historical and methodological Yt'Ork and 

philosophical assunptions. 63 With this in mind, a number of general 

observations will be made rere about The History of Sexuality and one major 

qvestion will be posed about his conception of p::Mer. Sate attention will 

also be paid to the conclusions which others have drawn fran his work in 

terms of political practice. 

Throughout his study, Foucault insisted that sexuality is not a stubbom 

drive which power struggles to control. 

It appears rather as an especially dense transfer point 
for relations of power: between Iren and 'INCI1'ei1, young 
people and old people, }?arents and offspring, teachers 
and students, priests and laity, an administration and 
a population. Sexuality is not the nost intractable 
elerrent in power relations, but rather one of those 
end.c\ved with the greatest instrumentality: useful far the 
greatest ntlll'ber of maneuvers and capable of serving as a 
point of support, as a linchpin, for the m::>st varied 
strategies. 64 

Such strategies could not be reduce::l to a repression of sex in the service 

of the reproductive function (as Reich in particular had argued) : they 

were diverse and had no unifonn detennination. In fact, far fran the idea 

of centuries of repressive silence arout sex fran 'Which contemporary western 

societies were beginning to extricate themselves, Foucault argued that fran 

the eighteenth century there had been an explosion of discourses concexned 

with sexuality. This developrent 'lf.Ta.S characterised by t\1.0 tendencies. 

Heterosexual nonogamy came to function as a nann: "The legiti!tlate couple, 

6 3. At issue, for example, is Foucault's conception of the constitution 
of the subject in discourse, and his genealogical metha:i which rejects 
orthodox views of historical causation. For a useful, sympathetic 
exposition of his work as a whole, see Alan Sheridan, Michal Foucault, 
The Will to Truth, umdon and New York, 1980. 

64 . Foucault, The History of Sexuality, op. cit., p. 103. 
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with its regular se.'IDality, had a right to more discretion"; 65 and there 

~e a proliferation of discourses largely concernerl with extra-familial 

sexuality. He described four great strategies which "forned specific 

mechanisms of knowledge and power centering on sex". 66 These ~re a 

hysterization of wanen • s bcx:lies, a pedagogisation of children's sex, a 

socialisation of procreative behaviour, and a psychiatrisation of perverse 

pleasure. This new preoccupation with sex therefore prcduced four modern 

figures: the hysterical~ (the negative image of the Mother)_, the 

masturbating child, the Malthusian couple, and the perverse adult. 67 The 

wanan, child and pervert were pre-eminently the objects of the nineteenth 

century medical discourses and later of psychoanalysis. The procreative 

couple too was brought within the reach of medicine (as in the concent with 

eugenics, for exanple}, but it also represented a fundamental shift in the 

strategies of power. 

Fran the eighteenth century, "the deployment of sexuality" had teen super-

imposed upon "the deployrrent of alliance". 68 Of the latter, Foucault wrote: 

For a society in which the systems of alliance, the political 
fonn of the sovereign, the differentiation into orders and 
castes, and the value of descent lines were predaninant; for 
a society in which famine, epidemics, and violence made death 
inrninent, blood constituted one of the fundarrental values. 69. 

The change had been fran this "symbolics of blcx:xl, to an "anal ytics of 

exual 't " 70 s ~ y . 

65. 
67. 
69. 
71. 

We, on the other hand, are in a society of •sex•, or rather a 
society • with a se.xuali ty' : the rrechanisms of power are 
addressed to the l:xxiy, to life, to what causes it to proliferate, 
to what reinforces the species, its stamina, its ability to 
daninate, or its capacity for being used. Through the thanes of 
health, progery, race, the future of the species, the vitality 
of the social body, power spoke of sexuality and to sexuality 71 

Ibid., p. 38. 66. Ibid., p. 103. 
Ibid., pp. 104-105. 68. Ibid., p. 106. 
Ibid., p. 147. 70. Ibid., p. 148. 
Ibid., p. 147. 
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Thus he referred to 1 bio-power 1 
, to new econanic and political practices 

with the problem of birthrate, longevity 1 public health, housing and 

migration. These practices were linked to the devel opnent of capitalism; 

but it was not m=rely the old question of the kind of ascetic rrorality 

characteristic of capitalist societies: ". . . this was nothing less than the 

entry of life into history, that is, the entry of phenanena peculiar to the 

life of the human species into the order of knavledge and power, into the 

sphere of political techniques". 72 

'Bio-politics' forms the rrost novel and interesting there in The History of 

Sexuality, and these brief c<X'!Jrel1ts by no means surnnarise all of what 

Foucault has to say about it. 73 He observed, for ~ple, that the ~ 

regimes of power represented by the deployment of alliance and the deployment 

sexuality have sanetirres overlapped. Thus the modern fonn of racism, as 

administered by the state 1 revealed a canbination of political practices 

organised around settlement, the family, marriage, educ~_tion and so on, 

and a justification of these in tenns of the purity of the blocrl of a 

superior race. 

Nazism was doubtless the rrost cunning and the most naive (~ 
the fomer because of the latter) canbination of the fantasies 
of blcx:x) and the paroxysms of a disciplinary ~. A eugenic 
ordering of society, with all that :implied in 1:.te way of 
extension and intensification of rnicro-:p::JWers, in the guise of an 
unrestricted state control (etatisatian), was accanpanied by the oneiric 
exaltation of a superior blood; the latter implied both the 
systematic genocide of others and the risk of exposing oneself 
to a total sacrifice. 74 

It is interesting to speculate about what light this observation throws on 

~ unrivalled obsession with male hanosexuality during the Third Reich. 

Foucault argued that the pervert was the object of a medical discourse 

72. Ibid., pp. 141-42. 
73. An interesting discussion of this thane is included in a review 

article by Athar Hussain, "Foucault's History of Sexuality", m/f, 
Nos. 5 & 6 (1~81), pp. 169-91. 

74. Foucault, op. cit., pp. 149-50. 
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ccnce.rned both to make the genesis of the 'instinct's' attachment intelligible 

(thus the notion of inversion) and to define this as pathological in tenrs 

of the biological function of sex. 75 In these tenus, the pervert was 

simultaneously produced arrl disqualilied. It might be imagined, then, that 

the disqualilication of the pervert would be amplified when this regime of 

~r is cx:mbined with the older one in which blood has a central syml:olic 

significance. For one of the implications of Foucault's argument is that 

only with a weakening of the deployment of alliance, and hence with a 

diminution of the importance of family ancestry and heirs, could the hanosexual 

exist as a 'species'. The Nazi attempt to exterminate hanosexuals may 

perhaps be understocd in teJ::ms of the strengthening of aspects of the 

deployment of alliance, a strategy of J:XJWer in 'Which a rigid social hierarchy 

and the importance of the family were underpinned by the exaltation of 
. 76 a super~or race. 

Foucault's thesis about 'bio-politics' focuses not only on this macro 

level of sex as a neans of access to the life of the species, but also on 

a micro one of sex as a rreans of access to the life of the body. It is 

here that his fornrulation of power in relation to sex seans far too 

generalised. First a word on his approach to psychoanalysis, 'Which he saw 

as the pre-eminent technique of the micro level of power • 

. . . in the nineteenth century sexuality was sought out in the 
smallest details of individual existences; it was tracked 
down in behaviour, pursued in dreams; it was suspected of 
underlying the least follies, it was traced back to the 
earliest years of childhood; it becarre the stamp of 
individuality .•• 77 

Psychoanalysis, then, was firmly within this tradition. Indeed, it was 

not merely the culmination of the nineteenth century mge to seek the truth 

75. Ibid., p. 153. 
76. However, also central to the sexual politics of the Nazis was the 

construction of gender relations under that regine. See a further 
cament belCM, p. 307. As will nON be seen, Foucault has very 
little to say about 'power' in relation to gender. 

77. Ibid., p. 146. 
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in sex but was a secularised fox:m of the longstanding Christian ritual of 

confession. Polemically, this archeology is intended to diminish the claims of 

psychoanalysis to originality and to beinq a scientific discove:cy: and 

theoretically, Foucault would appear to be seriously critical of Freud (and 

of La.can) • Though his genealogical method does not suggest he has any 

interest in making a critique as such of psychoanalysis, it is notable that 

his criticism largely takes the fODil of ironical asides. 78 And this 

evasiveness seems to be related to his even 100re striking silence on questions 

of gender. For the psychoanalytic account of the child's sexual developnent 

is centrally concerned with the issue of the psychical differentiation of 

the sexes, whatever conclusions might be drawn about its success in this 

enterprise. Foucault, however, saw psychoanalysis as essentially reactionary: 

it endeavoured "to ground sexuality in the law- the law of alliance, 

tabooed consanguinity, and the Sovereign-Father, in short, to surround desire 

with all the trappings of the old order of power11
• 
79 Whatever is made of 

this view, it is clear that Foucault fails to provide an alternative 

formulation of questions of gender. 

Such questions do surface in his argunent. They are evident, for example, 

in the four 'figures' produced by the new strategies of power which evolved 

fran the eighteenth centu:ry. The 'perverse adult' was of course the 

harosexual man. The hanose:x:ual ~ has never been the object of medical 

or other discourses to any ccmpa.rable degree. This asyrrmetry should be 

recognised. as central to any explanation of the nodern construction of 

male and fanale harosexuality. 80 Furth.errrore, the medical categorisaticn 

of male harosexuali ty was very much in te:ms of gen:ler: in Foucault • s words, 

78. See Hussain, op. cit., pp. 178-88. 
79. Foucault, qe. cit., p. 150. 
80. As Weeks has repeatedly emphasised, 11what is needed is not so nruch 

a m::mist explanation for the emergence of a 'hanosexual identity' 
as a differential social history of male hanosexuality and 
lesbianism" C'Discourse, desire and sexual deviance", o.e. cit., p. 106) • 
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it "appeared as one of the forms of sexuality 'When it 'WaS transposed fran 

the practice of sodcmy onto a kind of interior androgyny, a hennaphrOOism 

of the soul". 81 This develor:m=nt can only be understood if 'power• is 

related to changes within gender relations. 

Similarly, the 'masturbating child', whose precosity was thought to 

"result in sterility, impotence, frigidity, the inability to experience 

pleasure, or the deadening of the senses", 82 was ovenvhelmingly the 'boy 

rather than the girl. Foucault's acCOliDt does not deny this but takes it 

for granted: he referred to the concern with "the sexuality of children", 

with "adolescents in general", and with "the schoolboy and his sex", without 

raising the question of why this concern was differentiated by gender. 83 

He was, h<::1'Neve:r, careful to point out that the object of this crusade 

against masturbation ......a.s not the proletarian boy but the l:::ourgeois one. 84 

The categorisation of 'the hysterical wanan• was also class specific. In 

fact, the 'idle' wanan of the bourgeois and aristocratic family was one of 

the first figures to be • sexualised' • 85 But why was this so pre-eminently 

a feminine categorisation? Freud at least made sanething of the point that 

man too could be hysterics, even though he put the question aside as another 

expression of constitutional bisexuality. Foucault did, however, suggest 

the ccroplexities of gender definitions in the conception of the hysterical 

'VOila!l. In this discourse, 'sex' was variously defined, 

81. 
82. 
84. 
86. 

.•• as that which belongs in camon to men and wanen; as that 
which belongs, par excellence, to men, and hence is lacking in 
'WCillen; but at the sane time, as that which by itself constit-
utes 'IN'CIYlai1' s body, ordering it wholly in terms of the functions 
of reproduction and keeping it in constant agitation through 
the effects of that very function. 86 

Foocault, op. cit., p. 43. 
Ibid. 1 p. 153. 83. Ibid., P· 28. 

Ibid., p. 121. 85. Ibid., pp. 120-21. 

Ibid., P· 153. 
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Given the i.mp::)rtance of the body in this categorising process, it should be 

asked whether the strategies of pc:Mer constitute wanen 's and .rren 1 s bcxli.es 

differently. If this is the case, it would seem to be quite within the 

scope of Foucault's argurrent to say sanething about hew the differentiated 

constitution of 'b::xlies' in the rn:Xlem regime of :pcwer has changed fran that 

which occurred under the deploym:mt of alliance, where family lineage and 

heirs had a central importance. 87 

One reason \'by questions of gender are obscured in this study is that in 

eschewing a 'histoJ:y of mentalities 1 for a 1 history of bodies 1 
, 
88 individual 

responses to the strategies of power are rendered peculiarly passive. 'Ihis 

is particularly evident in the perspective with which Foucault viewed the 

legitimate couple. Fran the eighteenth centw:y, hetercsexual Ironogamy 

carre "to function as a nonn, one that v;as stricter, perhaps, but quieter". 89 

As it stands, the legitllna.te couple is sanething of a conceptual black hole. 

Foucault paid no attention, for exarrple, to the discourses around the ideal 

of voluntaJ:y notherhood in the nineteenth century. 90 'Ihe expression of tlris 

derrand, aroong significant numbers of w::men in Britain and the Unital States 

particularly, signals a dramatic shift in gender relaticns and should be ' 

mderstoodcas a contestation of the predani.nant definition of the 'nature ' of 

wanen. It was a develqm:nt mich was only subsequently aided by the official 

sanction of artifical means of birth control and which has led to the 

present degree of separation of sex fran reproduction. The canplexity and 

significance of this change is not captured by Foucault 1 s conception of 

the strategy of };X)Wer represented by the socialisation of procreative 

87. Foucault wrote that "the purpose of the present study is in fact to 
show heM deployrrents of power are directly connected to the body11 

(ibid. , p. 151) • Hcwever, when asked in an interview heM his study 
would develop the question of waren, particularly in terms of the 
'hystericisation' of their todies , Foucault was evasive, saying that 
his ideas were hesitant and unfixed. See Foucault, "Interview with 
Lucette Finas", op. cit., p. 74. 

88. Ibid., p. 152. 89. Ibid., p. 38. 
90. See, for example, J .A. Banks and 0 . Banks, Faninism and Family Planning 

in Victorian England, LiverpJOl, 1964; and Linda Gordon, 
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behaviour. The erergence of 'bio-}?Olitics on the macro level is clearly 

relevant to the idea of voluntary motherhood, but this argument is couched 

in such general terms that it overlooks the fonns of resistance to gender 

categorisations which were involved. 

Foucault did observe the rise of a • reverse 1 discourse in relation to 

hcnosexua.lity: it "began to speak in its Gm behalf, to danand that its 

legit:ilnacy or 'naturality' be ackn.oNledged, often in the same vocabulary, 

using the sane categories fran which it -was medically disqualified". 91 In 

other words, many early hanosexual enancipatianists accepted the definition 

of harosexuality as sexual inversion, and argued that because it was a 

ccngeni tal condition it should be decr.iminalised. In an interview, Foucault 

remarked that the contemporary sexual liberation IOOV'anents should be under-

stood as making the apparatus of sexuality "function to the limit; but, 

at the sarre tirre , they are in notion relative to it, disengaging thenselves 

and surm:>tmting it". 92 Yet this camrant sits uneasily with Foucault's 

errphasis upon the canplici ty of apparently contradictory discourses. Though 

this argurrent certainly deserves attention, it underlines the minimal space 

allaved to human agency in his historical approach; and it raises the question 

of the signliicance of any social change short of such epoch marking shifts 

as that represented by the eighteenth centw:y. 

'Ihe same vagueness ab:mt the }?Ossibili ty of the liberation rnovenents 

• S\.ll:ItX)unting • the apparatus of sexuality characterises Foucault • s hints of 

what might eventually be a substitute for the present 'analytics of 

sexuality' : 

• • • one day, perhaps, in a different econany of bodies and 
pleasures, people will no longer quite understand ha-~ the 

Wcroan 1 s Bcrly, Wanan • s Right , A Social History of Birth Control in 
Atrerica , Hanrondsworth, 1977. 

91. Foucault, op. cit., p. 101. 
92. Michel Foucault, "PQ\\er cmd Sex: An Interview with l"'.ichael Fouc~t", 

Telos, No. 32 (Surrn-.er 19771 , p. 155. 
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.ruses of sexuality, and the p<J1Ner that sustains its organiz-
ation, were able to subject us to that austere n:onarchy of 
sex ... 93 

This is an extre.rn=ly difficult proposition to translate into political 

practice. Weeks, for example, wrote that the gay rnovanent should not only 

struggle to validate the rights of hanosexuals, but should cha.llenge, 

. . . all the rigid categorisations of sexuality, categorisations 
which exist not to delineate scientifically one type of perscn 
fran another but which act to control people's behaviour in very 
rigid ways. 

But rrore than this, what the challenge to sexual categorisation must 
also involve is a challenge to the very ideology of 1 sexuality' , 
that artifical socially constructed unification of the variety of 
pleasures of the body, not just genital, but coverin:3' the whole 
sensuous possibility of the human animal. 94 

Others have pointed to sore dangerous ~licaticns in the J;XJlitical 

practices of the gay m::werrent. Pll..lll'm:r, partly drawing on Foucault though 

n:ore explicitly on the interactionist perspective, warned that gay 

radicals have begun to replace the former 'experts 1 in the regulation of 

'harosexuality'. Fran within their ghetto, harosexuals insisted upon 

defining themselves as a specific type of person just as much as the 

traditional rredical classifications have done. 95 Watney argued that the 

early gay novement particularly had made the mistake of thinking it could 

"'liberate' a mechanism, a way of thinking ourselves, which forces us to 

abstract and favour one aspect of our social make-up above all others" . 96 

The real origin of oppression was in the whole theory of 1 sexuality' and 

its ideolo;Jies. Finally, and rrost extraordinarily, Minson cautioned gay 

liberationists about the political tactic of caning out; he wishe:l to query 

93. Foucault, The History of Sexuality, op. cit., p. 159. Similarly, see 
Foucault 1 s description of the sexual interaction between the 
hermaphrodite, Herculine Barbin, and her school friends , before her 
' case 1 was brought to the notice of the medical profession 
(Michel Foucault, Herculine Barb:in, Being the Recently Discovered 
M=Iroirs of a Nineteenth-century French Hermaphrodite, New York, 1980 
(1978), pp. xiii, XV). 

94. Jeffrey Weeks, "Capitalism and the Organisation of Sex", in Gay Left 
Collective (ed. ) , op. cit., p. 19. 

95 • P l'l.lillrer, "Harosexual categories" , op. cit. , pp. 55-56 • 

96. Sinon ~vatney, "The Ideolo;JY of GLF", in Gay I.eft Collective (ed.) , 
op. cit., p. 73. 
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"the 'Whole conceptualisation of harosexuality as an issue of personality 

and person identity 'W'hich can simply be asserted!'. 97 'Ccminc; aut' ran the 

danger of being another obligatory ritual of confession in Foucault 1 s 

genealogy. The problem, and paradox, was: "HeM to insist upon the public 

pertinence of the sexual (or sane particular facet), whilst s.irmlltaneously 

undermining its overarching, d:>sessive 'personal' importarx::e?" 98 Such a 

'paradox' very strongly suggests that the wrong question has been posed in 

the first place. 

It may certainly be concluded that there is no ready political practice 

to be drawn fran Foucault. 'nlis does not, in itself, am:>unt to a 

theoretical criticism of his argum:mt. Yet its application to gay politics 

reveals a very abstract, de-gendered conception of power, and sarethlng akin 

to functionalism in the claims that apparently no poll tical stance can 

escape being contained by the ruses of po.orer. 'Ihese conclusions should re-

direct attenticn to a closer examination of Foucault's conception of 

J?CNrer. If he has replaced the 1 hidden hand' which is the mark of 

functionalist arguments with a multiplicity of hands, he may well indicate 

very effectively the need to reject solely coercive :rncrlels of power, though 

without finally providing an adequate refontrulation himself. 

(vl 

Pl\.lillrer' s ooservation of the ways in which same harosexuals nCM rigidly 

classify themselves as a discrete group appears, an the face of it, to have 

rrruch in crnm::n with Foucault's argurrent. 'lboug'h the latter would find this 

develOfiOOilt predictable, whereas Plurmer seems to be surprised, both conclude 

that it is a fonn of oollusion with wider processes of oonta.iment. But it 

is ~rth considering this convergence of the perspectives offered by 

97 . Jeff Minson, "The Assertion of Hanosexuality", m/f, Nos. 5 & 6 (1981), 
p. 19. 

98. Ibid. I p. 37. 
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Plumrer' s interactionism and by Foucault a little nore closely. It is true 

that both share an anti-essentialism: as Weeks said, they "reject sex as 

an autonatoU.S realm, a natural farce with specific effects, a rebellious 

energy which the 1 social 1 controls" •99 Instead, they argue that sexuality 

is constructed in particular social contexts. It is also clear that the ~ 

approaches make this point in markedly different ways. For Plunm:r, it is 

a matter of the individual negotiation of sexual meanings, the outcam of 

this being determined by a host of variable factors which influence the 

individual's choices. For Foucault, \!bile ~r provokes resistance, it 

is the broad strategies of power centering on sex which are more irrportant 

than the individual negotiation of sexual meanings. 

H~ver, they are not rrerely IPaking the same :POint by different rreans. 

Th;re is also the coincidence that they achieve their anti -essentialism 

at the expense of an adequate psychological dimension to their argtl!TEnts. 

The ways in which the b.o approaches recognise social detenni.nants do not 

provide a rreans for investigating the psychological production of 

particular sexual m::xles; for different r easons, l::xJth are very wary of any 

suggestion of an historically based depth-psycholcgy. Foucault explicitly 

seeks to write a history of sexuality which is not one of 'rrentalities 1 i 

and while interactianism draws upon a social psychological fr~rk, its 

basic distinction behveen primary and secondary deviance asSt.mles rather than 

explains the importance of psychological dynamics. Simply stated, the 

problem is Wn.y sane individuals care to understand themselves as ~1 l::eing' 

hOJTOSexual and others do not, a fact which is clearly independent of their 

sexual behaviour. This lack of an historically based approach to psycho-

logical processes underlies Plurrrrer' s surprise at the way in which 

contemporary harosexuals are apparently ':POlicing' the category themselves. 

99. Weeks, "Desire, discourse and sexual deviance", op. cit., p. 91. 
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As many social theorists have observed, the task. of developing such a 

psychological account confronts sare major difficulties. But its absence 

also leads to di£ficulties. One reason \>by Weeks 1 emphasis upon the late 

nineteenth century is trying to ~lain too much is that it is taking the 

place of an historical depth-psychology. In Caning out, he used Plumner's 

four-cell :rrodel to suggest that there was a fine line be-DJeen harosexual 

experiences in the fonn of casual encounters, deeply enntional relationships, 

institutionalised sexual relationships (each of \>.hich need not affect the 

individual's i dentity), and hcm:>sexuality as a way of life. ~s the 

fo.rrrer kinds of harosexual experience were relatively fluid and incurred 

labelling only as speci£ic acts (if at all) , the em=rgence of harosexuality 

as a way of life \'185 IOC>re structured for it ~ant the labelling of a state 

of mind. Weeks explained this change by positing the ne.v medical and legal 

definitions as labelling processes \>tlich, fran a broad historical perspective, 

had a profound psychological impact. In these terms, the change seems to 

be ccnparable to that described by the interactionists 1 distinction between 

primary and secondary deviance. 

There is no doubt that the new nedical and legal definitions of the late 

nineteenth century had marked psychological consequences for those individuals 

who even suspected that the definitions might be applicable to themselves. 

Nor is there any doubt that all of this resulted in a much sharper conception 

of the harosexual as a specific type of person. But these claims do not 

replace the need to enquire into the detenninant historical conditions under 

\>tlich a hcnosexual identity is psychologically constructed. ~-Jhatever the 

difficulties in purusing this question, it renains a valid one and cannot 

sinply be replaced by an account which lacks a psychological d.ilrension, or 

which obscures it, as happens in the distinction l:e"b-Jeen pr:imary and 

100. Weeks, Caning OUt, op. cit., pp. 33-35. 
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secmdary deviance. There is more than a fine line between a psychologically 

grounded. harosexual identity and other forms of hanosexual experience. '!he 

fomer has its origins within a p:rrticular form of gender relaticns. 

Gender is a recurring and elusive thsre in the work of Weeks arrl Plurnner, 

as it is in the early gay rrovem:mt' s literature. There is a need to achieve 

a nru.ch fi.J::ner orientation towards the \'bole question of gender in pursuing 

a social theory of harosexuality. 'lhis does not in itself provide art:f 

solutions to the various questioos defined by the sociological and 

historical tt.e.rk to date; but it is p::>ssib1e to fonnulate a set of questic:ns 

arom1d gender relations which provide a sharper focus far this "WOrk. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CCN:LUSION: AN APP:ROFIOI TO THE 
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Ten years or so after the height o:e gay liberation fervour, there has been 

little sustained reflection up::m the ideas of the early moverrent. 1 Among 

the small arrount that has appeared, Wa tney' s recent short piece of vigorous 

critic ism of the ideology of the London GLF is tinged with embarrassment. 

Its insights are at the expense of a supercilliousness which diminishes the 

significance of the GLF. 2 This kind of approach should be a warning signal 

to theorists concerned with the social construction of hcmosexuality. 

The early gay rrovement is undoubtedly a landmark in the short history of 

harosexual activism since the late nineteenth century, and an explanation 

of the rise of the conternt;:oracy rnoverrent should infonn all theoretical 

\\Qrk on the changing social position of hcrnosexual people. A necessary 

first step to.vards such an explanation is to take the ideology and practices 

of the gay liberation fronts seriously. 

Questions of gender were praninent in their conception of politics. An 

early gay liberation poster wittily read: 

It's the man in the 'WCIMl1. in the man 
in me, 
that loves 
the wanan in thEi man in the wcman 
in you, 
Christ - it's getting crOM:led, 
There• s roan for you in the Gay Liberation Front. 3 

A clever dash past questions of gender - but belrind these words, and the 

confidence with mich they were written, lay a mass of theoretical and 

practical problems for the movement. Gay liberationists have not been 

very successful in dealing with these problems theoretically. Hcmever , 

especially in the first phase of the rrovanent, they managed to ,EX>liticise 

questions of gender in every day life to a significant degree. Watney, 

1. The best, nCM four years old, are the relevant chapters in Weeks, 
Ccming Out, op. cit. 

2. Watney, op. cit. 
3. Cited by Mike Brake, .. I May Be a Queer, But At Least I am a Man: 

'Male hegerrony and ascribed versus achieved gender'1 , in Diana Leonard 
Barker and Sheila Allen (eds.), Sexual Divisions and Society: Process 
and Change, London, 1976, p. 193. 
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despite his impatience with the thinking of the GI.F, selected the 

following incident fram a consciousness-raising group as an illustration 

of the "altogether new and exciting idea of politics" generated by the 

IIDVem::mt. 

Sareone had intervened, saying that the group was no rrore than a 
'knitting circle'. At once a keen argument followed. Wasn't 
this a typical male sexist remark? Didri' t the metaphor suggest 
that 'WOreil. are innately different to m:n.'? Didn't it reinforce 
a stereotype of wc:m:m? .And finally - \Vhat was so wrong a.b:>ut 
:being rrembers of a knitting circle, talking quietly while l:eing 
involved in useful (if unpaid?) work? 4 

Why did this kind of argurrent concern gay men in the first place? Certainly 

fanini.sm had a major :inpact: it provided a sharp focus upon sexism and a 

vocabulary with which to pursue particular issues. But the concern arrong 

gay men with sexism, and with questions of gender in a broader sense, was 

not rrerely a response to feminism, or to the presence of lesbian feminists 

within gay liberation groups. 'Tiley were also responding to tensions within 

their understanding of thanselves as tren in a society characterised by 

pervasive gender distinctions. 

Sanewhat later, a Gay Left editorial took up the question. 

Gay men are socialised fran birth as men. The conflicts and 
guilt in many of our lives stem fran the fact that our harD-
sexuality is in conflict with our gerrler assumptions. Our 
learnt 'maleness ' is carried over into our social behaviour 
with wanen as well as our sexual with other men. The 
problems raised by this are whether we maintain the basic 
characteristics of heterosexual maleness or recognise that 
the contradictions caused by our sexuality rrean that our 
masculine conditioning is fundamentally questione:i and 
changed. 5 

The implication here was that harosexual men experience oppression in terms 

of a tension between their masculinity and th;!ir sexuality. Yet there is a 

need to understand the relationship between gender and sexual orientatim 

4 . watney, op. cit., p. 74. 
5 . Gay Left Collective, "Love, Sex and Maleness", Gay Left, No. 4 

(SU!lltEr 1977) , p. 4. 
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rrore precisely: in what sense is a hanosexual man's maleness 'heterosexual'? 

The editorial implicitly underlined this question tecause it also maintained 

that learning to be masculine is linked with the process of sexualisation, 

the -ways in which "an individual canes to learn about sex arrl se."XUality": 

"But the linkage is not autcrna.tic; otherwise there could be no such thing 

as a hanosexual. "6 'Ibis argument expressed the sane dilE!.'!lna which ran 

through earlier attempts to tackle the question: harosexual men ~e 

conventionally masculine in sane ways, but on another level, since 

masculinity was tied to heterosexual.i ty, their masculinity -was saneh.ow 

different. The characteristic voluntarism of the early :n:ovanent, in terins 

of a conscious rejection of masculine traits, was also present in this 

discussion. 

~ years later, the journal rejected this voluntarism. A statanent 

containing a variety of views fran members of the collective concerning 

their masculine self-:images read in part: 

The early Gay Movement held that ALL versions and significations 
of gender are :basically oppressive and therefore sexist. Gay 
people were supposed to satehow neutralize their appearance and 
de-sex themselves. 
The felt need in our society for finn gender roles and the clearly 
defined power relations 'Which they represent confronts us with 
the major problems of gay identity. For gay :rren these focus on 
the relations between our gayness and our masculinity: 
"The image I have gr<JtNn to cultivate is one of an ambiguous 
masculinity, an alm:>st ironic butchness: Levis, Leather, jacket, 
boots, all give the appearance of an active masculinity that I 
don' t feel I possess. " 7 

Such a solution to the tensions in the masculinity of harosexual men 'WOuld 

never have been countenanced in the first phase of the moverr:ent. But then, 

t:i.m;s have changed: the recent, widespread adoption of various masculine 

images within sections of the subculture is a striking developnent. The 

collective defended this develop:nent but did not attempt to explain it. 

6. Ibid. I P· 2. 
7. Gay left Collective, "Self and Self-Image", Gay Left, No. 9 (.1979}, 

p. 4 (the quote is italicised in the original) .• 
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Elsewhere, the 1 clone 1 debate has been :rrarked by a high degree of Il'Dralisrn 

and this is another index of the small arrount of theoretical headway which 

has :teen rra.de by the IrDVernent in constructing a political perspective on 
8 gender. Though the debate also suggests that the new masculinity is not 

a solution for all harosexual men. 

It is .important to keep in mind various features of the t:Olitical context 

which have shaped the gay liberationist critique of gender. In the first 

phase of the rrove.ment, activists could declare: "Every straight man is a 

target for gay liberation". 9 This seemed obvious in terms of the gay 

liberationist ideal of the 'de-masculinised 1 male and in view of the nani.fest 

sexism of heterosexual men. In reality, haw-ever, few heterosexual men came 

within the sights of gay liberation. Those who allo~ thanselves to be a 

'target 1 of anti -sexist politics were overwhelmingly men who were influenced 

by the feminist rrovernent. And heterosexual men have publicly supported 

various faninist issues far more readily than they have gay liberationist 

ones. This is not explained simply by the fact that they -were rrost likely 

to be affected by their personal relationships with feminists, nor by the 

relatively greater strength of the feminist over the gey movement. It also 

reflects sanething arout the connection between male heterosexuality and 

rnasculini ty. 

The distance, then, between gay activists and heterosexual men has contributed 

to the m::weirent 1 s lack of progress in clarifying questions of gender. And 

the reverse also seens true. For the same distance is apparent in the small 

aroount of literature produced by those groups of heterosexual men who have 

8. This rroralisrn, in a relatively muted fonn, colours David Fernbach 1 s 
remarks..:in The Spiral Path, A Gay Contribution to Human Survival, 
London, 1981, pp. 101-02. This book did not appear in tirre to be 
considered by the present discussion. It is notable for being the 
most ambitious gay liberationist attempt to employ a theoretical 
approach to questions of gender . It will be evident, h~r, that 
the suggestions made below regarding an approach to gender differ in 
sarre important respects. 

9. Allen YOtmg, "OUt of the Closets , Into the Streets", in Jay and 
Young, op. cit., p. 8. 
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tried to construct a political stance in tenns of thci.r masculinity. 

Tolson's The Limits of Masculinity renains the forerrost statement fran "Men 

Aga.IDst Sexism" groups, and it has practically nothing to say about 

h.arosexuality. As he merely noted in passing I it was an e:nbarrassment to 

such groups to be associated with gay liberation. 10 

The barrier between harosexual and heterosexual men reinforced the gay 

m:JVe:rrent' s reliance UfX)n feninisn for political inspiration. Yet the 

feminist concern to explore the origins and effects of the oppression of 

wanen has not, understandably, directed much attention to the details of 

real's sexuality, or to exactly how men care to achieve their p:::>sition of 

p;::1N&. Moreover, a range of feminist responses have briefly, but explicitly, 

denied that the relationship between masculinity and male b::mosexua.lity is 

. bl . 11 m any way pro ematic. 

Thus with the decline of the gay rroveroent' s initial con£idence in bringing 

about radical social change, there has been little ~tus to refine its 

critique of gender. Activists have reconciled themselves to the fact that 

the eradication of masculine traits cannot be achieved by an act of will; 

anQ. sene have accepted the new rrasculine identifications pranoted by the 

subculture as the basis of a greater sexual confidence and openness arrong 

harosexual men. But these conclusions are largely based on pragmatism. The 

reasons for the earlier belief within the mJVerrent in the possibility of 

transcending the gender dichotany, and the nore general question of the 

position of harosexual rren in tenns of gender, remain theoretically obscure. 

10. Andrew Tolson, The Limits of Masculinity, London, 1977, p . 143. 
11. For example, Phyllis Chesler de.stribed male hanosexuality as an ex-

pression of ''misogyny, and the colonization of certain fanale and/or 
'feminine' functions. Male hanosexuals, like male heterosexuals (a:rrl 
like heterosexual wanen) , prefer rren to wanen. It is as simple as 
that" (Wanen and Madness, New York, 1972, pp. 189-90); .Adrienne Rich 
clained that the dif£erent experiences of lesbians and harosexual men 
lay in the instance of a lesbian having to pretend "to be not merely 
heterosexual but a heterosexual wanan, in terms of dressing and playing 
the feminine, deferential role required of 'real' ~~~ ("CanpulsoJ:Y 
Heterosexuality and Lesbian $.Xistence" I Signs: Journal of waren in 
Culture and Society, Vol. 5, No. 4 (1980), p. 642); and Michele Barrett 
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It is inp;lrtant to ,recognise the fact that the stu:ly of masculinity is 

seriously underdeveloped. Masculinity is, of course, accepted as the nonn 

in a wide range of contexts; but precisely because of this, the assumption 

that masculinity is a m::m.olithic peychological structure and set of social 

practices has rarely been seriously questioned. This assumption must be 

given careful scrutiny if the gay liberationist insight that the oppression 

of harosexual men is ultimately a product of the subordination of wanen to 

rre.n is to be substantiated. It is necessary to replace the roonolithic 

conception of masculinity with one which views it historically, and hence 

as the variable product of gerrler relations in a particular social context. 

In doing this, it should be possible to isolate the contingent elements in 

the construction of masculinity in the lives of individual roen. In what 

follows, sane suggestions will be made about how a social theory of male 

hanosexuality can be develq;;ed in these tenns. 

{i) 

To begin to theorise masculinity, it is essential to make a distinction 

beb>een its coherent ideological fonn, wha.t rnay be temed hegem:>nic 

masculinity, and the ways in mich this form is lived by men in concrete 

situations. The central theoretical task is to define the relationship 

between the t"V.O. Here, it is possible only to suggest the dimensions of 

this task. 

The distinction between hegerronic and lived roasculini ty serves to emphasise 

b.c aspects of gender relations. First, the superordinate position in general 

of men aver v.anen, though variously defined at different times and i11. 

different sccieties, is enduring and deeply enbeddro. At the level of 

argued: "A consideration of hatDsexuality throws doubt on the notion 
that sexual behaviour is closely linked to gender identity" (op. cit., 
p. 64}. Her main point referred to the finding of Bell and ~veinberg 
that harosexual couples do not adhere to rigid sex-roles. 
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• ccmron sense • kfla.lledge of social relations, all individuals have sare 

awareness of the differentiation of power between rren and wanen. However, 

and this is the second po:int, this awareness has a variety of neanings in 

different social contexts. For men do nat achieve their position of 

daninance autanatically or easily: masculinity is constructed through a 

range of experiences and practices fran infancy to adulthcxxl, an:i this 

process reveals tensions and contradictions. 

These tensions and contradictions are inherent in the translation of the 

hegerronic ideal into its lived forms, and they arise because gender relations 

do not have an independent social existence. Instead, there is a canplex 

articulation between these relations and other asp:cts of social life. To 

note two general :instances (to which sane further consideration will be 

given shortly}, the experience of 'being' a man, and the obstacles in the 

way of achieving the hegem:mic ideal, are differentiated by age and class. 

Thus the attainment of masculinity has to be negotiated, and this process 

frequently proVokes resistance. The result is a considerable variety in the 

distance between the lives of both individuals and specific groups of men 

and hegem::mic roasculini ty. 

The radical feminist claim that all men oppress all wcmen is often either 

accepted or r ejected unproblematically. In fact, it should be 1mderstood 

as a staterrent about hegemnic gender relations. As such, it is an essential 

di.rrension to any theorisation of masculinity, and without it, efforts to 

conceptualise hcrrosexual nen in tenns of a masculine gender identity becare 

either abstract or banal. At the sane tirre, an the level of lived gender 

relations, all n:en do not oppress all 'WCJTlen, aro arrong those who do, they 

do not do so equally. All rren experience their masculinity in relation to 

a pexvasive ideology of masculine dcnrinance, but their ability and willingness 

to draw upon this ideology is variable. 

It is nec.essary to apply these general ranarks to male hc:mosexuality. The 

first question to consider is the psychodynamic origins of a hanosexual 
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orientation. Freud provides a powerful, though generalised, argum:nt that 

the gender dichotany is the axis of the construction of harosexuality. In 

these terms, both sexual orientations are untidy canpranises in the f ace of 

the t ensions ~ich mark the roy' s achievetE'lt of an elementary sense of 

masculinity. The boy's sense of gender is the variable product of the 

identifications which re makes in the context of pressure to recognise the 

opp:::>sition behveen the sexes, an opfX)sition which is socially grounded in 

their anatanical distinction. The tensions in this process reflect the 

contradictions ~chcharacterise the gender dichotamy as it is anbodied in 

the heterosexual family. 

While the rrother-son oond prarotes the boy's incipient sense of gender, 

W:lich acccnpanies his earliest knowledge that he is different fran her, this 

rond must be broken if he is to consolidate his roasculini ty via an 

identificatic:n with his father. The boy can only gain a fuller sense of the 

social significance attached to the fact of his biological sex by downgrading 

the .importance of his nother. This transition is tortuous and it has a 

variety of possible outcares. 

The original father-san borrl is also .important in Freud's account, although 

its full signif icance renains :inplicit. This bond is likely to 1:::e less 

intense than the other in a culture where waren exclusively care for 

children, but the father 1 rt'Other and the OOY each have general IIDtiVeS for 

establishing it. The tensions here are potentially more acute than in the 

boy's relationship with his rrother. For if the boy persists with an erotic 

attachm:mt to his father after he has recognised the opposition between the 

sexes, it entails his acceptance that he too is inferior to his father. 

Freud presents a ccrnplex picture of the oedipal tensions facing the boy. 

It does not suggest that heterosexual masculinity and hanosexual masculinity 

are s:inple, predictable outcares of this conflict: roth are canpran:ises, 
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both have a variety of forms and both typically contain their own instability. 

The basis of heterosexual masculinity lies in the boy • s ackncwledgemmt 

of his father's castration threat and his acceptance of its reality. He 

therefore recognises the opposition between the sexes, and this recognition 

is psychically integrated by his identification with his father. The result 

is a sense of hilllse lf as opposite to his nother, and a continuing (though 

suspended} sexual ccnnection with her. 

Freud • s account implies a patriarchal ideal in terms of m::>deration and 

balance. The boy should identify with his father, but the latter• s 

castration threat should not l:e extrare in tenns of resentm:mt of the boy 1 s 

attachrrent to his nother. The boy should give ~ his mother, but not down-

grade her excessively (which runs the risk of hanosexualityl . The boy 

should l:e confident in his identi£ication and externalise his oedipal 

aggressiveness, but here again, Freud\-~ critical of the level of aggression 

tt.hich typified the psychic lives of men. With regard to this ideal, he 

described the erotic-obsessional-narcissistic type, which in fact "'WOuld no 

longer be a type at all: it would l:e an absolute nonn, the ideal hanrony" •12 

'!his, ~ver, is a lot to ask, as Freud was well aware. 

In reality, there are a variety of basic, psychological tensions in hetero-

sexual masculinity revolving around the ways in which rren understand then-

selves as opposite to wcm:n but a t the same tirre wish to make sexual and 

errotional connection with than. Thus the universal tendency of men to 

debase their sexual object is an obstacle to the unification of the 

affectionate and sensual •currents•, and it vitiates their desire to recover 

the nother-son l:x:lnd. This desire can take the form of passive attitudes 

tc:Mards waren, but their repudiation of femininity e:nphatically denies the 

expression of passive attitudes towards other men. 

12. Freud, "Libidinal Types", op. cit., p. 219. 
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In hanosexual masculinity, the el~ts of opposition to and connection with 

women are not held together. Here, the boy acknowledges the father's 

castration threat, but he may adopt a contradictory attitude tcwards its 

reality, or accept that he himself is castrated, or he may energetically 

reject the threat so that its reality applies only to 'WCrnen. Freud's 

account suggests that the ways in which this leads to a recognition of th~ 

opposition between the se.."res can be either more muted or nore exaggerated 

than in heterosexual masculinity. Thus there may be a connection with the 

m::>ther in terms of identification so that there is not the sense of 

opposition W:lich marks heterosexual masculinity. This does not , however, 

exclude the possible deprecation of ~ as being castrated in the sa:rre 

way as the boy may resent his own inferiority in relation to the father. 

Alternatively, if the boy confines the reality of castration to wcmen, this 

rreans a basic negation of them as erotic objects, a sense of opposition and 

no conriection in terms of identification. 

If the harosexual dces not choose a sexual object which he regards as being 

castrated, this w::>uld suggest that there is not the sane tendency to 

debasement as in heterosexual masculinity (though there is clearly rca:n to 

differentiate sexual objects in tenns of being 'masculine' and 'feminine' ) . 

There are, 11.o'.vever, still noti ves for the hanosexual to resist the expression 

of passive attitudes towards other men arising fran the exaggerated 

repudiation of femininity which accanpanies the 'masculine' oedipal resolution. 

The additional tensions which marlc hanosexual masculinity would seem to lie 

with the father: the oedipal resolutions involved express varying degrees 

of ambivalence to the castration threat and they point to the father as a 

continuing figure of fear or resentment. 

The schematic character of Freud' s account is inmediately evident. It 

clearly neerls to be filled out with detailed material fran individual 

analyses. It is also generalised in the sense that it does not make allowance 
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for the variation in gender relations which characterise families in 

different social classes. But his account does have sane .important 

strengths. Despite his ever present assumptions about ' normal ' development, 

he makes the psychodynamic origins of harosexuali ty and heterosexuality a 

relative matter. With certain refo:r:rnulations, Freud may be read to say that 

harosexuality and heterosexuality have a cacm:>n origin in the roy's negotiation 

of a range of gender issues within the heterosexual family. The boy's 

orientation towards harosexual or heterosexual masculinity is thus a 

variable resolution to the tensions within hegaronic gender relations. And 

since it is evident that these resolutions fall well short of the balanced 

ideal which Freud posited, it s~gests the need for close examinaticn of the 

continuing negotiation of gender issues in the developnent of a masculine 

identity. 

This raises the question of the detenninacy of the psychoanalytic account 

of the developrent of sexual orientation, particularly in view of its trad-

itional heavy en{lha:sis· upan the . .:i.np)rtance of the child 1 s early experiences. 

Pll..liiiTer is perfectly correct to argue for a synthesis of the 10rientatioo 1 and 

'identity construct' IOOdels, 13 though this should not, of course, be taken to 

.rrean that psychoanalysis explains the construction of a sexual orientation 

and interactionism then takes aver to explain the construction of a sexual 

identity. The synthesis which is needed should not make a split between the 

early 1 psychological 1 detenninants and later 'social' ones: roth sets of 

detenninants are social. And claims regarding the 'final' resolution of 

psychcrsexual conflicts with the passing of the Oedipus cacplex should be 

treated with caution. It may be ranembered that for Freud, the Oedipus 

carplex should ideally be ' srnashe:l to pieces ' , a process which was more than 

just a repression of the conflict. But his fcurous dictum that the canplex 

fo:med the nucleus of the neuroses indicates that, once again, nonnal psychic 

developrent falls well short of this ideal. 

13. PlU!tlrer , "Hcrrosexual Categories", op. cit. , p. 71. 
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In this regard, the idea of ~latency' can beccrre a theoretical escape 

clause : it m=rely assurres the reasons for a :f:erson identir.Jing as hcrno-

sexual with apparent suddenness or at a relatively late age. SUch a 

person should not be said to have been latently or 'really' haoosexual all 

along. Freud did not use the idea in this '!{<Jay: for him there were psychic 

conflicts W'lose appearance and outccme were unpredictable. If there was 

a :resolution, he argued that a particular factor must have been the strongest 

because it was ultimately able to be determinate. But this was not to say, 

in retrospect, that that factor enbcdied the individual's ' real ' self: 

there had been a ccnflict, and its resolution, even in analysis, was not 

assured . Freud's insistence upon the iropossibili ty of predicting the outcare 

of a conflicting set of factors in an individual's psychic life was not an 

'excuse ' for psychoanalysis. It was an admission of the canplexity of psychic 

life, of the impossibility of ever being able to knav all of the relevant 

details, and it underlay his relative pessimism aba.lt the efficacy of 

analytic practice. Theoretically, he defended his position by the concept 

of overdetennination. 14 

{ii} 

The resolution of the toy's early psychological conflicts still leaves a 

considerable amount to be achieved in constructing a masculine identity, and 

this process continues to be marked by conflict. Freud argued that the boy 

who identified with his father and gave up his sexual love for his rrother 

was carpensated by the knowledge that he would u lt:ilnately take his father's 

place and have a 'rrother' of his own. Whatever the precise meaning of this 

. knowledge (for it :remains unclear in Freud's account), it is apparent that 

the boy's claims to adult masculinity are fr9:1Uently frustrated by his being 

defined as a child and therefore subject to adult control. The freedan 

offered by masculine strength and skill is not readily attainable. As 

14. See the discussion by Laplanche and Pontalis, The Language of Psycho-
Analysis, op· cit., pp. 292-93. 
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Cannell has written, 

It is no wander, then, tl'lat boys latch on to the social 
practices that confil:m physical masculinity, with considerable 
fe.rvour; even 'When, as is particularly true for working-class 
boys, these attract a gocd deal of hostile pressure fran adults. 
Teenage peer groups, collectively distancing thanselves fran 
the adults who exert these pressures (parents, teachers, :police) 
are in no sense distancing t.herrsel ves fran adul thocd (the error 
in much discussion of 1 youth culture 1 

). • The p::>ints on which 
the issue of control are fought out - smoking, drinking, 
driving, fucking, foul language, physical aggression - are an 
inextricable mixture of claims to adulthood and clairos to 
masculinity. Their barrenness reflects the very limited claims 
that can be made by people who, because of the age and class 
structure, have very few resources. 15 

This observation suggests the obstacles 'Which stand in the way of the boy 1 s 

att:.atpts to construct his masculinity in tenrs of the hegenonic ideal, 

and the ways in whidl his efforts to embody that ideal can lead to 

considerable conflict with those who have ~r over him. 

There is also scope for less drama.tic and more covert conflict in a range 

of masculinising practices. The young boy has to learn haY to deal with 

physical aggression fran his peers, he may be involved in youth organisations 

which explicitly seek to teach masculine skills, and he will certainly need 

to adopt an attitude tcwards organised sport. Indeed, the prarotion of 

team sports (and in particular of football) is the roost explicit practice 

whereby one fo:rm of masculinity is established as heganonic within schools. 

Clearly not all boys accept this definition of masculinity, and arrong those 

who do, sane achieve ~ir SI:X>rting prowess at considerable cost. The boy 1 s 

ability to adopt an alternative fonn of masculinity which still affords 

him sane I:X>Sitive reccgnition (such as acaderoic achievement), is again 

differentiate:i by age and class. 16 

Later in life, a man finds his masculinity being confinred or challenged in 

his YX:>rk, in his role as sexual init~tor, in marriage and fatherhood, and 

15. R.W. Connell, "!'<En 1 s Bodies", 19.79, p. 9 (unpublished paper). 

16. Sandra Kessler, et. al., "Ockers and Disc<:rManiacs", A rep::>rt on sex, 
gender and secondary schooling for the Disadvantaged Schools Program, 
Di.scussion Paper No. 8, Schools Carrnission, canberra,l981. 
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saretirres in nore specific ~eriences such as mili taxy training and warfare, 

and in public office. With regard to work, it should be noted that though 

heavy labour and rrost trades are seen as distinctively masculine, a large 

nun:ber of nen such as office workers receive no irrrrediate confiirnatic::n of 

their rnasculini ty fran their work in itself. 17 The movement towards higher 

levels of autanation and canputer based industries accentuates this, and 

also leads to higher levels of unenployment. Thus scme men new confront the 

experience of being unE!llployed, or having extrerre difficulty in getting a 

prcrrotion or better job, "Nhile their wives have entered the workforce; 

under these circumstances , it would seem that a gra,.,ing number of working-

class men find their traditional position as head of the family being 

ccntested by their wives. 18 

These remarks cover a crnplex range of masculinising practices very briefly. 

They should be sufficient, however, to question the assumption that the 

achievement of masculinity is a sm::x:>th, straightfo:r:ward process. Masculinity 

is not a birthright in the sense of being born into a certain station in 

life: it has to be constructed. And because hegemonic masculinity sets an 

impossible standard, the process of ccnstructian confronts a variety of 

obstacles so that resistances arise. The obstacles, and alternative 

strategies, are differentiated by age and class. At the sarre time, the 

rewards of masculinity are obvious enough: a relative freedan based on 

paver over ~ and yamger men. Men do not go through their lives in a 

state of crisis over their masculinity. They typically achieve a reasonably 

canfortable caupranise with hegemonic masculinity. But there are important 

m:rnents of crisis, none the less far the fact that they are obscured by 

the hegemonic ideals of the denial of emotionalism and introspection arrong 

men. 

17. Thus, as Conpell noted: "It is doubtless no accident . . . that the 
s.ocial custans of the male-dcminatoo office heavily stress the femininity 
of the 1tOl1ei1 workers there (even to the technically farcical inclusion 
of instruction on groaning , deport:ment and dress in the training of 
secretarial workers)" (op. cit., p. 5). 

18. Kessler et. al., op. cit., p. 11. This paper notes that before the 
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There is considerable roan to explore the developnent of a hanosexual 

identity in relation to the standards of hegemonic masculinity. If there 

is sane urgency to the ways in which all :men negotiate rnasculinising practices, 

it is to be expected that this will be even more acute for ha:nosexual men. 

It should not, however, be assurred that they adopt a carman strategy, or 

that the evolution of a harosexual identity is essentially feminine. 19 

Because the hegerronic ideal is firmly definErl as heterosexual, non-hegaronic 

fonns of masculinity are frequently classed as feminine. Thus harosexual 

m:m, along with scme heterosexual men, do have to negotiate the imputation 

of femininity; but it should be stressed that this is a matter of negotiation, 

and not of an inq;x:)si ticn of femininity or an expression of an essential 

femininity. 

Scme harosexual men have a clear recollection of their 'difference' fran 

a very early age. There is a ccmron pattern of a continuing awareness of 

the gap between their roasculini ty and the hegem::>nic ideal, and a history 

of resistance to masculinising practices. 20 It is notable that the Bell 

and ~veinberg survey carried out in the San Francisco area in the late 

sixties and early seventies revealed that a substantial majority of white 

harosexual men had neither attended a sporting event nor participated in one 

during the previous year. 21 It also seans very likely that the percentage 

of hanosexual men involved in sporting activities would nON be higher, 

second world war in Australia, "only about 5% of married wanen held 
jcbs; nON around 40% do, and the figure is certainly higher where 
econanic need is greatest" (p. 10). 

19. Fembach appears to make this assumption (The Spiral Path, op. cit.). 
20. One piece of research revealed that 60% of haoc>sexual men described 

themselves as "appropriately masculine" in contrast to 97% of hetero-
sexual men. In addition, 30% of hanosexual men (this group 
overlapping to sane extent with the first) said that they "avoided 
ca:upetitive situations" in contrast to 6% of heterosexual men. This 
simple questioning technique is, of course, hardly an adequate way to 
gauge gender identities, but the di£ferences it reveals are still 
interesting. See Marcel T. Sagir and Eli Robins, Male and Female 
Harosexuality, A CCinprehensive Investigation, Baltimore, 1973, 
pp. 107, 109-10 • 

. 21. Bell and Weinberg, op. cit •. , pp. 410-11. Sh.'ty-nine · percent had not 
attended a sporting event; 62% had not participatErl in one. 
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particularly if these activities are defined to include various forms of 

physical fitness progranmes. For the new masculine .:.bnages adopted by many 

harosexual nen (particularly in cities such as San Francisco) partly 

express a detex:mi.ned effort to achieve a level of physical canpetence and 

skill whi.ch in the past have been clearly associated with heterosexual 

masculinity. In these tenns! the 1 clone 1· phenanenon clearly contests the 

~egenpnic definition of roale haoosexuality as a fonn of gender inversicn. 

It is an excellent' illustration of the general point that rnasculini ty is 

not a stable, given set ~f characteristics but is actively constructed in 

specific contexts of pa-.er, and in .reference to the hegem:mic ideal. 22 

'lW:l further general observations may be made about the heterosexual 

definition of hege!'(Pnic .masculinity and its relation to a harosexual 

identity. Because there is considerable potential for conflict in 

masculinising practices, and particularly during adolescence when many 

boys develop a sharp sensitivity to gender issues under the scrutiny of 

each other and of adults, harosexuality is a possible solution to these 

conflicts. Presumably for many boys, such a solution has been psychologically 

excluded in their earlier experiences; but for others, it will not have 

been. Such a boy, as has been noted, is not usefully seen as 'latently' 

hanosexual; there is no inevitability to his adopting a hcm:Jsexual 

identity, nor to even becaning conscious of the possibility. But in the 

context of resistance to the demands of hegerocnic masculinity, there is 

roan for developing a sensitivity to the idea of being haoosexual. 

Alte,rna.tively, a boy may construct an exaggeratedly masculine identity in 

22. With regard to the present hcmJsexual contestation of the traditional 
fem:i.nine stereotype, one investigation of 25 8 college students found 
that they disliked a specifie:l harosexual man nore than a heterosexual 
man·, regardless of whether the latter was perceived to be feminine; 
and also, that they liked a feminine hanosexual man more than a 
masculine hanosexual man. See Michael D. Storms, "Attitudes Toward 
Hcnosexuality and Femininity in Men", Journal of Hanosexuality, Vol. 3, 
No. 3 (Spring 1978) r pp. 257-63. 
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order to deny the possibility of harosexual interests. This is not, as 

the adherents of the repression hypothesis have argued, a s:imple matter 

of the negation of harosexuality, so that it finds expression in its 

' opposite 1 
- aggressive ma.sculini ty. The psychological origins of a male 

harosexual orientaticn cannot be reduced to a matter of femininity in men, 

and the possible consequences of an unsuccessfully repressed hanosexual 

attadment are diverse. But in a culture where a constitutive element 

in the definition of hegem::mic masculinity is that it is heterosexual and, 

conversely, where non- hegerronic fonns are readily classed as feroinine, the 

construction of an aggressive masculinity is an obvious strategy by which 

to deny any suggestion of harosexuality to Doth the self and others. 23 

Sociologists have frequently noted that this strategy is used by men who 

do engage in hanosexual behaviour (such as hustlers) but who define themselves 

as heterosexual. 

It is surprising that this kind of observation regarding the use of 

'accounts 1 ~ch both emphasise masculinity and contain the potential 

implications of harosexual behaviour, has not been extended. For this is 

only an exaggerated exarrple of the general difficulties in constructing a 

hanosexual identity. Patrick White, far exanple, wrote in his recent 

autobiography: 

I can 1 t renanber being much v.rorried by evidence of sexual 
ambivalence. I indulged my sexual inclinations at an early 
age. What disturbed rre was the scom of other boys, not for 
my sexuality, which they accepted and in sane cases enjoyed, 
but for a feminine sensibility which they despised because 
thE:'.J mistrusted. 24 

Indeed, it might be asked whether a haoosexual identity is ever constructed 

23. This is upheld by one experiment in which a man who was labelled 
harosexual was inmediately perceived by the group to be significantly 
less masculine than others in the group; and, interestingly, the man 
responsible for the labelling was perceived to be more masculine than 
when he was not responsible for it. See Rodney G. Karr , "Harosexual 
Labeling and the Male Role", Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 34, No. 3 
(Summer 1978), pp. 73-83. 

24. Patrick White, Flaws in the Glass, A Self-Portrait, I.ondon, 1981, p. 34. 
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without a conflict in te:r:ms of the prescriptions of hegem::mic masculinity; 

or whether harosexual behaviour ever sensitises an individual to the 

possibility of E::eing hanosexual so long as the f::ehaviour is able to be 

reconciled with the hegerocmic ideal. While Irost sociologists are now alert 

to the fact that a hanose.xual identity is constructed in a social context 

which is markedly hostile to hanosexuali ty, few seem able to relate this 

context to the po;;er exercised within gender relations. Their 'social 

context' therefore remains a distinctly shrunken one. 25 

Similarly, as the notion of harosexuality as gender inversion is becaning 

ou'boc>ded, the idea of 'androgyny' is increasingly popular. But only a 

peculiarly powerless conception of gender relations coUld allow researchers 

to add up the number of 'masculine' and 1 feminine' characteristics to be 

found in harose..""{Ua]_ men and then to give them an androgyny score. The 

variable gender identities of harosexual men need to be understood in the 

light of their negotiation of masculinising practices, and in relation to 

hegerronic rnasculini ty. The latter disappears canpletely with the notion of 

androgyn 26 y. 

It may, however, be asked what the conceptual shift represented in the 

difference betwen 'inversion' to 'androgyny 1 says about heganonic gender 

relations. T'ne first describes a biological male who is asSI.lm:d to be 

25. See for example, Thanas s. v\le.inl::erg, "On 'IX>ing' and 'Being' Gay: 
Sexual Behavior and Hanosexual Male Self-Identity", Journal of 
Harosexuality I Vol. 4, No. 2 (Winter 1978) , pp. 143-56; and 
Vivienne c. Cass, "Harosexual Identity Formation: A Theoretical 
Model", Journal of Hanosexuality, Vol. 41 No. 3 (Spring 1979} , 
pp. 219-35. 

26. See for example, larry Craig Bernard and David J. Epstein, 11Androgyny 
Scores of Matched Hanosexual and Heterosexual Males'' , Journal of 
Harosexuality, Vol. 4, No. 2 (}vinter 1978), pp. 169-78} ~ Robert 
E. Hooberman, "Psychological Androgyny, Feminine Gender IClenti ty and 
Self-Esteem in Harosexual and Heterosexual Males", The Journal of Sex 
Research, Vol. 15, No. 4 (Nov. 19791, pp. 306-15; and Gary J. 
McDonald and Robert J • .Moore, "Sex-Role Self-concepts of Hcmosexual 
Men and Their Attitudes Toward Both Wanen and Male Hanos~ruality", 
Journal of Ha'!Osexuality, Vol. 4, No. 1 (Fall 1978), pp. 3-14. 
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essentially feminine, the second a man with. a canbination of masculine 

and feminine characteristics. Both bear sane relation to hav hanosexual 

rren actually understand themselves and taken together they sugJest the way 

in which their understanding has changed. 1 Inversion 1 expresses a more 

rigid definition in terms of the gerrler dichotany than does 1 ar.drogyny 1 • 

'!he significance of this difference needs to be considered in m::>re detail, 

for it raises the question of the historical dimension of gender relations. 

Ciii) 

First, a ccmrenton the historical specificity of the psychoanalytic 

acccunt of the origin of a harosexual orientation. This problem involves 

a range of issues, such as the widely debated question of the universality 

of the Q:rlipus carplex, which are l::eyond the scope of the present discussion. 

H~ver, there are grounds for making a general assumption. That is, 

the errotional structurin; of children which takes place within families 

changes over time, and these changes bear on the- psychological construction 

of a hO!lOsexual orientation. Since it is clear that gender relations 

change historically, the \vays in which the negotiation of gender issues 

may establish a harosexual orientaticn can not remain constant. 

One of the rrost frequently noted, if only broadly understcod, changes in 

gender relations in m:Jdern \-/estern societies involves the gradual rerroval. 

of paid labour from the h.c:lre with the developnent of industrial capitalism. 

This develOf.UEilt neerls to be differentiated in tenns of families in particular 

social classes, but there is every reason to suppose that the sharper 

definition of the sexual division of lal:xJur which it entailed rreant sare 

far-reaching changes in gender relations. Again, it is now fi.nnly recognised 

that the length and status of childhcx:rl is a modem construction. This 

developre:nt tcx:> must have had consequences for the child's early sexual 

developrent, especially in terms of the assUtlJ?tion of its 'innocence'. 
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Thus Freud' s carnent on the phenanenon of rHis :t-1ajesty the Baby' , and its 

importance in relation to the parents 1 narcissism, was not a description 

of a trans-historical fact of family life. 

In principle, it should be possible to relate such changes to the conflict 

over gender issues -which establisres the basis of a harosexual orientation. 

This is not a question of looking for the historical 'origins' of 

harose.xuality in tenns of a specified constellaticn of gender relations . 

Rc.ther, it is a matter of considering the historical evidence of males 

with sarre-sex preferences in relation to the gender relations of a particular 

historical pericxl. H~ver, there are obviaus difficulties in gaining 

sufficient evidence to establish this relationship. And even if this 

evidence was available, it would still leave the question of the kind of 

sexual identity nales with sam:-sex preferences were able to coosolidate 

in a particular social context. But it is possible to make sane headway 

with the latter question. There is roan for an historical investigation 

of the. developrent of a harosexual identity on a level which does not 

immediately depend upon an adequate historicisatian of Freud's account. 

In pre-m::>dern societies 1 and still in non-\\estern ones 1 sexual relationships 

between males seem to be finnly defined by the gender dichotany. As 

Weeks has argued, Mcintosh's application of the 'hanosexual role' to the 

Arrerican Indian institution of the t:erdache :irrplies "that transvestism 

is a role which a hcnosexual man can fall into as if there is a pre-

existing harosexual man thatcan fall into a transvestite role" .He suggested 

that instead, such a male "was actually a \<OTlan in tenns of that culture. 

There 1 s no need for a notirn of the harosexual; the transvestite was 
27 actually the gender he or she was adopting, a cross-dressed gender11 

• 

The rrale berdache, if not actually a wonan since his biological sex was 

27. Jeffrey Weeks and Kenneth Plurrrrer interview Hary Mcintosh, 
"Postscript: 'The haoosexual role' revitited", L"l Plurrmer (ed. ) , 
op. cit., p. 47. 
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still relevant to his status, cane very close to it so that, for exanple, 

he -went through the rituals of giving birth. Thus the hegE!ronic gender 

relations arrong the l'Iojave Indians sean to have allowed an individual of 

one sex to adopt the gender of the other with relative ease, but there ·..;;as 

no conception of a sexual relationship between individuals of the sane 

gender. 

An apparently different arrangerrent of ma.le sexual relationships is ccmoon 

in New Guinea. Male infants, having spent their foetal life in a wanan, 

are thought to be de-masculinised; this is only rectified when they later 

have a relatioo.ship with an elder kinsman and recover their masculinity 

through his semen. Here, the point of the relationship is to establish 

the younger Imle 1 s heterosexual masculinity and hence to 1 reprcduce' the 

gender dichotaJ¥. 28 Again, a nore familiar example of the way in which male 

sexual relationships are defined by gender is found in rrodern. Greece and 

other Middle Eastern countries. The relationship is lmderstood to l:e one 

between an active heterosexual and a passive h.cxrosexual. 29 

Despite the very different rreanings :between these three patterns of sexual 

relationships in thedr cultural contexts, each involves arelationship 

between males where one individual is defined as feminine and the other 

as masculine. 'n1.e extremely rigid gender dichotany of these societies 

has the effect of constructing inter-gender relationships, regardless of 

the sex of the individuals, and of proscribing intra-gender relationships. 

As Rub:in remarked of such instances, and they could readily be extended, 

"the rules of gender division and obligato:ry heterosexuality are present 

Bven in their transfonnation". 30 The variable fonns of what Rubin tented 

28. Rubin, op. cit., p. 181. 
29. Gay Ieft Collective, "Spotlight on Greece - An Intervie.v with a 

m=mber of the Greek Gay Moverrent AKOE", Gay Left, No. 7 (Winter 
1978/79). , p. 10. 

30. Rubin, op. cit., p. 182. 
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the 'sex/gender system' need to be studied, not to search for 'hacosexuals 1 

or for a 1 hrnosexual role • w.i. th a different content fran that of m:xiern 

~stern societies, but to examine the ways in which sexual relationships 

t:e~ male s are constructed. An inportant question, then, is how their 

present construction in the west stands in relation to the rules of 

gender division and obligatory heterosexuality. 

As Marshall has argood, these rules ~re duplicated in the ninetee.1th 

century medical conception of males with same-sex preferences as 2ither 

gender inverts or perverts. His point was that this dual conception 

precluded the idea of a hatDsexual man, for the sexual behaviour of the 

males in l:x::lth categories was inteJ:preted as 'heterosexual 1 
• Thus the invert, 

having 'a feminine soul encased in a male body', sought a masculine object~ 

\'bile the pervert was conventionally masculine except that he chose a 

youth. as a substitute for a 'WCman. Marshall argued that only 'When the 

gender identity of Deing a 'man' was no longer rigidly defined as 

heterosexual was it possible for a male with sane-sex preferences to define 

himself as a hcrrosexual man. He maintained that this did notoccur on a 

significant sca le in Britain until after the second ~rld war when a 

partial relaxation of gender roles all<:;~~;red a clear distinction to be made 

be~ gender identity and sexual orientatian.31 

Jmshall ' s arguro;:nt usefully directs attention to the :ilnp:Jrtance of changes 

in gender categorisations in explaining the eroergence of the nodern haro-

sexual identity. However, the E!Tpirical evidence for the qualitatively 

different h::xrosexual identity after the second world war needs to be much 

stranger . Whether or not Marshall is correct, his greatest difficulty 

is in explaining this change. His model of gender is abstract in that it 

takes no account of the relationship bet~en hegemonic and lived gender 

31. John Marshall, "Pansies, perverts and macho IPen: changing 
conceptions of male hrnosexuality", in Plurnner Ced. >., op. cit., 
pp. 133-54. 
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relations, and in applying it he seems to be forced to exaggerate the recent 

relaxation in traditional masculinity. Such a IOOdification is evident only 

in very small social groups (and mainly arrong the professional intelli-

gentsia over the past decade). Indeed, there 'WOUld sean to be much strmger 

evidence of a reinforcalEnt of traditional sexual and familial values 

irmediately after the second ~ld war.32 

<:ender and sexual orientation are not autonanous entities: their 

relationship changes but there is necessarily a connection between them. 

While it is essential to trace the errergence of the m:xiem harosexual 

identity in teons of the changing way in which sexual orientatim is 

defined by hegemonic gender relations, the question of identity cannot 

be defined discretely. For that identity is the product of oppressim, 

as the gay moverren.t has forcefully argued; and as Plurnner, using the 

interactionist perspective , has damnstrated nore systanatically. And if 

issues of gender are central to an understanding of the dynamics of · 

oppre.ssicn, they are no less so to an understanding of the psychological 

origins of a hcm:>sexual orientation. These two questions Irn.lst 1:e kept in 

mind when making any claims about the changing gender identities of 

hamsexual m;n. If the distinction between gender and sexual orientation 

was as clear as Marshall believe:i, it would mean a radical transfonnation 

of hegem::mic masculinity, and of the social position of h.anosexual :roon. 

What then is the significance of sel£-identified harosexual men? on the 

rrost general level, it points to a ch.an3'e in hegemonic gender relations. 

The new identity allCMs a relationship between two Iffiles who liD.derstand 

themselves to be the same gender, and this is precisely 'What was excluded 

in the three exarrple just noted where the rules of gender division and 

obligatory heterosexuality were unambiguously reproduced. 'Ih.ese rules also 

32 . See for example, Arm GanE and Rosemary Pringle, "The Making of 
tn; Australian Fami.ly1

', Intervention, No. 12 (April 1979) , pp. 63-83. 
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define the invert/pervert fonnulation, though less strictly. The 

'heterosexual' character of such a relationship is scrnewhat blurred since 

the 'feminine' partner is not as institutionalised as in the other E!Xamples. 

And as a scientific notion, the invert/pervert distinction was vulnerable 

to the criticism made by Freud and others. 

No doubt the distinction bore sare relation to the way in which men with 

sane-sex preferences in the nineteenth century actually understood them-

selves. But the exact nature of their understanding is obviously a 

question for empirical investigation. The idea of inversion was certainly 

contested. 'nl.e clearest exarrple of this was in Germany, where there was 

a shal:p split in the harosexual emancipaticn rrovenent between those who 

supported Hirschfeld's 'third sex' theory and others su:::h as Bran::l, Jansen 

and Friedlander whose 1 Cannunity of the Special 1 exalted the ideals of 

masculine bisexuality and erotic, rather than sexual, male canradeship. 

Thus the character of this contestation also reveals the rigidity of 

gender definitions, and the opposition to b::Irosexuality as gender inversion 

ultiroa.tely had a strong affinity with the sexual politics of the Nazis. 33 

The 'Ca:mnmity of the Special' was atterrpting to reconcile male hanosexuality 

with the prescriptions of hegero:nic masculinity. 'Ihe eronoous strains 

inherent .in this atterrpt lay in the need to exaggerate the gender dichotany 

so that ma1, being canpletely separate fran v.anen, could be united. by an 

erotic band. Hirschfeld's Scientific Humanitarian Carrmittee, on the other 

band, accepted the gap between 'inversion • and hege.tronic masculinity. Yet 

both responses reflected the very strong tension b=tween hegaronic and non-

hegerronic masculinity so that the two conceptions of a hanosexual identity 

were fiDnly subordinated to the hege.zronic ideal. 

With the energence of self-identified hanosexual men, male harlosexuality is 

33. See the discussion by Steakley, op. cit., @Ssim. 
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no 1cnger so rigidly defined as feninine, and this points to a lesser 

tension beb:een hegemonic and non-regem::mic masculinity. The !leW' identity 

reflects a contestaticn of the gender division. If the division is no 

lcnger absolute, sexual relations between nales can at least begin to be 

understocd as sane-gender relations. It J:ecanes possible to rrove further 

away fran hegem:mic masculinity without accepting a feminine identity. 

Thus it is nat a clear distinction beb;een gender and sexual orientation, 

but a relatively less clear distincticn be~en 'men' and 'w:men 1 which 

underlies the errergence of self-identified hanosexual :tren. 

'!he new horrosexual identity fonns a distinct contrast with the invert/ 

p:.rvert distinction , which was, in effect, a duplication of the basic con-

tradicticn within hegenonic nasculini ty in terms of opposi tian to but 

cormectirn with ~. 'Ihe 'masculine ' pervert was conceived to be opposite 

t-o wr::::mm in the cmventi anal sense and to make a connection via his choice 

nf a 1 feminine ' :youth as a substitute for a wcrran. By the sarre logic, the 

invert was equivalent to a wc:man and his sexual connection was with his 

' opposite 1 
, the masculine pervert. 

'!his perspective suggests the need to relate the developrent of the modem 

horrosexual identity to the changes which have taken place in gender relat-

icns . A numi:Jer of historians have clairred that there was a massive rein-

forceroont of sexual stereotyping in Britain during the late seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries : \vctren ~re perceived to be profotmdly different fran 

rren. 34r f this clairnisbome out by rrore detailed research, it ma.y be possible 

to relate this change to the character of the harosexual suJ:culture. Its 

34. For example , Gordon, op. cit., ch. 1; and Margaret George, 11Frcm 
' Goodwife ' to 1 Mistress' : The Transformation of the Female in Bourgeois 
Culture", Science and Society, Vol. XXXVII, No . 2 (Sumner 1973) , pp. 
152-77. Both authors cite as a major source, Alice Clark, The \\larking 
Life of Waren in the 17th Century, London, 1919 . '!he same point is made 
by Harvey, op. cit., p. 945. Eli Zaretsky concentrates upon the nine-
teenth centru:y in Britain as a period of sharpening social differentiat-
ion between rren and wa:ren; .see his Capitalism, the Family and Personal 
Life , London, 1976. These argurrents are advanced in very broad tenns, 
but there is no doubt that the p:riods they discuss did see significant 
changes in gender relations in particular social classes . 
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high degree of effeminacy was arguably a response to the roore rigid 

definitions of masculinity and femininity'. Indeed, not only its scyle 

and custans but the very existence of the subculture may have expressed 

the need of an increasing number of rren to fonn an incipient hanosexual 

identi cy on the basis of their proscribed sexual interests and in the 

context of sharper gender expectations. 

~Vhat is much nore certain is that the follcming century saw significant 

resistance by large numbers of wanen to hegemonic gender relations. The 

feminist :rroverrents in Britain, Gellt'\al1y and the United States "Were the 

clearest expressions of the shifting relationship between rren and waren. 

These "Were obviously not discrete expressions of a ~ority interest but 

instead reflected, and in turn. effected, wider changes in the social con-

struction of the gender division. And since it is cc:rrm.anplace to vie~;,., the 

contenp:>rary feminist and gay moverrents as expressing, on a general level, 

a carman resistance to oppression within a patriarchal society 1 it may be 

asked heM' the two 'here linked in the first wave of sexual liberation. 

The nineteenth century femininists contested the hegerronic conception of 

''WOlllall'. Their attack upon the double standard of sexual morality and 

their interest in controlling their CMn. fertility added up to a demand for 

a revolutionary change to this conception, to the effect that a 'WO:t1an. 1 s 

sexuality was no more part ·of nature than a man's. In the sarre period, and 

especially in Germany, harosexual emancipationists "Were similarly concern-

ed with. the basic question of their gender identity. The hypothesis of a 

'third sex' 1 though a natural and not a social conception, was an attempt 

to bring biological sex and gender identity into a non-oppressive align-

rrent. This argument did not contest the hegelt'Ol1ic conception of 'man' , 

but it still sought to define a social space for non-hegemonic F.asculinity. 

It may 1::e asked whether this would have been possible outside of the rore 

general questioning and politicisation of gender relations which "1as taking 

place. 
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If the m::xiem construction of hanosexuality is ultimately tied to redef-

initions of gender relations, the relationship between the b-JO processes 

- and between the strategies of the hcmosexual rren and w<n:n involved -

will reflect the fundarrental asym:retry in the hegemonic conception of rren 

and waren. The reactionary sexual politics of the 'Ccmnunity of the 

Special' in Gennany is an obvious instance. On the other hand, as Weeks 

pointed out, the social purity crusaders and early feminists in Britain 

vie'Wed hcmosexuali ty as an undifferentiated expression of male lust. More 

might be made of the fact that 'When feminists attacked male sexual priv-

ilege on a m.:ntlber of fronts, the tenns of this debate were sharply anti-

thetical to male hanosexuality. The feminist effort to bring gender 

expectations into closer alignrrent was, of necessity, expressed in an 

anti-libertarian framework. Only the nost advance:l feminist opinion. before 

the first world war either questimed notherhood as the supreme destiny of 

waren or gave qualified support to lesbianism or male ha:rosexuality. 35 

With a significant amount of attention focussed upon the dangers of male 

sexual excess, it may be asked to what extent male hanosexualiVJ appeared 

to e.xe.nplify that very problem. 

The question of the differential developnent of male hcmosexual and lesbian 

identities also needs to be approached in view of the asynmetry of the gen-

der division. On a general level, it 'WOuld a:PPear that the necessary first 

task for feminists . was to contest the hegemonic conception of the 

•natural' wamn; and while this led to a redefinition of rrotherhood in 

social tenns, it rarely led to a questioning of rrotherhood as such. The 

redefinition of '\\0Illall 1 therefore remained a heterosexual conception. The 

constraints upon the developrent of the identity of being a harosexual man 

were different. While the invert/pervert distinction was fi:cnly shaped by 

35. See ~\leeks, Caning Out, op. cit., ch. 8: and Steakly, op. cit., ch. 2 . 
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hegerronic masculinity and could be understood as 'heterosexual', the 

distinction was not buttressed by the ideology of the family and marriage 

(as was the conception of 'wanan •) 1 but by a medical ideology of pathol-

ogy. 'Ibis at least allowed a social space, however impoverished., in 

which males with same-sex preferences could begin to understand, and to 

contest, the meaning of their 'difference'. 

Historical work on the construction of the rrodem harosexual identity 

needs to have a fil:m. grasp of the changing character of the gender div-

ision. A general hypothesis for this work may be that a contestation of 

gender categorisations . has reduced the tension be~en hegemonic and 

non-hegemonic masculinity 1 and that this change underlies the emergence 

of self-identified .harosexual rren. '!his is not a mechanistic develop-

ment: changes in gender relations do not have an auta:natic or predict-

able effect upon the position of male harrosexuals. Such changes redefine 

the constraints upon the negotiation of gender identities; they open up 

the possibility for new strategies by which to contest the oppression 

inherent in hegeroonic gender relations. 

(iv) 

It is now nore carrprehensible that the gay rnoverrent' s prarotion of the 

positive identity of 'gay' should have entailed an attack upon both the 

conventional understanding of gender and the characteristic organisation 

of heterosexual relationships. In adamantly rejecting the rredical model 

of hanosexuality which typically defined it as sare kind of gender anan-

aly1 gay liberationist politics appropriated the 'space' between 

ha:nosexual masculinity and the J:.egem:nic ideal far nore decisively than 

had earlier fonns of hcmosexual activism. It may be said that the 

rrovernent has exploited a situation of reduced tension between hegerronic 

and non-hegemonic masculinity in order to affil:m. a hcmosexual identity 

which was not to be ccnstituted in tenns of masculine expectations, and 

which. was not to employ heterosexual assumptions as the basis for inter-
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preting relationships. This aim has achieved considerable success, and 

it has reached vvell beyond the boundaries of the :rroverrent. 

'Ihe result has not, of course, fulfilled the early gay liberationist goal 

of the de-masculinised male. The ideal of transcending gender categoris-

ations had its logic in a belief in the imninence of revolutionacy change~ 

it appeared to be realisable in the context of an attack, as Altman put it, 

on the cultural assumptions regarding •men • and •wc:me:n •, 'hanosexuals • and 

'heterosexuals•. The extreme difficulty in establishing a general politic-

al stance for harosexual rren •in these te:rms reflects the pov;er of hegaronic 

gender relations. Sare harosexual rnen have successfully reversed tl:e 

implications of their effeminacy; but the majority would appear to 

experience the inferiority attached to hcmose.-ruality as so bound up with 

the imputation of ferninini ty that they have adopted different strategies 

in affinning their identities. 

Though the force of the early gay liberationist attack on the h.egem:nic 

sexual categorisations has diminished, it has left a strong legacy in the 

assertion of a harosexu.al identity. This assertion necessarily continues 

to confront gender issues, as the masculine images pranoted by the sub-

culture illustrates very clearly. The adoption of these masculine styles 

is a :crethod of negotiating oppression. The novelty in t.b= strategy is the 

dual assertion of a gay identity and a farm of masculinity. If the first 

is subordinated to the second in an atterrpt to obscure the differences 

be'tN.een hcmosexual and heterosexual rnen, the harosexual would seem to be 

heavily implicated in the hegemonic prescription of defining himself in 

opposition to \li'Oiren. But the reverse appears to be rrore typically the 

case. This form of masculinity operates as such a clear code of sexual 

identity (and is frequently so theatrical), that it hardly seems to express 

a primary interest in imitating heterosexual masculinity. Its significance 

is that the successful assertion of the identity of a hanosexual man is a 

less rigid resolution to the conflicting demands of the hegemonic ideal 
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than is heterosexual masculinity. ~vithout the sarre contradictory stance 

towards WCJTEn in tenus of opposition and connection, there is less at 

stake in hanosexual masculinity. 36 This is what sociologists describe 

by the notion of 'androgyny' ; and it is here that the progressive potent-

ial in homosexual masculinity lies for future political practices organis-

ed around gender. 

As for future theoretical work, if the sociological and· hi~torical study of 

harosexuality is focussed upon the gender division, it should re sensitive 

to two sets of related problems. One concerns the theorisation of mascul-

inity and patriarchy. The other is the enonrously ilrportant task of 

theorising class and gender relations as a joint structure. The necessary 

starting point for this vvork is to understand masculinity, not as a pat-

riarchal gift to rren by virtue of their sex, but as a variable character 

structure and set of practices; the ~r afforded by ma.sculini ty has to 

be achieved, typically in the way of obstacles and conflicts. The rrost 

i.Irp:>rtant result of breaking with the rronolithic conception of masculinity 

is that it opens the way to view gender relations historically. At pres-

ent, the historical character of gender relations is much clearer in 

relation to v.u~En than to nen. It is perfectly apparent that wcrren have 

not merely endured oppression but have actively contested it. And the 

fact that their oppression continues should not lead to the conclusion 

that changes in the social position of waren are a 'ruse ' on the part of 

patriarchal po~. These changes are evidence of the dynamic character 

c£ gender relations. And as the social position of wanen is not static, 

neither is that of men. 

Mcintosh has recently errq;:>hasised the need "to question what ~ rren and 

36. 'Ihus heterosexual rren appear to be far rrore readily insulted by the 
:i.nputation of femininity than do harosexual men. The contrast is 
illustrated by the fact that it is precisely a fonn of playing with 
gender rreanings which fonns a staple of male harosexual hurrour. 
Gore Vidal's Myra Breck.inridge (Landon, 1969) is an excellent ex-
ample of such hurrour. 
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waren, and not treat that as unproblematical". 37 To put this another way, 

a non-essentialist view- is necessaxy not only for the histocy of hCITOsex-

uality 1 but also for the history of masculinity. Indeed, the first implies 

the second. For a central reason 'Why there is no question of 1harosexual-

ity1 having an independent social existence, or having its own history, is 

that changing conceptions of sam:-sex relationships are related to changes 

in gender relations, that is, to changes in the social construction of 

• men 1 and ''Waren' • Fran a broad historical perspective, gender relations 

have variously excluded any conception of 1harosexuals 11 they have rigidly 

defined hcm:::>sexuality in te:rms of the gender division, and they have 

allOII."ed nales wi. th sam:-sex preferences to adopt the identity of harosexual 

rren, and to begin to understand their relationships as sane-gender relat-

ionships. It should be possible to understand the rrovement involved in 

this broad change in m:::>re detail, and also to differentiate it in te:ans 

of class. 

The details of this change ought to thra.v valuable light on the changing 

social position of men in relation to waren, and thus should help to con-

ceptualise masculinity as an historical product. In fact, a more detailed 

understanding of the construction of the m:xlern hanosexual identity may 

make an iroportant contribution to the as yet unsolved problem of :periodis-

ing the history of patriarchy. It rray be asked 'Whether the changing 

tension between hegaronic and non-hegemonic masculinity indicates p::>ints 

of transition in the history of patriarchal societies. 

'!he second set of problems to which work on the social theory of Male 

h.arosexuality should be sensitive concerns the way in which gender relations 

interact with class relations. This is clearly an enonrous task, for it 

needs to begin with the assumption that Marxism does not have a logical 

37. Weeks and Pl~ interview Maxy ~_c!ntosh, op. cit., p. 49. 
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theoretical primacy. Connell has sketched the kind of J?erSpecti ve 

required: 

There is a patriarchal structuring of production, a class 
structuring of culture; the two are co-ordinate, not 
canplementary. But they are also interwoven. Their 
dynamics interact, they help stablize and destabilize 
each other; and their effects, in any real person 1 s life, 
are condensed. For instance, there is no 'class sit-
uation' that is simply shared by working-class boys and 
girls: even the capital/labour-po.ver exchange is sexually 
structured, for girls and boys enter a segregated labour 
market, and they know it. And that segregation is in 
part created by the capitalists 1 knowledge of their em-
ployees' practices of marriage and child rearing, the 
econcmic dependence of wcrren, the sense of masculinity, 
and so on. And the sense and practice of rnasculini ty is 
simultaneously dependent on the existence of an econaey 
that valorizes male labour, in conjunction with a family 
that valorizes male children, and a sexual culture that 
valorizes male genitalia, and devalues \fJICJTlen while in-
sisting on heterosexual object-choice • . • And so on. 
The condensations of patriarchy and capitalism in indiv-
idual lives need not be, often will not be, f'lmctional ••. 
At crucial m::rrents they may be destabilizing, if we are 
to believe the arguments of socialist feminism and the 
gay left. The essential point is that as a matter of 
fact the joint structure is the effective context of the 
fonnation of the person. 38 

Historical work on homosexuality needs to pay close attention to attempts 

to theorise the joint determination of gender and class relations; and 

it is a project which has a clear value for those who wish to develop a 

'gay Marxism 1 
• O:le particular question which would be illuminated by work 

in t.~s area, and about which extraordinarily little seems to be known at 

present, is how harose."rual experiences are differentiated by class. It is 

to be expected that the limited resources in general available to \\'Orking-

class males would impose specific constraints upon the construction of a 

homosexual identity. 39 

38. :R.W. Connell, "On the Wings of History", Arena, No. 55 (1980), 
P• 52 o ThiS article iS COnCerned with the COnCeptS Of I SOCial re-
production 1 and the 1 reproducticn of the relations of production 1 

, 

particularly in the work of Althusser, Lefebvre and Bourdieu. 
39. A number of studies suggest a marked 'upward roc>bility' among hamosex-

ual men, partly as a result of the conflict which they experience with 
the masculine norms of working-class occupations. See Feimut Reiche 
and Martin Dannecker, "Male Harosexuali ty in West Germany - A Sociol-
ogical Investigation", The Journal of Sex Fesearch, Vol. 13, No. 1 
(Feb. 1977), pp. 35-53; Farrell, op. c1.t. , pp. 75- 6 ; and Harry and 
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The gender division is the axis of both the construction of male 

harosexuali ty and of the oppression of hc:m:::>sexual men. The broadest 

significance of this perspective is that it opens the way f or work on 

the social theory of male hcroc>sexuality to becane an essential cllinension 

to the theorisation of patriarchy. The perspective also gives a sharp;r 

focus to a range of questions concerning the construction of particular 

sexual identities and the changing social categorisations of different 

sexual nodes. And it affords the psychological, sociological and hist-

orical dimensions which are necessary for further elaboration of the gay 

liberation IroVement' s assertion of the political character of harosexual-

i ty. The most important theoretical ~rk to date has an enornous debt to 

the novement and it should not forget its .'origins'. While gay li.berat-

ionists have not developed a coherent argurrent about hcm::>sexuali ty in 

terms of gender, it has still been a centrally important theme in their 

thinking. Their ooncern with questions of gender is a legacy to 

theoretical work on male h::xrosexuality 'Which should now be developed. 

r::e Vall, op. cit. , pp. 155-59. These brief statements do not deal 
with ~rking-class males with hccrosexual interests for whan 'upward 
rrobility• is not a possibility. 
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